SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT

TAPE RECORDER GUIDE
Facts and figures on 169 models

spotlight on

Richard WAGNER
The man and his music in words and pictures

PLUS

IN-DEPTH WAGNER OPERA DISCOGRAPHY
Tuners

The Fisher TFM-1000
Broadcast Monitor Solid-State FM Stereo Tuner
with exclusive counter-detector circuit, FET front-end, STEREO BEACON†, 5 IF stages, 4 limiters, 1.8 µV sensitivity; $499.50.**

The Fisher TFM-300
Transistorized FM Stereo Tuner
with STEREO BEACON†, NUVISTOR-GOLDEN SYNCHRODE front end, 5 IF stages, 5 limiters, 1.8 µV sensitivity, Auto Scan† stereo scanner; $279.50.**

The Fisher R-200-B
Transistorized Multi-band FM Stereo Tuner
with STEREO BEACON†, SUPER SYNCHRODE front end, three AM bands for long-wave, medium-wave and short wave, 4 IF stages, 3 limiters, 1.8 µV sensitivity; $349.50.**

The Fisher TFM-200
Transistorized FM Stereo Tuner
with STEREO BEACON†, NUVISTOR-GOLDEN SYNCHRODE front end, 4 IF stages, 3 limiters, 1.8 µV sensitivity; $229.50.**

Control-Amplifiers

The Fisher TX-200
90-Watt Solid-State Stereo Control-Amplifier
with transformerless output stage, four output transistors per channel, 16 controls and switches, every Fisher convenience; $279.50.**

The Fisher TX-300
100-Watt Solid-State Stereo Control-Amplifier
with transformerless output stage, four output transistors per channel, 21 controls and switches, every Fisher convenience; $329.50.**
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Send for your free copy of The Fisher Handbook
This revised and enlarged version of the original Fisher refer-
ence guide to high fidelity is not just another advertising bro-
chure. It deals with basic facts, rather than unqualified claims.
Its 80 pages are devoted to a clear, nontechnical, compre-
hensive introduction to high fidelity and stereo, with illustrated
articles by well-known authorities.
Only in the latter part of the book is there any specific reference to Fisher equipment, in the form of a detailed cata-
logue of currently available Fisher components.
Originally priced at $2.00, the Fisher Handbook will be sent
to you free of charge.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY_________________________STATE________ZIP________

Mail this post card for your complimentary copy of

Fisher Radio Corporation
11-35 45th Road
Long Island City, N.Y. 11101
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The Fisher 500-T
90-Watt Solid State FM Stereo Receiver
with STEREO BEACON†, 4 IF stages, 3 limiters, transformerless output stages with silicon transistors;
$399.50**

The Fisher 500-C
75-Watt FM Stereo Receiver
with STEREO BEACON†, 4 IF stages, 3 limiters;
$269.50**

The Fisher 800-C
75-Watt AM-FM Stereo Receiver
with STEREO BEACON†, 4 IF stages, 3 limiters, switchable AM bandwidth; $399.50**
The Fisher 440-T
70-Watt Solid-State FM Stereo Receiver
with STEREO BEACON, 4-gang tuning condenser, 4 IF stages, 3 limiters, transformerless output stages with silicon transistors; $329.50.**

The Fisher 220-T
55-Watt Solid-State AM-FM Stereo Receiver
with STEREO BEACON, FET from 2 limiters, transformerless output stages with silicon transistors; $329.50.**

The Fisher 700-T
120-Watt Solid-State FM Stereo Receiver
with STEREO BEACON, 4 IF stages, 3 limiters, transformerless 4-transistor output stages; $499.50.**

The Fisher 400
65-Watt Stereo Receiver
with STEREO BEAM, 3 IF. $229.50**
Compact Stereo Systems

The Fisher 50-B
Portable Stereo Phonograph System
with transistorized 30-watt stereo-control amplifier, matched speaker systems, 4-speed Garrard automatic changer, Pickering magnetic cartridge, Royalite® Carrying case; $199.50.

The Fisher 95 Baby Grand®
Custom Module Stereo Phonograph/FM Tuner System
with 35-watt solid state stereo-control amplifier, matched speaker systems, 4-speed Garrard automatic changer, Pickering cartridge, FM stereo tuner, in oiled walnut; $369.50. (With optional larger speakers for extended bass, $399.50).

The Fisher 85 Baby Grand®
Custom Module Stereo Phonograph System
Identical to Model 95, less FM stereo tuner; $269.50. (With optional larger speakers; $299.50.)

The Fisher 150
Custom Module FM Multiplex System
with 35-watt, solid-state stereo control amplifier with inputs for turntable or changer, matched speaker systems, FM stereo tuner, in oiled walnut; $299.50.
Speakers

The Fisher XP-33°
Ultracompact Free-Piston Loudspeaker System
with 6-inch low-resonance woofer, 2½-inch
tweeter, L-C crossover network; $49.50.

The Fisher XP-5A°
Compact Free-Piston Loudspeaker System
with 8-inch low-resonance woofer, 2½-inch wide-
dispersion tweeter, 2000 Hz crossover; $59.50.

The Fisher XP-6°
3-Way Free-Piston Loudspeaker System
with 10-inch woofer, 5-inch midrange, 1½-inch
soft-dome tweeter, 300 and 2500 Hz crossovers;
$99.50.

The Fisher XP-7°
3-Way Free-Piston Loudspeaker System
with 12-inch woofer, two 5-inch midrange, 1½-inch
soft-dome tweeter, 300 and 2500 Hz crossovers;
$139.50.

The Fisher XP-9B°
4-Way Free-Piston Loudspeaker System
with 12-inch woofer, 6-inch lower midrange;
5-inch upper midrange, 1½-inch soft-dome
tweeter, extra-heavy magnets, 300, 1000 and
2500 Hz crossovers; $199.50.

The Fisher XP-10 Consolette °
Professional 3-Way Loudspeaker System
with 15-inch woofer, 8-inch midrange, 2-inch
soft-dome tweeter, 200 and 2500 Hz crossovers;
$249.50.

The Fisher XP-15°
Professional 4-Way Loudspeaker System
with two 12-inch woofers, two 6-inch lower mid-
range; two 5-inch upper midrange, 1½-inch soft-
dome tweeter, total of 21 pounds of magnet
structure, 300, 1000 and 2500 Hz crossovers;
$299.50.

°In oiled walnut  **Cabinet $24.95  © 1968 FISHER AUDIO CORPORATION
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The total performance cartridge.

New Pickering V-15/3 Micro-Magnetic™ cartridge featuring Dustamatic™ stylus and Dynamic Coupling.

Now, Pickering offers you total performance from all your records with the newly designed V-15/3 cartridge.

The exclusive Pickering V-15 Micro-Magnetic cartridge assures you of the finest in natural sound, while the famous patented V-Guard Floating Stylus provides the ultimate in record protection.

And now, there's a new dimension in the V-15 line. The extremely functional Dustamatic brush assembly for cleaning records as you play them, and an entirely new moving system with Dynamic Coupling of stylus to record groove for positive tracking.

There's a Pickering for every installation, from conventional record changers to the most advanced turntable/tone arm systems.

That's total performance. Clean records for clean sound.

For free literature on the Pickering V-15/3, plus information on how to choose the correct "application engineered" cartridge for your system, write to Pickering & Co., Plainview, L. I., New York.

For those who can hear the difference.
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Winegard Stereotron
FM antennas make a difference you can hear.

Listen
Not pulling in all the FM stations you should? Multipath distortion got you down? Nothing but noise (or nothing at all) on stations you should be pulling in loud and clear? It happens—even if you live in a strong signal area. And even if you own the finest FM tuner money can buy.

The answer? A made-for-FM Winegard Stereotron—the finest FM antenna money can buy! It's the design that does it. The Stereotron has two powerful driven elements and the highest front-to-back ratio of any FM antenna made. It lets you hear more stations and reduces multipath distortion, eliminates hiss and noise and makes your FM tuner perform just the way you thought it would. In fact, the Winegard Stereotron makes a difference you can hear—and for as little as $19.95.

Incidentally, if you don't live in a strong signal area, you can add a Stereotron Antenna Amplifier and pull-in 85% of all FM stations within 200 miles. Ready to hear more? Talk to your Winegard dealer today, or write for literature.

WINEGARD CO. ANTENNA SYSTEMS
3018-A Kirkwood • Burlington, Iowa 52602

Winegard Stereotron
FM Antennas
3 models from
$19.95 to $32.50
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This is a coupon for people who aren't square.

Only a square buys phonograph records at store prices when the Citadel Record Club offers huge discounts on all labels. Mail this coupon for a lifetime membership.

Now, for less than the cost of a single stereo record, you can be a member of the unique Citadel Record Club for life. See for yourself how much Citadel can save you on all phonograph records (not just a few specials!), as well as on all 4-track recorded tapes.

Here is what Citadel offers to all its members:

Discounts! Tremendous price reductions on all records and tapes; in certain cases you save as much as 55%.
No obligations! You buy as few or as many records as you wish. No agreements to sign.

All labels! Any record, album or tape that's in print is available at a discount to Citadel members. Your choice is unlimited.
Promptest service! Orders are usually shipped the same day as received, rarely later than the next few days. Citadel is famous for speed.
100% guarantee! Guaranteed factory-fresh, unplayed, defect-free records and tapes; if not, you are entitled to an immediate replacement.
Free Schwann catalog! Every new member gets a free copy of this 300-page guide to all long-playing records in print.

CITADEL RECORD CLUB, 545 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017
Please enroll me as a lifetime member in the Citadel Record Club.
I understand I am entitled to all membership privileges without any obligation to buy anything, ever.

☐ I am enclosing $6.00 for lifetime Tape and Record Division membership. Send Schwann and Harrison Catalogs.
☐ I am enclosing $5.00 for lifetime Record Division membership. Send Schwann Catalog.

Name
Address
City State Zip

(Circle 19 on Reader-Service Card)
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We dare you to compare Sonotone's Mark V solid state cartridge with any other stereo cartridge

Here's why you can't afford not to

We're 99% sure you'll prefer the Mark V to all other stereo cartridges. But, just to be 100% sure, we'll allow you $2.00 toward its purchase price. In every area, the Velocitone Mark V measures up to the best of today's fine stereo cartridges. And then goes them one better.

Like the Mark V's complete absence of magnetically induced hum. Features Sonotone's virtually indestructible Sono-Flex® needle in choice of three fully ground, highly polished diamonds—0.7 mil, 0.5 mil and elliptical. Survives bends, bounce and mauling without loss of performance quality.

Ask your nearby hi-fi dealer to demonstrate it for you. Fits all high-fidelity changers and turntables. From $32.50, regular audiophile price. Simply send sale receipt to us and you will receive your $2.00 by return mail with our compliments for a wise choice.
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SONOTONE CORPORATION, ELMSFORD, N.Y. 10523
ELECTRONIC APPLICATIONS DIVISION
EXPORT: SINGER PRODS. CO., INC., N.Y.C.,
CABLE: EXREGNIS, N.Y.

LETTERS

Take Me to Your Underground

SIR:
I have just read with great interest Conrad L. Osborne's article "Underground Tapes: A New International Hobby" [HIGH FIDELITY, August 1966]. I would certainly like to obtain some of the opera recordings he mentioned—"L'Elisir d'amore" with Gigli, the Ponselle Carmen and La Traviata, Tebaldi in Giovanna d'Arco and Mefistofele, Tibbett's Simon Boccanegra sound especially tantalizing.

If Mr. Osborne can put me in contact with the people who distribute these discs, I would greatly appreciate it.

R. F. Rinehart
Lee's Summit, Mo.

Mr. Osborne replies: I have received a large number of letters, to say nothing of telephone calls, whose general burden is that of Mr. Rinehart's. I wish to thank all these correspondents for their kind comments, and to apologize for my inability to answer them singly: my schedule simply does not permit it.

Alas, I must also play an evasive game with respect to their requests. My research for this article was gathered with the understanding that my informants would remain anonymous, and it is understandable that the people engaged in this work feel they must keep their subscription lists restricted in size, and limited to individuals whom they can verify as bona fide collectors. To those who advocate release of such material to the public under a special subscription plan, I can only reply that I am 100% in support of the notion.

A Plea for Busoni

SIR:
I was surprised and delighted to read in your preview of the fall records ["The New Releases," September 1966] a fact which I had long suspected: a considerable demand does exist among today's record buyers for out-of-the-way fare. Your interesting article and list of fall releases show proof of such demand.

I sincerely hope that the next composer to be "discovered" by the record companies will be Ferruccio Busoni. The neglect of this composer, and especially of his magnificent Piano Concerto, is hard to understand. I heard the Concerto last season in a performance by Pietro Scarpati and the Cleveland Orchestra under George Szell and came away with a very high opinion of the work. Two

Continued on page 8

HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
MAY WE SEND YOU THIS
FREE record and catalog
WITHOUT COST OR OBLIGATION
to demonstrate a unique service for collectors of classical music

THE COLUMBIA MASTERWORKS SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE
- AUDITION IN YOUR OWN HOME the latest classical releases from Columbia Records and other outstanding labels
- ORDER ONLY THE RECORDS YOU WANT with no obligation to buy, no minimum to purchase
- CHOOSE A RECORD FREE with every record you purchase at catalog price
- PLUS a revolutionary concept—RECORD INSURANCE

Now you can save more than ever before on the classical records you want — with no minimum commitment or obligation. As a Charter Subscriber of this new Service, you will be entitled to choose as many or as few — records as you wish, direct from the Masterworks Catalog for about half the catalog price. You may even audition new releases at home. But you will never be obligated to buy.

How the Service Works
When you mail in the coupon below, we will send you — free and without obligation — a copy of AUDITION, the 12" long-playing record shown above, plus the complete Columbia Masterworks Catalog. These are yours to keep, whether or not you join.
The Masterworks Catalog contains more than 2,000 of the finest performances ever recorded by Columbia and such outstanding companies as Epic, Mercury, Philips, Caedmon, Vanguard/Bach Guild, and Spoken Arts — featuring the world's greatest orchestras, conductors and soloists.

Your first copy of AUDITION includes, among others, selections from these recent albums...
- Mozart: Piano Concertos Nos. 14 and 17, Redoff, Serkin, Columbia Sym., A. Schneider
- Handel: Messiah, London Sym. Orch., Colin Davis
- Mahler: Symphony No. 7, Bernstein, N. Y. Phil.
- Holiday For Harpsichord, E. Power Biggs

If you become a subscriber, you will at once be entitled to select as many long-playing records as you wish (monaural or stereo) from the Catalog or AUDITION.
A record FREE with every one you buy
With every record you buy, you may immediately choose another record free. Your records will be shipped promptly, and you will be billed — for the records you purchase only — at regular Service prices. (A small mailing and handling charge is added for each record.)

Every three months you will receive a new 12" long-playing record of AUDITION, containing passages from new and outstanding releases. The performer, three artists, or a distinguished commentator provides spoken program notes and critical commentary for each passage.

You will continue receiving these quarterly AUDITION records, accompanied by supplements updating your Masterworks Catalog, as long as you are a subscriber — whether or not you buy any records.

Your annual subscription fee for the Columbia Masterworks Subscription Service is only $5.00 — but send no money now.
To receive your free AUDITION record and Masterworks Catalog, just fill out and mail the coupon. They are yours to hear, examine, enjoy and keep — without obligation. Then, if you decide to subscribe, you may also select a free record from the Catalog or from the AUDITION record immediately. Mail the coupon today!

COLUMBIA MASTERWORKS SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE, Dept. 953-4
A service of Columbia Record Club
North Terre Haute, Indiana 47805
Please reserve my Charter Subscription, and send at once my free 12" long-playing AUDITION record and Columbia Masterworks Catalog. If I decide to subscribe, I will send you $5.00 as my annual fee, and I may immediately choose another record free. During the coming year I will receive four quarterly AUDITION records, plus supplements to the Catalog, containing all current releases. For each record I purchase, I may choose another record free. However, I am under no obligation to buy any records. If I do not wish to subscribe, I will simply write "Cancel" across the invoice you send me and return it promptly. However, the AUDITION record and Masterworks Catalog will be mine to keep without obligation.

Name ___________________________(Please print)
Address ____________________________
City ____________________________State _______ Zip __________

☐ Check here if you want AUDITION sent to you in stereo
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The Perspicacious Germans Rate It

Wunderschön

"That the JansZen Z-600 is in first place is, no doubt, due to its extremely pure reproduction over the whole—and by no means short—frequency range."

Hifi-Stereophonie—
Competitive tests of 49 speaker systems

Technical specs alone aren't what led a German Hi-fi journal to rate the Z-600 speaker system tops in its class. Hifi-Stereophonie also comparatively tested speakers from around the world on the basis of musical quality. The practiced ears of hi-fi experts, audio engineers, record critics, and musicians judged the Z-600 best in its price-size category (which included some of the best known American and European speakers).

The Z-600 performance that earned their votes starts with the unique twin element JansZen Model 130 Electrostatic radiator. Its clean, transparent mid-high range reproduction is perfectly complemented by the Model 350 dynamic woofer specifically designed to match the low-distortion characteristics of the Electrostatic. With its low-mass cone and flexible foam-treated suspension, the 350 does just as beautifully at 30 cps as the JansZen Electrostatic does at 22,000.

Just $208.95 buys the speaker system that the discriminating Germans rated best. And a postcard gets you free literature plus a reprint of the full comparative test. See your dealer, or write:

NESHAMINY ELECTRONIC CORP.
FURLONG, PENNSYLVANIA

LETTERS
Continued from page 6

subsequent hearings on the radio convinced me that it was a masterpiece.

In view of the favorable reception his music has had both here and in England, I think it is high time that a record company took some interest in Busoni: the Piano Concerto, Rondo Arlecchino, Tanzwalzer, and anything at all (orchestral excerpts, highlights, or complete) from the great opera Doktor Faust deserve recordings. Perhaps Angel's budget label Seraphim could make a start by reissuing the Glyndebourne performance of Arlecchino, once available here on RCA Victor.

Bennett Persnick
New Hyde Park, N.Y.

Furtwängler in Russia

Sir:
A major contribution to the Furtwängler discography has recently come from an unusual source: the Soviet Union. The state recording company, Mezhdunarodnaya Kniga, Moscow G-200, has issued eight works on its Melodiya and Akkor labels, recorded during concerts with the Berlin Philharmonic in 1942-44.

There is a Beethoven Fourth (D 09083-4) and Fifth (D 05800-1): a Ninth on two discs (with Tilla Brien, Elisabeth Hönigen, Peter Anders, and Rudolf Watzke as soloists with the Bruno Kittel Choir), the fourth side comprising Brahms's Variations on a Theme by Haydn (D 010851-4). Edwin Fischer is the soloist in the Piano Concerto No. 2 by Brahms (D 09883-4), and there is also a Fourth Symphony by this composer, with Beethoven's Coriolan Overture as a filler (D 09867-8). The final title is the Schubert Ninth Symphony (D 010033-4). Partly due to the excellent acoustics of the old Berlin Philharmonic Hall, the recorded sound is extremely good for its day.

Listeners who admired Furtwängler's postwar recordings for their majestic

Continued on page 12
NEW! FROM COMMAND RECORDS

Special Stereo Offer
Your Choice of Two Special Edition Samplers
WITH BRAND NEW, NEVER BEFORE HEARD SELECTIONS!

NEW POPULAR SAMPLER
Containing 12 Complete Selections
FROM 12 BRAND NEW COMMAND ALBUMS

Here is your opportunity to savor the full range of Command artistry. The NEW Popular Sampler contains 12 unbelievably exciting SELECTIONS FROM 12 NEW COMMAND ALBUMS! Selections from these new albums do not appear on any previous Command Sampler Editions. Now you can enjoy a brilliant collection of the Newest and best from Command... with no sales talk... no selling message... just complete, uninterrupted music by incomparable artists recorded with Command’s dedication to absolute technical perfection!

LITTLE ORPHAN ANNIE-Ray Charles Singers: ONE OF THOSE SONGS =898 SD • LA RASPA /Tony Motolla/ AMOR MEXICO/5 A • =900 SD • HELLO YOUNG LOVERS/ Count Basie Orchestra/BROADWAY—BASEL’S WAY =905 SD • WHEN THE SAINTS COME MARCHING IN/Dick Severinsen Sextet LIVE! =901 SD • LARA’S THEME/DR. ZIVAGO /Bobby Byrne Orchestra/ 1966 MAGNIFICENT MOVIE THEMES =894 SD • BLUSETTE/Tools Thiemann and Orchestra, =906 SD • SIPPIN’ CIDER/Robert DeCormier Singers/ THE FOLK ALBUM =897 SD • CHEEK TO CHEEK/ Mitchell Ayers Orchestra/HLWOOD PALACE =902 SD • ZORBA THE GREEK/Dick Hyman and Harpsichord/HAPPENING! =899 SD • BETTER THING TO DO /Donald O’Connor & Phyllis Newman. Original Cast of the TV Spectacular—Olympus 70000 5C 07 SD • WHAT THE WORLD NEEDS NOW IS LOVE! Ray Charles Singers WHAT THE WORLD NEEDS NOW IS LOVE =903 SD • THE SHADOW OF YOUR SMILE/Tony Motolla GUITAR U.S.A. =908 SD

PLUS COMMAND CLASSICAL SAMPLER #5

7 COMPLETE SELECTIONS FROM 7 DIFFERENT COMMAND CLASSICAL ALBUMS

This magnificent album will open your eyes to the breadth scope and magnitude of Command classical recordings... will reveal to you the unparalleled technical advances Command engineers have achieved in mastering-on-on 35mm magnetic film. Great care was taken to select complete movements for your greatest possible enjoyment, no expense has been spared to make certain that this album reflects the integrity and leadership Command enjoys today.


These Albums Are Not Available In Stores

The complete albums from which these selections were chosen are available at record stores. However, to obtain your Command Sampler Albums (which are not sold in stores), simply mail coupon today. You may select either the Popular or the Classical Album for only $2.98 each. (Command Stereo Albums are sold nationally up to $5.79 each.) If you wish, you can take advantage of an additional saving by ordering both albums for only $5.00. Your albums will be shipped postpaid — Command pays all postage and handling. And, you may order as many albums as you wish, but don’t delay... mail your order today!

FREE! COMMAND FULL-COLOR BROCHURE
Command Records proudly presents the Brilliant Command illustrated color brochure with the complete listing of all Command Popular and Classical Record Albums and Tapes. Here, truly is the complete source on the most perfect recordings ever produced. You will want to refer to it again and again. Yours FREE!

COMMAND RECORDS DEPT. HF-10
Post Office Box 2567
Church Street Station, New York, N.Y. 10036

Gentlemen: Please send me the Command Sampler Albums I have checked below. I understand Command pays all postage and handling costs. Full Money Back Guarantee. Allow at least 2 weeks delivery.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Album Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Popular Sampler 16 (Stereo Only)</td>
<td>@ $2.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Classical Sampler 5 (Stereo Only)</td>
<td>@ $2.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Special Offer (Both Albums)</td>
<td>@ $5.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ENCLOSED IS $ (Check or Money Order)

Name __________________________ (Please Print)
Address ________________________
City___________________________ Zone ______ State ______
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World Leader in Recorded Sound
A Subsidiary of ABC — RECORDS, INC.
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from Harman-Kardon, the new look of elegance...

...the new sound of realism
Has the extra realism of Harman-Kardon wideband sound been just a little out of your reach? Well, it isn’t now.

Presenting the new Harman-Kardon NOCTURNE

50-watt solid-state stereo receivers

You may be one of the thousands of discriminating music lovers who have wanted the incredible realism of Harman-Kardon solid-state stereo in a price range where such quality simply couldn’t be offered before. These new Nocturne receivers are your answer.

You expect styling innovations from Harman-Kardon. You expect the newest advances in solid-state circuitry from Harman-Kardon. You expect controls and other quality features on Harman-Kardon units that appear only on more expensive competitive models. But now even Harman-Kardon seems to have outdone itself in sheer high-fidelity value.

You know you’re experiencing something entirely new when first you see a new Harman-Kardon Nocturne. The tuning scale, meter, and stereo indicator disappear behind gleaming ebony when Nocturne is off. Turn it on and the panel comes to life in rich amber that complements the golden accents of knobs and trim.

MOSFET front end • Typical of Harman-Kardon’s emphasis on outstanding quality is the use of the most advanced and effective MOSFET (metal-oxide silicon field-effect transistor) in the FM front end. The MOSFET provides significantly better front-end performance than any other transistor or FET. It makes possible advances in Nocturne circuitry which produce lower cross-modulation and crosstalk, improved rejection of unwanted signals, and superior sensitivity due to lower inherent noise. Also, it isolates the antenna circuit to assure an improved match with the antenna under all conditions.

Superior Harman-Kardon quality features are here: Inherently cool operation for installation anywhere without fans; no heat deterioration with age; two-system speaker switches permitting enjoyment of stereo in one or two rooms separately or simultaneously; front-panel headphone jack; tape monitor; contour and continuously variable balance controls . . . and of course the wideband realism that distinguishes Harman-Kardon instruments from all others.

All for $239.50 • The beauty, the great sound, the complete controls—all are designed into the Nocturne Two Hundred (FM and FM stereo) for the low suggested retail of $239.50*. The Nocturne Two Ten adds AM radio at just $269.50*. Treat yourself to the thrill of Harman-Kardon’s new look of elegance . . . new sound of realism, at your Harman-Kardon dealer’s. Or write for illustrated brochure. Harman-Kardon, Inc., 401 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19105.

*Slightly higher in the West. Walnut enclosure optional.

SPECIFICATIONS

Power Output: 50 watts IHF • Frequency response ± 1 db: 8 to 25,000 Hz at 1 watt (normal listening level); 10 to .23,000 Hz at full rated power • Harmonic distortion: Less than 1% • Hum and noise suppression: 90 db • Damping factor: 25:1 from 20 to 20,000 Hz • Square-wave rise time: 4 µsec • Usable FM sensitivity: 2.7 µv IHF • Image rejection: Better than 45 db • Spurious-response rejection: Better than 70 db • FM I.F. rejection: Better than 75 db • Multiplex separation: 30 db • AM sensitivity: 50 µv/meter • AM selectivity: 10 kHz bandwidth at 6 db points • AM I.F. rejection: 55 db (AM specifications refer to Model Two Ten only) • Dimensions: 14½" wide, 4½" high, 13¼" deep • Shipping weight: 20 pounds.

A subsidiary of The Jerrold Corporation

LEADER IN SOLID-STATE STEREO COMPONENTS
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If you’re the Tape type...

Look for the Elpa Endorsement

When you have decided to acquire the highest quality components for your sound equipment, you will do well to look for the distinctive ELPA Seal of Endorsement. This seal is your certification of excellence in high fidelity. It is granted only to that equipment which successfully meets the stringent standards of performance and design established by ELPA MARKETING INDUSTRIES, INC.

REVOX - Internationally acclaimed throughout the world for its superb craftsmanship, the Revox Tape Recorder represents the ultimate quality in sound reproduction. Only the highest rated parts are acceptable for the Revox, and constant checking maintains the superb performance of every unit. No wonder that REVOX is the choice of both the seasoned professional and knowledgeable audiophiles.

EDITall - Described as the only completely satisfactory method of editing and splicing tapes. The metalized EDITab is utilized by practically all of the tape cartridge manufacturers. The EDITall is designed to meet the needs of every serious-minded tape recorder owner. Through the patented EDITall block and EDITab splicing tapes, even the amateur hobbyist can edit tape like a "pro".

BEYER - A Beyer Microphone to fit all needs. The Beyer Microphone truly represents the highest expression of technology available in the state of the art today. It is made to deliver years of outstanding operating efficiency, faithful service, sensitive performance, and versatile application in any and all needs.

Look for the Elpa endorsement on every component you select. It will confirm your judgment of superior quality.

ELPA MARKETING INDUSTRIES, INC. NEW HYDE PARK, NEW YORK 11044
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represents the highest expression of performance, only the highest rated parts are acceptable for the Revox, and constant checking maintains the superb performance of every unit. No wonder that REVOX is the choice of both the seasoned professional and knowledgeable audiophiles.

EDITall - Described as the only completely satisfactory method of editing and splicing tapes. The metalized EDITab is utilized by practically all of the tape cartridge manufacturers. The EDITall is designed to meet the needs of every serious-minded tape recorder owner. Through the patented EDITall block and EDITab splicing tapes, even the amateur hobbyist can edit tape like a "pro".

BEYER - A Beyer Microphone to fit all needs. The Beyer Microphone truly represents the highest expression of technology available in the state of the art today. It is made to deliver years of outstanding operating efficiency, faithful service, sensitive performance, and versatile application in any and all needs.

Look for the Elpa endorsement on every component you select. It will confirm your judgment of superior quality.

ELPA MARKETING INDUSTRIES, INC. NEW HYDE PARK, NEW YORK 11044

Insist on all Elpa Products at your hi-fi dealer or write for catalogs and name of nearest dealer to Dept. 211
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SPEAKERS ARE CHOSEN FOR CRITICAL PROFESSIONAL USE—BUT THEY WERE DESIGNED FOR THE HOME.

Professional

Studio at WTFM in New York, one of the world's pioneer radio stations in FM stereo. AR-3 speakers monitor the audio quality throughout WTFM's studios and control rooms, as they do at many other broadcast stations. WTFM cannot afford to use speakers that provide false information.

Domestic

Library in the home of Virgil Thomson, distinguished American composer and dean of music critics. The speakers over the bookcases are AR-3's, chosen for their non-electronic, musical sound. Reflection in the mirror is Mr. Thomson watching the photographer.

AR speakers are $51 to $225. A catalog of AR products—speakers and turntables—will be sent free on request.

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, INC., 24 Thorndike Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02141
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NOVEMBER 1966
Stereo Enhancement. I. L. Grozny brings together many of the ancillary aspects of stereo equipment ownership, from the "participation" standpoint. Look for hints on basic maintenance, how to keep the system going at peak performance, ways to improve it with the help of accessories and so on.

Decor Installation. Phoebe Eisenberg tells what's available to make good looks go with good sound. She stimulates the imagination with examples of cabinetry, wall units, built-ins, and so on. Styles and decor motifs included.

Year's Best Recordings. Peter Davis presents a list of discs and prerecorded tapes chosen for their superior sonic and musical achievement.

There's much more, of course, including scores of illustrations. But this is the heart. Only $1.25 delivered. STEREO 1967 Edition approximates the size of HIGH FIDELITY Magazine.

Don't Miss It!

Stereo 1967 Edition
High Fidelity, Publishing House
Great Barrington, Mass. 01230

Send me a copy of STEREO 1967 Edition when it comes off press in mid-December. I enclose payment in full, $1.25. You pay the postage. Send to:

Name ____________________________
Address ___________________________
City _____________________________ State ______ Zip ________
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If you want to know all about "the current state of the art," don't miss this authoritative guide to stereo—our seventh annual on the subject.

It will spark ideas that help you achieve the best stereo reproducing system at the price you decide to pay. It will help you get the most out of your present stereo system, if you already own one. Edited by Norman Eisenberg, it's a blend of news and expert opinion on such fascinating subjects as these:

Are Tapes Better Than Discs? Albert Sterling explains both program forms, shows how they are related, compares their merits and shortcomings. He points out current and choice equipment available for playing discs and for recording and playing tapes. He also tells you what to look for when shopping and gives you hints on installation and use.

Stereo Electronics. Leonard Feldman shows how simple and inexpensive stereo has become. Whether you choose the completely separate approach (preamp, power amp, tuner) a partly integrated approach (preamp-power amp, tuner) or a fully integrated design (receiver) you are probably getting better value than ever before. Almost everything new is solid state which means compact and reliable yet capable of high quality performance. Also, a brief primer run through on the basic functions of preamp, power amp, tuner, some hallmarks of quality.

Stereo Speakers: Large or Small? Robert Marx approaches a familiar subject in a way that helps you decide what's best for you. Why the diversity of sizes and designs? How do you select speakers? What are some of the important new models? What's new in headphones?

A New Breed: Stereo Compacts. Edward F. McIntyre surveys the compact modular systems with emphasis on the models brought out by high fidelity component manufacturers. They represent the listener's option of reasonably good performance without striving for perfection or without involving major decor considerations.

1967 EDITION PRICE $1.25

STEREO PUBLISHED BY HIGH FIDELITY Magazine

SPEAKERS: LARGE VS. SMALL ■ ARE TAPES BETTER THAN DISCS? ■ SOLID-STATE FOR BEST SOUND ■ NO ROOM FOR A STEREO RIG?

HOW TO MAKE A GOOD SYSTEM SOUND BETTER
Imagine! A three-way speaker for just $33.00! Imagine response from 45 to 18,000 cps in a speaker just eight inches in diameter! That's the remarkable value Electro-Voice offers you with the new Wolverine LT8.

This combination of Wolverine features assures you that the LT8 is the finest sounding eight-inch three-way speaker you'll hear or buy: heavy die-cast frame to keep all moving parts in perfect alignment; ten-ounce ceramic magnet for excellent efficiency and damping; long-throw, two-inch voice coil for minimum distortion; dual-cone Radax® design for smooth mid-range response; ring diaphragm compression tweeter for smooth, extended highs above 5,000 cps and unusually wide dispersion.

The LT8 mounts almost anywhere—in walls, ceilings, closets, or any suitable cabinet, and its low cost means you can afford high fidelity in every room of your house. Yet, despite its small size and low cost, the sound of the Wolverine LT8—in the E-V tradition—is rich, full, completely satisfying.

The new LT8 rounds out the unique family of Wolverine low-cost speakers from Electro-Voice. Hear it today at your nearby E-V high fidelity showroom.

ELECTRO-VOICE, INC.
Dept. 1164H, Buchanan, Michigan
NOTES
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Tristan und Isolde
Direct from the Festspielhaus

Recording live opera has become something of a specialty with Deutsche Grammophon over the past three years. In 1963 DGG's microphones registered "Life-Afterminen" of Strauss's Arabella and Die Frau ohne Schatten on the stage of Munich's newly rebuilt Nationaltheater; the following year the same composer's Daphne was recorded in Vienna's Theater an der Wien; and this past summer DGG set its sights on Bayreuth's Festspielhaus for a live-performance taping of Wagner's Tristan und Isolde.

The cast for the Tristan album (which has already been released in Europe and is due to appear here shortly after the first of the year) comprises Birgit Nilsson, Christa Ludwig, Wolfgang Windgassen, Eberhard Wächter, and Martti Talvela; Karl Böhm presides in the pit.

The fabulous acoustics of the Festspielhaus have lured numerous record companies to Bayreuth since English Columbia first sent a crew there in 1927, to record orchestral excerpts under the baton of the composer's son Siegfried. This, however, marks DGG's first attempt at a complete Bayreuth opera (a disc featuring the Festival Chorus had been made on location several years ago). Although the two gentlemen in charge of the Tristan sessions were relative newcomers to the scene, they could point to years of experience in the complicated business of taping opera performances: artistic supervisor Wolfgang Lohse had directed all three of the live Strauss recordings as well as the studio-made Wozzeck, Die Zauberflöte, and Die Entführung aus dem Serail, while sound engineer Günter Hermanns has Daphne and the majority of DGG's La Scala-based recordings to his credit. Contrary to American recording-session procedure, where one individual has the final word over both artistic and sonic matters, Lohse and Hermanns each reigns supreme in his separate sphere, one never attempting to influence the other. I quickly discovered that despite this division of power they work as an excellent team.

Tele-mikes and Tenors. While Lohse had spent weeks memorizing Wieland Wagner's staging down to the last gesture, Hermanns had been devising a suitable microphone installation. As a dry-run for Tristan they decided to tape two of last summer's Ring performances (Das Rheingold and Die Walküre). This was especially important...Continued on page 19
For people who really listen, we offer the first receiver with $400 specifications that sells for $279

ADC 606
90 watt, solid-state, FM Stereo Receiver

SPECIFICATIONS
Amplifier Section
Power:
90 watts (IHF) @ 4 ohms
70 watts (IHF) @ 8 ohms
Total Harmonic Distortion:
@ rated output, .5%
3 db below rated output, .2%
IM Distortion:
@ rated output, .5%
3 db below rated output, .3%
Frequency Response:
10-60,000 Hz ±1 db
Hum and Noise:
With volume control minimum, -78 db
Magnetic phono input, -65 db
Musical instrument input, -60 db
Auxiliary input, -75 db
Input Sensitivities:
Magnetic phono, 3 mv
Musical instrument, 50 mv
Tape, 100 mv
Auxiliary, 100 mv

Tuner Section
Usable FM Sensitivity IHF:
1.6 uv
Harmonic Distortion
(100% modulation): .5%
FM Stereo Separation:
35 db at 400 Hz
32 db at 1,000 Hz
20 db at 8,000 Hz
Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(100% modulation): 70 db
Spurious Response Rejection:
80 db
Capture Ratio:
3 db

FEATURES
First, true bookshelf depth:
17" wide, 5" high, 9" deep
Side panels eliminate need for separate cabinet
Large, readable, FM dial
Complete tape playback and monitoring facilities
Headphone jack

Musical instrument input
Automatic frequency control (switchable) for FM
Independent control for 2 sets of speakers
Each channel separately fused, plus main power fuse
Automatic FM stereo switching
2-year warranty

Audio Dynamics Corp.
Pickett District Rd.
New Milford, Conn.
Have you heard the 60 watt, solid-state receiver that set the trend in low cost quality receivers?

The remarkable, $219* ADC 600

Like our new 606, this ADC 600 Stereo Receiver was designed for people who listen—listen a bit more critically and knowingly than most. Solid-state from the concept on, it is not in any sense a re-do of older circuitry. Its size is a tip-off to newness: 5" high, 8 1/2" deep! Inside, cool and uncrowded, are a lot of new developments and ideas that completely new design lets us use without compromise.

Automatic multiplex switching and indicator □ Low distortion □ Fast flywheel tuning □ Full tape monitoring facilities □ Independent control for 2 sets of speakers □ Headset socket □ Double-fused, fully-protected circuits.

Have you heard the two top-rated ADC Speakers?
The compact 404 and the impressive 303A.

Both systems won top ratings where the ratings count most. The 404 shatters ideas on what can come out of a speaker only 12" high. Rated over speakers 8 times its size. $49.50.

The 303A won the most impressive comparative test of the year and praise from every expert. $95.00.

The ADC Sixty Amplifier has the same power (60 watts at 4 and 8 ohms) and same features as the Amplifier section of the 600 Receiver. 3 1/4" high. $129.50 (Walnut cabinet optional, extra.)

Have you heard the finest of ADC Cartridges?
The unsurpassable 10/E.

This is the first cartridge of which it can be said, "no one will ever make a cartridge that performs perceptibly better." Behind that claim is a solid, startling technical achievement: reduction of "moving mass" to one-third previous best standards... below the critical point of groove "yield." For the first time, you hear the record exactly as pressed.

Audio Dynamics Corporation, Pickett District Rd., New Milford, Conn.

*Slightly higher in the West
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for Hermanns in testing his network of microphones, four of which were extremely sensitive tele-mikes designed to receive signals made in a circumscribed area as small as fifteen degrees from the tip of the microphone head, excluding all other sounds on the stage and in the pit. Their use proved to be a great help in pinpointing various bits of action taking place in awkward corners of the stage. "During the final scene of Daphne," recalled Hermanns, "the staging called for Hilda Gueden to sing Daphne's entire transformation into a laurel tree from a trap in the floor with just her head exposed. Only by pointing our tele-mike directly down towards her face could we pick up the voice satisfactorily."

Nothing in Tristan proved to be quite so tricky, but there were several moments when the tele-mikes came in handy. One such instance occurred at the eleventh hour on the evening of the performance, just before the curtain was to rise on Act II. Miss Nilsson made a hurried visit to the control room wondering if something couldn't be done to boost her upstage opening lines "Hast du die nachtw," which had sounded rather faint on the rehearsal tape. A quick tele-adjustment and the problem was solved.

The finished Tristan disc will be a judicious composite of the August 4 performance and sections of the general rehearsals which were recorded as insurance against live-performance mishaps. The rehearsal tape of Act III was being played for Dr. Böhm's examination on the afternoon when I stepped into the recording room, situated high up in one of the sunniest corners of the Festspielhaus. Tristan's long and impassioned delirium scene was in progress. Every now and then one could hear delighted murmurs from Messrs. Böhm, Lohse, Hermanns, and their assistants: "unglaublich... kaum zu fassen... erstaunlich.

The object of these encomiums was Wolfgang Windgassen, who at fifty-two is now at the peak of his career and still the most sought after Tristan on the operatic scene. During a break in the listening session Dr. Böhm spoke of a famous Tristan from the early years of this century, Karel Burian. "Windgassen approaches the role in much the same way as Burian," Böhm reminisced. "Both are fascinating conceptions... but Burian never could sing it like this." The tapes rolled on again and when the strains of the Liebesknot had died away no one wished to break the spell—until the door swung open and in came a worried Christa Ludwig, wondering if anyone could recommend a good local throat doctor. (For the information of future Bayreuth stars: the nearest throat specialist lives about sixty kilometers south of town.)

What to do about Phtisis. Recording the actual performance was a relatively sim-
NOTES FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS
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ple matter. Lohse followed the orchestral score and cued important instrumental entries and stage movements to Hermanns, who sat at the mixing console keeping a close eye on two closed-circuit television screens, one with a stage view from atop the catwalk and another from the conductor's stand in the pit. After the second act Hermanns went out on stage to redirect some of his mixes. (There was a plethora of microphones that evening—the Bavarian Broadcasting Company was transmitting the performance all over Europe and had brought half a dozen microphones on its own.) Meanwhile about twenty stagehands were struggling with the immense, dripping phallus that dominates Act II, replacing it with the large finlike structure whose great big eye looks down on Tristan and Kurvenal during Act III. "It takes you guys longer with every performance," cried Windgassen, whose earthy Swabian humor made him a favorite with the backstage crew. Then, after making a few unprintable remarks about the scenery, he took his monumentally uncomfortable position for the next act: flat on his back on the raked stage, feet pointing upwards and head downwards.

The only jarring note during the whole performance was a violent outburst of coughing during the Shepherd's long English horn solo in Act III. Each rasp from the audience had the effect of a thunderclap and the recording staff could do nothing but retaliate with their own concerted chorus of coughs. The wisdom of recording the rehearsals became immediately apparent. When the seizure had subsided, Hermanns turned to me and shrugged his shoulders: "Life-Aufnahmen," he said philosophically. P.G.D.

THE PIONEER LINE IS HERE TO HEAR.

Unquestionably the finest AM-FM Solid State Receiver under $500, the SX-1000TA has been rated by a leading testing laboratory as the highest quality Solid State Receiver evaluated.

We, of Pioneer, are extremely proud of this achievement. Its introduction comes at a time when the audiophile can now select a Solid State Receiver with complete confidence, to upgrade his hi-fi system and begin a new adventure in sound reproduction by the mere flick of a switch. No matter what other components are used with the SX-1000TA, its performance has to be superior.

The SX-1000TA with both AM and FM bands, and advanced circuitry, has been engineered for more critical and satisfying performances. It contains a time switching circuit equipped with automatic mono-stereo switching and provides 38 db channel separation. It is highly flexible in meeting the audiophile's needs with inputs for magnetic phono, ceramic phono, tape head auxiliary inputs, and outputs for stereo headphones. Has simultaneous tape output so you can switch your monitor switch. Each channel has separate bass and treble controls.

The front end of the FM tuner has a sensitivity of 2.2 uv with abso-


...and Now Our Finest Achievement:

The SX-1000TA 90 Watt AM-FM Solid State Receiver

SPECSIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FM SECTION</th>
<th>AM SECTION</th>
<th>AUDIO SECTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>Circuity</td>
<td>Frequency response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2 µV</td>
<td>-58 dB</td>
<td>20-15,000 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separation</td>
<td>Circuitry</td>
<td>Harmonic distortion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38 dB</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.5% (at 1 kc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereo</td>
<td>Circuitry</td>
<td>Intermodulation distortion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.5% (at 1 kHz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise</td>
<td>-58 dB</td>
<td>0.0005% (at 1 kHz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0.0005% (at 1 kHz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>90 watts</td>
<td>0.0005% (at 1 kHz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>5 kHz</td>
<td>0.0005% (at 1 kHz)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The SX-1000TA-Audiophile net: $360.

PIONEER ELECTRONICS U.S.A. CORPORATION

"A MARK TO REMEMBER" 350 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y. 10001
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BASF Recording Tape is unlike any other high-quality sound tape you can buy today, regardless of cost.

Manufactured by BASF, the company which originated magnetic tape more than 30 years ago, BASF tape is a completely new experience for the tape user. From exclusive Luvitherm® base to mirror-finish magnetic surface, this exciting product excels, not only in the superb quality of its audio reproduction, but also in its physical characteristics and the unique convenience features it offers.

Exceptional performance at all speeds

With BASF, tape noise is at an absolute minimum, providing full dynamic range and astonishing clarity of sound reproduction. Print-through and drop-outs are virtually eliminated, and high-frequency response is excellent. Extraordinarily supple, BASF tape, clings more closely to the recorder heads insuring consistently superior sound reproduction particularly in multi-track recording.

Unique convenience features — Every reel of BASF tape comes in a swivel-type Library Box. The tape is sealed in a plastic container to insure factory-to-you cleanliness. Every reel also has these other exclusive features:

- 3 feet of red leader in front
- 3 feet of green leader at the end
- A red label on one side of reel
- A green label on the other
- Metallized switching foil in front
- Metallized switching foil at the end.

For a really well-organized and attractive tape library you can buy 3 reels of BASF tape in a handsome, decorator-styled Library Pack of high impact molded plastic. BASF supplies the Library Pack FREE when you buy tape this way.

BASF - An Ageless Tape — BASF tape is ageless because of the outstanding physical properties of exclusive Luvitherm® base. Pre-stressed for added strength and completely unaffected by humidity and changes in temperature, BASF tape will last forever. Buy BASF tape today. You'll never switch again. For complete information write:

CIRCLE 14 ON READER-SERVICE CARD
Our new collection is now available...

equipment cabinets - speaker enclosures - consoles - cabinets galore. Danish and Provincial styles in new decorator finishes.

see your dealer or write for free brochure

audio originals
546 S. Meridian - Indianapolis, Ind.
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An orchestra knows by heart and sings in the shower). Gedda sang it straight through on the first take, and—spon-
taneously—the orchestra rose to its feet and applauded. Just for form's sake, the tenor made a second take, and when he went back to the control room for the playback, the orchestra trooped after him, to listen and repeat its demonstration of approval.

Mirella Freni, the Adina of the new recording was temporarily absent, sing-
ing Micaela in the Karajan Carmen in Salzburg; but my spies at the opera house reported her in excellent voice. In any case, I managed to hear the rest of the cast—Mario Sereni as Belcore and Renato Capecchi as Dulcamara—at work, and the recording promises to be crisp and idiomatic, under the direction of Francesco Molinari-Pradelli.

Barbirolli Renews a Chapter. That the Rome opera should accept the singing of a non-Italian tenor in that Italianissima air was astonishing enough, but even more astonishing was its behavior a few days later when Sir John Barbirolli arrived to make a complete recording of Madame Butterfly. The players' silence between takes was something new to witness; when Sir John corrected them or made suggestions—in perfect Italian but in a low voice—they actually shushed one another, to be sure to hear! And these men, who were playing the same music several evenings a week at the Baths of Caracalla under another maestro, sat there, in rapt attention, refining the interpretation according to Sir John's directions. Brief scenes that pass almost unnoticed in the theatre were rehearsed again and again until just the right mood was achieved. An example: the presentation of the servants in Act I ("Questa e la cameriera"), with its delicate woodwind accompani-
ment, was polished and repolished. "The most difficult parts of Butterfly," Sir John said to me later, "are the ones that as a rule nobody bothers about."

We were having lunch before one of the sessions. Though Barbirolli has often presided in the pit, this Butterfly marked his debut—at the age of sixty-six—as conductor of a complete opera recording. He was obviously enjoying himself immensely, and was enthusiastic about the cast, which he had personally approved (Renata Scotto in the title role; Carlo Bergonzi as Pinkerton; Rolando Panerai as Sharpless). TheArtistic Director of the Rome Opera, Massimo Boghianckino, had been present at a few of the sessions and had issued Sir John a carte-blanche invitation to conduct during the regular season.

"I'd like to do Butterfly, with this same cast," Sir John told me, "but it will have to be in '68; I'm booked up until then."

The new Butterfly recording has clearly acted as a stimulant, reviving old passions. "I love the smell of the theatre," he says. It seems likely this will be only the first of his operas on discs; and, with the Rome Opera in the lead, the opera houses of the world may soon have at their disposal a "new" conductor.

WILLIAM WEAVER

Continued on page 24

Britain's Barbirolli: in Italy, seduced anew by the smell of the theatre.
The new EMI Scope "102" bookshelf loudspeaker treads on English tradition

The quality manufacturers England is famous for (the name EMI comes as quickly to mind with audiophiles as the name Rolls-Royce with motor car enthusiasts) are not driven by the compulsion some manufacturers have for coming out with a new model every year.

When minor engineering breakthroughs are achieved, improvements are made in existing models without fanfare.

And so when a manufacturer such as EMI comes out with an entirely new series of models, it constitutes a sharp departure from tradition.

Thus with EMI's new loudspeakers. In the case of the EMI Scope "102," England's top audio engineer worked for many years in one of the world's great laboratories to perfect the ideal bookshelf-sized speaker. When he finally had just what he wanted, it was so radically different that EMI decided to rush it to market as first in a whole new series of speakers.

For their size and price, the EMI Scope series give absolutely unrivaled response over the full audio range from silken highs and controlled mid-range to a deep, deep bass. Part of the secret is a unique, rigid center cone of aluminum that cuts breakup and transient distortion as the usual paper cone could never hope to. But it's only part of the secret; there are literally dozens of innovations in these speakers.

To discover for yourself whether or not this distinctly un-British enthusiasm is warranted, ask your EMI dealer to demonstrate the ultimate EMI Scope "102" at $199.50 today. Also unsurpassed at the price are the EMI Scope "92" at $109.95 and the EMI Scope "62" at $79.95. They're all 8 ohms.

EMI / SCOPE
Scope Electronics Corporation 470 Park Avenue South, New York, New York 10016 Also available in Canada.

Cabinets of traditional craftsmanship are of finest woods, blend with any decor. Removable grilles allow you a choice of fabric.
The most satisfying volume on anybody's bookshelf...
The New LEAK MINI-SANDWICH

The world's second distortion-free speaker is here! It's the Leak Mini-Sandwich bookshelf version of the first: the Leak Sandwich Mark II. At the heart of both—the new Mini-Sandwich and the great Mark II—are the revolutionary SANDWICH® cones of all speaker motors. Fantastically rigid, yet no heavier than conventional paper cones, these unique diaphragms are made of thick polyurethane foam sandwiched in skin-thin aluminum. They respond with piston-like precision to the wave form of the voice coil signals. The rigidity of the Sandwich cone eliminates "cone breakup," the erratic flexing which causes distortion in other speakers.

Both Leak Sandwich speakers are flawlessly balanced systems. Electronic components and cabinet, materials and structural features are all functionally determined and integrated. The rich-grained Scandinavian woods and the changeable grille cloth are chosen not only with an eye to beauty but an ear to acoustical perfection.

Result: a remarkably smooth frequency response, free from violent peaks or troughs, over a frequency range of more than six octaves. Transient response is unsurpassed. And the performance of the new shelf-size Mini-Sandwich is indistinguishable from that of the larger model except in the lowest octave.

If space permits, there is only one choice: The Leak Sandwich Mark II. But if space is a problem, satisfaction is not! Second only to the Mark II, the Mini-Sandwich will meet your most exacting requirements. Ask your Leak Authorized Sound Specialist to let you see and hear both. Look, listen and decide.

Write for literature on Leak Sandwich Speakers, Leak quality components: STEREO control centers (Pre-Amps), Amps and Tuners ... and name of nearest dealer.

-U.S. Patent #3,111,167

LEAK MINI-SANDWICH
Speaker System $135
16 1/2" x 11" x 2 3/8" (22 lbs.)

LEAK MARK II
Speaker System $199
26 3/4" x 15 1/2" x 7 1/2" (49.5 lbs.)

Slightly higher west of the Mississippi
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BASEL
Echt-Handel From Archive

Before the year is out Deutsche Grammophon will release in its Archive series a five-disc album of the Complete Organ Concertos of Handel, performed by the Schola Cantorum Basiliensis with Eduard Müller as soloist. Twenty-one days, with two three-hour sessions a day, were devoted to recording the seventeen short

Müller: twenty-one days for Handel.
concertos—an indication of the amount of attention paid to every detail of performance: ensemble, phrasing, articulation, tonal blend, and balance.

Since its founding in 1933, the Schola Cantorum Basiliensis has been a pioneer organization in the authentic performance of baroque music. Conductor August Wenzinger, who has directed this ensemble from the beginning, sets forth his principles succinctly: "I am convinced that music of the past really comes to life when it is interpreted correctly on the instruments for which it was originally conceived. There is no such thing as progress in art. The baroque artist expressed himself through the instrumental and technical means of his time. If we are to re-create his meaning, we must master the means and material which he used." Clearly, quite a different point of view from that expressed by Lorin Maazel as reported in these pages some months ago ['Notes from Our Correspondents—Berlin,' HIGH FIDELITY, January 1966].

Handelian Instruments. In line with his convictions, all the instruments in Wenzinger's orchestra are either old ones (strings) or exact replicas of old models (winds). The bows too date from the eighteenth century and are held in the old way, with correspondingly less pressure on the strings. The orchestra used for the four Handel sessions I attended

Continued on page 26
LAST CHANCE TO SEE THE GUTS
(The Altec 711A FM Stereo Receiver is so reliable you'll never have to see it like this again)

Take a close look while you have a chance. That's what all-silicon-transistor circuitry looks like. No audio transformers to cause distortion. No heat-producing vacuum tubes. No heat-sensitive germanium transistors.

Our 711A was the first stereo receiver in the world to use silicon transistors exclusively. That way, you can enjoy years of listening, not tinkering. Silicon transistors are the most ruggedly reliable solid-state devices known to date. (If you need to be convinced, just remember that the military specifies them because they can take up to 100% more heat than germanium.)

Frankly, it's just a matter of time before all components use 100% silicon-transistor circuitry. We were first because we already knew how. (We've been building solid-state audio amplifiers for professional, commercial, and military users for nearly ten years.)

This unique Altec experience has other advantages. It not only made the 711A possible, but possible at the practical price of $378. (You don't wind up paying the cost of educating our engineers.) You do get the kind of over-all quality, reliability and performance that only tangible, state-of-the-art experience can bring. You also get some remarkable specs: 100 watts of power at .5% thd (only .25% thd at 70 watts); frequency response of ±1 db, 15-30,000 Hz; and a sensitive FM stereo tuner with a four-gang tuning condenser that provides the best possible ratio of sensitivity to selectivity to reduce cross-modulation through 80 db image rejection, 100 db IF rejection.

But that's only part of our story. To get all of it, visit your Altec dealer. While you're at it, ask him for the new 1967 Altec catalog.

Forget the guts. This is how the 711A will look to you, year after year.
Clark headsets offer the serious audiophile listening pleasures previously unobtainable. The Clark 100 for example reproduces the peak pressure wave of a bass drum with distortion of less than 2.10ths of 1% and has a frequency response of 10 to 20,000 cycles. Clark 100 and Clark 200 have been proven the best-by-test. Judge for yourself. See your favorite dealer for a personal demonstration.

David Clark
COMPANY INCORPORATED
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS 01604
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HOW LOW CAN YOU GET?

When tested against all competitive models, the JBL SA600 Solid State Amplifier registered by far the lowest levels of distortion... lower, in fact, than could be plotted on the test charts.

40 watts continuous RMS power per channel with less than 1/4% harmonic distortion at any frequency through full audible range 20 cps to 20,000 cps, both channels operating. IM distortion less than 1/2% at full power or any level less than full power. Noise level 90 db below rated output from high level inputs, 70 db from low level inputs.

And we'll aim even lower. To stay on top.

James B. Lansing Sound, Inc.
3249 Casitas Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 90039
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NOTES FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS

Continued from page 24

was made up of six first and six second violins, four violas, three cellos, two double basses, two oboes (with only two keys), one bassoon, and one cembalo. The rich "baroque" (as distinct from "Romantic") sound was fascinating and, it seemed to me, entirely appropriate to the music.

The organ was a newly constructed positive. Originally, DGG had intended to use one of Handel's own organs in England, but found that it had been rendered useless for the purpose at hand since all its pipes had been shortened to bring it up to today's concert pitch (440). (The present recording was made at Handel's approximate pitch of 415.3—a half-tone lower than ours.) Continental baroque organs were automatically out, inasmuch as nearly all lack the top D (flash's organ music goes only to C...), and traffic and street noises made other church organs unsuitable. Finally, DGG commissioned the firm of Wälcker in Ludwigsburg to build a replica (one keyboard and six stops) of the kind of organ Handel used when he himself performed the Organ Concertos during the intervals of his operas and oratorio productions. The organ was transported to Basel's Titus-Kirche (a very handsome edifice with excellent acoustics, built only five years ago) and, in line with Handel's practice, was placed in the center of the orchestra.

Manfred Richter, who supervised the production, set up seven condenser microphones, all on tripods of varying heights: two (each double) on eleven-foot tripods a few feet away from the orchestra; and, lower down, one each for the organ, cembalo, cellos, double basses, and oboes. "Our aim is to get the most natural sound possible," Richter explained. "We use no tricks but rely on our long experience. And above all we allow adequate time." Both Dr. Richter and Professor Wenzinger insisted, quietly but firmly, on a combination of technical perfection and spontaneous musicality. The controls, by the way, were never touched during performance, and the same basic acoustical setup was maintained for all the concertos.

Handelian Texts. The Handel album will contain several surprises. As the result of DGG's research, based more on contemporary manuscript than on printed editions (and thus revealing Handel's own post-printing versions), a number of variations from present-day performing practice came to light. The Concerto in G minor (Op. 4, No. 3), for example, was recorded in two versions; in one the organ is soloist, in the other, continuo. To follow the final fugue of the F major Concerto (Op. 4, No. 4), Handel composed a choral fugue on "Hallelujah"; this too will be recorded. In one manuscript Handel wrote simply: "Variations on Nun ruhen alle Wälder." At this point Herr Müller plays his own (written-out) variations.

EVERETT HELM

HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
Great new ideas have one thing in common.

The new Empire Royal Grenadier, in principle, is really over 2000 years old. The Romans discovered that a cylindrical shape was best for projecting sound in their outdoor arena.

They used an urn.

This knowledge was not brought to bear on modern sound reproduction until 1963 when Empire developed the Grenadier.

The cylindrical design was applied to get the woofer as close to the floor as possible and thereby prevent standing waves from developing in the listening area.

Sound from the woofer is diverged through a circular aperture in the front loaded horn. This creates a full 360 degrees of sound dispersion.

The powerful 18 lb. magnet structure woofer, midrange direct radiator and compression tweeter are coupled by mathematically exact electrical and acoustic crossover networks.

The wide-angle acoustic lens produces 50 percent broader sound propagation than conventional speakers and projects phenomenal stereo separation.

You can listen anywhere in the room without distortion, dead spots or changes in pitch.

The sound you hear then is not only accurate sound, but startlingly beautiful; and it can charge you with its presence.

But none of this just "happened."

It came about only by an awareness of, and tenacious experimentation with, long-standing scientific principles.

The result is most certainly a "first."

Write for 1967 color brochure "Stereo Decorating & Basic Record Guide."

Empire Royal Grenadier. One of the Great Firsts.

Empire Scientific Corp., 845 Stewart Ave., Garden City, N.Y.
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George Benson Quartet: "It's Uptown." Columbia CL 2525, $3.79 (LP); CS 9325, $4.79 (SD).

Benson is a twenty-three-year-old guitarist who is John Hammond's latest enthusiasm—and that puts him in the company of such past Hammonds as Billie Holiday, Benny Goodman, Count Basie, and Charlie Christian. There is a distinct relationship between Benson's airy fluency and the great tidal swing of Christian's long lines: but Benson also shows an improvisatory variety on this disc that goes beyond what Christian did in his sessions with Benny Goodman or on the few other Christian records that have come down to us. Two of the most striking performances by Benson are a superb solo with flamenco trimmings on his own composition, Bull Fight, and a beautifully conceived ballad treatment of Willow Weep for Me that is full of sparkling lights shot out against a haunting organ backdrop. Benson also sings on several pieces (Summertime, Foggy Day, Stormy Weather) in a light-voiced, open manner that is, in its outgoing verse, surprisingly close to the style of Bobby Short.

Benson's quartet has a second strong voice in Ronnie Cumber, a baritone saxophonist out of Marshall Brown's Youth Band and Maynard Ferguson's orchestra. Cumber has a strikingly fat, firm tone and an attack that drives along with a swinging intensity that occasionally recalls Leo Parker. He is a wonderfully solid foil for Benson's sparkling guitar and he gives the group's ensemble passages a tremendous amount of body. Lonnie Smith, Benson's organist, stays in the background most of the time but when he does take an occasional solo, he plays in pleasantly temperate, non-squealing fashion. Several of the numbers are played over a rock 'n' roll beat which fuses quite well with Benson's funky jazz approach.

Bill Evans and Jim Hall: "Intermodulation." Verve 8655, $4.79 (LP); 6-8655, $5.79 (SD).

Several years ago Bill Evans and Jim Hall made a piano-guitar LP called Undercurrent for United Artists (UAJ 4003) that was a brilliant display of musically teamwork and imagination, capped by an improvisation on My Funny Valentine that was (and still is) fantastic. The disc was produced by Alan Douglas during a United Artists' brief flirtations with jazz—and because the flirtation was brief the LP became hard to find almost as soon as it was issued. Now Creed Taylor, Verve's jazz producer, has brought the two musicians together again for an encore. None of the six pieces they play on this disc can match their inspired work on Funny Valentine (although My Man's Gone Now, a very different kind of piece, approaches that level), but the sum of their performances on this disc is better than that of the earlier one. The sustained interplay of the two musicians is of a quality rarely found in jazz. They are, together, unusually responsive and, individually, unusually creative: they find fascinating ways to explore Porter, Gershwin, originals by Evans and Hall, Joe Zawinul's Angel Face, and Claus Ogerman's Jazz Samba. On the latter, Bill Evans proves that he is just as fleet-fingered as any of his piano colleagues while commanding an even more impressive light, rhythmic touch.

Erroll Garner: "Campus Concert." M-G-M 4361, $3.79 (LP); $ 4361, $4.79 (SD).

This live concert at Purdue University affords an opportunity to observe some of the achievements to date of Garner's twenty-years-plus of distinctively individual solo-piano work. It includes two tunes that were among those first recordings (for Savoy) which introduced him to many listeners—Indiana and Star Dust. And it duplicates the situation which produced the LP that first captured his in-person flair as well—a live concert held in Carmel, California. However, years and years of repetition have had an effect on his playing. His Star Dust, for instance, has become awfully flowy and fuzzy, larded with grand airs that were not there in the earlier days.

One of Garner's most attractive qualities

Continued on page 30
A modestly priced loudspeaker revisited.

Two years ago, we introduced a new loudspeaker system, the KLH* Model Seventeen. We designed it to be the first modestly priced loudspeaker system that had wide range, low distortion (even at the lowest frequencies), and the ability to handle enough power to fill the largest living rooms. We also designed it, like all other KLH loudspeaker systems, to have an octave-to-octave musical balance that permits prolonged listening to all kinds of musical material without fatigue.

Two years ago, we said that the Model Seventeen brought a new distinction to speakers costing under $100. It still does.

*A trademark of KLH Research and Development Corp.
ACOUSTECH Introduces
“A State of the Art”
FM Stereo Tuner

Presenting the Acoustech VIII, the first all-solid state FM stereo tuner of equivalent quality to Acoustech’s highly acclaimed amplifiers and kits. At only $299 (accessory walnut case $24.50), this unique instrument has many engineering and design achievements not available on other tuners regardless of price. Its exciting see-through front panel cannot be adequately depicted in a mere photograph. To appreciate the Acoustech VIII fully, see your franchised dealer soon for an exciting demonstration (available November 15).

Cascade F.E.T. front end — Acoustech engineers have developed an amazing front end using field effect transistors in cascade for remarkable sensitivity (better than 2 microvolts) and superior rejection of spurious signals.

Modular IF with five stages of IF and four of limiting — a major breakthrough in tuner design is reflected in the matchless performance of the IF strip. Excellent selectivity, low distortion, and full limiting with signals as weak as four microvolts are some of the characteristics.

Stereo headphone amplifier built in — for the first time ever, an FM tuner with a built-in headphone amplifier. Listen to stereo over your favorite Koss low impedance phones without turning on your amplifier. Indeed start your music system with this superb tuner and a pair of headphones, adding amplifier and speakers later. A new approach to building economically a superior music system.

JAZZ
Continued from page 28

when he was first catching attention was his simple and direct approach to a ballad. He cut the tune down to its bare melodic essentials and then injected a beat that could produce a gut reaction. Now Star Dust has become a traditional face valentine. He still plays Indiana with spirit but his up-tempo Almost Like Being in Love is busy in a mechanical, predictable way, while his Mambo Erroll is disarmingly heavy-handed.

And yet... and yet... with all these signs of the encroachment of dry rote, Garner plays a My Funny Valentine on this disc that is a superb showcase for both his continuing creative vitality and the power and validity of several of his stylistic touches—the lagging beat, the lush expansiveness, the sinuous joy of his playing. And he follows this with a version of These Foolish Things that is as gay and lilting and quirky as anything he has recorded. Garner cannot be taken for granted: he can let you down but he can still lift you to the skies when the mood hits him. The letdowns may be dreary but the sky rides are worth the wait.

Bennie Moten’s Kansas City Orchestra: “1923-1929” Historical Recordings.
Vol. 9 $4.98 (LP). Bergen Station, P.O. Box 4204, Jersey City, N. J. 07304.

Most of the Moten recordings that have been reissued on LP (primarily on the now defunct Label “X” and on RCA Victor’s Vintage series) date from 1927 onward. This collection includes four performances from that period but the majority of the selections are earlier efforts, recorded for Okeh in 1923 and 1925. On these early records (an interesting complement to the Moten band on its Victor sides) we hear the band progress from a sort of bullheaded heaviness to the light-footed, supple and swinging group that it became after Count Basie, Lips Page, and the remnants of Walter Page’s Blue Devils moved in. This small band of the early Twenties was not the polished group that it later became, but its very roughness allows for more spirit than could usually be mustered in those later days. Even the band in 1927, a transition period, is represented here by two pieces that are kicked along with great vitality by Jack Washington’s baritone saxophone. On two selections the 1923 band is heard backing Ada Brown, a blues singer with a big, broad attack. Aside from the sound of Buster Moten’s dire accordion on two 1929 recordings, this is a lively set of performances.


When King Oliver reached New York from Chicago in 1928, he was no longer a king. His prince, Louis Armstrong, had long since overtaken him and Oliver was suffering from the gum trouble that soon reduced him to janitoring in a

Continued on page 32
We got rid of rumble
(what’s left is virtually unmeasurable)

Our engineers wanted to design a turntable that was so free of rumble, that it was unmeasurable and certainly inaudible. They started by directing their attention to the motor, where most of the rumble-producing vibration is born. While the motion of the motor cannot be eliminated, it can be reduced by reducing its speed and so reducing vibration at its very source. The motor employed in the Servomatic is designed to provide optimum torque at 300 rpm, about 1/6 the speed of conventional turntable motors. This accounts for a sharp reduction in rumble-producing vibrations.

Whatever little vibration that still might be left was isolated and contained by the use of a belt-drive coupling between the motor and turntable to absorb all residual mechanical vibrations. The problem of rumble caused by the motion of the turntable itself was dealt with by maintaining extremely close tolerances in the main bearing.

Sony designers then tackled the problem of precise speed regulation. Their approach: a precision servo-controlled motor, first ever used in a turntable. It is designed to operate at low voltages which are provided by a solid-state amplifier, an integral part of the turntable system. To assure precise speed accuracy, the motor shaft is coupled to an alternator or frequency generator. The output of this generator is fed to the control circuit of the servo amplifier. This control circuit is highly frequency sensitive. The slightest change in frequency output from the generator or even the slightest change in turntable speed, results in an instantaneous compensating change in the operating voltage provided by the amplifier to the motor. Model TTS-3000, $149.50.

The Servomatic, a most unusual turntable, is designed for use with today's finest tonearms and cartridges. The Sony VC-8E, the first moving coil cartridge with high enough output to eliminate the need for transformer coupling, makes an ideal mate. $65. Add the Sony PUA-237, 12” professional arm (or the PUA-286, 16” transcription arm) a remarkably sensitive and stable arm, and you’ve got the finest playback system available today. PUA-237, $85; PUA-286, $99.50. See these new components at your Sony high-fidelity dealer, or write for complete catalog: Sony Corporation of America, Dept. H. 47-47 Van Dam St., Long Island City, N.Y. 11101.
It's the Sansui Model 3000, AM/FM Solid-State Multiplex Stereo Tuner Amplifier. True perfection in sound reproduction, which again substantiated Sansui's world-wide reputation at the recent National Hi-Fi Shows in Chicago and New York with the highest sound quality for its power output (110 watts). Listen to it, and let it prove itself!

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE: 4203 Geary Blvd., San Francisco, Calif. Tel. 387-3300
DISTRIBUTORS:
  ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTORS (CANADA), 949 Granville St., Vancouver 2, B.C.
  CALIFORNIA: TOKYO ELECTRONICS, 2001 Filmore St., At Pine, San Francisco, Calif. 94115
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The Zimbo Trio. Pacific Jazz 10103, $4.79 (LP); 20103, $5.79 (SD).

Bossa nova, the Brazilian amalgam of cool jazz and samba, has, it appears, moved into a second phase in Rio de Janeiro—and the Zimbo Trio is one of the leading interpreters of this newest development. Bossa nova, as we have known it, has been gentle, low-keyed, and full of charming little melodies. The basis remains much the same in this new phase, but the performance is now stronger, more outgoing. Amilton Godoy, the pianist in the Zimbo Trio (Luis Chaves, bass, and Ruben Barsotti, drums, are the other members) employs a vigorous, splashy style with a clean, ringing tone. It is a showy, occasionally dramatic approach sometimes suggesting the glitter of Ramsey Lewis' playing, but Chaves and Barsotti endow the proceedings with a lively, more trippingly rhythmic approach. Although Godoy's piano is consistently the center of attention, both Chaves and Barsotti add to the special quality of these performances through individual lines of their own while retaining some semblance of the persuasive bossa nova beat. Like the original bossa nova, this even more nova bossa nova mingles jazz and popular elements, but the new style reverses the balance—the jazz idiom is now a bit stronger than the pop. The melodies remain as charming as ever—Jobim and Bonfá are represented several times—but the Zimbo Trio has added a freshening zest to the earlier patterns.
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Savannah pool room. The records that Oliver made for Victor during his New York period in 1929 and 1930 have often been low-rated on the grounds that Oliver played little (and then badly) and that his nephew, Dave Nelson, was actually the band leader and trumpet soloist on these occasions. This set, with Martin Williams' clarifying annotation on exactly who is playing trumpet (or cornet) in each selection, should dispel some of these misconceptions. Oliver is scarcely an electrifying trumpeter on these recordings, but he plays very effectively in both open and muted styles and there are moments when one can hear the trumpet quality that blossomed out in Armstrong (on "I'm Lonesome Sweetheart"). Moreover, there are other fine trumpeters present—young Red Allen on several occasions and a fine display, both open and muted, of Bubber Miley's special craft. Trombonist Jimmy Archey and tubaist Clint Walker can be heard on most selections—Walker, in particular, is masterful as a rock-steady bassist. Like Armstrong, Oliver apparently was striving for a Lombardo sound in his saxophone ensemble, for that furry quality comes up again and again in their playing. These selections are good representations of rugged ensemble jazz as it was between 1926 and 1929—just before the Depression closed down all but sure-shot recording groups.

The Zimbo Trio. Pacific Jazz 10103, $4.79 (LP); 20103, $5.79 (SD).

Bossa nova, the Brazilian amalgam of cool jazz and samba, has, it appears, moved into a second phase in Rio de Janeiro—and the Zimbo Trio is one of the leading interpreters of this newest development. Bossa nova, as we have known it, has been gentle, low-keyed, and full of charming little melodies. The basis remains much the same in this new phase, but the performance is now stronger, more outgoing. Amilton Godoy, the pianist in the Zimbo Trio (Luis Chaves, bass, and Ruben Barsotti, drums, are the other members) employs a vigorous, splashy style with a clean, ringing tone. It is a showy, occasionally dramatic approach sometimes suggesting the glitter of Ramsey Lewis' playing, but Chaves and Barsotti endow the proceedings with a lively, more trippingly rhythmic approach. Although Godoy's piano is consistently the center of attention, both Chaves and Barsotti add to the special quality of these performances through individual lines of their own while retaining some semblance of the persuasive bossa nova beat. Like the original bossa nova, this even more nova bossa nova mingles jazz and popular elements, but the new style reverses the balance—the jazz idiom is now a bit stronger than the pop. The melodies remain as charming as ever—Jobim and Bonfá are represented several times—but the Zimbo Trio has added a freshening zest to the earlier patterns.

John S. Wilson
Would you believe...

...this is a hi-fi stereo speaker system?

A new sensation in sight and sound—a wholly new concept in hi-fi stereo speaker systems! Designed exclusively for University by Larry Williams A.I.D.*—one of the country's leading designers of high quality furniture.

University's exciting new Sorrento is a bold example of perfection, styled and engineered for enduring use and enjoyment. The 4-speaker system—University's newest engineering development—produces the magnificent, live natural sound of music. Music as it is meant to be heard—at an original performance. The rich Seville blue finish of the Sorrento is achieved by an exclusive glazing process and hand rubbed to fine furniture perfection. Natural slate top. Matching console mirror optional at extra cost. For complete literature write desk

* Design associate.

LISTEN—UNIVERSITY SOUNDS BETTER

UNIVERSITY SOUND
A DIVISION OF LTV LING ALTEC, INC.
9500 W. Reno, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101

November 1966

SPECIFICATIONS: 12" high compliance woofer, 8" solid brass mid-range speaker, patented Sphericon super tweeter, 3½" rigid diaphragm direct radiator secondary tweeter—20 to 40,000 Hz—40 watts IPM (Music Power)—8 or 16 ohms; 14 section 6 db/octave electrical L/C network—600 and 4,000 Hz crossovers—Presence switch and continuously variable Brilliance Control—26½" x 22½" x 16½"—60 lbs. $369.50.
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www.americanradiohistory.com
HIGH FIDELITY NEWS & VIEWS

AUDIO FIDELITY DOES IT AGAIN; RELEASES FIRST AUDIO-VIDEO TAPE

Audio Fidelity Records, the company that a decade ago served as the catalyst to home stereophony by launching a stereo disc before there was even a cartridge on the market for playing it, recently became the first manufacturer to offer the public a prerecorded video tape—or, as we prefer to call it, an A-V (audio-video) tape. This time the firm had more tangible customers: the 300 families who own the Sony video-tape recorder on which the new release can be played. (There are also about 3,000 of these machines in industrial use, some of whose owners could use AF's tapes as demos.)

The first sight-and-sound offering is a tape of a recording session made by country artist Johnny Paycheck and his combo in a Nashville, Tennessee studio. It's called, as is the disc it created, "Johnny Paycheck at Carnegie Hall" (how's that again?). The tape has no release number and comes on a Sony reel in a plastic holder similar to that supplied with a Sony video recorder. We got a copy and tried it on the Sony TCV-2010, the same machine we wrote about here in August.

To paraphrase a once famous correspondent, "We have seen (and heard) the future—and it works." The picture is stable, very well defined, and marrad only occasionally by a fleeting "sound bar" or two (akin to what you sometimes get during less-than-perfect TV reception). The sound is as good as any we've heard on TV reception. The controls on the Sony monitor (part of the TCV-2010) help adjust the picture for brightness, contrast, etc. In between selections on the tape, the screen goes blank (video sans commercials).

So Johnny Paycheck leads the parade of the newest form of home entertainment. What will follow in his wake is hard to say at this point. It's all tied up in a knot of a & r problems, economics, and purely technical matters. The tapes are being marketed under the label of Audio 20-20 Videotape. A reel holding up to an hour's worth of program costs a whopping $49.95, but $40 of this is for the tape alone. According to AF president Herman Gimbel, a customer will be able to turn in his old tape and, for another $9.95, get a new one with a different program. While most of the early reels will be in the pop category, Gimbel is looking into the prospect of recording classical music in Europe, where costs are lower. The company's present plans call for about twenty-five releases per year. According to Gimbel, McGraw-Hill—which has educational videotapes, including those of Leonard Bernstein's Young People's Concerts—may engage AF to release these tapes for school use. Whether Columbia Records' contract with Bernstein will allow him to appear under the auspices of another record company remains to be seen.

As for lower-cost equipment to play these tapes, Sony is coming out with a version of its videotape deck sans monitor (reportedly, a home 7). The deck can be converted to a monitor at a cost of $18 to $30) which will sell for about $500, half the price of currently available decks, and General Electric is coming out with a VTR using a deck that will be compatible with the Sony. These developments will undoubtedly increase the consumer market for the AF tapes.

ADC BUILDS NEW PLANT AND NEW SPEAKER

Audio Dynamics Corporation, headquartered in New Milford, Connecticut, began expanding its manufacturing facilities last October by setting up shop for its electronics division in Farmingdale, Long Island. Now the company finds that it has outgrown the New Milford plant and accordingly is building an addition that will triple the working space there. One of the reasons for the latest expansion is the ADC-19, a new enormous speaker system which we saw and heard during a recent visit. The ADC-19 uses six drivers (sort of a double ADC-18), all of which are now being made right on ADC premises. The new 19 has two rectangular woofers and four tweeters in a walnut enclosure 44 inches wide and 32½ inches high. Price is $475. The general idea of the ADC-19, company president Peter Pritchard told us, is to get several drivers to do relatively less work than in previous speaker systems, so that each can do its job better and the aggregate can load a lot of clean sound to a room.

TV IN CARS?

Having put stereo tape into the automobile, the electronics industry is now offering television for cars. Presumably the next step will be to combine the two for mobile video tape. Maybe you won't go for turning your car into a rolling movie studio, but think what a VTR will do to silence those back-seat drivers. Anyway, there's more than one such TV set available. The first we heard of was the tiny Sony which bowed in a couple of years ago. A friend of ours reported watching a rerun of an old movie in the back of his station wagon en route to Boston, while his wife, poor thing, did all the driving. The closer they got to Boston, the better the TV signal—and our friend became so absorbed that he neglected to tell his wife which way to turn off the highway. So they pulled up to the side and both settled down to watch the end of the film before continuing on their way.

The latest such inducement to cannibal bliss in the family car to come to our attention is the Automatic Radio Model TT-9000, a solid-state 9-inch costing $130. With a cord adapter that costs $6.00 more, this set can get its power from the dashboard lighter. The cord is long enough to use the TV in the back seat, where it belongs of course. So installed, and relying only on the set's telescoping mast antenna, we were able to log two strong local stations well enough to see and hear what was being broadcast. The real merit of this set, however, was proved indoors: Continued on page 39
GREAT SCOTT
The Stereo Compacts that turn you on!

H. H. Scott, Inc., 111 Powdermill Road, Maynard, Mass.
Here's a complete home music system at an agreeably moderate cost. The 2502 features an ultra-sensitive AM/FM/FM stereo tuner with Scott's revolutionary new Field Effect transistor circuitry, a space-age development which lets you hear more stations more clearly. Fully automatic stereo switching lets you relax and enjoy the music, while direct coupled all-silicon transistor amplifier circuitry gives you the cleanest sound this side of the actual performance.

* patents pending
SCOTT STEREO COMPACTS

You can play your favorite records on any phonograph and call it stereo high fidelity, but Scott believes that your ears (and your records) deserve better treatment. Scott makes professional stereo equipment—a kind used by radio stations and audio experts. And now, Scott has packaged these same advanced electronics into handsome compact stereo systems...just as easy to use as an ordinary phonograph, but you'll hear the difference immediately. In fact, you'll hear a lot of things you've never heard before. Like AM broadcasts with a clarity you've never dreamed possible. Like FM stereo so real you can almost touch it. Lots more.

Like being able to plug in an electric guitar and microphone. Scott is accustomed to providing these features for professionals in the audio field...and certainly you deserve no less.

There are three Scott compacts from which to choose, ranging from the deluxe 2503 to the economy 2501, each offering its own distinctive combination of features. The feature that remains constant, however, is quality. Every Scott compact is designed, assembled, and tested by the same people responsible for Scott's most expensive professional components. Every transistor, every diode, every last wire that goes into Scott's lowest-priced compact comes from the same carefully selected supply chosen for Scott's highest-priced receiver.

SCOTT...The compact with component features

1. Complete component controls let you adjust the music to your own tastes and room acoustics. 2. Microphone/Guitar mixer controls let you make your own music on one or both channels. 3. Crystal-clear AM, 3-dimensional FM stereo are yours with Scott's revolutionary compact tuner. 4. Professional 3-speed automatic turntable. 5. Highly sensitive Pickering magnetic cartridge with diamond stylus. 6. Tuning meter helps you tune for best reception. (model 2502, 2503) 7. Complete provision for plugging in tape recorder or tape cartridge machine. 8. Extra speaker provision for music in other rooms. 9. Stereo headphone output for private listening with speakers turned off. 10. Changeable grille cloths (model 2503 speakers) to match room decor. 11. Self-adhesive panel strips, in HOUSE & GARDEN colors, color-match your compact to interior decor. 12. Stylus cleaning brush keeps records dust-free. 13. Stereo light indicator goes on only when tuner has automatically switched to stereo. (model 2502, 2503)

GUITAR/MICROPHONE INPUT...Plug in an electric guitar or a microphone, or, better still, an electric guitar and a microphone! For those who make their own music, a Scott compact is the most economical way to enjoy today's new instrumental sound. TAPE RECORDER OUTPUT...It's a cinch to connect your tape recorder to Scott's new compact, and you can build up your tape library with material from AM or FM broadcasts or records. STEREO HEADPHONE OUTPUT...Great stereo sound...for your ears only! Just plug in a set of stereo headphones and push the speaker selector switch to OFF, EXTRA SPEAKER PROVISION. Want music in other rooms of the house? Connect extra Scott speakers. There's a wide selection of Scott speakers at your dealer's...from bookshelf size on up.


2501

This compact provides features...and quality...treble, and volume channel separately to suit your taste. Microphone/guitar input and channel separate to give you a range of musical enjoyment from other compact at this price.

2503

This is Scott's compact. The other two...portable plus...more power. In addition, the 2503 incorporates a stylus cleaning brush and new, Big Scott S-10 extended equipment, giving you the deep or more costly equipment. Optional tects your compact while in use.
Advanced electronics...the secret of Scott sound

This tiny Field Effect transistor is one of the reasons you'll hear more stations more clearly with your Scott compact stereo. This exclusive Scott development keeps strong local stations from interfering with weak distant ones.

Here's one Scott feature you won't hear! Scott's direct coupled all-silicon output circuitry sends plenty of power to the speakers, without adding any distortion of its own. This is the most distortion-free output system known.

You'll never have to get out of your chair to switch to stereo, because this Scott-patented device instantly and automatically does it for you. In addition, a special light goes on to tell you when stereo is being broadcast.

Here's the circuitry that gives Scott stereo its amazing 3-dimensional feeling. Only silicon planar transistors, such as Scott uses, provide the high selectivity and wide bandwidth for maximum stereo separation.

**SCOTT COMPACT STEREO FEATURES AND SPECIFICATIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>2501</th>
<th>2502</th>
<th>2503</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dual loudness control</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual bass control</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual treble control</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tape Monitor</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mono-stereo selector</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaker Main-Remote-Off switch</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaker balancing control</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power On-Auto-Off switch</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headphone jack</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outputs:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main left &amp; right speakers, Remote left &amp; right speakers, Stereo phones, left &amp; right tape recorder.</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional automatic turntable, magnetic cartridge</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic stereo switching with stereo light</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision signal-strength meter</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selector: Microphone/guitar (for mixing), phono, AM, FM, extra</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic dust cover</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>optional</td>
<td>optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott S-10 extended range speakers</td>
<td>Scott S-9 wide-range speakers</td>
<td>Scott S-9 wide-range speakers</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency response</td>
<td>18-25,000 Hz</td>
<td>18-25,000 Hz</td>
<td>18-25,000 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music power @ 4 ohms</td>
<td>36 watts</td>
<td>36 watts</td>
<td>40 watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuner usable sensitivity</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>2.3 µV</td>
<td>2.1 µV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

© H. H. Scott, Inc. *FET tuner circuits, patents pending We reserve the right to make changes and improvements without notice. Printed in U.S.A.

**FREE! SEND FOR SCOTT'S 1967 GUIDE TO CUSTOM STEREO**

Here are sixteen full-color illustrated pages of facts and figures on Scott's exciting new component line...informative articles on how to choose solid state components, how stereo works, how to choose the music system best suited to your needs. Just fill in your name and address below, and mail this coupon to:

H. H. Scott, Inc., 111 Powdermill Road, Maynard, Mass.

NAME ____________________________

ADDRESS ____________________________

CITY ______ STATE ______ ZIP ______

1967 Guide to Custom Stereo, Circle Reader Service Number 100
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NEWS & VIEWS  Continued from page 34

fed with a roof-mounted antenna on a rotator, it actually got every channel from 2 to 13 and UHF too. Many of them—including some over 100 miles away—came in near-perfect. Apparently the only thing holding up widespread use of TV sets in cars is a better antenna system for the road. At the rate things are moving in video, this could be the next big development. After that, instead of drive-in movies, we'll have drive-on movies.

DECCA/LONDON STRETCHES
NOISE FOR QUIETER RECORDS

Two U.S. electronics engineers—Dr. Ray Dolby and his brother D. P. Dolby—working in their small laboratory in London have developed an audio noise reduction system that has been adopted by Decca/London for all its new classical recordings. Details of the system are fairly under wraps, but the Dolby brothers call it a "Signal-to-Noise Stretcher" and claim that it significantly improves the S/N ratio without introducing distortion. Arthur Haddy, chief engineer at Decca/London, is enthusiastic about it, and has used the S/N Stretcher for new recordings of Die Walküre (reviewed in this issue, see page 93), Faust, and Elektra. Decca/London plans to exchange "stretched" tapes with its German associate, Teldec, and possibly later with RCA. In addition to reducing noise, the Dolby system also is credited with reducing the effects of magnetic print-through on spooled tapes, thus facilitating long-term storage of master tapes.

TEXANS OUTVOTE ROCK 'N' ROLL

KMFM debuted in May 1964 as San Antonio's sole full-time classical station. Although the station started off with apparent support, by the beginning of 1966, according to station president Harry Pennington, Jr., it had few commercials and no rating. After duly warning whatever listeners were out there that only their letters and postcards would salvage the concert music on KMFM, and receiving a depressing response, the station's programming was abruptly changed this past May 23—to rock 'n' roll! That would presumably teach the citizenry a lesson. And it did.

Rock 'n' roll lasted less than two days. The station was overwhelmed by mail demanding the classics, and on the evening of May 24, KMFM returned to the concert fold. And beauty, like virtue, was rewarded, although in this case not only by itself. Local advertisers became aware of KMFM's loyal audience and began to advertise to a greater extent than previously. One advertising contract, for a line of furniture, reportedly came all the way from Denmark. The total mail call by late July, incidentally, speaks for itself: six for rock 'n' roll, 10,000 for the classics.

SELLING, YES... SERVICING???

Among the reams of press releases that cross our desk each month is one that proudly tells of a recent "intensive school in applied selling techniques" for audio dealer-salesmen. Held by a West Coast manufacturers' representative firm, the sessions ran for three nights, four-and-a-half hours each night, and were designed to "enable the salesman to lead the customer logically to the closing of the sale." A videocorder was used as an instructional aid.

Very nice, gentlemen. Now how about some news from somewhere telling us of at least equal time and effort for a training seminar on the servicing of equipment?

EQUIPMENT in the NEWS

SOLID-STATE PREAMP

Dynaco's second solid-state product (the first was the 120 power amplifier) is the PAT-4 preamplifier. This unit features switched controls for high and low frequency filters, and uses Dynaco's recently developed tone-controls which are out of the circuit at center rotation. The PAT-4 like other Dynaco units, comes as a kit or factory-built.

CIRCLE 145 ON READER-SERVICE CARD

VIKING LAUNCHES EYE APPEAL DECK

High quality features, new styling, and low cost of $249 mark the latest Viking Model 423 tape recorder as "a real price break-through" in the words of company sales manager Richard Morris. The 423 (the numbers stand for four tracks, two heads, and three speeds) incorporates a three-motor transport with solid-state electronics for recording and playback. Directional control levers, dual VU meters, and front-panel inputs for microphones and line signals are featured.

CIRCLE 146 ON READER-SERVICE CARD

AMPEX MUSIC CENTER

AmpeX is offering a combined system, made up of a stereo tape recorder and AM/FM stereo tuner. Designated the Model 985 Music Center, it is housed in a walnut cabinet with tambour doors. Two Model 2001 mikes are included; matching speakers are optional. The recorder is all solid-state, has three speeds and automatic reversing. The tuner has automatic frequency control, and signal strength and FM stereo indicators. Special inputs on the 985 accept magnetic cartridge phonograph signals for direct taping from discs.

CIRCLE 150 ON READER-SERVICE CARD

Continued on page 41
EQUIPMENT in the NEWS

Continued from page 39

SOLDER REPAIRS

Kit builders perhaps, and service technicians certainly, will be interested in a new de-soldering attachment for Ungar's Imperial line of soldering irons in the 25-, 30-, 40- or 60-watt class. The Model 6825 de-soldering tool melts and removes solder, during repairs on printed circuit boards, in one operation. It is designed for use with one hand, freeing the other for the removal of a defective or incorrectly wired component. The solder collected then may be discharged into a waste receptacle by simply pressing the rubber bulb.

CIRCLE 151 ON READER-SERVICE CARD

DO-IT-YOURSELF SPEAKERS

"Raw speakers" are being offered by Trusonic for installing in one's own enclosures. The line now includes full-range cones in varying diameters, several coaxials, a couple of heavy duty woofers, a ring-radiator tweeter, and a toroid diaphragm tweeter. The Pasadena, California manufacturer states that while most speaker systems sold today are indeed preinstalled in enclosures, there is a significant market for unmounted or raw speakers among do-it-yourself audio enthusiasts, custom installers, specialists, and commercial installers. Trusonic sends free plans for suitable cabinets to buyers of its speakers who request them.

CIRCLE 149 ON READER-SERVICE CARD

HIGH SPEAKER FOR MEDIUM-FI?

Although the specifications for the Rolen Star speaker list only 90 to 9,000 Hz response, the idea behind this unit is unique enough to be of interest to the audiophile. The item is a "little white box" only 3½ inches in diameter that is designed for attachment to any surface, such as a wall or ceiling, which it then converts to a sound radiator. How it works we have not yet been able to find out—but we're expecting samples soon. Introduced by a Santa Clara, California firm, the Rolen Star may be one solution to the problem of unobtrusive extension or surround speakers.

CIRCLE 147 ON READER-SERVICE CARD

SCOTT OFFERS TOP END TUNER

Described as a "broadcast monitor tuner," Scott's Model 312C is a new solid-state unit that employs three field-effect transistors in its front end, and silicon in the IF section. Rated IHF sensitivity is 1.7 microvolts. The 312C has a meter that may be switched to show signal strength, zero-center tuning, or multipath indication. The front panel also contains a direct tape-out jack and an interstation muting control. The set automatically switches to stereo when triggered by incoming signals. Price has been set at $294.95.

CIRCLE 150 ON READER-SERVICE CARD

TOUCH-TO-TUNE RADIO

Automatic tuning has appeared for the first time as a feature of an unusually styled AM radio, developed by Matsushita of Japan and being sold in the U.S.A. under the brand name Panasonic. The concept stems from the use of a newly developed type of variable capacitor (tuning capacitor) called a capistor, which responds to a mere touch of the tuning lever and obligingly dials the set through its station band. The set is Model RE-1125 and is solid-state.

CIRCLE 148 ON READER-SERVICE CARD

ELPA SHOWS NEW ORTOFON

A new Ortofon cartridge has been announced by Elpa. Known as the S-15T, it is a moving-coil model, fitted with an elliptical stylus and designed to track at a 15-degree vertical angle. The pickup incorporates a printed circuit and a pair of tiny transformers to build up the signal. The entire movement is surrounded by a shield to make it immune to extraneous magnetic fields. Ruggedness and very high performance are claimed for the S-15T, which will retail for $80.

CIRCLE 152 ON READER-SERVICE CARD
How we got 8 cu.ft. of sound into 2 cu.ft. of space.

Don't be fooled by the size of our new 890A Bolero speaker. The sound it puts out puts other speakers its size to shame.

One big reason is its all-new free-suspension phase inverter.

Though its face passes for a woofer, its backside has no magnet or voice coil. Just a low-resonance sympathetic cone. Tuned to perfection to work in precise phase with the woofer.

This gives our 2 cu. ft. cabinet the kind of big-hearted low-end response you'd expect to come from a bass reflex port in a box four times the size of the Bolero.

As for the actual woofer, it's a hardy 10-incher with a hefty 10 lb. magnet structure. This gives you a big-speaker advantage over the 2-pounders some others talk about in their ads.

A magnet like that helps make the Bolero as efficient as a big speaker. (It develops an amazing 92 db for one watt input.) This means you can use a medium-power amplifier and make the walls shake. Or enjoy dynamic peaks at concert hall levels with absolutely no distortion.

The high frequency sounds are taken care of by our famous 3000H multicellular horn and driver. Mounted above the woofer and phase inverter, it handles anything and everything above the bass with silk gloves.

For adjusting the highs to your own taste there's a built-in 3000 Hz dual-element crossover network with a variable shelving control.

But there's more to the Bolero than just its inside beauty. There's its handsome hand-rubbed walnut cabinet. 14½" high, 25½" wide and 12" deep. A unique snap-on grille makes changing the grille cloth a snap.

To make its small size even nicer, we've kept its price down, too. $169.50. Which makes it a giant among midgets.

If you want to hear how we've made a little go a long way, there's a Bolero at your Altec dealer just waiting to be heard.

While you're listening, ask for a free 1967 Altec Stereo Catalog. Or, write to us for your copy.

A Division of Ling Altec, Inc., Anaheim, California
José Borges, Valentina Félix, Plínio Sergio: "Fados of Coimbra." Monitor MF 454, $4.79 (LP); MFS $4.74 (SD). Fado, of course, is the melodic key to the melancholy Portuguese character. But while the fado peculiar to Lisbon evokes a kind of neonrotic doom, the fado indigenous to the university town of Coimbra to the north is known as the fado corrido, or gay fado. The gaiety is only relative, as any listener to Plínio Sergio's version of Menina e Moca (Girl and Damsel) on this disc can attest, but the real difference lies in the fact that the Coimbra fado is a serenade, the Lisbon fado a lament—love a-borning as opposed to love dead. But a fado in any form is intoxicates, and Valentina Félix is one of Portugal's finest fadistas, I would buy the record for her alone: Borges and Sergio represent a welcome bonus. Excellent sound, but not a word of meaningful annotation. No text. Nor translation. Nor summary, Que pena, Monitor!

Liam Clancy. Vanguard VRS 9169, $4.79 (LP); VSD 79169, $3.79 (SD). I am so beguiled by the Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem that my first inclination would be to deplore any fragmentation of the group and its ways. But Liam Clancy, in a tentative yet engaging solo debut, proves a surprising success. This is a quiet album—no whisky romps, no running revel songs, no rage, and no controversy. But its quietness, structured by the fine voice and thoroughgoing authenticity of young Mr. Clancy, generates a power of its own. His songs—The Nightingale, Black Water Side, Royal Canal—are fresh and lyrical. In sum, Clancy offers a new, greener Ireland unmarred by a single cliché.

"Japan: Its Music and Its People." Chris-tobel Weerasinghe, narrator. Desto D 501, $4.98 (LP). This disc, sponsored by the World Federation of United Nations Associations, is not susceptible of thumbnail analysis. On the one hand, every song and sonic element, every statement, is painstakingly accurate. On the other, neither annotation nor narration affords particularly penetrating insights into Japanese life. Still, you can hear Kabuki and folk songs, the spare loveliness of Japanese verse, and the sound of the ancient court music, gagaku. Mike Weerasinghe's comments lend continuity to the sonic vignettes: but if (mihongo-wa wakarimasun? tch-tch!) you don't have Japanese, you will draw the old blank. Notwith-standing, this stands as an earnest and informative exploration of a startlingly different nation. Unlike most competitive discs of this genre, it attempts to portray a culture, not just a series of cute sounds.

"In a Portuguese Tavern." Lourenço de Oliveira with the Conjunto de Guitarras of Raul Nery. Request RLP 8085, $3.98 (LP). Most often than not, I feel like a voice crying in the wilderness on behalf of Portuguese traditional song. The ballads of this tiny poor land rank with the oldest and most melodic of Europe, but they find a scanty audience outside Lusitania. Why? Perhaps because of the difficulty of the language; the towering nineteenth-century novelist Eça de Queiroz once lamented the fate of those who, writing in Portuguese, are condemned to a tiny and isolated audience. Or perhaps because Portugal, its stubborn, archaic, extra-NATO, unballadized colonial way in a world where joining is succeeding. But for gorgeous melody and sensitive lyrics, for songs that do not portray a culture but are that culture, I recommend this disc. Lourenço de Oliveira is a ballad singer rather than a fadista, and few of his selections glint with fado's dark despair. But his profoundly emotional, profoundly nostalgic singing of Terra Morena (Dark Land) and Com a Portugues (Song of Portuguese) project the sad and secret soul of his nation. Unfortunately, neither texts nor translations are included.

"Jean and Doc at Folk City." Jean Ritchie and Doc Watson; Roger Sprung, banjo and fiddle. Verve Folkways FY 9026, $4.79 (LP); FVS 9026, $5.79 (SD). This, I think, is as close as any of us are ever going to get to the heart of American traditional song. Both Jean Ritchie and Doc Watson hail from the high, far mountains that preserved intact the Elizabethan ballads that crossed the Atlantic in the seventeenth century. They sing with no great finesse, but with a purity that transcends mere skill. Although their collaborations—Storms Are on the Ocean, Where Are You Going?, Amazing Grace—have the ragged edges that stem from spontaneity, I find them far more effective than their respective solos on this disc, and the engineers have nicely refurbished the sound of the songs, released originally in 1963 on the Folkways label.

O. B. BRUMMELL

That's our asking price for THE BLUES BOX (FT/FTS 3011-3), the special of the season from Verve/Folkways. What else can we say, except—now!
The new E-V SEVEN speaker system—like the VW beetle—is not for everyone. You have to be someone special to appreciate its value.

That's because the E-V SEVEN doesn't go along with the crowd. There are no claims that it's the world's finest loudspeaker regardless of size—none of that malarkey. (You know better, and so do we.)

So let us show you how much rare value we've packed into this practical-sized cabinet. Value you'd not suspect in a speaker this size.

First off, it really fits a bookshelf. Just 9" deep, 10" high, 19" wide. Easier to park anywhere you want to play it.

Then the sound: it starts with an honest 50 cps from the 8" acoustic-suspension woofer. On up—smoothly—to 15,000 cps from the 3½" cone tweeter. And no mere switch or volume control adjusts the highs. An expensive RC network actually "tilts" the E-V SEVEN's response—up or down—from flat to whatever your room may need. Continuously smooth. Absolutely unique.

You can put up to 50 watts peak power into the E-V SEVEN: no strain, just music. Beethoven. The Beatles. Anything! All this for just $66.50 list, in an oiled walnut cabinet finished on four sides.

The E-V SEVEN is carefully engineered, carefully constructed, and far ahead of the other compacts in value—just like the VW.

There is one big difference. We think you'll like our styling better!
THE BRAVE CHEVALIER

The long and sunny career of Maurice Chevalier is one of the more incredible phenomena of twentieth-century entertainment: decade after decade, the man rolls on, jaunty, debonair, and bubbling with good spirits. And now, with his eightieth birthday approaching in 1968, Chevalier has recorded a retrospective collection of songs he has sung during the past sixty years (the earliest entry, *Le beau gosse*, actually dates from 1908 and the most recent is *Au Revoir* of 1965, but in the context of six decades three years is a minor quibble).

The result is considerably more than a review of Chevalier's musical life. It also summarizes some of the changes in popular musical styles during these years, particularly as they apply to the milieu of music halls and films in which Chevalier usually worked.

The set is made up of four discs organized more or less chronologically but divided so that each disc has a distinctive musical character. On the first, covering a broad span from 1908 to 1925, André Grassi's orchestra catches a delightful period flavor in its accompaniments on Chevalier's pre-1920 material. It is interesting to find that, even in long-range retrospect, Chevalier sings these early songs in a manner indicating that the fully developed Chevalier style of the Twenties and Thirties was not yet fully developed. By the time we reach the Twenties, however, his distinctive touch is taking shape—with especially amusing effect on *Dites-moi M'sieur Chemisier*, a sort of a French Mr. Gallagher and Mr. Shean, which is sung in duet with Lysiane Rey.

It is not until the second disc (1925-1935) that the Chevalier classics begin to appear. These songs include *Cocktail d'amour* and *Valentine* (about whom Chevalier can still sound slightly giddy after serenading her for forty years) as well as the film songs that gave Chevalier an American audience and a Franco-American repertory, not to mention the idiosyncratic charm of his accent in English: *Ma Louise*, *Nouveau bonheur* (which is *You Brought a New Kind of Love to Me*), *Mimi*, and her follow-up, *O, cette Mitzi*—all sung in both French and English.

The third disc covers the years 1935-1941 as we follow Chevalier past his smiling lieutenant period in films and into the new mode of French songs then being spearheaded by Charles Trenet (whose *Y'a de la joie* brings out all the Chevalier zest). The melodic lilt of Chevalier's film songs is now combined with the sense of characterization that sparked his earlier efforts, a mixture highlighted in two charming waltzes. *L'Amour est passé* and *Mimile*. Chevalier the songwriter emerges on the final disc (1941-1965), a role which gives us both the gaiety of *Toi...toi...toi*, *Place Pigalle*, and the wartime *Le Régiment*, as well as his sensitive description of *Quai de Bercy*.

Altogether there are sixty songs in this recollection of sixty musical years. Although they may lack some of the sparkle they had when the Chevalier voice was younger, this is a remarkable performance for a man approaching eighty (consider what happens when almost any popular singer in his fifties tries to return to his youthful hits). Time may have made inroads on Chevalier's voice, but his amazing *joie de vivre*, which seems to come from some inexhaustible well, enables him to do at least reasonable justice to all the songs—and considerably better than that on several.

Since Chevalier has always been a performer first and a singer second, the decline in his singing voice does relatively little damage to his performances. All that is missing here is the visual aspect to sustain those songs which are of relatively little consequence in themselves.

J.S.W.

Maurice Chevalier: "Sixty Years of Song." London International GH 46001/4, $19.16 (Four LP); GHS 56001/4, $23.16 (Four SD).
The new Miracord 50H achieves a playback quality beyond the capabilities of any other automatic available today. And it accomplishes this with the mechanical reliability, record-handling gentleness and operating simplicity, characteristic of all Miracord turntables.

The 50H embodies every feature known to modern turntable design, and includes several exclusive innovations of its own. It is strikingly handsome, trim and uncluttered, and its very appearance reveals the care and attention lavished on its construction.

The Miracord 50H is powered by a hysteresis motor, ensuring locked-in speed accuracy. And it provides the simple, gentle facility of pushbutton operation.

It is also equipped with a dynamically balanced tone arm with interchangeable cartridge insert having a simple, slotted leadscrew control for precise stylus-overhang adjustment. A retractable stylus-position indicator is located on the turntable deck.

The 50H also provides cueing facilities, anti-skate compensation and direct-dialing stylus force adjustment to less than 1/2 gram.

At $149.50, less cartridge and base, the Miracord 50H is probably the most expensive automatic in the field. This is entirely understandable when you consider it is also the finest. See it at your high fidelity dealer, or write.

Bimpanic Electronics/Sound Corp. Farmingdale, NY 11735
Cy Walter: "At the Drake." M-G-M 4393, $3.79 (LP); 4393, $4.79 (SD).
It is unfortunate that "cocktail pianist" has taken on a pejoratively meaning for the term could refer to a style that has its own special merits. In a nondefamatory sense, therefore, it is fitting to describe Cy Walter as the dean of cocktail pianists. Walter's métier is light but with a touch of elegance and, in his case, a quality that comes from long years of experience and a position of leadership. Broadway musicals of the Twenties, Thirties, and Forties usually provide the repertory for a pianist in this field yet Walter, going his own way, mixes Porter, Gershwin, Kern, and Rodgers (from Broadway) with Mancini of the movies and a number of his own compositions. Walter writes very much as he plays—with wit and with melody. This set has a fine dry quality: dry sherry, dry martini, dry Walter, it all goes together very satisfactorily.

Tico All Stars: "Descargas at the Village Gate, Vols. 1, 2, 3." Tico 1135, 1145, 1155, $3.79 each (LP); 1135, 1145, 1155, $4.79 each (SD).
Symphony Sid, that jovial who was a gravel-voiced advocate of be-bop twenty years ago, has lately abandoned those to whom he once referred as "the great gentlemen of modern jazz" in favor of a newly burgeoning audience in his New York apartment. Latin music, Sid (whose last name is Torin) holds a Latin jam session every Monday at the Village Gate and these discs report one such session. An imposing array of Latin musicians was on hand for the occasion—Joe Cuba, Candido, Tito Puente, Ray Barretto, Chico Pozo are among the percussionists. Eddie and Charlie Palmieri are two of the pianists, Johnny Pancheco is on flute, and José Feliciano is one of the singers. The liner annotations gives no indication of who is doing what when. This is annoying, but the performances—a set of long group improvisations running from nine to nineteen minutes—are so full of the exuberant spirit that one looks for in this music, that identification becomes a secondary matter, much as it was in the early days of jazz recording. The performances have rough edges—as such sessions inevitably do—but these musicians know the field well and that awkward moments are quickly corrected. They swing with that special flavor Latin musicians have lately brought into the broad popular idioms and the excitement of improvisation adds immensely to their polished skill.

Damito Jo: "Midnight Session." Epic LN 24202, $3.79 (LP); BN 26202, $4.79 (SD).
Damito Jo is one of those throwbacks to an earlier period of show business when a performer normally worked to and responded to an audience. She can, as she has shown, produce quite gusty-voiced performances in a studio, but she does the same material even better when she is in front of an audience. Quite a bit of this disc is made up of songs she has already recorded in studio sessions. Whether they have been polished by further work or are buoyed by the audience at Basin St. Club (the New York City night club), the net results combines increased polish with a more positive attack. Her tunes include Nobody Knows You When You're Down and Out, The Girl from Ipanema, You're Nobody, Till Somebody Loves You, Gotta Travel On, and a medley in tribute to Dinah Washington in which Miss Jo conveys a suggestion of Miss Washington without becoming trapped in her stylistic mannerisms.

Lena Horne: "Soul." United Artists 3496, $3.79 (LP); 6496, $4.79 (SD).
Vikki Carr: "The Way of Today." Liberty 3456, $3.79 (LP); 7456, $4.79 (SD).
The once scorned sound of rock 'n' roll has become an accepted element throughout our popular music and singers of all kinds are now using musical backgrounds with a suggestion of rock. The big beat, sustained string lines, and vocal groups making some sort of accompanying response have evolved again in current record buyers' affections and their natural styles are not associated with these backgrounds. Lena Horne's disc is representative of what is apt to happen in such cases: Miss Horne has her own way with a song, a way that does not depend on current devices, and burdening her with them only diminishes her own natural powers as a performer.

In the case of Miss Carr, however, the rock styling has been blended with a singing style that goes from warm and intimate to open and expansive. The arrangements by Eddie Karam and Nick De Carlo make much use of the contrasts offered by big beat versus smooth voice, or soft strings versus big voice. Miss Carr has a warm, easy way of singing with a reserve of power that she can call on without effort, providing the range and variety that are necessary to make the arrangements come off properly. She creates a provocative set of performances that indicate how the new tools of popular music can bring complementary coloration to the more traditional singing styles.

David Houston: "Almost Persuaded." Epic LN 24213, $3.79 (LP); BN 26213, $4.79 (SD).
There is a naive quality about a lot of so-called "country and western" music that can be very charming when it is projected with the proper touches. The essentials include a sense of humor and a sense of proportion (obviously related qualities) which enable a singer to distinguish between corn and rational sentiment and to treat each appropriately. David Houston not only makes that dis-
This twin-tonearm Dual 1019 belongs to a noted audio editor. We can’t tell who.

We can tell why.

When testing a 1019 for an equipment report, he found it to be the finest turntable he had ever used. With no exceptions. Not even his “reference” turntable and separately mounted tonearms... essential equipment for making accurate “A-B” comparisons of cartridges.

The 1019’s tonearm tracked better... and as low as 0.5 gram. (He didn’t need his own gauge to measure tracking force. The 1019’s direct-dial numerical scale proved equally accurate.)

skating distortions eliminated
With Dual’s continuously variable Tracking-Balance Control, he was able to eliminate the distortions originating from skating, again just by dialing. And these calibrations were also exact.

single play spindle rotates
Rumble, wow and flutter were also better on the 1019. An important factor here was the rotating single play spindle which eliminates both binding and slippage of records that can occur with the usual stationary spindle found on all automatics but Duals.

variable Pitch-Control
Also exclusive to the 1019 is its variable Pitch-Control which allows speed to be varied over a 6% range... more than a half note. This feature is especially important to anyone who tapes from records or uses records to accompany voice or instrument. The 1019’s powerful Continuous-Pole motor and massive 7-pound-plus dynamically balanced platter combined to keep speed constant within ±0.1% even when voltage was varied ±10%.

automatic cueing
Although the Cue-Control doesn’t contribute to performance, it does to operating convenience, not to mention preservation of stylus and record. And it can be used not only for manually lowering and lifting the tonearm anywhere on the record, but also when starting automatically if an ultra-gentle descent is desired.

All equipment reviewers learned all this about the 1019’s they tested. It’s just that one of them took the next logical step.

test reports available
For ethical reasons, we cannot identify him, other than to note that his words appear in one of the seven test reports on the 1019 published to date... all yours for the asking.

The second tonearm is not available as a standard accessory. One tonearm at a time seems to be highly satisfying for even the most serious of record enthusiasts. And so, we are pleased to add, is the total performance of the Dual 1019 Auto/Professional Turntable. $129.50
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We don't care if you accidentally drive your car over it. If the 5 year warranty is still in effect, we'll fix it, no questions asked.

Nice? What's more, Clevite Stereo Headphones give you pure stereo. True reproduction from the lows to the highs. Foamy, removable cushions adjust to fit any head, glasses or not.

Clevite Stereo Headphones

In Driftwood Grey, it's beautiful listening for under $25. Write for name of nearest dealer. Clevite Corporation, Piezoelectric Division, Bedford, Ohio 44014.

THE LIGHTER SIDE

Continued from page 46

...the sound approach to quality

Kenwood

Los Angeles Office: 3700 S. Broadway Place, Los Angeles, Calif. 90064
New York Office: 15-E Calamus Avenue, Elmhurst, New York, N.Y.
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All Solid State FM Multiplex Stereo Receiver

Kenwood

Model TK-80

- All Silicon Transistor Amplifier
- 90 Watts (IHF Standard at 4 ohms)
- 80 Watts (IHF Standard at 8 ohms)
- Automatic Switching FM Stereo Tuner
- Automatic Mono/ Stereo Indicator
- 5 I.F., Stages and Wideband Ratio Detector
- Output Terminals for Two Stereo Speaker Sets. Front panel switching permits easy selection of either speaker set, both sets or ear phones.
- Illuminated Program Source Indicator
- Interstation Muting Circuit
- Exclusive Power Transistor Protection Circuit

Kenwood

Los Angeles Office: 3700 S. Broadway Place, Los Angeles, Calif. 90064
New York Office: 15-E Calamus Avenue, Elmhurst, New York, N.Y.
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The Folksingers: "Raga Rock." World Pacific 1846, $3.79 (LP); 21846, $4.79 (SD). This blend of a sitar (played by Harihar Rau) with a rock 'n' roll guitar, organ, and rhythm group made up of excellent jazz-oriented studio men is an interesting novelty. The present context—a program of rock pieces—is limiting and the novelty wears thin in fairly short order. But there is a fascinating contrast of styles and textures between the softly exotic sound of the sitar and the brush twang of Dennis Budimir's electric twelve-string guitar (two guitars, bass guitar, Fender bass, organ electric piano, and drums make up the rest of the group). In less restricting circumstances, the sitar, played with the skill that Rao brings to it, could add a provocative and fresh color to a lot of popular and jazz performances.

Lainie Kazan. M-G-M 4385. $3.79 (LP); S 4385, $4.79 (SD). Miss Kazan has followed up her impressive disc debut (M-G-M 4340) with a collection that combines pitfalls and excitement in an exhilarating combination. She is a vibrant and fiesty singer who throws herself into her songs with humor, with emotion, and frequently with a fine sense of style. Practically every song on this disc immediately catches one's interest from the very beginning. But whether the start is subtle or strong, the piece inevitably builds to a belting climax. This can get monotonous—and, after a few run-throughs, it does. This is a shame because Miss Kazan has a lot to offer. The best way to approach the disc is to play the first half of each piece and then go on to the next, discerning the big endings. Then you can appreciate the easy warmth of In the Spring, the breathless, deliberately mannered comedy of Peel Me a Grape, the exuberance of Lark Day, the vocal characterization of Can I Trust You, and the surprising change of pace when she shifts from her customary pop attack to a big, legitimate voice on I Loves You Porgy and Summertime. This girl seems to have everything—vocally, physically (the evidence is on the back of the sleeves), and emotionally. All she needs is channeling. Peter Daniels, who "conceived" and conducted the set, has done a generally good job, although stronger editing is still needed. But even as things stand, Miss Kazan is exciting—and in this age of machine-made singers, such a provocative personality is a treat, flaws notwithstanding.

John S. Wilson
The new KLH Model Twelve is the result of some pointed questions about what kind of improvements might go into a speaker system designed for perfectionists.

The KLH Model Twelve is the finest moving-coil loudspeaker we have ever made. Not by a spectacular margin (there just isn’t that much room for improvement in today’s best speakers), but by some important degrees.

Before we began to design the Model Twelve, we asked ourselves some pointed questions. We knew we would not be willing to settle for just a set of more impressive measurements. What real improvements could we conceive of for a speaker designed unabashedly for perfectionists? Which of the improvements that we could make on paper would, in fact, be audible and meaningful? Above all, how could we design a speaker that would be useful under the widest range of conditions?

A few answers

We decided that there were a few absolute factors we could improve upon or change significantly in a system for the perfectionist. We could supply a bit more response at extremely low frequencies. We could offer the potential for more very-high-frequency response—for use only with exceptionally good program material. We could make the overall impedance of the system eight ohms for optimum performance with today’s transistor amplifiers.

By using an acoustic-suspension enclosure slightly larger than usual, we could also provide a bit more speaker efficiency. The amount we could gain would be just enough to allow the listener a choice of many excellent amplifiers of less than super-power.

A final step

With the aim of usefulness uppermost in mind, what else could we do?

We could offer the listener the opportunity to make adjustments in the speaker’s overall sound quality—subtle but important adjustments. Adjustments that would allow the listener to modify the speaker’s musical balance to account for differences in program material, associated equipment, room acoustics, and personal musical judgments. Instead of the usual mid-range or “brilliance” controls, we could provide the listener, for the first time, with an effective way to tailor the speaker to his own needs.

This is why the Model Twelve comes with a unique series of four multi-position control switches. These adjust the level of broad segments of the frequency range: 300-800 cps; 800-2500 cps; 2500-7000 cps; and 7000-20,000 cps. They are housed in a remote switchbox (connected to the speaker by a thin four-conductor cable) that can be placed next to your favorite seat for maximum effectiveness and ease of use. The amount of adjustment from each switch is limited so that you can make only meaningful adjustments. The Model Twelve cannot be made to sound bad under any conditions. It can only be made better for your own requirements.

Perfectionist’s speaker system

We think our approach to the Model Twelve makes sense only for a perfectionist’s speaker system. And the Model Twelve is just that. It will reproduce the highest and the lowest frequencies of any conceivable musical interest. Its very-high-frequency capabilities are actually in advance of most of today’s program material; as the noise content drops on future recordings, the 7000-20,000 cps control can be turned up for ever more realistic music reproduction.

The Model Twelve’s four speakers are used conservatively (in a three-way design) to cover a range at least an octave short of their upper and/or lower limits. The mid-range drivers are housed in special sub-enclosures that are acoustic-suspension in principle. The cabinet is made of one-inch plywood, with quarter-sliced walnut veneer selected for beauty and uniformity of grain. The overall design of the 29” x 22¼” x 15” enclosure has been understated to make the cabinet as unobtrusive as possible in any room.

We believe we have done everything we can to make the Model Twelve the best moving-coil speaker system we have ever made. If you are an unabashed perfectionist, you should go hear the Twelve. It’s at your KLH Dealer now. For more information, write: KLH, 30 Cross Street, Cambridge, Mass. 02139, Dept. 700.

*A trademark of KLH Research and Development Corp.
At $2.49 apiece, Heliodor records are a bargain. At 2 for the price of 1, they're a steal!

(So steal a look at what's happening at Heliodor.)

Two for the price of one!


Although this recording has been out of the catalogue only for a couple of months, its qualities are such that a special nature that a brief reconsideration seems worthwhile. The reading of Sonata No. 18 is particularly remarkable for the way in which the late Clara Haskil subtly controls the four essentially rapid-tempo movements, each emerging with a distinct musical personality of its own under the pianist's skillful fingers. The Tempest Sonata may at first sound rather small-scaled but only because so many past performances have overemphasized its demonic touches. Miss Haskil's perspective on this music seems to me to be just about perfect. The piano tone emerges from World Series' compatible grooves as just a shade too brittle.

BEETHOVEN: Trio for Violin, Viola, and Cello (complete). Jean Pougnet, violin; Frederick Riddle, viola; Anthony Pini, cello, Westminster WM 1017/WMS 1017, $9.57 (three discs) [from Westminster XWN 18410/12, 1957].

Westminster's budget-priced "Multiple" offers formidable competition to RCA Victor's Heifetz / Primrose / Platiugros team in this music. The three Britshers are crack musicians who show as much sympathy for the sunny clarity of Beethoven's five youthful masterpieces as they do for the rare art music making. Recommended. "(Electrically Rechanneled for Exciting Stereophonic Sound) reads the whimsy on the front jacket. I prefer the mono—less excitement perhaps, but better sound.)

GEMINIANI: Concerti grossi, Op. 7 (Nos. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6). 1 Musicci. World Series PHC 9010, $2.50 [from Epic LC 3467, 1958].

True, the six concertos of Geminiani's Op. 7 show an inquiring mind eager to experiment with off-beat compositional procedures; but the handling of the material is so clumsy and the musical invention so cliché-ridden that, for my ears at least, the work adds up only to a few more yards of fabrication from that all-too-productive Italian concert grosso fattoria, fl. 1680-1750.

Tastes differ, however, and if Geminiani appeals to you, then snap this record up—it is the only version available and certainly the spirits of 1 Musicci don't flag for a moment in these briskly played performances. Stereo is reprocessed; but since the disc is compatible, just switch to mono if the gentle separation of frequencies becomes bothersome.

IVES: Sonatas for Violin and Piano (4).

BARTOK: Sonata for Violin and Piano, No. 2. Rafael Druian, violin; John Simms, piano. World Series PHC 2-002, $5.00 (two discs) [the Ives from Mercury MG 50096/97, 1956; the Bartók from Mercury MG 50089, 1956].

There are countless musical discoveries to be made in Ives' four complex yet tremendously appealing violin sonatas. They embody all the salient characteristics of this composer's rich language and forward-looking techniques and form a perfect introduction to this wonderful corner of American music. Although the Druian/Simms integral set is a fine one. I have a marginal preference for the Zukofsky/Kalish performances on a newly released pair of Folkways discs. The latter artists seem to identify with every transcendential note. Nevertheless, the World Series version makes many excellent points, cuts less than half the price of the Folkways discs, and boasts a cleaner, brighter acoustic: furthermore there is an attractive bonus in the form of Bartók's staggering Second Violin Sonata, superlatively played.

ROSSINI: Stabat Mater. Maria Stader (s), Marriana Radev (ms), Ernst Hüf- fliger (t), Kim Borg (bs); Berlin Radio Chorus and Orchestra. Ferenc Fricsay, cond. Heliodor H 250032/HS 250032, $2.50 [from Decca DX 132, 1955].

A very pleasant recording of Rossini's bouncy and tuneful choral work. I find it definitely preferable to the indifferent-sly sung new version on Columbia under Schippers but not quite the equal of Odeon's imported disc, which highlights excellent choral work and some really magnificent vocalism by Pilar Lorengar. In the present performance (the only low-priced edition) Hüfliger is outstanding—warm and Italianate, musicianly and tasteful: Stader has some lovely moments too, although she is a bit light to make a full effect with the "Inflammatus": Radev and Borg are adequate, but not without occasional rough spots.

Fricsay leads a tour yet simple performance admirably bringing out the work's simple beauties. I have not heard the enhanced stereo, but the mono is clear and sweet-sounding with excellent solo, choral, and orchestral balances.


I can't get very excited over Shostakovich's work. With Vladimir Clauer, the set of twenty-four preludes and fugues he wrote after a 1950 visit to Bach's old stomping grounds in Leipzig. Admirers Continued on page 52
This ad is supposed to give you a reason for listening to the Fisher 700-T solid state receiver.

We decided to give you several:

**Amplifier section:**
- **Music power (IHF)**
  - 4 ohms, 120 watts
  - 8 ohms, 90 watts
- **Harmonic distortion (1 kHz)**
  - At rated output, 0.8%
  - 3 dB below rated output, 0.3%
- **IM distortion (60:7000/4:1)**
  - At rated output, 0.8%
  - 3 dB below rated output, 0.3%
- **Frequency response**
  - 10-70,000 Hz, +0, -1 db
- **Hum and noise**
  - Volume control (min.), -80 db
  - Phono output (6 mV ref.), -55 db
  - Aux. input (400 mV ref.), -65 db
- **Input sensitivities**
  - (at 1 kHz, for rated power at 4 ohms)
    - Phono (low), 3.5 mV
    - Phono (high), 10 mV
    - Tape Head, 2.5 mV
    - Auxiliary (low), 200 mV
    - Auxiliary (high), 400 mV

**Tuner section:**
- **Usable sensitivity (IHF), 1.8µV**
- **Harmonic distortion**
  - (100% mod. and 400 Hz), 0.4%
- **Stereo separation (400 Hz), 40 db**
- **Signal-to-noise ratio (100% mod.), 70 db**
- **Selectivity (alternate channel), 50 db**
- **Capture ratio (at 1 mV), 2.0 db**
- **Spurious response rejection**
  - (100 M Hz), 90 db

**Price:** $499.50 (Cabinet $24.95). For more information, plus a complimentary copy of the Fisher Handbook, use postcard on front cover flap.

The Fisher
No ad man can do it justice.
ROBERTS 5000X ADDS NEW PERSPECTIVE TO STEREO TAPE RECORDING

10½" reel leads the list of 18 professional features

1. 22,000 cps Cross Field (exclusive Roberts' design which uses separate head for bias, permitting excellent frequency response at even 3¾ ips)
2. No bets—direct driven capstan drive
3. Three motors, including synchronous drive
4. Four heads with direct "off the tape" monitoring
5. Solid state electronics
6. Push-button piano key controls
7. 68-watt output (34 watts per channel)
8. Wow and flutter less than 0.15% @ 7¾ ips
9. Frequency response 25-22,000 cps ± 3db @ 7¾ ips
10. Two VU meters
11. Sound-over-sound
12. Reel sizes: 10½", 7", 5" and 3"
13. Two built-in extended range speakers
14. Two speeds
15. Four inputs
16. Erase efficiency — 60db
17. Cross talk at least — 50db down (channel separation)
18. Four-digit index counter

The Roberts 5000X is one of the most sophisticated professional stereo recorders available today — yet, it is actually easier to operate than most amateur recorders. Notice, for example, the simplified threading and the convenience of push-button piano-key controls for all major functions: Rewind, Record, Stop, Start, Forward, Counter Reset and Monitor Switch. Normally, the Roberts 5000X is rack-mounted for broadcast stations and recording studios. Now this magnificent instrument is available to serious audiophiles in an attractive self-contained case, complete with built-in power amplifier, 68-watt output, and two extended-range speakers. Read the list of 18 outstanding features — then ask your Roberts dealer for a free demonstration of the 5000X.

$699.95

ROBERTS
Division of Rheem Manufacturing Company
5922 Bowersett Street, Los Angeles, California 90016

RHEEM, AN INTERNATIONAL COMPANY WITH OVER 75 PLANTS AROUND THE WORLD
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REPEAT PERFORMANCE
Continued from page 50

of the composer, however, may want to have his performances even if they occasionally threaten to fail completely apart. The big, sprawling D minor fugue which ends the series is heard to far better advantage on another Seraphim reissue, excitingly played by Gilis (60010).


Only two versions of Schubert's Winterreise are left in Schwann to attest to the interpretative genius of Hans Hotter's Lieder singing. Seraphim's reissue of one of his best recital discs is therefore a welcome event. Hotter's voice has always been a bit unpredictable, but here it is in excellent condition with a minimum of the hootiness and spread tone that sometimes mars his performances. In piano singing—and the majority of the songs here are reflective—the covered quality is really quite gorgeous, while the word shadings and colorings of Schubert's In Abendrot and Der Lindenbaum are spine-tingling. I can't recall a more noble Die beiden Grenadiere (Schumann), while the sly humor of Ach, weh mir unglick-haftem Mann (Strauss) couldn't be bettered. Gerald Moore's contribution is superb as usual, and the sound is appropriately close and intimate.


It was nice of RCA to observe Mme. Milanov's recent retirement from the operatic stage by reissuing a collection of arias recorded in the twilight of her career. It would have been even nicer had RCA taken full advantage of this glorious voice during its prime, circa 1939–1952, for unhappily few mementos exist from those years (the excellent Frevatore with Bjoerling and Warren is virtually all we have).

Nevertheless there is much to enjoy here. Of special interest are arias from a number of operas that the soprano never sang at the Met—Puccini's Gianni Schicchi, Madama Butterfly, Manon Lescaut, and La Bohème. Despite an occasional strained note and the fact that she was really more at home with Verdi's noble ladies than with Puccini's overheated heroines, Milanov graces these soaring verismo lines with a generous amount of lusciously turned phrases. Her neatly styled "Song to the Moon" from Dvořák's Rusalka is also a welcome novelty. Unquestionably the prizes are the "Willow Song" and "Ave Maria" from Otello. Deulomana's music is admiringly tailored for her voice, besides allowing ample opportunities for that famous Milanov pianissimo. A most pleasant souvenir of a fine artist. — Peter G. Davis
Now that you’ve read all about other bookshelf loudspeakers, listen to the Fisher XP-7.

Reading about all the claims made for a loudspeaker’s sound quality and then hearing the real thing can prove to be an exasperating experience for any hi-fi enthusiast.

The two very rarely sound alike. And it’s usually the claims that sound better. It makes one wonder just how reliable his own ears really are.

Pretty reliable, we say.

That’s why we don’t use superlatives to describe the XP-7. We prefer to state facts.

Like the fact that the Fisher XP-7 is a three-way bookshelf loudspeaker that sells for $139.50. It consists of a 12-inch free-piston woofer, two 5-inch midrange drivers and 1½-inch soft-dome tweeter.

And it’s the best medium-priced system that we know how to build.

As far as sound quality is concerned, we’d prefer that you make up your own mind simply by comparing it with any other loudspeaker in its class.

We trust your ears. So should you.

(For more information, plus a free copy of the Fisher Handbook, use postcard on magazine’s front cover flap.)

The Fisher
No ad man can do it justice.
Now 7 New Kits From HEATH...

NEW Harmony-By-Heathkit® Electric Guitars & Heathkit Guitar Amplifier

NEW Heathkit Transistor Guitar Amplifier — Compare It To Units Costing Several Times As Much
60 watts peak power; two channels — one for accompaniment, accordion, organ or mike, — the other for special effects... with both variable reverb and tremolo; two 12" heavy-duty speakers; line bypass reversing switch for hum reduction; one easy-to-wire circuit with 13 transistors, 6 diodes; 28" W x 9" D x 19" H leather-textured black vinyl cabinet of ¼" stock; 120 v. or 240 v. AC operation; extruded aluminum front panel. 44 lbs.

Famous American Made Harmony-By-Heathkit® Guitars
All guitars include instruction book, tuning record, pick, connecting cord, deluxe red leather cushioned neck strap and chipboard carrying case. All wood parts assembled and factory finished — you just mount metal parts, pickups & controls in pre-drilled holes and install strings.

Deluxe Guitar... 3 Pickups... Hollow Body Design
Double-cutaway for easy fingering of 16 frets; ultra-slim fingerboard — 24½" scale; ultra-slim "uniform-feel" neck with adjustable Torque-Lok reinforcing rod; 3 pickups with individually adjustable pole-pieces under each string for emphasis and balance; 3 silent switches select 7 pickup combinations; 6 controls for pickup tone and volume; professional Bigsby vibrato tail-piece; curly maple arched body — 2" rim — shaded Cherry red. 17 lbs.

Silhouette Solid-Body Guitar... 2 Pickups
Modified double cutaway leaves 15 frets clear of body; ultra-slim fingerboard — 24½" scale; ultra-slim neck for "uniform-feel"; Torque-Lok adjustable reinforcing rod; 2 pickups with individually adjustable pole-pieces under each string; 4 controls for tone and volume; Harmony type "W" vibrato tailpiece; hardwood solid body, 1½" rim, shaded cherry red. 13 lbs.

"Rocket" Guitar... 2 Pickups... Hollow Body Design
Single cutaway style; ultra-slim fingerboard; ultra-slim neck, steel rod reinforced; 2 pickups with individually adjustable pole-pieces for each string; silent switch selects 3 combinations of pickups; 4 controls for tone and volume; Harmony type "W" vibrato tailpiece; laminated maple arched body, 2" rim, shaded cherry red, 17 lbs.

Deluxe Heathkit®/Thomas
"Coronado" Transistor Organ... Save Up To $350

Now Play In Minutes Instead Of Months...
Heathkit®/Thomas COLOR-GLO Organ

Versatile Enough For The Professional... Simple Enough For The Beginner. And yet you don’t have to be an "electronics wizard" to build it nor a professional organist to play it. Features all genuine Thomas factory-fabricated parts... 17 voices, two 44-note keyboards, 2-speed rotating Leslie plus 2-unit main speaker system, 28 notes of chimes, 13-note heel & toe pedalboard, color-tone attack & repeat percussion, handsome handcrafted walnut cabinet & matching bench. Assembles in 70 hours. 242 lbs.

Color-Glo Key Lights Show You the correct notes and chords... you play melody, harmony and bass notes instantly... even if you’ve never played an organ before! When you’re finished, just flip a switch and the key lights disappear, leaving a beautiful spinet organ. Includes 10 voices, repeat percussion, 13-note bass pedals, two 37-note keyboards, assembled walnut cabinet & bench and more. Fully transistorized. Builds in around 50 hours and you save up to $150! 172 lbs.
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NEW! Deluxe Solid-State FM/FM Stereo Table Radio

Kit GR-36
$69.55

Tuner and IF section same as used in deluxe Heathkit transistor stereo components. Other features include automatic switching to stereo; fixed AFC; adjustable phase for best stereo; two 3¾" PM speakers; clutched volume control for individual channel adjustment; compact 19" W x 6½" D x 9¼" H size; preassembled, prealigned "front-end"; walnut cabinet; simple 10-hour assembly. 24 lbs.

NEW! Compact 2-Way 2 Speaker System With Acoustic Suspension Design

Kit AS-16
$49.95

Handles 10 to 25 watts of program material. Features wide 45 to 20,000 Hz response; 8" acoustic suspension woofer with 6.8 oz. magnet; 3½" tweeter with 4.8 oz. magnet; high frequency level control; 8 ohm impedance; 1500 Hz crossover frequency; assembled walnut veneer cabinet has scratch-proof clear vinyl covering for easy cleaning. Measures 10" H x 19" W x 8½" D. Speakers are already mounted; just wire the crossover and connect cables — complete in one or two hours! 17 lbs.

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 8-11
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

[Form fields for shipping, name, address, city, state, zip, and enclosure size]
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Garrard®
 FOR EVERY STEREO SYSTEM

LAB 80 Mk II
Automatic Transcription Turntable, $69.50. The Lab 80 Mk II is the automatic transcription turntable brought to perfection. It is Garrard's definitive Lab 80, subtly, but magnificently refined in appearance and engineering. Two speeds: 33 1/2-45 RPM.
- Dynamically balanced, counter-weight-adjusted tone arm, built of Afrormosia wood for weight, low resonance.
- NEW anti-skating control with 1/4 gram markings and window to facilitate accurate setting.
- Calibrated stylus pressure gauge with 1/4 gram precision click adjustments for accurate audible/visible settings.
- Built-in hydraulic cueing control eliminates accidental damage to records or stylus through manual handling.
- Low-mass cutaway shell with new cueing pointer and extended finger lift.
- New control center with fluted tab operating levers.
- NEW automatic play of single record. Press auto lab, tone arm comes over and plays record; returns to rest at record's end.
- Full 12" anti-magnetic turntable, heavy and dynamically balanced for perfect speed.
- NEW anti-static mat featuring deep rings at 12", 10" and 7" positions to protect the stylus against accidental damage during automatic play.
- TWO spindles: one for manual play, the other for automatic operations. Handles 8 records fully automatically when desired.
- NEW repeat adaptor fits over automatic spindle, replays records as often as desired, doubles as 45 rpm single spindle.
- Exclusive, super-sensitive magnetic trip with Dupont Delrin® to offset friction.
- Silent Laboratory Series® 4-pole shaded motor with vibration proof isolation suspension.

60 Mk II
1-speed Automatic Turntable, $49.50. Developed from the "best buy" AT60, its superior engineering features have been refined to assure excellent reproduction with the latest ultra-sensitive cartridges.
- Tubular, dynamically balanced counter-weight-adjusted tone arm.
- NEW resiliently mounted counter-balanced weight.
- NEW built-in stylus pressure adjustment assembly with precision knurled optical instrument type dial for smooth, highly accurate settings.
- NEW manual cueing and pause control permits placing tone arm on record in any position by use of cueing lever.
- NEW automatic anti-skating control.
- Lightweight cutaway shell with new cueing pointer and finger lift.
- NEW turntable mat with large trim ring over heavy, cast, balanced oversize turntable.
- Two interchangeable spindles: short for manual play, center drop for intermix automatic operation when desired.
- Super-sensitive trip with Dupont Delrin® motor.

50 Mk II
Automatic Turntable, $54.50. An exciting new automatic turntable model, designed to establish the highest performance standards in its class. Styling is exceptional, trim, functional, and extremely handsome.
- NEW lightweight tubular tone arm with fixed position counter-weight.
- NEW manual cueing and pause control permits placing tone arm on record in any position by use of cueing lever.
- NEW built-in stylus pressure adjustment with gram markings.
- NEW lightweight plug-in shell with cueing pointer.
- Oversized turntable with distinctive mat and trim ring.
- Two spindles: short for playing single records, center drop for intermix automatic play when desired.
- NEW 4-pole "Induction Surge" motor with dynamically balanced, shielded rotor.
- Super-sensitive trip with Dupont Delrin® offsets friction.
- Ultra-compact size.

70 Mk II
4-speed Automatic Turntable, $84.50.
- Garrard's exclusive pusher platform record changing principle for gentleness and reliability in automatic play.
- Dynamically balanced, flat silhouette, counter-weight-adjusted tone arm.
- Low mass, cutaway slide-in shell.
- Needle pivots set in miniaturized ball bearings.
- Calibrated stylus pressure gauge with precision 1/4 gram click adjustments.
- Adjustable anti-skating control.
- Exclusive full-size, heavy, balanced cast "sandwich" turntable.
- Double shielded Laboratory Series® 4-pole shaded motor.
- Super-sensitive trip with Dupont Delrin®.
- Two interchangeable spindles: short for single play, long one-piece spindle for automatic when desired.

40 Mk II
4-speed Automatic Turntable, $44.50. Built to full Garrard standards, the 40 Mk II 4-speed unit is an exceptionally compact automatic turntable at the price of an ordinary record changer. It was designed to introduce new concepts of performance and versatility where space must be considered.
- Cast aluminum fixed counterweighted tone arm.
- Simple, accessible stylus pressure adjustment.
- Lightweight cutaway shell with extended finger lift.
- Oversized turntable with decorative mat and two spindles.
- Short for manual, center drop for intermix automatic play when desired.
- Ultra-compact size—fits easily into any record changer space.

SP20
4-speed Manual Record Playing Unit, $37.50. An excellent 4-speed manual record playing unit with high fidelity features. It is a compact, efficient player, recommended for basic stereo audio systems and audio-book applications.
- Semi-counterbalanced arm with adjustable stylus pressure... tracks as light as 2 grams.
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Wagner—Without an Anniversary

Three years ago we were faced with a difficult editorial choice. Both Verdi and Wagner had been born in 1813, and both merited special anniversary treatment in 1963. But two celebratory issues in one year seemed too much of a good thing. A choice between the composers had to be made, and we decided on Verdi. In doing so, however, we promised ourselves to make it up to Wagner before too long. The result of that resolve is now in your hands: a special non-anniversary issue devoted to Richard Wagner.

Some readers may feel that enough printer’s ink has already been spilled on Wagner. Certainly no other composer has inspired such a quantity and variety of discussion, from the angry protests of Hanslick and the fulsome explications of Hans von Wolzogen down to the musico-psychoanalytical interpretations of Robert Donington. But that is one of the sure marks of a work of a genius—that all things may be found in it, by friend and foe alike. Thus, Wagner can be Vitalist and Socialist for Shaw, tragic sufferer for Thomas Mann, Jungian for Mr. Donington, racist propagandizer for Adolf Hitler, and almost anything else for anyone else, never without some justification. Although Wagner’s operas can be disliked, they cannot be denied; in consequence, each generation—indeed, each individual—is impelled to define their message in a new way and to fit them into a contemporarily meaningful philosophical framework.

This imperative has been the fervent preoccupation of the composer’s grandsons, of whom Wieland has become the more articulate spokesman, both onstage and off. He dwell on it again, along with many other matters pertaining to his grandfather’s work, in the fascinating colloquy that leads off this issue. “The Phantom of the Festspielhaus” (page 60) is a partly imaginary conversation between Richard and Wieland Wagner, based on a series of interviews with the composer’s grandson.

For the Wagner-addicted record collector, this is a notable month. The release of London’s Die Walküre brings to completion the first integral recording of Der Ring des Nibelungen, unique among all the works of the lyric stage in scope, length, and difficulty. (A review of the new recording will be found on page 93.) The fact that this complete Ring represents the highest technical level thus far achieved by the record industry, and an artistic level that could not be matched by even the greatest of contemporary opera companies, is in large part the doing of John Culshaw, the dynamic young Englishman who has supervised the project from its inception eight years ago, and who has—more than any other person—made the word “producer” applicable to his job in its fullest, most creative sense. That Mr. Culshaw has thought long and deeply about the problems of producing Der Ring from the visual as well as the aural standpoint is evidenced by his article on page 65.

Family albums of portraits and snapshots are ordinarily of interest only to the families concerned. The Wagners, however, are not an ordinary family. Richard and Cosima, their children, grandchildren, great-grandchildren, and in-laws provide the pictorial raw material for “Family Album” (page 69)—an unusual collection of Wagner photos gathered by Roland Gelatt from the abundant archives in Bayreuth.

Last, but far from least, is the exhaustive discography-in-depth of the Wagner operas by Conrad L. Osborne (page 78), complementing his similar investigations of the Mozart and Verdi operas, published here one and three years ago, respectively. As before, we urge readers not to be discouraged by its length. A multitude of recorded Wagner interpretations cannot be capsulized in a few words.

We do not claim in this issue to have set a definitive fix on Richard Wagner and his works. But we hope that its contents provoke consideration and reflection on the nature of an artist who has still much to say to us in the mid-twentieth century.
The time might be the late afternoon of any day of rehearsals during the Bayreuth Festival. The place is the Festspielhaus. Its neo-Greek amphitheatre rises steeply around us in the empty darkness. The singers and the orchestra have left, but from the invisible pit—the famous mystical chasm—there emerges an acoustical perfume, a sort of air-conditioning in E flat. Wieland Wagner, in gray slacks and blue sweater, is alone on the stage, studying his basic Ring setting: a giant drum, flanked with steps and backed by an enormous cyclorama. As he moves about, the changing light on his face picks out resemblances to his grandfather Richard, his grandmother Cosima, his great-grandfather Liszt. Suddenly the acoustical perfume thickens into a billowing chord, and the figure of Richard Wagner materializes in the center of the giant drum. In one of his favorite costumes, half Romantic dandy and half Renaissance prince, he makes a theatrical figure.

Richard Wagner: Sorry. I know you’re busy, my grandson. But after fifteen years (he glances around at the nearby bare stage) of this—this sort of thing, I must have a talk. (He finds a chair for his grandfather.)

Wieland Wagner: (Recovering politely.) Er, what joke do you mean? (He finds a chair for his grandfather.)

RW: (Settling in.) My Parsifal joke. One of those Cosima wrote down. “Ach,” I said, “I’m sick of all these painted and costumed creatures. Now that I’ve invented the invisible orchestra pit, I’d like to find the invisible theatre.” (He looks around again at the bare stage, meaningfully.) The invisible theatre! Das unsichtbare Theater! You seem to have found it for me.

WW: I’ve never taken that as a joke...

RW: Evidently not.

WW: . . . but rather as the deep perception of a man who had optical and acoustical visions.

Editor’s Note. The description of this conversation as being “only partly imaginary” is correct. We wish to thank Wieland Wagner for generously taking the time to play his own role in this dialogue. The part of Richard Wagner was assembled by Roy McMullen from his published opinions and accounts of his productions.
pictures that seem to rise out of an ideal world of dreams, and which are meant to set before you the whole reality of a noble art's most skilled illusion. Unquote. That seems to me clear enough. Scenic pictures. The whole reality.

WW: (Still patient.) We have other and better ways of making illusion today. Lighting techniques now make it possible to dematerialize the setting, to give it an ideal quality, so that the artwork—your artwork—rises above ordinary reality. With lights we can create a fluid musical sphere instead of a rigid stage picture. Isn't that what you wanted?

RW: That's only part of what I wanted. I see you are working over that joke of mine about das unsichtbare Theater. You seem to think that my stage instructions, which were very specific and which your grandmother respected when she was in charge here, are no longer to be considered in the same class as my music and poetry. You apparently forget that I was the creator of a total—a unified—theatrical experience.

WW: (Gently.) Times have changed. Things are different now. "Naturalistic settings" stick out awkwardly in an era that looks for a symbolic interpretation of your scores.

RW: Symbolic interpretations indeed! (Peers into the wings.) Mein unsichtbarer Farner! All right, I was a symbolist. But you know perfectly well that I was never a symbolist in the namby-pamby French way. My symbols were substantial mountains, caves, castles, cups, swords, birds, beasts. In fact, one of my clearly stated reasons for leaving the historical subject matter of Meyerbeer and those people and turning towards myth was that in myth the folk gives naturalistic—I repeat, naturalistic—form to our deepest intimations about life and the universe. Isn't it still true?

WW: Not quite. We have learned a lot about the more or less abstract symbols in myth. And I'm sure you would agree that, while the work of a genius is created for the centuries, its realization on the stage is tied not only to current progress in theatre techniques, but also to the enlargement of human consciousness. Modern depth-psychology, my dear grandfather, has given us undreamed-of possibilities to interpret operas—and not only yours—more meaningfully, to reveal their true content, to free them from superficial theatrical attributes.

RW: My dear Wieland, you don't need to give me of all people, any lessons in what you call depth-psychology. Look around you at this theatre—my theatre. It's a palace of illusionism, of narcosis, of hypnotism. Old Klingsor couldn't have done better.

WW: Well, you must admit that my brother and I have left undisturbed the unique features of the house—the sunken orchestra, the so-called mystical abyss, the amphitheatrelike auditorium . . .

RW: Good, but I haven't got to my point. I'm wondering if you actually believe, as all my immediate disciples did, in theatrical empathy, Infeeling, Einfühlung. Some of your highly intellectual methods, your ways of keeping an audience alert and wide-awake, seem to run counter to the basic aims of my poetry, my dramas, my theatre, my music, and even my life philosophy. Remember, now, I have been watching your productions here since 1951, and . . .

WW: (Interested.) Empathy? Einfühlung?

RW: Precisely. I wanted my audiences to react to my operas as people with poetic German sensibilities ought to react. I wanted them to be drugged, to lose themselves, to go under. Like Isolde. (In an old man's Sprechgesang.)

In dem wogenden Schwall,
in dem tösenden Schall,
in des Welt-Aten,
ertrinken,
versinken—
unbewusst—
höchste Lust!

How can you get this essential, truly German effect with your almost abstract and vaguely cosmopolitan symbols? Without my appeal to our national sensibility? Without my kind of disbelief-suspending stage naturalism?

WW: (Briskly.) I find it hard to believe that you were ever seriously of the opinion that late-Romantic decor and appeals to nationalistic sentimentality were the only ways to get this effect. In fact, I feel that you seemed, or pretended, to want this effect more than you actually did.

RW: As for nationalism . . .

WW: (Firmly.) I think that an abstract space which gains color and character through the modern use of light goes much better with your music than naturalism does. And I'm convinced that what you really had in mind when you created your works was not just to narcotize the audience. You do appeal, of course, to the subconscious through your music. But you also appeal to the conscious mind with your poetry, your psychology, and your choice of themes. I think it is right to lead the public not just into dreams, but also into meditation about your works. That's one reason why I've been interested in the ideas of twentieth-century scholars of Greek tragedy.

RW: I'm still thinking about Einfühlung. It is all very well to say that an audience ought to be persuaded to think about what it sees and hears at the opera house, but first of all it must be persuaded.
"...the audience cannot be persuaded to feel and believe if it is not provided with an illusion of reality in the decor."

to feel—to believe. That, after all, is what the theatre is all about. And the audience cannot be persuaded to feel and believe if it is not provided with an illusion of reality in the decor—and also, by the way, in the acting.

WW: It goes without saying that the actors should identify with their parts in your works. One should not think that a singer is merely playing a role, but that he really is Tannhäuser, for example, or Siegfried. The structure of a music drama is fundamentally a structure of actors. But don't—when you think about the problem of theatrical belief—underestimate the effect of your music.

RW: Grandson, you don't need to give me any lessons in that subject either. I must say, however, that often I suspect that you want the sound of my invisible orchestra to compensate too much for what is missing in your partly invisible theatre. Your actors have so little to do. And so few things to do anything with.

WW: I repeat. Don't underestimate your music. Its capacity for expression is so great that often the part added by theatrical business seems ridiculous. Take the Valkyries. The force of your purely musical storm is much greater than anything that could be shown on the stage. Much greater, for instance, than the theatrical effect of a woman riding a wooden horse across the horizon from right to left—as you directed. Instead of trying to follow your instructions for realistic details, one ought to try, in my opinion, to translate the cosmic storm of your music into general visual terms.

RW: But it isn't just a question of theatrical effect. Take my Parsifal production of 1882. (In a musing tone.) How it rained! All during our weeks of preparation! And how cheerful we all were! (Back to his argument.) Now I grant that my moving scenery, my ingenious Wandeledekoration in the first and third acts, was a fiasco. Because of a miscalculation I never understood, the machinery went twice as fast as the dramatic action required. It was painful. However, my point, for you, is that I did not intend this change of scenery as a merely decorative or theatrical business. The idea was to lead the audience, to the accompaniment of the music, imperceptibly into the sanctuary of the Grail—as if in a dream.

WW: Don't forget that your works were composed before the invention of motion pictures. Today many things can be realized much better on film than in the theatre, and I am against mixing the effects of the two genres. In the theatre we should stress above all the effect of human beings.

RW: I see I'm a prophet without honor in my own family.

WW: Well, I must say, respectfully but firmly, my dear grandfather, that I think many of your stage instructions are better left disobeyed.

RW: Fortunately, some of my admirers think my writings are the last word on producing my operas.

WW: The so-called last word can only be the work in question—not a statement about it, even if it comes from the originator of the work. In a stage production the problem is to make the work one's own, and the solution is an extremely personal act. Directors and producers who argue over the letter of stage directions have clearly not made the work their own. The impersonal—that's the museum of directing styles.

RW: That, Wieland, is an interesting confession. How do you know where to stop when you start making your work your own? Let me tell you that there is nothing at all impersonal or extraneous in my stage directions. They are mine, mine personally. They are part of my integration of all the arts, and are no more to be ignored than my music or my poetry. They help to bring out the deep symbolic content of my work.

WW: Actually, since 1951, we've realized on the Bayreuth stage what you yourself wanted, but which couldn't be achieved with the tools of your time. The theatre of naturalistic illusion covered up the heart of your work more than it revealed it. As
Appia, Meyerhold, and other directors realized a long while ago, your deep symbolic content can be interpreted neither by naturalistic scenery nor by its equivalent in the imitative gestures of actor-singers.

RW: Gestures! No, there you certainly can't say that you have realized what I wanted. Do I have to remind you that in the manuscript of Tannhäuser, which I feel you ought to possess, your stage directions are detailed.

WW: I've noticed that as soon as Tristan and Isolde have drunk the potion, you have her throw herself into the sea. Now here my stage directions are detailed. The lovers are supposed to exchange a long, long look while the potion takes effect—it's a rather slow potion. And even if you are determined to ignore my written instructions, you can scarcely ignore my music at this supreme moment in the drama. That long slow look of love and death is in the music, as you know. It has been there in the music since the prelude.

RW: Complex, but very carefully calculated. (Sits down again.) By me, that is.

WW: It's true that the music and what the actors do go together, but they don't stick together as if one were the cause and the other the effect.

RW: They certainly don't in some of your recent productions. For instance, I've noticed that as soon as Tristan and Isolde have drunk the potion, you have her throw herself into his arms. Now here my stage directions are detailed. The lovers are supposed to exchange a long, long look while the potion takes effect—it's a rather slow potion. And even if you are determined to ignore my written instructions, you can scarcely ignore my music at this supreme moment in the drama. That long slow look of love and death is in the music, as you know. It has been there in the music since the prelude.

WW: You've picked a good example. I regard your music here as having primarily a psychological significance—not as being the automatic signal for some synchronized acting. The slow resignation to love and death does occur in my version. It simply does so after, not before, Tristan and Isolde are in each other's arms. And you yourself provide justification for my version. You make it clear that they have been in love for a long time. The potion is not the cause of their passion—it's not the cause at all. It is just the agent revealing their passion, and also their desire to be united in death. For of course they think they have committed suicide.

RW: My instructions were followed by Cosima. They're a tradition.

WW: I must insist a bit here. It seems to me wrong to transform your psychological—and philosophical—music into movement in a theatrically primitive fashion. As for tradition, that is pure laziness, and present-day Bayreuth productions are free of it. They are also, I might add, free of false piety.

RW: They are indeed!

WW: At Bayreuth we are trying to make your work
more immediately meaningful for modern people. And I must say that we seem to be succeeding.

RW: That at least I'll grant, my dear Wieland. (Pause.) But your success in reviving the Bayreuth Festival since 1951 has for me a peculiar flavor—quite apart from what I've been saying about decor and acting. You seem bent on taking the German Soul—the German nation—out of my work.

WW: (Showing some impatience.) During most of your career the German nation did not really exist. It was a beautiful dream. You longed for it in the way Verdi longed for a united Italy. When the Reich was finally created, a few years before your death, you were bitterly disappointed in it—as you yourself wrote to Ludwig II.

RW: Perhaps. But I believe in the German Soul and—as I was saying a few minutes ago—in a German artistic sensibility. I know how bitterly against my nationalism and my anti-Semitism you are. But isn't it obvious that I became Richard Wagner only after I gave up my foreign styles and subject matter? It seems to me that all this political and aesthetic internationalism at Bayreuth is cutting my work off from its German roots.

WW: A Romantic dream. After two wars—and after Auschwitz—things look quite different.

RW: Are you going to argue that three generations of producers, critics, and ordinary Wagnerites were mistaken about the national character of my music dramas?

WW: My generation has the luck of being farther away in time from these creations. Each age sees a work differently. Your work is human and above all Christian. Actually, there isn't a single nationalistic phrase in it—not even in Die Meistersinger. Hans Sachs says at the end of this supposedly nationalistic opera that a Holy Roman Empire for the German nation is not important—but that German art is. Thomas Mann has pointed out the importance of an exact understanding of this passage.

RW: I'm learning things about myself every minute!

WW: As for the argument of older Wagnerian commentators that Alberich, Mime, and Beckmesser are caricatures of the Jewish personality, I'm pretty sure you'll agree that it's ridiculous. These figures simply represent the negative side of human nature. Alberich is a personification of the same greed for power that is embodied in Wotan. Mime is a personification of the false father-figure, of the unproductive teacher who misuses the son in his plans for world domination.

RW: (Interested.) And what do you think of Sixtus Beckmesser?

WW: Beckmesser is a symbol of musical impotence. This is shown by your not giving him any proper musical theme of his own—just a distortion of the theme of Walther von Stolzing.

RW: This isn't exactly answering my complaint about the German character of my work, unless you mean that I wasn't as German as I thought I was. But go on.

WW: As for your infamous anti-Semitism, we know it was conditioned by history. Besides, you attacked not only Jewish composers, but Catholics, Protestants, the French, the Bavarians, the citizens of Munich and Berlin. You attacked on principle everyone who was not enthusiastic about your work.

RW: Grandson, I won't tolerate this kind of disrespect from a member of my own family in my own Festspielhaus! Furthermore . . .

WW: (Interrupting smoothly.) Your genius is allowed its human weaknesses, since they are compensated for by your masterpieces.

RW: (Long pause. Decides to be placated.) Speaking of my masterpieces—haven't you called my Gesamtkunstwerk idea, my notion of an integrated artwork, a mistake?

WW: I think your Gesamtkunstwerk idea has produced a lot of nonsense in theatrical literature and theatrical practice. Of course, all skills and materials are integrated in each production. But to want to attain unity through equally strong poetry, music, scenery, and acting seems to me futile. I stay with the real and never-failing source of unity in an opera—which is the score.

RW: You may be right, although that wasn't the sort of priority I had when I created The Ring. (Pause.) I hear, by the way, that you have been invited to stage Lohengrin at the Metropolitan Opera in New York. You know, I often felt that Americans appreciated my work more than my own countrymen did. When I was afraid the festival would never become a reality here in Bayreuth, I considered emigrating to America and establishing it there.

WW: If the Festspielhaus stood today in the Rocky Mountains or any other scenically stimulating region of the United States, the radiations to the world of culture would be just what they are now. I do not believe that the idea and the work which we understand by the word Bayreuth are tied to any geographical or political location.

RW: (Musing) Fafner in the Wild West! Ein unsichtbarer Fafner, of course. (Peers wistfully into the wings. The E flat perfume fades. Wieland Wagner is alone again on the Festspielhaus stage, studying his Ring setting.)
BY JOHN CULSHAW

New Directions for The Ring

The producer of Decca/London's complete Ring recording suggests ways in which a stage production might fully realize Wagner's intentions.

It is twenty years since I first heard the Ring in the theatre, and eight years since we at Decca/London began our now complete recording of the cycle. For me, it has been a love affair from the start, though in 1946 I never imagined that one day I would be in charge of putting Wagner's sixteen-hour epic on discs for the first time. Of course, there have been moments of doubt—the sort which anyone feels on getting a bit too close to an object of love, because there you can pass quietly through an invisible barrier beyond which the object changes and the beauty goes. That this has not happened despite the long hours of rehearsal and recording (and the even longer, relatively dangerous, hours of editing) is an indication of the Ring's extraordinary power, which is—at its simplest—an endless ability to surprise and enrich its audience.

In this essay I am not going to say much about our complete recording, partly because it would take a book (which I am now writing), but mainly because, having emerged from what might be called a total immersion in the Ring for eight years, I am still fascinated by the general questions it prompts, especially in terms of its proper realization in the theatre. Why has the Ring collected around itself such a vast amount of literature, speculation, and controversy? Why is it the cause of musical, political, and even racial unrest? Above all, why do most of us (and especially those who love the work) emerge from the theatre with mixed feelings of elation and despair? I think it is because we have never really understood the Ring, and because its power of psychological penetration is so deep that we tend to identify the disturbance it causes by the sediment which rises to the surface. The Ring is a dream we have never dreamed, an experience we have not yet experienced. It is possibly the greatest single artistic achievement in the history of mankind, and yet we have shown no sign of measuring up to it except in terms of compromise.

Any recording of an opera is a sort of compromise because it has to omit vision. I think our re-
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cording is a splendid compromise, not only because it preserves the performances of the great Wagnerians of our time but because it will bring the complete Ring cycle to many people who might otherwise not hear it at all. I would frankly rather hear the recording, even though I know it by heart, than sit through most contemporary productions on the stage. When I listen, I do not think of the studio; I do not "see" Brünhilde as Birgit Nilsson; and I do not remember how we did all the off-stage tricks. I become immersed in the drama and the music, which is as it should be. And yet...a small, nagging sense of inadequacy remains. If so much can be done on records, why cannot so much more be done in the theatre? In the small hours of the morning, what I am left with is the realization that nobody on earth has yet seen and heard the Ring performed according to its tenets, explicit or implicit, and that until such a performance can be brought about, all judgments, including mine, are premature.

No matter how you try to bend it, the plain truth is that the Ring cannot be turned into grand opera. Indeed, to suppose that it is in any serious way related to the rest of operatic history is about as intelligent as the argument that Moby Dick is related to Pride and Prejudice because both are printed on paper and bound in covers. The sort of characterization which Mozart attempted in Don Giovanni, or Beethoven in Fidelio, or Verdi in Don Carlo and Otello is splendid on its own level; but measured by the standards Wagner set himself in the Ring it is primitive and artificial. Perhaps this thought has not been put so bluntly before, and perhaps I am overstating the case; but I am not alone. The same idea is implied in many of Ernest Newman's views about the Ring, especially in his earlier writings: it resounds like a deep bell through the pages of Robert Donington's The Ring and Its Symbols; and unless I am very much mistaken, it will stare us straight in the face when Deryck Cooke's forthcoming book on the cycle is published. Have no doubt, the forces are gathering—but where is the enemy?

The enemy is tradition, in the broadest sense of the word. It was Wagner's enemy too, for in storming the barriers of tradition he did not emerge with-
deeper, in that the music of the Ring embodies not only noble and sublime concepts, but also penetrates the base emotions and brings into blinding focus the consequences of false judgment, false emotion, and false self-understanding. Wagner’s perception may continue to embarrass the Germans for some time, though it will cease to do so as soon as they realize that he was writing about all of us.

**T**

**HIS EMOTIONAL RELEVANCE is not always apparent, though it is the Ring’s greatest quality. It can be submerged or disguised or distorted in a hundred ways, from bad singing to bad lighting, and it was Wagner’s awareness of its perishable nature that led to his insistence on the object of drama, to which all contributing elements, including the music, must be subservient. This is the heart of the matter; this is what we have ignored. And the fact that Wagner did not achieve what he really wanted even in his own theatre in his own lifetime neither justifies what has happened since nor need deter some enlightened individual or organization from putting things right in the future.

When, last year, a distinguished English critic not given to hysteria or hallucination wrote words to the effect that our Götterdämmerung recording had moved him so profoundly that it had altered his life, most of London’s musical society assumed he had gone out of his mind. On the contrary, I think he had suddenly grasped that the Ring has a primordial connection with human experience which has no parallel whatsoever in the history of music and drama; and I do not think he was alone. That a strong sense of this connection can emerge from a recording is indeed encouraging: but how much stronger it would be if the composer’s dream of a fusion of action, music, and text could be achieved.

There is nothing to stop it except a) money and b) conceit, and of these the second is more of a problem than the first. We have assumed, in our sophisticated way, that we know more about the Ring than Wagner did; we have decided that the detail of the Ring does not matter. On the contrary, I am convinced that if we could follow his specific instructions about expression and staging and character with the same sort of faithfulness we demand of the musical performance, it would follow that the psychology of the Ring would look after itself.

When, in his production last year at Bayreuth, Wieland Wagner contrived to make the piling of the hoard in Rheingold into a fertility symbol, the result was not only comical—it was too clever by half, in that it heavily underlined a point which the composer himself had made with perfect clarity in the scene where the Gods grow old.

Indeed, the abandon with which the Ring is now treated in Wagner’s own theatre provides a perfect example of the prevailing attitude. In the Bayreuth Götterdämmerung last year, Wieland Wagner and his henchman Karl Böhm cut the entire scene for Gutrune after the funeral march in Act III, and in so doing caused, I am glad to say, a shout of protest which reverberated throughout musical Europe. Yet it did not occur to those who were so outraged by this piece of musical vandalism that for many years its precise equivalent in dramatic terms has not only been tolerated but approved, on the grounds that we are all too adult to put up with Wagner’s elemental fantasy. One wonders what Bayreuth will dispense with next. The Norns? The Wotan monologue in Walküre?

Such passages, including the Gutrune scene (to which I shall return in a moment), are the essence of the Ring because they penetrate a realm not normally within the scope of opera. Everyone knows the “popular” bits of the Ring: the last twenty minutes of Walküre, Act I, and almost the whole of the third act; the final duet in Siegfried; all of Act II of Götterdämmerung except the scene between Hagen and Alberich, and the closing scene of Act III. Now there are one thing in common—they are superficially as close as Wagner came in the Ring to conventional opera, and as such are relatively easy to follow by an audience accustomed to lighter fare. But the substance of the Ring, where Wagner’s understanding of the human condition is at its most profound, comes invariably in those passages where the audience is encouraged, by what is not happening, to go to sleep.

**I**

**HAVE IN MIND such parts of the Ring as the second and fourth scenes of Rheingold, the Wotan monologue in Walküre, the Wanderer-Mime encounter in Act I of Siegfried, the Norns and the Brünnhilde-Waltraute scene in Act I of Götterdämmerung. It is true that in these passages the emphasis must be on the text and the music, for there is almost no action in the sense of movement; yet a moment’s examination of what Wagner actually wrote will show how exactly he wished these scenes to be presented in terms of constantly changing moods. It is in the stillness of life that we make our decisions; it is in the stillness of the Ring that the real drama emerges. The clue to the Norn scene is its tension, which most conductors can grasp and no stage producer I can think of understands. Wagner, who certainly knew an awful lot about women, wrote a marvelous scene for a very angry Fricka in Act II of Walküre, but his grandson has just informed us that Fricka at this point has become an abstraction, an idea, and does not exist as a woman. Whoever heard of an abstraction drawn on-stage by a chariot of rams? Easy: get rid of your chariot and you have, if you want, your abstraction.

The little Gutrune scene I mentioned earlier provides a perfect example of the fact that the detail imparts the depth. It is the scene immediately after the funeral march where Gutrune is alone in the Gibichung hall; it is night and she is frightened. She imagines she can hear Siegfried’s horn call, though it was Brünnhilde’s laugh that awakened her. Yet Brünnhilde’s room is empty—could it have been
Brünnhilde she saw walking by the river bank? She longs for Siegfried, but there is no comfort—only a sense of unconsolable loneliness and a premonition of the terror to come.

The scene runs for exactly two minutes and thirty-three seconds, and is a perfect microcosm of Wagner's dramatic and psychological insight. It makes Gutrune into a human being, for until this point she has been a dramatic convention, like Verdi's Emilia. Suddenly, if the scene is properly presented, we can see what it is in Gutrune that has made Gunther possessive to the point of obsession; we feel her innocence, her femininity; and we are in a position to understand Gunther's forthcoming outburst when his sister collapses on Siegfried's dead body. Seen in this light—which is, after all, the composer's—Gunther and Gutrune have become part of what Fischer-Dieskau has aptly called the "family tragedy" of Götterdammerung.

But this is not all. There are the brief but masterly images which contribute to the sense of nightmare. Brünnhilde's laugh: why? The neighing of Siegfried's horse in the dead of night: why? Whether real or merely imagined by Gutrune, they surely coincided with the moment of Siegfried's death. Afterwards, Brünnhilde was seen wandering alone by the banks of the Rhine where the Rhinemaidens waited. The image is given to the audience as a preparation for her entrance to resolve the whole drama. Without it, what has she been doing? Without it, what is there to indicate that Brünnhilde, alone, has come to an understanding which surpasses that of any other character? It is precisely because of such juxtapositions of extremes—the innocence of Gutrune and the self-knowledge of Brünnhilde—that we, the audience, should be able to find in the Ring an altogether unique emotional and dramatic experience. But we are unlikely to understand that such an experience can come about if what we see is either a distortion of the original, or an attempt to make it fit as painlessly as possible into a context which includes Figaro on one side and Cavalleria on the other.

A new dimension is needed. I have tried to show where the real values of the Ring are to be found; it now remains for a master of stagecraft to allow these values to emerge with impact and clarity, and harnessed to the music. One thing is quite certain: conventional use of conventional theatre equipment is hopeless for the Ring. About eight years ago there appeared for a brief season in London an entertainment called Magic Lantern, which must have cost its sponsor, the Czech government, a great deal of money. It was a strange and at times beautiful mixture of live and filmed action; it used a battery of still and motion projectors and dozens of screens of all shapes and sizes. It failed because of too much propaganda and because, as with anything so technically ambitious, the slightest mishap tended to multiply itself to the verge of disaster. Undaunted, the Czechs went ahead with an opera production—it was Tales of Hoffmann—which managed to get as far west as Munich. It was awful, but for very interesting reasons: the producers had lost courage in the medium they had invented. The screens were down to three, and individually invariable in shape or size; the sound track (at least when I heard it in Vienna) was unbearable. Instead of trying to conquer the technical complexities of the original, the Magic Lantern people attempted to evade them on the very dubious grounds that in the last resort art will manage to communicate without assistance. Hoffmann deserved to fail, but I shed a tear for that first program; for of all the developments in stagecraft within living memory, it came closest of all to making the magic of the Ring a practicable possibility.

At about the same time, two Zurich architects devised a scheme for an opera house in Basel where, to judge from the plans (published in Herbert Graf's Producing Opera for America), the Ring of our dreams might have been presented. In common with a few other such plans, it had a stage (and not just a proscenium) of variable size and shape with which it would have been possible, for example, to make Hunding's hut look like a hut, instead of requiring it to occupy exactly the same area as the expanses of Walküre Act II. Thought had also been given to the problem—vital to the Ring and necessary for all operas—of providing a decent, balanced orchestral sound, without covering and therefore smothering the orchestra, which was Wagner's uneasy solution at Bayreuth. But the Basel idea, and all the others like it, came to nothing. As Graf sadly put it: "Tradition has proved too strong an obstacle. . . ."

Because of the recording, I have been deeply involved with the Ring for about ten years. It has been said a number of times that our approach to it was fresh, and we certainly tried to make it so while keeping, as our only terms of reference, the wishes and instructions of the composer. I like to think that we went about as far as it was possible to go within the medium at our disposal. But I would hazard a guess that if a third of the thought that went into the recording could be applied to a stage performance under existing conditions, the result would be a revelation; going further, if we could have a production using all the resources of modern art and technology within an environment large and versatile enough to accommodate Wagner's drama, and if we could put in charge of it a designer and a producer sure enough of Wagner's intentions to realize them faithfully, then indeed the dream would become a reality. It isn't just a question of having a realistic dragon, or of making Alberich genuinely evil instead of merely bad-tempered. It isn't any one thing, but a compound of things on a scale never before demanded for a theatrical performance. The fantasies of childhood, the elements of nature, the unpredictability of fate: these are never closer than when we think we are in command of events. This is what the Ring is about, and why we should know it better than we do.
Richard Wagner, an extraordinary man, was the progenitor of an extraordinary family. Consider them strictly from the standpoint of chronology. Wagner was born in 1813, while Napoleon still ruled Europe. His daughter-in-law, a vigorous woman of sixty-nine, lives today in the house that the composer himself designed and built in Bayreuth. Her sons—Richard's grandchildren—are not yet fifty. Consider too their tenacity in maintaining control over the Wagnerian heritage. The opera house that Wagner built in Bayreuth remains the property of his heirs, and its artistic direction has never escaped their grasp. With all this, the family is not enslaved by antiquated tradition. Indeed, Richard's eldest grandson is a great innovator himself.

This is an album of Wagner family pictures—some of them never before published. The paintings above show Richard flanked by his mother, Johanna, and his stepfather (or real father—we shall never know the truth), Ludwig Geyer. In the pages that follow you will find Richard and his wife Cosima, their children, grandchildren, and great-grandchildren. The pictures were gathered in Bayreuth with the kind help of the Bayreuther Festspieleleitung, the Richard Wagner Gedenkstätte, and the Archiv des Hauses Wahnfried.
Wagner's first marriage, to Minna Planer, was childless. Minna died in 1866, after a long separation from Richard. Four years later Wagner was married to his second wife, Cosima, the daughter of Franz Liszt. She was sixteen when Wagner first met her, in 1853, at the age of forty. They fell in love eleven years later, by which time Cosima had already had two children by her unhappy marriage with the conductor Hans von Bülow. She bore three more children while still legally married to Bülow, but their father was Wagner. The last of these was Siegfried, who carried on the Wagner line. The whole complicated story is shown in the family tree below. The photo above shows Cosima, four-year-old Siegfried, and Richard in 1873. At left, a velvet-capped Richard holds baby Eva at Villa Triebsh-chen, near Lucerne, Switzerland, in 1868.
The family photo above was taken in 1881 on the steps of Wahnfried, the house in Bayreuth where the Wagners moved in 1874 and where the composer’s daughter-in-law, Winifred, lives today. The four people standing in the top row are, from left to right, Blandine, Heinrich von Stein (who was there to oversee Siegfried’s education), Cosima, and Richard. Below them are Isolde, Daniela, Eva, and Siegfried. The names of the dogs are unknown. That leaves everyone accounted for except the bearded fellow peering from behind the bushes above Siegfried’s head. He is Paul von Joukowsky, a wealthy Russian painter who designed the scenery and costumes for the first Bayreuth production of Parsifal, in 1882. He became an intimate of the Wagners and was with them in Venice at the Palazzo Vendramin on February 12, 1883. That evening he took out a notebook and made the sketch at right of the ailing composer. It was Wagner’s last portrait. He died in Cosima’s arms the following afternoon.
One last look at the five children before they went their separate ways. From left to right: Eva, Isolde, Siegfried, Daniela, Blandine. The lucky man is Hans Richter. Cosima took charge of the Bayreuth Festival after Richard's death and ruled it with an iron hand. The sketch at left shows her directing a rehearsal, aided by Siegfried (in white slacks). Eventually, Siegfried took over the reins himself, but Cosima continued to make her presence felt. The old lady was very much a personage, and she made a striking sight as she walked the streets of Bayreuth clad in widow's black.
We are in the garden of Wahnfried towards the end of World War I. Cosima, now eighty, is resting on a chaise longue. Daniela stands next to her. She has separated from her husband, Henry Thode, and is back at Bayreuth to take care of her mother. Siegfried looks very pleased—and no wonder. He is the father of a fine-looking boy named Wieland, who is being held by Siegfried's young wife, Winifred. She was English-born but had been adopted at an early age by Karl Klindworth, an old friend of Richard's and the man who arranged his works for the piano. Klindworth took her in 1914 to Bayreuth, where she was introduced to Siegfried. A year later they married. The pictures below show Cosima and Wieland. Was ever the line of Wagnerian succession more dramatically illustrated?
A new baby was born at Wahnfried every year from 1917 to 1920. Here the four children are shown with their parents, strolling in the garden. The oldest, Wieland, is on the right. The youngest, Verena, is between Siegfried and Winifred. Friedelind, the second oldest, is in the white dress. Wolfgang is on the left. The photo at right shows Toscanini chatting with Siegfried outside the Festspielhaus in July 1930. The Italian conductor was there to direct Tristan and Tannhäuser. It was the first time that a non-German conductor had invaded the Bayreuth pit. A few days after this photo was taken, Siegfried suddenly died. Toscanini took a fatherly interest in the four children, as is evidenced in the photo below, from 1931.
Siegfried's widow, Winifred, took over direction of the Festival in 1930—much to the dismay of her aged sisters-in-law Daniela and Eva, who left Bayreuth and lived out the rest of their days at Villa Triebschen. Besides running the Festival, Winifred brought up the third Wagner generation. At left, she sees to it that Wieland practices, on his grandfather's old piano. Below, the two boys and their mother.

Winifred met Adolf Hitler in 1923 and immediately came under his spell. He was then a young man with visionary ideas about Germany's future, but with no power. During the Twenties and early Thirties, Hitler was a frequent visitor at Wahnfried. His close ties with the Wagners continued after he became Germany's dictator in 1933. At Festival time, Bayreuth became Hitler's temporary headquarters. The photo below shows him with Winifred and Wieland in the garden of Wahnfried, July 24, 1938.
Bayreuth's Festspielhaus, still the property of the Wagners, reopened in 1951 under the direction of Wolfgang and Wieland. The photo of the grandsons above markedly emphasizes their resemblance to Richard. By then a fourth Wagner generation was growing up. At left, Wieland poses with three of his children in front of the still-unrepaired Festspielhaus. Below, his son Wolf-Siegfried (at right) reads a comic book with a friend in the jaws of Fafner. The picture dates from 1953. Later, Fafner and other realistic props were banished from the Bayreuth stage. Where will the fifth generation play?
Another Wagner family photo from Bayreuth, this one taken eighty-five years after the one on page 71. The children—Wolf-Siegfried, Daphne, Nike, Iris—are today in their twenties. Presumably, Wolf-Siegfried will eventually take over direction of the Festival and carry on the Wagner tradition. But that is off in the future. Wieland Wagner—generally regarded as the most influential opera director of the postwar decades—continues to develop and refine “the new Bayreuth style.” The photo at bottom shows him coaching James King and Leonie Rysanek for the 1965 production of *Die Walküre.*
by Conrad L. Osborne

THE WAGNER OPERAS ON RECORDS

a discography

Anyone who has read through my Mozart opera discography of a year ago, or the Verdi one of two years before that, and who is still with us, will be familiar with the approach used here.

Once again, I have analyzed each recorded production element by element, rather than forming an opinion on a set as a whole. Once again, the discography is intended less as a consumer's guide than as a consideration of the natures of the works and characters themselves and of particular qualities and insights preserved on given recordings.

Naturally, even the generous allotment of space in this issue is insufficient for a really thorough analysis—it would barely suffice for detailed discussion of a single opera. Space considerations have also forced us to restrict the scope of the article, so that we have, with many regrets, passed over Der Ring des Nibelungen. This is partly because it is the longest and most complex of Wagner's works, partly because a multiplicity of recordings exists only in the case of Die Walküre, and partly because the entire Ring is about to be recorded for the second time (for Deutsche Grammophon under Herbert von Karajan); detailed consideration will make more sense when that project has come to fruition. Meanwhile, the final opera in London's complete recording of the cycle, Die Walküre, is the occasion for a lengthy examination of available versions of that opera in this month's "Records in Review" section (see page 93).

I have again included page references, for the benefit of those who would like to hear for themselves what I am getting at in certain specific cases. As in the past, these references are to easily available versions of the piano/vocal score, since relatively few readers will own or care to search out the orchestral partitions. This time I have, however, keyed the first reference in each section to the orchestral score I used for my own listening, in case anyone chooses to follow that up.

In a further effort to bring the survey within manageable proportions, we have decided to restrict it to consideration of recordings currently available in the domestic catalogue. We realize that this excludes many recordings of some value. But availability seems a sensible criterion for line-drawing, and it leaves at least some room for reference to the more important excerpt recordings, and to some historical material (largely from the 1930s) which has never been transferred to LP. We do not live in an age of great Wagnerian performance, at least from the aural standpoint, and whereas it is advisable to listen to bygone singers of the Italian and French repertoire, it is absolutely necessary in the case of Wagner, for it gives us a measuring stick, and an insight into how these works can sound in the hands of great artists.

One does not have to succumb to a mystique to appreciate the richness and profundity of these operas. They come from the supremely poetic imagination of a composer and dramatist who still excites unquestioning reverence and irrational animosity, and whose work is still the subject of the most insistent probing, analysis, explication, and special pleading from all corners. As the gentleman in the beer ad would say, "He must be doing something right."
If a "festival opera" is one that must be accorded an especially careful handling to minimize its weaknesses, then Fliegende Holländer is a festival opera. Unlike, say, Lohengrin, which can survive almost anything done to it (save the cuts that are sometimes made in it), Holländer without an intelligent production and some special casting is only an intermittently effective piece. It is also a somewhat unpopular one in America—not even the combination of Welsch and Hoffer (under Reiner) could establish it in the Met's repertory when the current production was new. Thanks to the Rysanek/London team, the opera has managed to survive every other season of so far late, and that is as close as it has come to repertory status over here.

The truth is that while Holländer is short by Wagnerian measurements and in one act, it is not a concise score: what Wagner called a "musical sentence," i.e., activity—on the stage than in most of the later operas, there is much less per page in the music; the density is lower. There are thrilling passages that never fail to excite us and move us (and therefore draw us back for another listening), but there are some genuine longeurs too. Though Wagner had started to put on his own armor, he had not yet entirely discarded that of his predecessors. And so the score, down the road of "endless melody" and ceaseless inner action, is still cluttered with the old ways of presenting character, emotional situation, color, and action. There is nothing wrong with the old ways (formally worked arias, duets, ballads, choruses, etc.), except that they were not Wagner's personal ways, and he was, for a genius, only moderately accomplished in them.

This opera also establishes a record, not matched even in the Ring, for sheer persistence of a recurring leitmotif. Like any child with a new toy, Wagner plays with the Dutchman's motif until it runs down, wears out, and finally gets put on the closet shelf reserved for melodic fragments to which we're now impervious. The overture alone gives it an exhausting workout, and then there's the approach of the ship, the monologue, the ballad, the "Wie aus der Ferne" duet, the "Los!--Los!" scene, and passing references in between—several times each, in its unvarnished, unmodulated form, like the thirty-fifth reprise of a Broadway musical's single endurable tune. Fortunately, there are other endurable tunes, and, already, Wagner's unique capacity for imagining and evoking a special atmosphere, a theatrical life of specific relevance to his subject. "Die Fräule ist um" is not only the earliest sustained passage of "the real Wagner," but the first truly great scene from his pen, volved by the first truly great character to step out of his imagination and unforgettable into ours. Erik is a totally undeveloped character—yet Wagner uses him perfectly as the rough, everyday foil to Senta's obsessive phantaisizing, and gives him a dream narrative that foregrounds the power and mystery of later similar scenes. The Senta/Dutchman duet has a truly visionary ecstasy, and all the score's "incidental" music—the Steersmen's Song, the clumping dance for the sailors, etc.—is just about flawless. Finally, the last scene, especially from the Dutchman's "Verloren Ach, verloren!" to the end, is simply magnificent, with the terror and grandeur of the Dutchman as he despairingly puts out to sea, the hypnotic fever of Senta's compulsive sacrifice, and the compressed energy of the two and the others set off against one another for a theatrical tension that tightens and builds steadily. It may even be worth affirming that it is a hell of an overture.

To the Rysanek/London, Fliegender Holländer has been recorded complete six times. But of these, two have been deleted from the domestic catalogue (one under Clemens Krauss, with Hans Hotten in the title role, and another featuring Josef Metternich), and another (with the title role) has never been in it. So we are left with three: the 1955 Bayreuth Festival production (London A 4325, dropped from Schwann just a few months ago but still in the shops), the Victor preservation of the Leonie Rysanek/George London collaboration (L.M. 6156, LSC 6156) and the Angel version (3616 or S 3616) built around Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau and the more or less permanent Wagner Hall Rollins and company in the late Fifties and early Sixties.

Our three conductors are Franz Konwitschny (Angel), Antal Dorati (RCA Victor), and Josef Kellberg (London). Konwitschny would be my own pick of the three, though I must say that none of these readings seems to me more than solid, professional work, and none worth discussing at any great length in this context. I value a sense of weight in Wagner (not being one of the clear-end-brisk admirers), but Konwitschny captures some of that, as at the opening of the overture or the dances and choruses of the last act. He also handles the lighter moments well—the opening of Act I, the "chiaroscuro" choruses through until the women bustle offstage to greet the homecoming crew, has a delightful lift. The weight is occasionally secured at the expense of tension and movement, however. For example, the amplexus can be found at a couple of the danger points in the overture, such as the woodwind entrances during the development section based on the Dutchman's motif (pp. 29-30 of the Brode orchestral score), or the triad just after the violins' upwarp on p. 46, where the Redemption motif gets its development. In both cases, there's a limpness, a drained feeling that should never occur in this music, however slow the tempo.

Some of the same feeling invests Kellberg's reading: it is sound and sensible, but rather tame and loveliely. It is also preserved by one of the less successful of the live-Bayreuth recordings, with the result that details and balances are not always what the conductor doubts intended them to be—the woodwinds, for example, do not lead in anywhere near strongly enough at the start, as cited on p. 310 of the similar spot on p. 18, and it seems more likely the fault of the recording than of the conductor. Dorati's performance is disappointing. I like the care and polish of much of the playing—as a piece of execution, the performance is first-class. But time and again the tempos are so disasterously gradual as to destroy the impulse, the dramatic thrust of a section. The Dutchman monologue is particularly the final section ("Nun, in謨el"") on pp. 92 ff.—and I haven't yet figured out just what the orchestra is playing on the lead-in to this for tuba and the low strings, p. 91, but it sure isn't Senta's. In the Brooks edition, Senta's outburst at the end of the ballad ("Ich seid") etc., p. 186 is another, among a number that might have been chosen. The third act is much the best, with the choral scene for the two crews quite excitingly done, but it is not enough to erase the overall plodding impression.

We have been fortunate with our Sentas, for Leonie Rysanek, Astrid Varnay, and Marianne Schach are all fine artists. It's a good enough effort for this. The thing that must be caught and projected with this character, in the theatre or on records, is her unbroken trancelike preoccupation. She obsessively fastens onto a single object (the Dutchman, or, really, the idea of the Dutchman, as represented by his portrait and the oft-told legend about him), which for her holds the hope for a kind of necessary fulfillment she cannot find in her world of simple fishermen, hunters, and gossiping seamen. She is not so much in conflict with this world as she is detached from it—she replies to Erik's questions as if he were not there; she does not even see her own father when he comes in the door with the Dutchman; she pursues her obsession through all events, past all other people, untouched by them. Erik is not far wrong when he laments to her that "Satan hat dich umgarten"—it is a true case of possession, for she cannot be no power other than the devil that can take his intended wife away from the everyday world.

Sentas existence in another world is confirmed by the music; this hallmark of power and consistency, from the first entrance of her voice (wordlessly float- ing the Redemption Theme as it is about to be heard in her Ballad) to her final affirmation of her fidelity to the Dutchman. Little passages like her description to Erik of what she sees in the portrait
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("Fühlt du den Schmerz," etc., p. 220), or her hypnotic interjections in Erich's dream narrative, or her simple, unswerving reply to the Dutchman's back-up introductory phrase in "Wer du auch seist," etc., pp. 256 ff.), to say nothing of her soaring lines in the final portion of their duet, add up to an extraordinary picture of this person in music.

Certainly the Senta of Leonie Rysanek (RCA Victor) is the finest interpretation this gifted but uneven artist has offered in New York; indeed, it is one of the handful of really complete characterizations to be seen at the Metropol-

i t i s m uncharacteristically slow settling into pitches we have not been able to find with any of the other characters she has sung.

though Rysanek's recorded Senta is excellent, it does no more than hint at this special quality in her presenta-

tion. She suppresses only too well to capture the unique effect her top notes can make is to record them in a large theatre from an uppermost balcony; in any case, what we here is a good, sailing top with lots of spin on it, but not the hair-

curiously unadorned from her one of her good nights "live"; the final por-

tions of the Act II duet come closest to evoking this. The lower half of her voice has never been satisfactory, and this recording has the usual wobbliness of weakness, dryness, and disconcert-


ingly slow settling into pitches that are unfortunately characteristic of her vocalism in this area. Happily, it does not make as much difference in this part as in some others; and even though we miss much of what she conveys on the stage (especially in the Ballad, where her acting is almost entirely visual, not vocal), there is enough left to add up to a strong Senta.

Astrid Varnay (London) is always an interesting, honest singer, and while one might ideally ask for a sound purer and less heavy in this part, she is in fine voice on the Bayreuth recording; however, it does not bloom out like Rysanek's, but on the other hand her voice is better balanced up and down its range, with a rich, solid bottom that matches the top. Most of her singing is steady, big, and knowingly phrased, an improvement over her weight and meaning given to the words, and the scene with the Dutchman has considerable intensity, with a fine climax.

Marianne Scheel (Angel) is some-

 weaker, more straightforward and less in-

dividual an interpreter—we do not come away from her Senta with any strongly personal impression. Like Rysanek, she has a weak lower register, and when she tries to get some volume in this vi-

nity she turns tremulous. The top is excellent though, especially at forte, and has a freshness and medium-weight timbre that belies an inner and mature voice. She sings out satisfyingly in the role's big moments, and leaves the listener with a positive feeling.

The Dutchman himself is immensely difficult to bring off—tragically, because the hopelessness and bitterness of many years must underlie everything he does (but usually by implication rather than by exterior actions—the part would be lost in a welter of hyster-

ia); vocally, because it calls for every sort and kind of action demanded of a Heldentenor voice. It is hardly surprising, therefore, that in an era when the number of competent Heldenbaritone is short of a half-dozen, none of the recorded Dutchmans is wholly satisfying, though each is an estimable artist. For me, George London's (Vic-

tor) is the most adequate, though he has sung better than he does on this recording, where he has his life made un-

necessarily difficult by Dorati's plough-

horse tempi that are not at all very impressive: the engineering places him in rather distant perspective, there are intonation problems, and the vocal line has insufficient movement and sweep. He gets into a much better stride with the second act, "Wie aus der Ferne" being firm and well shaped, and the rest of the scene carried through in the same way. The final scene is the best of all, for here London's dark, steady timbre makes a manly effect, and he has an considerable passion in his parting phrases.

Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau (Angel) starts with the disadvantage of not being a Heldentenor; the caliber is too bright and heady in his case when he is able to pull out the sort of subdued, silky legato that is one of his specialties (as in the "Dich fruge ich" section of the monologue), one is con-

scious that the effect is too elegant—smooth it should be, but dark and full, too. I also find his interpretation unnecessarily precious and full of pre-

sumed subtleties—it is gingerbread, with a kind of pickiness, a constant flas-

ging of emotional meanings, in place of firm, heroic vocalism. A small example is the repeated "Doch, ach!" on E flat/D in the "Wie oft in Meeres tiefsten Schichten"—a hand-to-mouth sort of complaint, as if he were saying "Dear me!" and brings in the "Wie aus der Ferne," which begins most beau-

tifully but quickly slips into overload-

ing of the words and a sacrifice of the line to a sort of expan-

sory approach to the text. Naturally, so lavishly talented and knowledgeable a singer does not go through the role without some splendid moments, and like London, he rises to a final scene of real power and despair. But, in general, it is not my sort of Dutchman.

Of the late Hermann Uhde's (Lon-

don) dramatic perception and his intel-

ligence as a performer there can be no question. Vocally, the 1955 Bayreuth Festival seems to have found him in better than average form, but this still leaves him struggling against the dem-

onds of the part. In some declamatory passages he sounds quite imposing, but when straight singing or sustained work near the top is required, one feels a voice almost, but not quite, doing the bidding of a sensitive, highly musical owner. The "Dich fruge ich" wanders badly off pitch and stays there, and the repeated "Fest" of the closing pages of the second act find him sounding incre-


tively tired and constricted. Some inter-

esting moments, but not enough sheer vocal beauty or reliability, especially for repeated listening.

Holländer was a famous Dutch-

man, and a powerful one in the theatre, but considered purely as a piece of sing-

ing, I cannot say I have ever found his reading very pleasurable; spread and nasalized, with the words mashed up in a bothersome way, quite beautiful in the quiet, mournful moments, shaky and insecure in the big ones. Though his complete performance is out of the cata-

logue, the second-act scene with Senta is preserved on an Angel disc (35585 or S 49298), with his partner is a sur-

prising dull, uncomprehending Nilsson. The above description applies: "Wie aus der Ferne" opens with a most moving mezzo-voice, but as the pitch and volume rise, the vocal quality and intensity crescendos, causing one to hear some queer phrases and pitch errors.

Fortunately, Joel Berglund's record-

ing of the monologue has been trans-

ferred onto Odeon LP 83388, where it shows how pure singing that truly em-

braces all the requirements of the music can prove more satisfying than "sing-

ing-acting" that doesn't. Precisely the correct timbre and color, absolutely solid, beautiful tone from top to bot-

tom, magnificently well phrased, dead-true pitch, no compensa-

tes. A great "interpretation"? No, just an intelligent, musical one, by a great singer. Worth the disc's price.

In the difficult and rather thankless role of Daland, we have three substan-

tial artists: Giorgio Tozzi (RCA Vic-

tor), Gottlob Frick (Angel), and Lud-
wig Weber (London). Though the role is quite long and embraces an important aria, Hotter, in his role of the Dutchman, has sung a good deal of Daland's singing simply fills (gets in the way of?) the Dutchman's line in the long Act I scene, and though his aria is a good one, no one is much interested in hearing him sing it at that point, especially in comparison with Senta and the Dutchman. So it is not surprising that producers and singers have looked around gropingly for some-

thing that will establish him as more of an individual, and thus justify his prominence. The compromise solution is to present him as something of a money-grubber—I gather this idea has been carried almost to absurdity in some European productions. There is some internal evidence for this point of view, 
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but it seems to me a distortion if it is made the central truth about the character. Certainly he rubs his hands a bit over the Dutchman's presence, but the fellow is a fisherman. His riding concerns are dredging a living from the ocean (at which he's evidently done pretty well, but it's not easy and he's getting on in years) and making sure that his daughter's future is secured—which means making a good marriage for her. These are perfectly legitimate concerns, and the fact that he jumps at the chance to marry her to an exceedingly wealthy captain (and improve his station in the bargain) can not make him an avuncular white slave trader. True, Erik says that he cares only for gold—but Erik is hardly an unbiased bystander in the matter. Nor is there anything in the simple gleefulness of Daland's music when the Dutchman makes his offer ("Wie? Hört' ich recht?", etc.—marked "freudig betrif fen," and not, let's say, "acquisitively") to indicate anything beyond honest, understandable incredulity and satisfaction. With his arm, Tozzi offers the smoothest, richest singing. His handling of the music is straightforward and easy, and there is nothing strained or overdone in his interpretation. One might only wish that his voice were more of a true baritone. The timbre is closer to what we might want in the Dutchman himself, and a real bass is needed for the contrast.

Frick and Weber are both such basses, however, that the part as well as Tozzi. Frick handles the lighter side of the character with a sure touch, points the words well, and is remarkably accurate musically in the Act I duet, which is unusually clear and well shaped. The aria is from Frick's repertoire. But an easy, flowing line has never been one of this singer's strengths, especially above the staff, and there are some uncomfortable, unattractive spots, most of them in the opening scene.

Music lovers doubt a superb Daland in the Thirties and Forties, seems to have been caught late in the day. The color of his voice is right, and there is stylistic authority in everything he does, but the vocalism is in-and-out, with impressive and beautiful moments alternating too often with passages of insecurity or imprecision, only some of which he disguises in the "character."

Of the Erks, only Rudolf Schock (Angel) and Karl Liebl (RCA Victor) need be mentioned. Rudolf Legiux (London) does well simply to labor his way through the role in a beaty fashion with only one or two really disastrous moments. Schock is clearly the choice, for both his steadiest, warmest singing (so far of it, as in his first cavatina, quite flowing and attractive) and recognizes and projects the dramatic points with intelligence and temperament. An intermittent constriction and dryness keeps his Erik from being a really memorable piece of singing, but certainly it is reliable and competent in every respect. Liebl also understands the role and makes its key points, and much of his singing is freshly lyrical and musically phrased. The tendency of his top voice to turn thin and tight is in evidence, but the recording does well by him, and he comes through it all respectably enough. It is a sign of the times, indeed, that a pleasant lyric tenor with insecurity at the top has made his career as a Heldentenor, es say now Tristan at the Metropolitan. Fritz Wunderlich (Angel) is easily the best Steersman, with his warm lyric tenorailing easily through the song. Richard Lewis (RCA Victor) and Josef Traxel (London) are both musical, and make some nice piano effects, but the former is unable to more than gesture in the direction of the B flats that cap the song, and the latter gets into intonation difficulties at odd assorted moments. Angel also has the best of the Marys—Sieglinde Wagner, with a rich, dark mezzo and a sure command of the part—though Rosalind Elias (RCA Victor) is entirely adequate.

RCA Victor has done the most to "produce" the opera; the Bayreuth set is of course "live," but this is sometimes not. Though I do not think Victor has caught either of its two leading singers to especially good effect, it has done right by such niceties as the approach of the Dutchman's ship and the big choral scene in the last act, which makes a good, loud, spooky impression."

O F WAGNER'S mature operas, Tannhäuser is generally regarded as the weakest, and I suppose it is. This is like saying, though, that Julius Caesar is the weakest of Shakespeare's tragedies—the statement may be true, but Julius Caesar is still a pretty passable play, and Tannhäuser is a pretty passable opera.

No one will dispute that some of the formally worked passages are uninspired and badly overextended—the most obvious examples are the finale of Act I, which grinds on endlessly with some truly ugly ensemble writing, and the pulveriz ingly dull oration by that windbag of a Landgraf ("Gar viel und schön," and so on and so on and so on). From a dramatic standpoint, one could justifiably say that the female duality theme (which later turns up in the Elsa/Ortrud relationship, and much later in the profound character of Kundry) is here presented in a blatant, black-and-white way; that although Wagner attempts to humanize the Landgraf in his scene with Elisabeth, this figure serves none but a functional purpose in the drama, unfortunately at considerable length; and that Wolfram is such a sweet fellow it almost makes one throw up.

Tannhäuser is also one of those pieces music lovers have for its associations—like Schubert's Die Allmacht or the Samson Bacchanale or Handel's "Ombra mai fu"—all those graduating classes clom ping onto platforms to wheezy renditions of The Entry of the Guests, all those whiny church baritones regurgitating "Star of Eve." The METROPOLITAN AUDITIONS OF THE AIR!, as Milton Cross used to intone in a way that made you think it was going to be Terry and the Pirates, even used the poor Pilers, as much as we were in the same week, same time same station, by the undersized orchestra. I suppose there's as much gain as loss in all this: the minute the overture starts, the graduating classes, the whiny church baritones, Mil ton Cross, and all those constricted young hopefuls rise up before one, beating their gums in the air between the Warburg and the Hörseberg, and whether you are overcome by sweet nostalgia or flapping hopeless into the slough of despair, will depend on your perspective on such matters.

But I have resolved that not even this array of obstacles is going to ruin Tannhäuser for me. No man, I will con cede, can ever again have a rational reaction to either the Amfortas Chorus or the William Tell Overture; but there is too much in Tannhäuser that is genuinely noble and lofty to be ruined in the same way. The hackneyed old tunes are hackneyed because they are great old tunes, and the white of the drama takes power from its very simplicity, so easily rendered effective in theatrical terms. If the first act finale is just endurable, the second is an example of fine, operatic ensemble writing, dominated by the simple, strong theme with which Tannhäuser is urged to join the pilgrims, and with the solo soprano voice wonderfully set against the ensemble. The third act is that music from fifteenth-century to最后一 voice whatever the weak patches on route, one leaves the theatre overwhelmed.

And if some of the characters are rare fied or even useless, there is compensation in the figure of Tannhäuser himself, one of Wagner's highest achievements. Not even in the characters of the Dutchman or Amfortas did Wagner succeed more completely in showing a tragic sufferer. Tannhäuser is many men: an artist doomed to isolation because of his perfect art and not permitted in a closed society; an adventurer beyond the Grenzen der Menschheit. More than anything else, he is a man who seeks redemption, but who cannot accept it at the price of limitations on his music. Of the various Wagner operas, the Sängerkrieg, he alone knows the price of sensual surfeit—he alone might with justice sermonize about it as the others never tire of doing. He has rejected Venus, yet he knows that she exists, knows that there is more under the sun than the simple-minded self-righteousness of the world will acknowledge. And so he would rather sing in praise of Venus than to pretend that she is not part of
love. At the same time, he genuinely longs for acceptance, both from men and from his own restless spirit—he is not by instinct the renegade he is made to appear. He within himself, and while I recognized him by the miracle of the ending: he has transcended not only his own immature craving for endless self-indulgence but the blindness of other men as well. He is a paradoxically more complex man than they (that is the Pope himself), and so he reaches beyond them, directly to God.

We have four complete sets to consider, the old Bayreuth edition never having been put out on LP. The recordings in the main have lost and patchy titles (a fact for it boasts an exceptionally beautiful Wolfram by the young Herbert Janssen, solid work from the other principals—Maria Müller, Sigismund Pilinsky, Ivar Andresen—and what I retail as an authoritative leadership by Karl Elmendorff of an orchestra that had just played the work under Toscanini). Interestingly, there is no recording of either the Dresden or Paris version in pure form. All but the Philips/Bayreuth set and the Vienna version, but all omit the ensemble voices to leave Tannhäuser a solo passage in the Act II finale, beginning at "Zum Heil den Sündigen" (p. 204 of the Schirmer vocal score, 56 of the Peters orchestral score, all references will be to the former), which is theoretically an option of the Paris version. In the Philips/Bayreuth performance (based on the production of 1961), the Paris version of the overture and bacchanale solo is used, the performance reverts to the Dresden edition when Venus and Tannhäuser start singing; and here, the ensemble voices are left in at p. 204 ff., with Tannhäuser himself remaining silent for many pages (though it is a section, as in the Bayreuth version). Heisscher Rundfunk, and Spiegel, a minute of the orchestra that boasts an entrance of Venus unbeaten by more serious, solid work of the Dresden or Paris variety, is made quite possible by today, but here any more to his advantage. He seems to have grasped the idea of the conduc-

This leaves us with the readings of Wilhelm Schröder (Deutsche Grammophon LPELM 1924/43), Wolfgang Sawallisch (Philips PHM 3560 or PHS 3960), and Franz Konwitschny (Angel 3620 or S 3620), all competent, though none could be classed with the really memorable pieces of Wagnerian conduct. Of these three, Konwitschny's seems to me the most satisfying, though it suffers by being overrecorded—it can really ruin things to have a bunch of voices recorded close up shouting in your ear and here in the second Act, in the opening other places, turns into mere loud noise. But this fault does not disguise the real care in the orchestral phrasing, the logical structure of the reading, or the fine lift of mood that is the keynote of the orchestral scene and choral recaps. We cope with Act II, the orchestral and choral recaps. As singer in the contest finishes his contribution. If only some of the key transitions had more definition, the reading would be first-class. But in Act I, quite differently, of the first entrance of the Hymn to Venus theme in the overture (top of p. 7), I am not urging an accelerando, for Wagner has clearly marked "Tempo I. Nicht eilen, Breit" ("Tempo I. Don't hurry, Board"). The last word is the key, for if the hymin gives us a feeling of real breadth and strength, then we don't feel an urge for a quickening; but here it is just sluggish enough so not quite make a thing to change, both that there doesn't need to be enough movement. There are a few moments like this, but they do not alter an overall impression of a steady, sensible, well-thought-out and well-played reading.

If Mastro Klinosch may have crossed an iota or two of his firm control and balance with a dash of Wolfgang Sawallisch's impetus and love of contrast, we might have seen a flourishing hybrid. Sawallisch has certainly solved the transition problem, plus or minus; by simply jazzing things up every time there is a change of this sort—he is constantly threatening to run away with himself. The overture starts out well, but there is a feeling of desperation as early as the trumbone statement of the Pilgrims' Chorus (p. 2). He animates everything in a way that assures against dullness, but often at the expense of careful shape- ing and beautiful sound (though some of the lowregister bass flute of the string tone, can be laid to the live-performance recording, not the best of its kind). I prefer the more settled, reliable work of Konwitschny, though Sawallisch is undeservedly weak points.

Schröder is a conductor unknown to me except for this 1950 DGG recording, due to be released here on the Heilodor label in the near future. His orchestra is that of the Heisscher Rundfunk, and it plays extremely well; indeed the conduc-

tor seems to have a very good grasp on the score. Despite a recording that is deficient on the high end, he secures a gratifying sound from the players, quite deep and rich, and turns in a clean and unflussy reading, both good balances and well-related tempos. That Schröder emerges with dignity despite a cast that is, with one exception, on a very low level of competence is all the more to his credit. There are cuts on the Philips and DGG recordings, but a portion of the Elisabeth/Tannhäuser scene, pri-

marily to get rid of the little moment (pp. 117-18) where Wolfram watches their meeting and renounces his hope of winning Elisabeth, and DGG leaves out a developmental portion of the second
Marantz makes an incredible move forward...

model 15 solid-state 120-watt stereo power amplifier

With one devastating move, Marantz has check-mated all existing power amplifiers. The strategy was straightforward—build an amplifier to a set of specifications bordering on the far edge of the possible, then add a series of unique features to complete the coup. The 15's specifications are designed to test the mettle of your other components, while allowing them to perform to the limit of their abilities. Power output—60 watts per channel, with safe, full-power operation from 20 to 20,000 Hz. Harmonic distortion—less than .1 at full power, infinitely better than any other amplifier. Hum and noise—better than 90 db below 60 watts. Response—±1 db from 10 to 60,000 Hz.

As playing partner to these performance characteristics, Marantz has created features of equal caliber. A safety circuit rendering short circuits completely harmless, even at full power. Instantaneous, distortion-free overload recovery. Separate power supply for each channel. High input impedance, permitting the use of even tube pre-amps without distortion. If having the finest power amplifier ever built is important to you, there's no need to ponder your next move. See and hear the 15 at your Marantz dealer's immediately.

A SUBSIDIARY OF SUPERSCOPE, INC.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, WRITE MARantz, INC., 37-04 57TH ST., WOODSIDE, NEW YORK 11377, DEPARTMENT C-11.

CIRCLE 70 ON READER-SERVICE CARD

www.americanradiohistory.com
The radially new V-15 TYPE II heralds a new epoch in high performance cartridges and in the measurement of their performance. We enter the era of Trackability. Because of it, all your records will sound better and, in fact, you will hear some records tracked at light forces for the first time without distortion.

THE PROBLEM:

While audiophiles prefer minimum tracking forces to minimize record wear and preserve fidelity, record makers prefer to cut recordings at maximum levels with maximum cutting velocities to maximize signal-to-noise ratios. Unfortunately, some "loud" records are cut at velocities so great that nominally superior styli have been unable to track some passages: note the high midrange transients. Hence, high level recordings of orchestral bells, harpsichords, pianos, etc., cause the stylus to part company with the badly undulating groove (it actually ceases to track). At best, this produces an audible click; at worst, sustained gross distortion and outright noise results. The "obvious" solution of increasing tracking force is impractical because this calls for a stiffer stylus to sustain the greater weight, and a stiffer stylus will not track these transients or heavy low-frequency modulation, to say nothing of the heavier force accelerating record and stylus wear to an intolerable degree.

Shure has collected scores of these demanding high level recordings and painstakingly and thoroughly analyzed them. It was found that in some cases (after only a few playings) the high velocity high or midrange groove undulations were "shaved" off or gouged out by the stylus...and this at the high fidelity end. Other records, which were off-handedly dismissed as unplayable or poor pressings were found to belong neither. They were simply too high in recorded velocity and, therefore, untrackable by existing styli.

Most significantly, as a result of these analyses, Shure engineers established the maximum recorded velocities of various frequencies on quality records and set about designing a cartridge that would track the entire audible spectrum of these maximum velocities at tracking forces of less than 1 1/2 grams.

ENTER THE COMPUTER:

The solution to the problem of true trackability proved so complex that Shure engineers designed an analog-computer that closely duplicated the mechanical variables and characteristics of a phono cartridge. With this unique device, they were able to observe precisely what happened when you varied the many factors which affect trackability: inertia of tip end of the stylus, compliance of the magnet end of the stylus; the compliance between the record and the needle tip, or the compliance of the stylus Shank, or the compliance of the bearing; the viscous damping of the bearing; the tracking force; the recorded velocity of the record, etc., etc. The numerous permutations and combinations of these elements, normally staggering, became manageable. Time-consuming trial-and-error prototypes were eliminated. Years of work were compressed into months. After examining innumerable possibilities, new design parameters evolved. Working with new materials in new configurations, theory was made fact.

Thus, the first analog-computer-designed, superior trackability cartridge was born: the Shure SUPER-TRACK V-15 TYPE II. It maintains contact between the stylus and record groove at tracking forces from 1/4 to 1 1/2 grams, throughout and beyond the audible spectrum (20-25,000 Hz), at the highest velocities encountered in quality recordings. It embodies a bi-radial elliptical stylus (.0002 inch x .0007 inch) and 15" tracking.

It also features an ingenious "flip-action" built-in stylus guard.

It is clean as the proverbial hound's tooth and, in musical as in the storied nightingale.

THERE ARE MANY WAYS TO PROVE ITS SUPERIORITY TO YOURSELF:

(1) Shure has produced a unique test recording called "An Audio Obstacle Course" to indicate cartridge trackability. It is without precedent and will be made available to Shure dealers and to the industry as a whole. You may have your own copy for $3.95 by writing directly to Shure and enclosing your check. (Note: The test record cannot be played more than ten times with an ordinary tracking cartridge, regardless of how light the tracking force, because the high frequency characteristics will be erased by the groove-deforming action of the stylus.)

(2) A reprint of the definitive technical paper describing the Shure Analog and trackability in cartridges, which appeared in the April 1966 Journal of the Audio Engineering Society, is available (free) to the serious audiophile.

(3) A representative list of many excellent recordings with difficult-to-track passages currently available is yours for the asking. These records sound crisp, clear and distortion-free with the Shure V-15 Type II.

The Shure Super-Track V-15 TYPE II is available at your dealers at $67.50.

Shure Brothers, Inc., 222 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston, Illinois 60204.

---

The most important advance in phono cartridges since the advent of stereo.

THE TYPE II SHURE V-15

...a new genre of cartridge, analog-computer-designed, and measured against a new and meaningful indicator of total performance:

"TRACKABILITY"

This chart depicts the new performance specification of trackability. Unlike the oversimplified and generally misunderstood design parameter specifications of compliance and mass, trackability is a measure of total performance. The chart shows frequency across the bottom, and modulation velocities in CM/SEC up the side. The grey area represents the maximum theoretical limits for cutting recorded velocities; however, in actual practice many records are produced which exceed these theoretical limits. The smoother the curve of the individual cartridge being studied and the greater its distance above the grey area, the better the trackability. The trackability of the Shure V-15 TYPE II is shown by the top (solid black) lines. Representative curves (actual) for other cartridges: ($80.00, $75.00, $32.95, $29.95) are shown as dotted, dashed and dot-dash lines for comparison purposes.
SONOTONE MARK V CARTRIDGE

THE EQUIPMENT: Sonotone Mark V, a stereo phono cartridge available in three versions: Model 100T-D7V (0.7-mil diamond stylus), $32.50; Model 100T-D5V (0.5-mil diamond stylus), $32.50; Model 100-ED (elliptical diamond stylus, 0.8-mil and 0.3-mil radii), $39.50. Supplied with plug-in equalizers for magnetic phono inputs. Manufacturer: Sonotone Corp., Elmsford, N. Y. 10523.

COMMENT: The new 100T series brings Sonotone's Velocitone cartridge development (started a few years ago) to a new level of refinement—ceramics, like magnets, do not stand still but advance along with everything else in audio. As compared with the Mark IV version of this pickup (see HIGH FIDELITY, May 1965), the present Mark V tracks a little lighter, has somewhat higher output voltage, and an over-all smoother response in which the high-end peak is lower than in previous models. These improvements were confirmed in measurements made of the ED version and listening tests of both this and the DSV version.

The cartridge comes with two plug-in equalizers that fit onto the ends of the cables from whatever tone arm is used and which in turn get plugged into the standard magnetic phono input jacks on any amplifier or receiver. The signal output thus measured at CBS Labs was 5.3 millivolts and 5.9 millivolts from left and right channels respectively—values well balanced and well suited for magnetic inputs. Measured distortion was fairly low; lateral and vertical IM were, in fact, a shade lower than that found in some magnetic pickups.

The Mark V is specified with a 15-degree vertical tracking angle; it actually measured 14 degrees which is close enough. Its low-frequency resonance (in the SME arm) was 14.5 Hz and its hum pickup and hum contribution to the system was nil. Response to a 1-kHz square-wave showed one small cycle of ringing which was quickly damped—a pattern very similar to what we get from most of today's cartridges of all types. Over-all frequency response was clocked on the left channel as plus or minus 3 dB from 20 Hz to 10 kHz, with a peak to 7 dB at 15 kHz, down to zero dB at 20 kHz. The right channel remained within plus or minus 3 dB clear across the 20 to 20 kHz range. Separation between the two channels was ample, averaging 25 dB over-all. Stylus force used in all our tests, incidentally, was 2 grams—right in the middle of the 1.5 to 2.5 gram range recommended by the manufacturer.

The Mark V is a very lightweight cartridge and the lead spacer provided with it probably will be required for balancing it in most modern arms. The pins are closely spaced, and the installer is advised to use the little insulated sleeves supplied to prevent shorting of the pins. The brush packaged with the cartridge is handy for keeping the stylus clean—and this is one stylus that you need have no fear about whisking a brush across. True to Sonotone's claim, it can be flexed about considerably and will always return to its center alignment—a feature that makes for ruggedness as well as an above-average ability to track difficult records. The sound of the Mark V is bright and open, with a slight tendency to favor the highs; there is, however, no audible distortion and an excellent stereo image.
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REPORT POLICY

Equipment reports are based on laboratory measurements and controlled listening tests. Unless otherwise noted, test data and measurements are obtained by CBS Laboratories, Stamford, Connecticut, a division of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc., one of the nation's leading research organizations. The choice of equipment to be tested rests with the editors of HIGH FIDELITY. Manufacturers are not permitted to read reports in advance of publication, and no report, or portion thereof, may be reproduced for any purpose or in any form without written permission of the publisher. All reports should be construed as applying to the specific samples tested; neither HIGH FIDELITY nor CBS Laboratories assumes responsibility for product performance or quality.
SONY/SUPERSCOPE MODEL 530
TAPE RECORDER


COMMENT: The new 530 is packaged in the familiar three-piece tape recorder format, but with a difference. The split lid contains a pair of speakers for the highs, while the lows are handled by two more speakers in the recorder case itself. This makes for a multiple sound-source effect on playback, termed “quadradial” by the manufacturer. The sound can also be taken from the 530’s line outputs and fed into an external amplifier and speakers for full high fidelity results. Then, with the 530’s own speakers going at the same time, you can literally surround yourself with sound—your main speakers, of course, would have to be facing you while the recorder would be installed somewhere behind you.

We tried this kind of setup with some prerecorded tapes and can only say that “surround sound” gives a new dimension to home stereo. One tape that particularly thrilled us was the Leonard Bernstein/New York Philharmonic version of the Shostakovich Fifth (Columbia MQ 375), especially the last movement: surely those sub-basement percussives and golden brasses couldn’t have been perceived any better by the audience at that historic concert in the Moscow Conservatory. Quadradial sound behind you plus regular stereo in front—the nearest we’ve yet come in our living room to the spatial realism of the concert hall. In fact, we recommend this tape and this setup to anyone who wants to impress anyone else—spouse, potential customer, doubting friend—with the sheer sonic grandeur of prerecorded tape.

To the 530 itself: it is a solid-state, complete, reasonably compact, and smooth running system that handles up to 7-inch diameter reels and will record and play in quarter-track mono or stereo at 71/2, 31/2, and 11/2 ips speeds. The 530 may be used for playing one track while another track is being recorded—handy for “tape teaching” and for dubbing special effects into your own recordings. The machine also may double as a public-address system, fed from mikes or any other signal source such as tuner or record player. It may be installed vertically or horizontally; for the former way a pair of rubber caps are supplied that you fit over the spindles to keep the reels in place. Also supplied are two Sony F-96 microphones with cables attached, a headcleaning ribbon, four colored pin jacks for making your own patch cords, and a very complete and clearly written instruction manual.

The deck is neatly styled in black and silver tones. The speed selector switch is near the top, between the reels. The main control lever (forward, stop, rewind) is at the lower right and with it a fast-forward button. The transport has a three-digit tape counter

Sony/Superscope 530 Recorder
Lab Test Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance characteristic</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speed accuracy, 7½ ips</th>
<th>0.17% fast at 120 V AC; 0.23% slow at 105 V AC; 0.3% fast at 127 V AC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3¼ ips</td>
<td>0.17% fast at 120 V AC; 0.1% slow at 105 V AC; 0.27% fast at 127 V AC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1½ ips</td>
<td>0.67% slow at 120 V AC; 0.87% slow at 105 V AC; 0.6% slow at 127 V AC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wow and flutter, 7½ ips</th>
<th>playback: 0.03%; 0.065% record/playback: 0.05%, 0.085%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3¼ ips</td>
<td>playback: 0.03%; 0.07% record/playback: 0.06%, 0.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1½ ips</td>
<td>playback: no standard measurement record/playback: 0.07%, 0.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rewind time, 7-in., 1,200-ft. reel</th>
<th>2 min., 23 sec.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fast-forward time, same reel</td>
<td>2 min., 16 sec.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Playback response, 7½ ips, 1 ch</th>
<th>+3, –2.5 dB, 40 Hz to 15 kHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+2, –2.5 dB, 40 Hz to 15 kHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3¼ ips, 1 ch</td>
<td>+4.5, –0 dB, 50 Hz to beyond 7.5 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r ch</td>
<td>some</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Record/playback response (with –10 VU recorded signal), 7½ ips, 1 ch</th>
<th>±2 dB, 35 Hz to 13 kHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>r ch</td>
<td>±2 dB, 40 Hz to 13.3 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3¼ ips, 1 ch</td>
<td>+1.5, –4 dB, 25 kHz to 7.8 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r ch</td>
<td>+1.5, –4 dB, 40 Hz to 9 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1½ ips, 1 ch</td>
<td>+1.5, –5 dB, 24 Hz to 6 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r ch</td>
<td>+0.75, –5 dB, 25 Hz to 6 kHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/N ratio (ref 0 VU, test tape) playback record/playback</th>
<th>1 ch: 53 dB, r ch: 51 dB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity (for 0 VU recording level) high level input microphone input</td>
<td>1 ch: 24 mV, r ch: 22 mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T/P, record/playback -10 VU recorded signal</td>
<td>under 2.4% to 10 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7½ ips, 1 ch</td>
<td>under 2.6% to 10 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3¼ ips, 1 ch</td>
<td>under 3% to 7 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1½ ips, 1 ch</td>
<td>4% to 3.2 kHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IM distortion, record/playback –10 VU recorded level</th>
<th>1 ch: 1.5%, r ch: 1.8%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7½ ips</td>
<td>1 ch: 2%, r ch: 2.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3¼ ips</td>
<td>1 ch: 2.9%, r ch: 2.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accuracy, built-in meters left reads 'V dB high right reads exact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power output, built-in amplifier</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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with reset button, and an instant-stop control with a lock position that permits you to rock the reels to locate a specific record passage. There are twin level meters—both very accurate by the way. The tape itself runs past four fixed capstans in addition to the pinch-roller and drive-capstan. An automatic shut-off switch is under the head cover. The 530 uses two heads—for erase for record/playback.

A sliding panel near the bottom of the deck hides the mike jacks (these accept the small phone jacks typically found on Sony mikes), two red press-to-record buttons and a pair of associated recording-level controls. The record buttons are tied through a safety interlock to the main control lever to prevent accidentally erasing a recorded tape. Along the right-hand side of the deck are the playback controls for treble, bass, volume, and speaker-channel mode. There also is a speaker off/on switch and the main power switch. A green pilot lamp comes on when the 530 is being used, and additionally a red lamp near theVu meters glows when recording.

For getting signals into the 530 there are the mike jacks mentioned, which accept the Sony F-96 mikes supplied with the recorder, or any low impedance mike. Optional Sony accessories also permit these jacks to accept signals from a telephone pickup, a stereo microphone mixer, or a turntable fitted with a magnetic phone cartridge. Auxiliary stereo jacks on a recessed panel topside of the machine are for high-level signals such as from a tuner, or from the tape-feed jacks of an amplifier. This panel also contains the line output jacks for integrating the 530 with an external playback system, the AC connectors, switched and unswitched AC outlets, the fuse-holder, and the jacks for connecting the lid speakers, or any 8-ohm speakers. When the speaker jacks are used, a switch near them engages the built-in speakers for the quadradial effect—by which the speakers in the case become woofers and the lid speakers act as midrange and tweeters (crossover is at about 350 Hz). Finally there is a stereo headphone jack on the side of the machine which can be used to monitor the program being recorded.

The test data from CBS Labs, detailed in the accompanying charts and graphs, add up to a recorder that either meets or exceeds its specifications, offers smooth and low-distortion response for recording and playback, has very good signal-to-noise characteristics, and excellent mechanical operation. This is all borne out in use-tests of the 530 at all three speeds: recording and playing back FM broadcasts and new stereo discs, and playing prerecorded tapes. The best results naturally came at 7½ ips, although the 3¾ and 1½ ips speeds clearly are an improvement over what we used to hear at these speeds in older recorders. The built-in amplifier and speakers, by themselves, cannot do full justice to the signals you can get out of the 530—especially at the faster speeds—but they are a convenience, and the quadradial effect lends the setup a touch of stereo "air" not found in the speakers usually supplied as part of a popularly priced recorder. And, as we said earlier, they can supplement the main speakers in a system for some really heroic stereophony.

J. B. LANSING SA600 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER


COMMENT: The SA600, JBL's first integrated preamp-power amplifier offers the kind of performance scarcely encountered before in this class of equipment. Its high power, low distortion, and wide linear response are what we have come to expect from the traditionally superior separate preamp and power amp setups, yet it is obviously more compact, and—as the better amplifiers go—lower in cost.

The amplifier presents a neat, professional appearance. The chassis comes with two walnut sides and small feet so it may simply be placed on a shelf, or whatever, "as is." Alternately, the side panels and
feet may be removed for a custom cut-out type of installation. The controls, which are among the smoothest-acting we’ve toyed with outside a recording studio, include five toggles for power, loudness contour, normal-test, tape monitor, and stereo/mono. There also are five man-size knobs for volume, channel balance, bass, treble, and program selector (tape head, phono, tuner, auxiliary). The bass and treble tone controls work on both channels simultaneously. The normal-test switch may be used in conjunction with a built-in aural null system to balance the inputs to the amplifier.

A recessed panel under the amplifier contains the signal jacks, power connector, and a few more controls. There is a stereo pair of inputs for magnetic phono, associated with a cartridge-level switch (to adjust the input for different cartridge signal levels) and a balance control. Another pair of jacks double as inputs for a second cartridge from another turntable or for signals direct from a tape playback head; a switch here selects the use of these jacks. There are also jacks for signals from a tape playback preamp, from a stereo tuner, and from any auxiliary source furnishing signals of 0.25-volt or more. Tape feed jacks (which are not affected by the tone or volume controls on the SA600) are also provided. For powering other equipment there are three AC outlets—two switched and one unswitched. You’ll also find a spring-loaded grounding post here which may be used for record players that have a separate ground lead. Speaker connections are at the bass and treble of the chassis; these too are spring-loaded and color-coded for quick and foolproof hookups. The main power fuse and the line cord terminal also are on the rear.

The SA600 uses silicon transistors and diodes throughout, and the power output stages employ what JBL calls its “T circuit,” reportedly a direct-coupled configuration in which the transistors are kept at proper operating modes by a kind of computer-type hookup. This makes for very clean performance and for very high stability under varying loads.

So, how does it sound?

Measurements and listening tests add up to a superlative amplifier. Power vis-a-vis distortion measurements made at CBS Labs ran well above manufacturer’s specifications, and the negligible drop in power between single-channel and both-channels-at-once operation shows excellent regulation in the

---

**Lab Test Data**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance characteristic</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power output (at 1 kHz into 8-ohm load)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 ch at clipping</td>
<td>52.5 watts at 0.14% THD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r ch at clipping</td>
<td>57 watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r ch at clipping</td>
<td>51 watts at 0.15% THD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>both ch's simultaneously</td>
<td>55.5 watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 ch at clipping</td>
<td>52.5 watts at 0.14% THD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 watts output</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>under 0.15%, 20 Hz to 20 kHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distortion constant 0.2%</td>
<td>8 Hz to 70 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 watts output</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>under 0.15%, 20 Hz to 20 kHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 watts output</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IM Distortion 4-ohm load</td>
<td>0.2% at 1-watt; under 1% to 57 watts output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-ohm load</td>
<td>0.15% at 1-watt; under 0.3% to 51 watts output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-ohm load</td>
<td>0.1% at 1-watt, under 0.2% to 34 watts output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency response</td>
<td>±0.5 dB, 16 Hz to 100 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIAA equalization</td>
<td>+4.1 dB, 20 Hz to 20 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAB equalization</td>
<td>+0.5, -1.5 dB, 20 Hz to 20 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damping factor</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input characteristics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>S/N ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tape head</td>
<td>1.8 mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lo phone</td>
<td>4.7 mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>med phone</td>
<td>9.4 mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hi phone</td>
<td>18 mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hi level</td>
<td>180 mV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
power-supply section. The amplifier's power band width, for a very rigorous and unusually low specified 0.2 per cent distortion, extended from 8 to 70,000 Hz which, needless to say, is outstanding. Its dis-
tortion, in fact, at any output level, is just about non-existent, and often ran below or at the residual
level of the measuring instruments. Frequency re-
sponse was the flattest we've seen out to 100 kHz.
The 50 Hz square-wave response showed only a slight tilt, with very flat tops; the 10 kHz square-wave response was superb—virtually a copy of the input
test signal.

The utter cleanliness of reproduction of this ampli-
ifier must be heard to be appreciated. Connected to
high quality speakers—even the lowest-efficiency
types—it provides a sense of listening through back
to the program source, negotiating the most thunder-
ous crescendos or the softest of pianissimos with
complete ease and authority. Driving high-efficiency
speakers, the SA600 is an amplifier that can send
your recordings of Das Rheingold or Lohengrin down
the street if you care to turn up the volume the least
bit. It also is an amplifier that lets you focus precisely
on a Haydn quartet in your own study. Even to lis-
teners who have been used to hearing the best for
years, it seemed to bestow a new sense of aliveness
and realism to familiar records and tapes.

The only thing about the SA600 that we aren't
agog over is the location of those signal jacks on
the bottom (instead of the rear where they usually
are). This means you have to tip the amplifier on
its end when first installing it in a system, or when
making changes in the system. Naturally, this would
concern us more than the average user; it is, in any
case, a minor inconvenience that is more than over-
whelmed by the sheer excellence of performance of
a truly great amplifier.

CIRCLE 142 ON READER-SERVICE CARD

SHERWOOD S-8800 STEREO RECEIVER

THE EQUIPMENT: Sherwood S-8800, a stereo receiver
(FM stereo tuner and stereo control amplifier on one
chassis). Dimensions: 161/2 by 14 by 41/2 inches.
Price: chassis, $359.50; in walnut-grained leatherette
case, $368.50. Manufacturer: Sherwood Electronic
Laboratories, Inc., 4300 North California Ave., Chi-
cago, Ill. 60618.

COMMENT: Sherwood's latest stereo all-in-one is an
elegantly styled, fairly compact set that offers high
FM sensitivity, versatile controls, and enough clean-
power to drive any speakers. It is an all-solid-state
design, using silicon transistors throughout. The FM
dial is amply proportioned and clearly marked to
enable you to pick out all stations. A zero-center
tuning meter aids in precise tuning, and an auto-
matic stereo indicator comes on when FM/stereo
signals are received.

The two large knobs to the right of the station
dial are for tuning, and for power off-on/volume/
loudness. The latter control introduces bass compen-
sation at low listening levels which lessens gradually
as the control is increased. Below the station dial is a
small "hush" adjustment for reducing the rushing
noise between stations. Next to it is a preamp level
control which can be used to balance the sound of
records with the sound on FM stations. When you
turn the set on—with the main volume control in a
given position—you won't be "blasted" when switching from one program source to another.

There is a four-position program selector (tape head,
phono, FM, and aux), a bass tone control, and a
treble control. These operate on both channels, but
simultaneously. The channel balance control, when
pulled out, converts the set to monophonic operation
—for both records and FM programs. When in its
mono position, it defeats the FM/stereo indicator—
so if you're tuning across the band looking specif-
ically for FM/stereo signals, better leave it in.

Additional front-panel controls include four rocker
switches for tape monitor, high filter, speakers A
off/on, and speakers B off/on. A stereo headphone
jack completes the picture. The speaker switches re-
late to the double sets of terminals at the rear, which
permit you to run two separate sets of stereo speaker
systems—a handy feature for piping stereo into two
different rooms, or for beefing up the sonic front in
one room. All the speakers, and the headphones,
may be heard at once if desired.

Turning to the rear, the SA600 has antenna in-
puts for both 300-ohm and 75-ohm lead-in; two AC
outlets (one switched; one unswitched); a grounding
post which may be used to reduce hum from the
turntable used in the system; and a signal-jack panel
consisting of four pairs of inputs and a stereo pair of
outputs for feeding into a tape recorder. Three fuse-
holders contain the main power fuse and one each
for the stereo channels.

We have come to expect high performance from
Sherwood, and the S-8800 did not let us down. The
tuner section, with its high sensitivity and very low
distortion, is among the best in the business—clean
and responsive. FM stereo comes in loud and clear
and, as the curves plotted at CBS Labs show, with
very ample separation. The usual increase in dis-
tortion, when switching from mono to stereo in re-
cievers, was in this set just about negligible. We
would say that Sherwood has come up here with
another typically "hot" front end that makes FM
listening a sheer joy.

As for the amplifier—just to allay any doubts
about our measurements being in disagreement with
the manufacturer's specifications, we must point out
that Sherwood uses several rating standards, while
we use only one—the continuous or RMS power
method. Comparing the results with the specifi-
cations, it is apparent that the S-8800 does provide
the power it claims, and this—for a popularly priced
combination set—is considerable. A glance at the IM
curves, for instance, shows how much power the
S-8800 will furnish before it runs into any serious
distortion problems at all three impedances. It is
ample for driving all the speakers that can be hooked
up to the set, including low-efficiency types. For
rated power bandwidth distortion of 1%, the curve
ran below and above the normal 20 to 20 kHz band;
and the 1-watt frequency response was virtually a
straight line in this area, being down by 2.5 dB at
40 kHz—fine figures for a receiver at this price.

As for other areas of performance, the RIAA
equalization for records was near-perfect; the NAB
(tape head playback) equalization showed a 6 dB
drop at the low end; obviously the tape head input
would need a bit more power. However, since most tape
owners play their tapes through their decks' own preamps (feeding it into a high-level
input on the system amplifier), we doubt that this
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Sherwood S-8800 Receiver

Lab Test Data

Performance characteristic | Measurement
--- | ---
IHF sensitivity | 2.25 µV at 98 MHz and 90 MHz, 2.4 µV at 106 MHz
Frequency response, mono | +0.0, -0.5 dB, 20 Hz to 16 kHz
THD, mono | 0.51% at 400 Hz, 0.66% at 40 Hz, 0.37% at 1 kHz
IM distortion | 0.44%
Capture ratio | 3.4
S/N ratio | 69 dB
Frequency response, stereo, I ch | +0.5, -3 dB, 20 Hz to 16 kHz
r ch | +0.5, -3.5 dB, 20 Hz to 15 kHz
THD, stereo, I ch | 0.6% at 400 Hz, 1.3% at 40 Hz, 0.52% at 1 kHz
r ch | 0.68% at 400 Hz, 0.92% at 40 Hz, 0.56% at 1 kHz
Channel separation, either channel | 32 dB at mid-frequencies; better than 25 dB, 20 Hz to 5 kHz; 15 dB at 14.5 kHz
19-kHz pilot suppression | 37 dB
38-kHz subcarrier suppression | 42 dB

Amplifier Section

Power output (at 1 kHz)
- into 8-ohm load
  1 ch at clipping | 38.3 watts at 0.17% THD
  1 ch for 0.5% THD | 41.2 watts
  r ch at clipping | 40.5 watts at 0.22% THD
  r ch for 0.5% THD | 42.7 watts
  both chs simultaneously
    1 ch at clipping | 35.6 watts at 0.17% THD
    r ch at clipping | 35.6 watts at 0.26% THD
Power bandwidth for constant 1% THD | 15 Hz to 28 kHz
Harmonic distortion
- 40 watts output, I ch | under 0.8%, 40 Hz to 20 kHz
  r ch | under 0.7%, 40 Hz to 20 kHz
- 20 watts output, either ch | under 0.5%, 20 Hz to 20 kHz
IM distortion
- 4-ohm load | under 0.8% to 56 watts
- 8-ohm load | under 0.4% to 39 watts
- 16-ohm load | under 0.25% to 22.2 watts
Frequency response, 1-watt level | +0.25, -2.5 dB, 10 Hz to 40 kHz
RIAA equalization | +0, -1.5 dB, 20 Hz to 20 kHz
NAB equalization | +0, -6.5 dB, 50 Hz to 20 kHz
Damping factor | 27
Input characteristics
  tape head | 0.92 mV, 60 dB
  phono | 1.49 mV, 62 dB
  aux | 102 mV, 72 dB

particular limitation would concern many users. The set has a high damping factor, very good S/N ratio figures on all inputs, and it makes square-waves that seem a jot or two above the average for this class of equipment: the bass wave-form was tilted somewhat but reasonably clean while the high-frequency wave rose fast to its maximum with no ringing. Those heavy percussion and crisp castanets will come through with just about all the con brio the performers have put into them.

CIRCLE 143 ON READER-SERVICE CARD

Square-wave response to 50 Hz, left, and to 10 kHz.
utah heritage iii
speaker system

the equipment: utah hs3 (heritage iii), a full-range speaker system in an enclosure. dimensions: 33 inches wide, 183/4 inches deep, 301/2 inches high. price: $229.95. manufacturer: utah electronics, 1124 east franklin st., huntington, ind. 46750.

comment: the hs3 is the top-of-the-line model in a series of speaker systems recently launched by utah electronics. it is a "medium-large" floor-standing system, employing eight individual drivers or speaker units. these are housed, with an electrical dividing network, inside a sturdy walnut enclosure which is faced with a neutral-tint cane grille. bass frequencies up to 400 Hz are handled by a pair of 12-inch woofers, whose rears work into an enormous port for bass reflex action. the port opens up at the bottom of the enclosure and so the bass reinforcement works down toward the floor and then emerges from all about the system. the midrange, from 400 Hz to 4 kHz, is handled by two 8-inch speakers, each of which has a different diameter voice-coil and cone treatment so that the exact range covered by each varies somewhat within this frequency band. from 4 kHz and up, a group of four 5-inch cone tweeters takes over—a pair of these tweeters is "tuned" to the upper end of the high-frequency band while the other pair concentrates more on the lower portion. thus, although the dividing network provides frequency crossover for a "three-way" system, the hs3—in actual performance terms—can be described as a "five-way" system. hook-up to it is made by a pair of binding posts on the rear panel, color-coded for polarity. input impedance is 8 ohms. no level controls or adjustments are provided.

spreading out the work of a speaker system among several drivers is one good way of smoothing the response, and the hs3 demonstrates this principle very nicely. over-all its sound is about as smooth and well balanced as any we've heard. the bass holds up cleanly to below 50 Hz, with a smooth rolloff apparently beginning at about 80 Hz. doubling in this region will occur if the system is driven too hard, but at normal listening levels in a very large room there is virtually no hint of it. upward from the bass, response seems very even, with no noticeable peaks or dips. a gradual slope begins above 11 kHz and extends toward inaudibility.

the system is fairly non-directive up to about 5 kHz, becoming more directive as it approaches 10 kHz. tones above this frequency take on a more beaming effect and are scarcely audible very much off axis. white-noise response had a trace of hardness on axis and was fairly directive; off axis it became much smoother and more subdued. this effect, in our view, relates to a certain projective quality that the hs3 has that lends it a relatively "forward" kind of tone. combined with the system's very high efficiency (it takes very little amplifier power to drive the hs3 to loud volume) this makes for a "big sound" feeling. a big sound that, we hasten to add, is a very clean sound, with ample separation of complex instrumental passages, and good handling of transients. the hs3 actually seems to want some breathing space to work at its best, and it is not the kind of speaker you'd snuggle up to or keep at bedside or deskside for casual listening. in a small room (about 11 by 12 feet) it was all but overwhelming at loud listening levels and began sounding muffled at softer levels. in a larger room, however, where we could step back from it, the hs3 came into its own and really put forth a lot of first-rate musical sound. as we said, it is highly efficient and yet we found we could balance it against a very low-efficiency system by simply adjusting the channel balance control on our stereo amplifier.
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reports in progress

scott 382 receiver
klh-20 modular system
fisher tfm-1000 tuner
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The Basic Bach for Organ
The Bargain of the Year

Two free records in every box*

Helmut Walcha plays Bach. And Bach. And more Bach. For a grand total of 21 great organ works in one magnificent package.

Here's the perfect gift for every Bach enthusiast you know, for every devotee of superb organ-playing. And in tune with the spirit of Christmas, DGG/Archive now offers this boxed five-record set for the price of three records only.

That's what you pay—and here's what you get:

**CHORAL PARTITAS.** "Sie gegrueset, Jesu gutig." "Wo soll ich fliehen hin"

**TRIO SONATAS.** No. 1 in E flat, No. 6 in G.

**FANTASIAS.** In C minor, in G.

**FANTASIAS AND FUGUES.** In C minor, in G minor.

**PASSACAGLIA AND FUGUE.** In C minor.

**PRELUDES AND FUGUES.** In F minor, G, A minor, B minor, C minor, C, E minor, E flat.

**TOCCATAS AND FUGUES.** In D minor (the "Dorian"), F, C, D minor.

All this, plus an illustrated booklet are yours in THE ART of HELMUT WALCHA — J. S. BACH: GREAT ORGAN WORKS (KL 306-310; Stereo 1306-1310)

**ARCHIVE PRODUCTION**
Free on request! The new illustrated DGG/Archive catalogs. Write MGM Records, Classical Division, 1350 Ave of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10019.
The Completion of London’s Ring—
A Walküre To Fulfill All Promise

I imagine that the Messrs. Cubkaw, Solti, and all their many colleagues are of a mind to swipe one of Wotan’s very first lines: "Vollendet das ewige Werk!" What would have been passed off as a madman’s fantasy twenty years ago, a note-complete Der Ring des Nibelungen on commercial recordings, recorded by a single company and cast with as much consistency as is practicable, is now an accomplished fact. It’s a bit like the four-minute mile, or some other human achievements that require the entire history of the race for the first success, only to be repeated almost immediately—for as our readers surely know, Deutsche Grammophon Gesellschaft is about to do it all over again, under Herbert von Karajan. But Decca/London has done it first. Considering the current state of the art of Wagnerian singing, the producers have cast it astonishingly well. They have stinted nothing, compromised nothing; and before getting down to the critical nitty-gritty, I must add my own two-cents’ worth of congratulations and gratitude to those of everyone else who cares a fig about Wagner, about music, about records, or about high artistic standards in general. But what do they do for an encore?

The new Walküre is not without competition, for in addition to the two other complete versions available (Od- eon, under Wilhelm Furtwängler, and RCA Victor, stereo, under Erich Leinsdorf), we have a spate of substantial excerpts and complete acts: the historic Odeon set of Acts I and II (Lehmann, Fuchs, Klose, Melchior, Hutter, List, under Walter and Seidler-Winkler, with Act I available separately on Angel); London’s own Act I (Flagstad, Svanholm, Van Mill, under Knappertsbusch) and Act III with the Todesverkündigung Scene (Flagstad, Fiedlermann, Svanholm, under Solti); the Leider/Schorr versions of the opening of the second act and much of the final scene of the opera, including all of Wotan’s Farewell (Angel) the Trabul/Melchior Act I, Scene 3 under Toscanini (RCA); the Nilsson/Hetter final scene under Leopold Ludwig (Angel). In the past, we have had at least one other Act I (Decca, with Müller and Windgassen under Leitner) and two other Act III’s (Trabul and Herbert Janssen) under Roszinski, and Varnay and Sigurd Björnling, under Von Karajan, both on Columbia), to say nothing of the old Victor 78 set that had about two-thirds of the score, with a polyglot cast (which, however, included Leider, Austrat, Schorr, and Walter Widdop), and many versions of certain shorter excerpts, such as Wotan’s Farewell. Walküre is far and away the most recorded of the Ring operas, just as it is the most performed in the opera house.

I regard the old Acts I and II under Walter and Seidler-Winkler as an indispensable set: the first act is of course one of the greatest of all operatic recordings, superior to all competition in every aspect save that of recorded sound. Act II has its weaknesses, for Marta Fuchs is at best only an acceptable Brünnhilde, and Melchior not at his most memorable in the Todesverkündigung Scene, but is still highly recommendable (despite several cuts) for the work of Klose, Lehmann, and the young Hutter. The Leider/Schorr disc is in the same category.

Among the complete sets, the new one is assuredly the best over-all choice. One can make a case for superior individual performances on the other sets, but as a totality I think the present version holds a more distinct advantage over its chief competition (the Victor performance) than might appear on paper.

London’s conductor here, as for its entire Ring series, is Georg Solti. For my taste, at least, the Ring is his best work on records, and this Walküre quite representative of that best. It is not my favorite kind of Wagnerian conducting, but to me it sounds involved, dramatically aware, in a way that his Verdi, for example, usually does not; there is no question, of course, about Solti’s technical capacity or musicianship. A comparison of his present Act III with that recorded some nine years ago shows an undeniable growth in conception and an increased command, even allowing for technical improvement in the recording. Much that formerly sounded dry and blary, or overly literal (almost the entire scene of the gathering of the Valkyries is an example) is now richer and more settled—the tautness remains, but some of the tedium has been banished. Some of the big climaxes, such as the one on pp. 994-95 of the Eulenburg edition (the first long interlude during Wotan’s Farewell), which formerly came too precipitously and did not quite build to an inevitable-seeming peak, are now far better gauged and controlled; the whole reading is less nervous. Certainly the phrasing of the many beautiful interludes in the opening scene of the opera (such as the one for strings on pp. 24-25, or the development of Siegmund’s motif after Siegmund has decided to await Hunding’s return, pp. 40-42) is not only sure but flexible too, with plenty of allowance for expressive rubato—it takes a sure hand to allow himself this kind of freedom and yet retain absolute control and proportion.
It is in the second act that Solti must bow to Furtwangler. No one but Furtwangler builds the climaxes with such weight and gathering force. The force of Wotan’s “O hellige Schmach!” etc. (pp. 348 ff. of Eulenberg) seems almost torn out of the orchestra, and Sieglinde’s hysterical lines, from the point of her entrance (p. 465) until she faints (p. 497), are paralleled by the controlled frenzy of the accompaniment. At all such moments of emotional climax, in fact, the maturity and warmth of Furtwangler’s conception make themselves felt, climaxing in a profound, heart-rending Farewell. Regrettably, the casting of the Furtwangler Walküre is so weak that the conductor himself constitutes the set’s only major attraction.

In addition to the classic Walter reading of Act I, that of Hans Knappertsbusch repays study. The tempos are unquestionably slow, but the weight and clarity of the reading (beautifully recorded, by the way) are extraordinary. There is no other storm prelude that equals his for rolling force—the wind and rain whip through the forest, and branches lash our face as we hear it. Later in the act, we are conscious that more impetus is sometimes needed to pitch and clarify individual narratives, but perhaps it is worth sacrificing this for the sense of importance that accompanies the entrance of each new motive, and for the sheer magnificence of orchestral sound, unmatched on records, especially in the coda.

Leinsdorf’s reading, perfectly thought out and executed, does not capture my imagination. Its best moments lie between the last few pages of the Todesverkündigung to the end of the opera. In these sections, it often takes on an impetus missing earlier. The opening scene of the third act, for example, though on the crushy side, is satisfying and exciting. Leinsdorf’s ability to balance and clarify individual instrumental lines is often an advantage too, as in the wheeling little passage for oboe and English horn on pp. 895-96 (“O sag, Vater, sieh mir ins Auge,” one of the most remarkable coloristic devices in the opera), which is beautifully played and deftly interwoven. But there is little tension or passion in the first act, and not enough beauty in the orchestral sound—the final chord of the act is downright ugly, which is surely wrong. The entire performance simply fails to gather much emotional force, though I think the casting, and even the engineering, is in some degree responsible.

I may as well explain myself now in the matter of engineering. The basic aim of the new recording is highly successful; as with the other Ring operas, the sound is not only full, wide-ranged, and likeable, but excellent in the matter of vocal-orchestral balance, an especially thorny problem in Wagner. In this respect it holds an easy advantage over the Victor album, whose basic sound is over-reverberant enough to muddy textures and outlines in the climaxes, and whose production scheme manages to make some.

Continued on page 158

For Crossroads' Debut,
A True Czech Smetana

by Philip Hart

TWO RELEASES FROM THE CZECHOSLOVAK Supraphon catalogue form Crossroads’ initial broadside attack on the budget-minded record buyer. Although the Supraphon line has occasionally been available to U.S. collectors in the past (most recently from Artia and Parliament), the Crossroads discs are all new to collectors Schwann and all are of recent vintage, recorded in true stereo. Epic Records (the new label’s parent company) has given careful attention to that all-important problem of “image” and has been unrestrained with eye-catching cartoons, some of which betray genuine inspiration (a man and his goldfish exchanging a glassy kiss through the fish bowl—for Schubert’s Trout), while others seem rather desperate (a Hausfrau vacuuming up a cluttered pile of eighth notes does not really spell out Honegger’s Second and Third Symphonies). Record jackets are nice, but it’s the music inside that counts and the pièce de résistance of the inaugural Crossroads release is a splendid performance of one of the towering masterpieces of all symphonic music.

Whether heard for its descriptive content as a patriotic pacan to Bohemia or listened to on musical terms alone, Má Vlast is an extraordinary composition. A suite of six self-contained tone poems, it yet has a musical integrity without resorting to such arbitrary devices as leitmotifs; the first two and last two sections respectively are linked thematically, but there is no obvious dominating theme. Yet the whole work sustains interest remarkably well. To know Má Vlast only from its most popular excerpt, Vltava (The Moldau), is to know Wagner’s Ring only from the Ride of the Valkyries. Musically, Má Vlast reflects Smetana’s lifelong activity in the lyric theatre, yet it is a completely symphonic work, with an extraordinarily rich and varied mastery of the orchestra. Without resorting to Wagner’s chromaticism, Smetana has been influenced throughout this cycle by the sonority of Wagner’s music. When it comes to tone painting, only Schubert and Wagner could match Smetana’s “water music” in Vltava.

Aside from a musically inferior version of Má Vlast by Dorati and the Concertgebouw (Epic), the full cycle has been the domain on records of Rafael Kubelik and the Czech Philharmonic in various combinations. It was the young Kubelik, before the last War, who lead the Czech orchestra in the first exploration of any of Má Vlast beyond Vltava in his memorable coupling of that excerpt with From Bohemia’s Woods and Forests. In Chicago (for Mercury, mono only) and again with the Vienna Philharmonic (for London) Kubelik produced fine versions of the full cycle. The present Crossroads disc with Karel Ancerl as conductor is the Czech Philharmonic’s second postwar recording of the score for Supraphon (the earlier, 1959 mono-only edition, under the late Václav Talich, was generally disappointing). Between it and Kubelik’s London set choice is difficult. Kubelik is more inclined than Ancerl to underline, in a dramatic albeit musically valid manner. Ancerl’s is a mellower and more restrained reading, though by no means lacking in conviction. The Czech orchestra is strong in all departments. Its brass—on this record at least—is richer than that of the Vienna Philharmonic and its strings are heavier and darker in tone than those of Vienna; both orchestras have that characteristic Middle European string sound that comes from a more sparing use of vibrato than we usually hear.

Although the Prague-made Crossroads recording has more hall resonance than the London album, detail is well reproduced. I have heard only the monophonic edition, which is very satisfactory except for somewhat deficient bass, easily corrected by adjustment of the tone controls.

Smetana: Má Vlast

Czech Philharmonic Orchestra, Karel Ancerl, cond.

- Crossroads 22 26 0001. Two LP. $4.98.
- Crossroads 22 26 0002. Two SD. $4.98.
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The new RCA-Victor album of Wagner’s “Lohengrin,” LSC 6710, is one of the most perfectly achieved operatic recordings to appear in several seasons. The cast is a fine one—you would be lucky to do as well in any major opera house of the world today. The level of orchestral performance is exceptional in every, respect, and why not, it’s the Boston Symphony on home ground in all its glory.

But the real victory goes to the recording crew, headed by Richard Mohr, and conductor Erich Leinsdorf, who reminds us forcefully, that he can control the development of 3½-hour music drama with a security and authority unsurpassed since the death of his sometime mentor, Arturo Toscanini.

This is a beautiful set, both in its format and its sound. For opera collectors it is clearly one of the major events of the year. Historically it is of interest on two very substantial counts. First, although we have had four previous “Lohengrin” recordings that gave the complete text as generally presented in the theater, this is the first absolutely complete version with the “Anhang” following the third act Grial narrative as Wagner originally intended.

SECOND, WITH THESE SESSIONS in August of last year, American orchestral musicians not only were given their first opportunities to perform a complete Wagner opera for the microphone, but proved the artistic merit and economic possibility of recording opera in this country once more. The last time an American symphony orchestra taped a long opera under its resident music director was in 1954 when RCA-Victor concluded its opera series with Toscanini and the NBC Symphony. A good part of that album was made during broadcasts, a much more primitive technique than the elaborate stereo staging employed in the new “Lohengrin.” Since then opera recording has been largely the monopoly of the European musician. The Metropolitan Opera Orchestra last worked for the microphone eight years ago when it taped Verdi’s “Macbeth” for Victor.

The Boston “Lohengrin” can be discussed from several aspects, but let’s begin with the engineering. The perspective is that of an ideal seat in an ideal opera house. Balances between the large orchestral and choral forces, on-stage voices, off-stage instruments, and the rest of Wagner’s mighty array have been well calculated and splendidly achieved in the two-track medium. The sound is rich and full but clean, with reverberation an enhancement rather than a distortion.
A Game of Multiple Choice: Boulez, Van Beinum, or Wenzinger

by Nathan Broder

The tangled tale of which occasion or occasions resulted in the composition of the Water Music, and which pieces under that title were written when and in what form, will probably never be straightened out. All we can be sure of—and that because there are eyewitness accounts—is that in July 1717 George I went on a water party in the Thames, and that on one of the many barges accompanying the royal one was a band of musicians who played music especially composed for the event by Handel.

Some twenty pieces have come down to us under the title "Water Music," in manuscripts contemporary with Handel and in early editions. They were published as one connected work in the old Collected Edition. In recent years some scholars have claimed that there are two suites here, and others divide the pieces, by key and orchestration, into three suites. A three-suite version made by Brian Priestman was recorded by Thurston Dart on a London disc some years ago—one of the first-rate early stereo versions. The three-suite idea is also espoused by Hans Redlich, editor of the work for the new Collected Edition. This solution—a Suite in F, one in D, and one in G—makes sense theoretically but it seems to me not entirely convincing. The "Suite in D" has trumpets in every movement, and I find it hard to believe that a composer so sensitive to timbre as Handel would have high brasses blaring away in five consecutive movements. The truth may never be known. From the standpoint of the plain music lover it is not very important. All he has to do is listen to all the pieces, choose the ones he likes best, and make his own suite out of them. There are enough fine ones—many more than were selected and prettied up by Sir Hamilton Harty—to satisfy anyone.

The Archive recording is apparently intended to replace the one made by that company some fifteen years ago. That set, based on the old Collected Edition, was played by the Berlin Philharmonic under Fritz Lehmann, and was one of the best complete recordings of the work in pre-stereo days. The present version adopts the three-suite idea and follows early manuscripts and prints. Wenzinger gives a rich, full-bodied performance—there were fifty musicians, after all, on that barge. There is some snappy double dotting at the beginning of the first movement, and there is also a good deal of stylistic improvisation at likely places. By an oboe, a violin, or even a trumpet. The big movements have pomp and splendor, that lordly Handelian quality. The more lyric ones are also done justice to. With one exception: Wenzinger, perhaps in an attempt to avoid sentimentalizing the familiar Air, plays it quickly and in a businesslike manner, losing the grace as well as the sentiment. But in every other respect this seems to me a first-rate performance, recorded with resonant verisimilitude.

It was with a great deal of interest and anticipation that I put on the Boulez recording. What would this advanced composer, whom I had heard conduct twentieth-century works from Debussy on in most impressive fashion, do with this entertainment music from another era? Well, this too turned out to be an impressive affair, in its own way. The fast movements are crisp, clear, and energetic. Much attention is paid to rhythmic vitality, with excellent results. Despite a kind of antiseptic cleanliness, there is no lack of poetry. Boulez manages to play the Air tenderly and still without saccharinity. The movement marked Lentement is graceful and rich, yet without excessive vibrato. The contrapuntal play in the final Allegro of the "Suite in F" is conveyed with delightful elan; the Bourrées are charming. If the Hornpipe in D is often played more broadly by Englishmen, the jig-like piece in G is jolly and sounds quite Irish. Boulez (because of his stand against "indeterminacy") permits much less improvisation than Münchinger; it is only in the Adagio e staccato that an oboe embellishes his part, but he does so generously. There is no shiny, highly polished surface, no dreamy romanticism. Except for the construction of the instruments and the techniques of playing them, it is as though the nineteenth century had never existed. Altogether, a fascinating and thoroughly enjoyable illustration of how a first-rate modern musician looks upon one of the best of the baroque orchestral suites.

The Van Beinum version first appeared here under the Epic label in 1959, the year in which the conductor died. The orchestra sounds very large and lush—not large-baroque, but Mahlerian. If you don't mind that kind of sound in this music, you may find this a rewarding performance. Van Beinum knew his way around in many types of music. Here he conveys the special character of each piece, without exaggerations or extremes of tempo or dynamics. It is an intelligent and musical reading, and the sound is still first-class.

Handel: Water Music

Schola Cantorum Basiliensis, August Wenzinger, cond.
- Archive ARC 3265, LP. $5.79.
- Archive ARC 73265, SD. $5.79.

Hague Philharmonic Orchestra, Pierre Boulez, cond.
- NonSuch H 1127. LP. $2.50.
- NonSuch H 71127. SD. $2.50.

Amsterdam Concertgebouw Orchestra, Eduard van Beinum, cond.
- or • Phillips World Series PHC 9016. LP or SD. $2.50.
BACH: Concertos for Violin and Orchestra: No. 1, in A minor, S. 1041; No. 2, in E, S. 1042; Concerto for Two Violins and Orchestra, in D minor, S. 1043

Josef Suk, violin; Ladislav Jásek, violin (in S. 1043); Prague Symphony Orchestra, Václav Smetáček, cond.
- Crossroads 22 16 0037 LP. $2.49.
- Crossroads 22 16 0038 SD. $2.49.

A live quality of recorded sound, with bright separation and prominent placement of harpsichord continuo, attractively frames this well-played tritych of performances. Suk plays with spirit, perception, and a pure, ingratiating tone which is neither too romantic nor excessively austere. Jásek, his partner in the Double Concerto, shows like sympathy with the idiom, while the strings offer excellent support. My only qualibes concern a few beamed-up ritardandos (which give a mildly overblown Victorianism to cadences) and a pace for the final movement of the E major Concerto that strikes me as a bit brusque if not actually rushed. For the price, this disc is excellent value indeed. H.G.

BACH: Sonatas for Viola da gamba and Harpsichord: in G, S. 1027; in D, S. 1028; in G minor, S. 1029

Paul Tortelier, cello; Robert Veyron-Lacroix, harpsichord.
- Musical Heritage Society MHS 586. LP. $2.50.
- Musical Heritage Society MHS 586. SD. $2.50.

André Navarra, cello; Ruggero Gerlin, harpsichord.
- Nonesuch H 1107. LP. $2.50.
- Nonesuch H 71107. SD. $2.50.

Tortelier is a fine artist, and in any performance he gives there are beautiful things. On the present MHS disc, however, they are too much interspersed with passages where his line sounds fuzzy and tentative, though I suspect that this may be mainly the fault of the recording, which lacks character and focus and which also puts the harpsichord too timidly in the background.

On first acquaintance the firmer cello tone of the Nonesuch recording, which is fairly well balanced, prompts a feeling that Navarra is a more authoritative cellist. After a time, however, his lack of dynamic variety becomes wearisome-the range of the fast movements barely goes below mezzo-forte or above forte-and his rhythm, though solid, lacks the lithe impulsiveness of Tortelier’s. Several times Navarra allows a tempo to be suddenly and disturbingly hurried (though the real culprit may be Gerlin), and he is also a less convincing stylist than his rival, who contributes some graceful embellishments.

Incidentally, I happen to be one of those fuddy-duddies who think the viola da gamba sonatas sound better on the viola da gamba, but agreement on this point is a matter of taste. B.J.

BACH: Suites for Orchestra: No. 1, in C, S. 1066; No. 2, in B minor, S. 1067; No. 3, in D, S. 1068; No. 4, in D, S. 1069

Radio Symphony Orchestra (Berlin), Lorin Maazel, cond.
- Philips PHM 2583. Two LP. $9.58.
- Philips PHS 2983. Two SD. $11.58.

If record companies could use the same techniques as book publishers, Philips might well have decided to head this release with a statement to the effect that “Any resemblance between the performances contained herein and the music of Bach is purely coincidental.” This is Big Band Bach; and if you like that sort of thing, then it’s the sort of thing you’ll like. One or two tentative passages apart, the playing itself attains a high standard of discipline, but the general effect is rather like that of sending an army into the field to pick a bunch of daisies—or rather of water lilies, since with daisies the army method, wasteful though it might be, would probably succeed in the end, whereas a good performance of the Bach Suites is not to be had that way.

In the context it hardly needs saying that the French Overture rhythms are not double-dotted, that the dynamics are absurdly romanticized, that ornamentation is rudimentary, and that the conductor has only the vaguest notion of what to do with repeats. Tempos too are eccentric: in general, I find them too slow, and the Bourrées in particular lumber far too sluggishly along. The flute soloist in No. 2 breathes in the most extraordinary places, and the trumpets in the last two Suites blow away hell for leather and succeed only in raising hell—such brassiness has nothing to do with Bach. In some areas Maazel is a great conductor, but he is out of his element here. B.J.

BACH: Triple Concerto for Flute, Violin, Harpsichord, and Strings, in A minor, S. 1044

Bach, C. P. E.: Concerto for Harpsichord and Strings, in D minor

William Bennett, flute; Yehudi Menuhin, violin; George Malcolm, harpsichord; Bath Festival Orchestra, Yehudi Menuhin, cond.
- Angel 36336 LP. $4.79.
- Angel S 36336 SD. $5.79.

The magnificent Triple Concerto, a...
richly intellectual and at the same time imaginative work, is given as good a performance as I have heard. Menuhin is in splendid form, combining deep musical understanding with excellent technical control, and his partners are entirely worthy of him.

About the C. P. E. Bach I am less happy. This is a dramatic, almost violent piece, but its jerky rhythm and bizarre declamatory gestures seem, if possible, to be overplayed in this very individual interpretation. Closer to the mark, I think, is the more restrained performance by Werner Smigelski with the Berlin Philharmonic under Hans von Benda on another Angel disc, and the Berlin performance also scores stylistically by employing a second harpsichord to provide a continuo for the ripieno sections. But Malcolm’s performance is never less than exciting, and both works on the new issue are recorded with a rich, dark sonority that is extremely attractive.


BEETHOVEN: Mass in D, Op. 123 ("Missa Solemnis")

Gundula Janowitz, soprano; Christa Ludwig, contralto; Fritz Wunderlich, tenor; Walter Berry, bass; Wiener Singverein; Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, Herbert von Karajan, cond.

**DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON** LPM 19208/09. TWO LP. $11.58.

**DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON** SLP 139208/09. TWO SD. $11.58.

Listening to Karajan’s new Missa Solemnis, I found myself wondering if the conductor’s preference for a blended, diffuse, massive effect might have been at the base of his earlier (Angel) set’s peculiar sonic failure. This successful, then certainly avoids the disconcerting “wrong-end-of-the-telescope” effect which rendered much of the previous reading ineffective, but one still finds a style of microphone placement that keeps respectful distance from the participants and a style of execution that plays up the coloristic and sensuous elements in the music at the expense of linear directness and sharply defined instrumental attacks.

Heard alongside the forthright style of both Klemperer and Toscanini, the Karajan way may often appear to be effete, overly smooth, and (as in the whispered pinnissimo preceding the “Et resurrexit” outburst in the Credo) even theatrical. The brass choir, as Karajan employs it, is given a supporting, rather than a commanding, role. Its golden sounds add weight and luster to the tones of the chorus (which are decidedly woolly in the conventional way that German choruses can be woolly). The string writing, characteristically, is allowed prominence in Karajan’s context, while the vocal soloists are just as apt to intertwine the solo instrumental lines as to soar over the proceedings with imperious grandeur. Some of Karajan’s tempos are very deliberate indeed, but in almost every instance the conductor makes them work.

His vocalists are in fine form. Gundula Janowitz, though occasionally strenuous and breathy in the opening Kyrie section, caresses other portions of her part with limpid grace. Christa Ludwig’s alto, while on the light-toned side, is consistently attractive. The late Fritz Wunderlich, to my mind, is the really outstanding member of the group, singing with vibrance and vitality. Berry, though in very good voice and not nearly so “shouty” as has sometimes been the case, fails to match Martti Talvela’s peeling richness on the recent Klemperer set.

Karajan, incidentally, deserves credit for obtaining unanimity on one point: all of his soloists sing their Agnus Dei lines without the appoggiaturas, just as the Milanov-Castagna-Bjöerling-Kipnis group did in the unforgettable Toscanini performance of 1940. In his 1953 version Toscanini opted for the appoggiaturas throughout, while Klemperer’s newest effort, inexplicably, seems to have ended in a hung jury—a strange state of affairs indeed!

So then, this is undeniably a very beautiful, well-considered interpretation, recorded in the finest stereophony and excellently processed. If I continue to prefer the recent Klemperer, that decision is completely personal. For me, Klemperer’s robust approach, coupled...
to closer, more distinctly differentiated recorded balance, adds up to an immense human experience (rivaling that of Toscanini in his best years). In contrast, I find myself admiring the Karajan with the detachment one reserves for an exotic floral arrangement or for a rare display of lapidarian skill.  

H. G.

**BEETHOVEN: Septet for Strings and Winds, in E Flat, Op. 20**

Soloists of the Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra:
- or • **PHILIPS WORLD SERIES PHC 9013.** L.P. or SD. $2.50.

This compatible stereo disc on Philips' new economy-priced World Series label gives us a performance of Beethoven's charming early work that is characterized by aristocratic grace and suaveness rather than by volatility. Although the tempos adopted by these fine Gewandhaus players are animated, they carry the elegance of a lightweight chamber performance rather than the kinetic tension brought to the work by the Melos Ensemble or by Toscanini in his superlative small orchestra renditions. On the other hand, the bourgeois com- placency and ample infections of the conventional small-scaled German Romantic account (the recent Berlin Philharmonic Ensemble/DGG version was one such) are similarly lacking, displaced by the Leipzig musicians' airy felicity. While virtuosity is never stressed for its own sake, there is consummate sheen to their execution.

The long reverberation period of the sound adds to the rather stylized sonorities favored by the performers. One hears a French horn shorn of its "burr," and stringed instruments that are all succulence and no scrape. Distance similarly removes the penetrating roundness, the intake of breath, and the clicking of keys which one so frequently hears from woodwinds. If you must have bite at all costs in this music, the present account may not be to your liking. For myself, I find the results here reproduced altogether ravishing. The first-movement exposition, incidentally, is given its due repetition.

H. G.

**BEETHOVEN: Sonatas for Piano:**

Anton Kuerti, piano.
- MONITOR MC 2075. L.P. $1.98.
- MONITOR MCS 2075. SD. $1.98.

This collection of Beethoven Sonatas marks the recording debut of Anton Kuerti, a young pianist who studied with Rudolf Serkin at the Curtis Institute and went on to win the coveted Leventritt Award in 1957. His playing shows an admirable awareness of details and a conscientious meticulosity, even though there are times when sobriety verges on stolidity. If Kuerti fails to realize in full the roguish impudence of Op. 10, No. 2, the whimsicality of Op. 78, the sheer heady brio of Opp. 79 and 81a, all of his performances on this disc are nevertheless of superior lucidity and workmanship. His tasteful, intelligent pianism is well, though a bit dryly, reproduced.

H. G.

**BEETHOVEN: Trio for Violin, Cello, and Piano, in B flat, Op. 97 ("Archduke")**

Suk Trio.
- CROSSROADS 22 16 0021. L.P. $2.49.
- CROSSROADS 22 16 0022. SD. $2.49.

Violinist Josef Suk, cellist Josef Chuchro, and pianist Jan Panenka are patently masters of their respective instruments, musicians of stature, and superbly coordinated ensemble players. The rare combination of assets they bring to Beethoven's largest trio are highly relevant. For one thing, these Czech instrumentalists lavish a glancing, lustrous, yet never oversweet sonority on the music's expansive sunlight. Then too, theirs is an immensely subtle, knowing conception, abundant in finely wrought detail but never becoming finicky. The way in which these players put such matters as the Storzando in the opening theme into context without disrupting forward momentum may be taken as typical of the fresh interpretative spirit heard from beginning to end of this splendid recording.
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Angel has achieved more than a hundred remarkable operatic recordings.

WHY DO WE SPECIALLY

"Carmen" is Angel's best-selling opera.
Of course. It is doubtful if anyone will ever possess the character of Carmen so completely as Maria Callas, the most electrifying prima donna of history.

To put it bluntly, Angel's "Hoffmann" is the "all-star" version. No cast has ever been selected for this opera with such exquisite balance — or has ever received such lavish praise.

Already, Angel's new "Turandot" is being acclaimed for the remarkable pairing of Franco Corelli and Birgit Nilsson — and for the perfection of its stereo sound.

Angel's "Tristan" is accepted as "definitive" — a magic collaboration of Wilhelm Furtwängler and Kirsten Flagstad.

Our "Fidelio" is Otto Klemperer's. No man alive is more responsive to the massive demands of Beethoven.

And yet, this monolithic crag of a man enjoys such rare communion with Mozart that his fine-spun "Magic Flute" is easily the most elegant version.

Only Angel has recorded extended highlights from "The Trojans." It is not a popular work. But Angel considered it altogether too fine to be ignored — and the response has been astounding.

The booming, byzantine basso of Boris Christoff creates a matchless "Boris Godounov" for Angel. One of this year's new Metropolitan Opera stars, Evelyn Lear, adds to the glories of this magnificent recording.
RECOMMEND THESE 16?

No one may ever explore the vast universe of "The Flying Dutchman" with the rare comprehension of Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau.

"Andrea Chénier" offers four exceptional tenor arias — each of them a showpiece for the clarion Corelli, the most powerful tenor of the times.

The crystal joys of Mirella Freni are largely responsible for the rare beauty of the new Angel "Bohème." Surely, she is among the elite of today's sopranos.

"Dido and Aeneas" is an uncommon work — yet one of the most splendid operas it is possible to hear. Purcell's royal effects are particularly gratifying for lovers of the baroque sound.

A virtual army of talent, both artistic and technical, has made these recordings of "Tannhäuser" and "Lohengrin" the finest stereo versions ever released.

Angel's "La Vida breve" is the only stereo version of Falla's only opera. Its authenticity was assured by assembling an all-Spanish cast in Madrid, headed by Victoria de los Angeles and Rafael Frühbeck de Burgos.

The startling chemistry of Callas, Gobbi and Bergonzi makes Angel's "Tosca" the wildest and most moving of all versions.

Angel's repertoire is many times larger than these 16 operas. But each one of the 16 exhibits the perfectionism that makes Angel's operatic library the finest in the world.
Gene Lees covers The World of Pops

Yes, Gene Lees joins the High Fidelity roster of record reviewers with the December 1966 issue. His monthly column "The World of Pops" will cover the wide panorama of light listening in the inimitably outspoken and informative Lees manner. Gene Lees will also head up an expanded roster of pop record reviewers.

From now on, look for the Gene Lees by-line every month in High Fidelity.

Finally, I have nothing but praise for the choice of tempos: at last there is a triumvirate with the courage to treat the second movement as a true scherzo-allegro and willing to bring suitable breadth and adagio feeling to the noble third movement—even in the face of the often misleading Andante cantabile ma però con moto tempo marking there. The architectural gain afforded by these tempo adjustments is tremendous.

The proximity of the otherwise perfectly balanced recording sometimes tends to give a bit too much heft to pianissimos, and one or two accents could, I feel, have been hit with greater vehemence. But these are small quibbles indeed. In fact, I would go so far as to say that this is the Archduke we have been waiting for.

H.G.

Bernstein: The Age of Anxiety (Symphony for Piano and Orchestra, No. 2)


- Columbia ML 6285. LP. $4.79.
- Columbia MS 6885. SD. $5.79.

The second of Bernstein's three symphonies, The Age of Anxiety is inspired by the "Baroque Eclogue" of the same title by W. H. Auden. Like the poem, this music is an exploration of the human condition with special reference to the search for faith. It incorporates a piano part of concertante character, and is organized in two Parts of three sections each. The manner of musical development is essentially symphonic. Two of the sections employ a particularly interesting variation technique in which each variation evolves not from a central thematic source, but from one feature introduced in the course of the preceding variation. The idiom, chromatic and at moments dodecaphonic, is basically tonal and neoromantic, and there are echoes of Mahler and Shostakovich. But an individual personality comes over strongly, especially in the jazzy fifth section, and there are some very beautiful moments, such as a long, slow, quiet, and astonishingly simple descending scale from top to bottom of the keyboard at the end of the second section. The work is certainly a much stronger one than the mannered and embarrassingly sentimental Third Symphony, Kaddish.

Since the first recording of The Age of Anxiety was made, Bernstein has had second thoughts about some passages, and he has now produced a revised version which for the first time incorporates the soloist in the development of the finale. The new performance is thoroughly convincing. The orchestra plays very well, and though Entremont has less natural aptitude for the jazz style of the fifth section than Lukas Foss, the previous soloist, he turns in an accurate performance.

The jacket design is the worst I have seen for a long time. It features a repellent portrait of Bernstein, not as a composer, not as a conductor, but as Superman.

B.J.
Most speaker systems are toys

AMPEX speaker systems bring you the presence and excitement you expect. Just close your eyes and you're where it's happening. If it's a parade, you're on the reviewing stand. If it's an orchestra, you're the conductor. If it's a play, you're in the fifth row center. So don't settle for shallow sound or sound with holes in it. Enjoy the full range from resounding lows to exciting trills. Get the speaker system with the name everyone's talking about. Get Ampex. Because...
If it's a speaker system by Ampex...

Model 2115 (12" woofer, two 3" Mid-trebles) $129.95 each
Model 815 (6" woofer + 3 1/2" tweeter) $59.95 pair
Model 830 (8" woofer + 3 1/2" tweeter) $99.95 pair

How to choose your speaker system? Listen to your favorite tape on all Ampex models—for the speakers that are just right for your system cannot be selected without using your ears and knowing your family, your home and your pocketbook. Each speaker in the Ampex line differs not only in price, also in personality. Any Ampex speaker will bring you the most sensitive and true concert-hall sound repro-
it's sound in focus

duction your money can buy. Do visit your Ampex Dealer—and listen!

Shown above: Model 4010, finest of all Ampex speaker systems.
In magnificent oiled walnut (like all speakers on these pages) with
handsome eggshell grille cloth. Perfectly sound-matched to famous
Ampex Recorder/Players, with 12-inch woofer, two 3-inch Mid-
trebles plus Ultra tweeter. $189.95 each.

Model 1115 (10" woofer, two 3½" Mid-Range; Ultra
tweeter) $99.95 each
Model 3011 (10" woofer, two 3½" tweeters) $149.95 each
Model 915 (8" woofer + 3½" tweeter) $69.95 each
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Ampex tape recorders are the full scope music source

If you take your music seriously, you should go to the same source the professionals use... Ampex, choice of famous musicians throughout the world. So don't let anyone kid you about the quality of sound you get from toy-type tape recorders. When you want something more than a plaything you need an Ampex Tape Recorder/Player. Each Ampex Tape Recorder/Player is the perfect partner when teamed up with Ampex speakers. No kidding about that! The full range of new Ampex Tape Recorder/Players let you choose from walnut, portable, or deck models from $249.95 to $599.95.
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IZET: L'Arlesienne: Suite No. 1; Suite No. 2: Farandole
Grieg: Peer Gynt: Suite No. 1; Suite No. 2: Solveig's Song

Cleveland Orchestra, George Szell, cond.
- Columbia ML 6227, LP. $4.79
- Columbia MS 6877, SD. $5.79.

Strange as it is to find the usually austere George Szell conducting such material, the serious approach to the lighter classics comes off here very well indeed. If the Bizet lacks something of the elegant French ardor of Ansermet, Morel, or Paray, the Cleveland Orchestra and the recording it has been accorded are vastly better than those leaders enjoyed. And if Beecham's Peer Gynt had greater subtlety and variety, Szell's is played with precision and brilliance. Overfamiliar as these scores may be, I repeatedly found myself brought up short by new musical felicities revealed in this performance. The sound is typical of Columbia's best from Cleveland—full, quite detailed, and well focused in stereo perspective and depth.

P.H.


André Navarra, cello; Alfred Holaček, piano.
- Crossroads 22 16 0025. LP. $2.49.
- Crossroads 22 16 0026. SD. $2.49.

Janos Starker, cello; György Sebok, piano.
- Mercury MG 50392. LP. $4.79.
- Mercury SR 90392. SD. $5.79.

These fine performances of the Brahms Cello/Piano Sonatas offer an illuminating glimpse into two completely dissimilar interpretative worlds, each of which, however, is completely sympathetic to the music.

Navarra and Holaček give special stress to the lyric—and in the case of the E minor's first movement, melancholic—aspects of the writing. They employ a broad, singing line (undoubtedly enhanced by especially close-to-and rich-toned reproduction of the Navarra cello, which has never sounded better) and, without exception, their tempos are uncommonly deliberate. For the first few phrases the E minor's opening sounds downright dirgelike, but one soon adjusts. Only momentarily (as in the waltzlike trio section of the E minor's second movement or in the more climactic episodes of its final fugue) does the slow-motion outlook work towards the music's disadvantage; elsewhere, I find myself enthralled by the sustained, devotional ambiance. While there are, of course, ways to play the finale of the F major Sonata more in keeping with its molto allegro marking, Holaček's and Navarra's dolceissimo rendering clearly spells love for the composition.

Starker (who has recorded these Sonatas twice previously—once with Abba Bogin for Period, and once in Europe with the same partner who supports him here) hews more closely to convention,

JOSEPH HAYDN / DIE JAHRESZEITEN (THE SEASONS)

Text by Baron Gottfried van Swieten (sung in German)

A rarely heard masterpiece, Haydn's dramatic oratorio is presented in a stirring performance by a stellar cast.

TERESA STICH-RANDALL, soprano;
HELMUT KRETSCHMAR, tenor; ERICH WENK, bass
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA & CHORUS of the NORDDEUTSCHER RUNDFUNK, HAMBURG

WALTER GOEHR, conductor

(Complete text and English translations included)
HC-3009 (Mono) HC-73009 (Stereo) 3-record set $7.50 either mono or stereo

nonesuch on the air

LISTEN TO NONESUCH RECORDS IN
THE NONESUCH LISTENING BOOTH

with commentary by music critic Bernard Jacobson
each week on the following Good Music stations:

New York: WOXR AM & FM (Stereo)—Saturdays at 10:30 pm beginning October 1st
Boston: WCRB AM & FM—Wednesdays at 9:00 pm beginning September 28th
Philadelphia: WFLN—Mondays at 10:00 pm beginning October 3rd
San Francisco: KSFR—Mondays at 10:00 pm beginning October 3rd
Los Angeles: KFAC—Sundays at 11:00 pm beginning October 2nd
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FALLA: La Vida breve

Victoria de los Angeles (s), Salud; Ana Maria Higuera (s), Carmela; Ines Rivadeneyra (ms), La Abuela; Carlos Costutta (t), Paco Leon Villanueva (t), Manuel; Gabriel Moreno (b), El Cantor; Victor de Narké (bs), El Tio Sarvao; Chorus of Orfeon Donostiarra, Orquesta Nacional de Espana, Rafael Frühbeck de Burgos, cond. (in the Falla); Victoria de Los Angeles, soprano; Gonzalo Soriano, piano (in theGranados).

FALLA: Las tonadillas al estilo antiguo

Victoria de los Angeles (s), Salud; Ana Maria Higuera (s), Carmela; Ines Rivadeneyra (ms), La Abuela; Carlos Costutta (t), Paco Leon Villanueva (t), M. Gabriel Moreno (b), El Cantor; Victor de Narké (bs), El Tio Sarvao; Chorus of Orfeon Donostiarra, Orquesta Nacional de Espana, Rafael Frühbeck de Burgos, cond. (in the Falla); Victoria de Los Angeles, soprano; Gonzalo Soriano, piano (in the Granados).

H.MERCEDES 3672. 2 LP. $9.58.

Having never had a chance to see La Vida breve, I can only guess at what its
"The greatest of all achievements in the history of the gramophone record"

THE GRAMOPHONE

A monumental event to celebrate the 20th Anniversary of one of the great musical figures of our time

GEORG SOLTI

November 1966

Wagner: DIE WALKÜRE
Birgit Nilsson, Régine Crespin, Christa Ludwig, James King, Hans Hotter, Gottlob Frick—The Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra
Stereo JSA 1509 Mono A 4509

Wagner: GOTTERDÄMMERUNG
Birgit Nilsson, Claire Watson, Christa Ludwig, Wolfgang Windgassen, Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau, Gottlob Frick—The Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra
Stereo OSA 1604 Mono A 4604

Wagner: DAS RHEINGOLD
Kirsten Flagstad, Set Svanholm, George London—The Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra
Stereo JSA 1309 Mono A 4340

Wagner: SIEGFRIED
Birgit Nilsson, Wolfgang Windgassen, Gerhard Stolze, Hans Hotter, Joan Sutherland—The Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra
Stereo OSA 1508 Mono A 4508

WITH THE RELEASE OF LONDON'S NEW "DIE WALKÜRE" THE FIRST COMPLETE RECORDING OF THE "RING" IS NOW ACCOMPLISHED.
We're full of it!

Inside information on music, that is. And you can be full of it, too.

Get smart. Bone up on background. And embarrass your wiseacre friends the next time cocktail-party conversation turns to music.

Send for The Crossroads Digest of Musical Minutiae. No Beethoven-Brahms-and-Bachophile will ever bully you again. Wise up with this.

For once in your life, would it kill you to clip a coupon? (It's even free.)

Gentlemen: I'm sick and tired of having the conversational sand kicked in my face. Rush me "POOF!—YOU'RE AN EXPERT!" and I'll show the world!

NAME__________________________

ADDRESS__________________________

CITY__________________________

STATE____ ZIP CODE____

This ad is brought to you as a public service by Crossroads Records, the most exciting new name in music.
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effect might be in an imaginative, honest production; on records, I have always been put off by its lugubrious brand of fatalism and by what seems to me an only slightly successful attempt to set a simple story of plain people against an evocation of a city, so similar to Charpentier's effort in Louise.

There is no denying, however, the color and sincerity of the score, or the passion of the writing for its central character. Salud. The part is a wonderful opportunity for a soprano who can convey a deep, naive feeling and who is at home with a tone of pathos—especially since hers is the only role in the opera that is at all developed or given any real vocal reward. Victoria de los Angeles, whose first recording of the piece (once available here on RCA Victor) is now over a dozen years old, is such a singer, and she has done her stereo remake of Salud. She sings well, and it is touching, but if one is searching out La Vida breve primarily for the sake of De los Angeles, then the old recording is worth trying to hunt down, for her work there is much superior to the new version to mark the difference between something entirely adequate and something truly memorable. Certainly her taste and musicianship have not deserted her, nor the basic quality of her voice, which is still melodic and puts the largest share of the time. But it is one of the sad facts of life that some of the freedom has gone out of her singing, particularly on top, so that it no longer conveys much sense of abandon or spontaneity. Everything she does does not quite seem right and sensitive, many of the effects very beautiful; but a listening to the scene with Paco, or to any of several vocal climactic moments, is sufficient to make the distinction—where she once just let fly, threw herself into the phrases, she now sets herself carefully for them. All the lovely phrasing, all the musical and dramatic understanding are still there, and there is never any real sense of serious vocal difficulty. But the extra excitement and communicativeness lent by a voice that is completely fresh and free are not present in the same degree as they formerly were.

The supporting cast, on the other hand, is superior at almost every point to the old one. Certainly Carlos Cossett, a robust-sounding tenor, and Victor de Narké, a promisingly rich, smooth bass, are far better than their predecessors; as a result we do not have the feeling that the soprano must pull about twice her own weight to make the performance "go." And though there was nothing wrong with the mono sound of the older version, the excellent (albeit rather souped-up) stereo of the new one is helpful, especially with the orchestral interludes and the dances of the third scene. The orchestral and choral work is first-class.

The fourth side of this album is practically worth its cost, for while there are little hints of vocal insecurity and limitation, they are not enough to keep De los Angeles from projecting a wonderfully personal, intimate feeling in the Tonadillas—far more specific and captivating thanMontserrat Caballe is able to summon on her Granados disc (reviewed below), even granting her the vocal blue ribbon at some points. The songs take on a life and individuality they lack in the Caballe performances, and while the instrumental accompaniments have points to make, the voices seem better shaped and crafted in the piano version, especially when played as they are here by Gonzalo Soriano—which is to say perfectly both in letter and in spirit.

C.L.O.

FRESCOBALDI: Vocal Works and Harpsichord Solos: Corilla; O dolore; Maddalena alla Croce; Eri gia tutta mia; Aria di passaggio; Cinque partite sopra la romanessa; Balletto Primo

Monteverdi: Madrigals: Ohimé, dov'è il mio ben; Quel guardo sdegnoto; Lamento della Ninfa; Bella luna; Zefiro torna; Voglio di vita uscir; Eri già tutta mia

Carole Bogard, soprano; Collegium Musicum of Berkeley, Alan Curtis, cond.

• CAMBRIDGE CRM 708. P. $4.79.

• CAMBRIDGE CRS 1708. SD. $5.79.

This is one of the best records of its kind I have heard. The music itself, especially the Monteverdi items and the Frescobaldi keyboard pieces, is beautiful, and the order of pieces on the record has been arranged to provide ample variety. The performances combine musicality with scholarship in a rare degree, and seprano Carole Bogard uses her attractive voice with sensitivity in several solos. Large and small harpsichords, chamber organ, and chitaron are used for the accompaniments. Perhaps the loveliest thing on the record is the Lamento della Ninfa, a vivid trilogy in site rappresentative; comparison of the performance here with that in the "Early Baroque Music of Italy" collection recorded by the New York Pro Musica on Decca 9425/79425 is interesting—both groups are excellent, but in the Cambridge stereo version a more imaginative use of microphones gives the Berkeley performance a slight advantage, bringing out the quasi-operatic style to splendid effect.

Pleasure in this notable release is complemented by its exemplary presentation, with full documentation on performances, instruments, and music, useful notes, texts, and translations.

B.J.

GRANADOS: Collezione de Tonadillas al estilo antiguo—See Falla: La Vida breve.

GRANADOS: Songs

Canciones Anonimas: Desdése the Pensamiento; Munafica Era; Llorad, Corazon; Mira Que Soy Niña; No Llores, Ojuelos; Iban al Pinar; Gracia Mia, Tonadillas: La Maja Dolorosa (Nos. 1, 2, 3); El Trá la luz y el Panteón; El Mirar de la Mujer: Collezione: Amor y Odio; El...
How To Get A $570 Stereo Recorder For $400

Build The New Heathkit/Magnecord 1020!

You Save $170!

Thanks to Heath, you can now save $170 on the new Magnecord 1020 4-Track Transistor Stereo Tape Recorder by building it yourself. And the only difference between this Heathkit version and the original is the $170 you save (think of all the tape you can buy with that!).

All parts are made at the Magnecord factory... where years of experience in pioneering and developing tape equipment for the broadcasting and recording industries are brought to bear.

Add to this Heath's leadership in kit construction technique, and you have a sophisticated recorder that will give you years of professional quality and reliability... at substantial "do-it-yourself" savings.

Professional Recording Facilities
With the 1020, you can record "live" from microphones, or from auxiliary sources like tuners, phonographs, TV's, etc., and playback... in 4-track stereo or mono at either 7 1/2 or 3 1/2 ips. And you can make sound-on-sound, or sound-with-sound (mixing) recordings, or create interesting echo effects.

Professional Tape Transport
The tape transport is powered by 3 separate motors. The hysteresis synchronous capstan motor has a dynamically balanced flywheel and a ballbearing inertial stabilizer mount for constant, accurate speed. Two permanent split-capacitor type motors drive the capstan and motors. The hysteresis curve for smooth low frequency response and long life. Removable shields afford double protection against external magnetic fields. Protective, snap-mounted head covers provide easy access for cleaning and de-magnetizing. And for quick, accurate editing, there are center-line marks.

Other Professional Features
All parts mount on a thick, die-cast main-plate that won't warp, reduces wear, provides rigid support and stable alignment. Two V.U. meters for visual monitoring of signal levels from either tape or source... allows quick comparison of source with recorded signal. Inputs for microphones and outputs for headphones are all front-panel mounted for easy access. Digital counter with push button reset. Low impedance emitter-follower outputs deliver 500 milli-volts or more to amplifier inputs. Individual gain controls for each channel. And all solid-state circuitry... 21 transistors and 4 diodes... your assurance of cool, instant operation, long reliable life.

Famous Heathkit Know-How Speeds Assembly
Simple step-by-step instructions with generous use of giant pictorials guide you every step of the way. You just wire two circuit boards and do the easy mechanical mounting for the transport components.

And to make construction even easier, the connecting wires and shielded cables are precut, stripped, and marked... even the connectors are installed where necessary; just plug them in! The only soldering you do is on the circuit board! Total assembly time is around 25 hours... that's like getting $7 an hour for your efforts.

Get today's best buy in a professional stereo tape recorder... order the Heathkit version of the Magnecord 1020 now!

Kit AD-16, deck & electronics, 45 lbs......$399.50
ADA-16-1, walnut base, 8 lbs.............$199.95
ADA-16-2, adapter ring for cabinet or wall mounting, 2 lbs..........................$4.75
ADA-16-3, slides (combine with walnut base for tape drawer), 7 lbs..............$9.95

FREE!

World's Largest Kit Catalog
108 pages! Describes this and over 250 kits in stereo hi-fi, color TV, organs, ham, test, CB, marine, home and hobby. Mail coupon, or write Heath Company, Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022.
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Heath Company, Dept. B-11 Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

□ Enclosed is $...plus shipping. Please send model (s)...

□ Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog.

Name ________________________________

Address. ________________________________

City ___________________ State ______ Zip _______

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. HF-194
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of Hungary

BRUCE ABEL RECITAL

Contatos and Ayres of Handel, Telemann, Rossseter, Dowland, Compian, Purcell.

LPX 1243  SLPX 1243

"Bruce Abel is an outstanding interpreter of the earlier song repertoire. . . . this version of the Telemann cantata compares well with that by Fischer Diskau. . . . This well chosen and vividly performed programme will give much pleasure and give an enthusiastic recommendation . . . ."

The Monthly Letter, London, August, '66

"The best of the Month"


LPX 1205-7  SLPX 1205-7

". . . as a group as individuals, the quartet members ride right along with each other. . . . the Trotai tone is bright and warm, and no single player stands out by reason of virtuosity. It is a beautifully blended group, and it's recorded with fine presence by Qualiton engineers . . . ."

The New York Times, July, '66

LISZT LEDER/Songs/
Die Loreley, Es muss ein wunderbares sein.
Oh, Quond je dors, etc. Recorded in original languages.

LPX 1224-25  SLPX 1224-25

". . . for this issue a number of artists have been chosen to find the right singer for each song, this is an admirable idea . . . ."

The Monthly Letter, London, August, '66

Some other famous Qualiton Recordings:

LPX 1201  SLPX 1201

BARTOK: For Children (complete)
Mrs. Ditta Bartok.

LPX 1152-54

LISZT: Missa Choralis (Budapest Chorus).

LPX 1141  SLPX 1141

Available from . . . Local Dealers or Write for Free Catalog . . .

QUALITON RECORDS LTD.

39-38 58TH STREET
WOODSIDE, NEW YORK 11377
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Liberty Stereo-Tape offers you a fabulous collection—now totaling well over 100 selections—of a wide variety of talent and sound on 4-Track and 8-Track Stereo-Tape cartridges.

Now you can have your favorite music, whenever you wish to hear it—in your car, boat, plane, or at home—with maximum ease of playing and handling, as well as complete portability. See your dealer.

LIBERTY STEREO-TAPE

...Heard Everywhere!

Write for free illustrated Liberty Stereo-Tape catalog, specifying 4-Track or 8-Track. Dept. 11-HF, Liberty Stereo-Tape, 6920 Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles, California 90028.
Dr. Profundis Clamavi, and Dona Nobis Pacem.

One can almost measure a conductor's sense of responsibility by the way in which he handles that final movement in the finale of the Second. Honegger said that it was merely to reinforce the chorale line and was not to obtrude, but I have actually heard it played by three trumpets, who stood legs in the orchestra and blasted it out for all they were worth. Baudou apparently uses only one trumpet, but it completely overshadowed the strings; this is in keeping with the distressing out-of-tuneness of the string playing elsewhere. According to the jacket, this recording won a Grand Prix du Disque, but I find it difficult to understand why. The Third Symphony, however, is more accurately played and more faithfully recorded. A.F.

JANÁČEK: Quartets for Strings: No. 1; No. 2 ("Intimate Pages").

In his two mature string quartets Leoš Janáček stakes out a very convincing claim to being one of the twentieth-century's masters of the idiom. Though his musical language is not as "advanced" as that of Bartók, Janáček in his own way thinks as naturally as in terms of four strings.

Though he composed three quartet movements in the 1880s, these have never been published, and the two quartets here recorded date from 1923 and 1928 respectively (the Schwann catalogue is in error in listing them as the Second and Third Quartets). Both works are emotionally related to Janáček's love for Kamila Stösslová. The first objectifies his feelings in terms of Tolstoy's Kreutzer Sonata, a story dealing with the way in which music can instill illici attraction. The topic also concerned Janáček in such other works as the opera Katya Kabanova. The Second Quartet, from the last year of Janáček's life, was originally subtitled "Love Letters" and is more subjective. Both works have an unrestrained ardor and dramatic rhetoric characteristic of Janáček's best and most mature music.

An earlier Artia recording, also from Supraphon, offered both pieces in monophonic performances by the Smetana Quartet. An earlier recording by the Janáček ensemble of the Second Quartet only was once available on Decca, but the present performance seems to be a new version. Both the Smetana and Janáček groups are technically expert and both are at home in the characteristically rhetorical style of Janáček's music. The Smetana is more expressive in phrasing, the Janáček group more dramatic in its rhetoric. The latter is the only stereo version and has somewhat wider-range reproduction. The stereo perspective is rather compact.

The cover design for this release is singularly inappropriate, related more to the fact that the disc won a French prize than to the import of the music. P.H.

MAHLER: Des Knaben Wunderhorn

Janet Baker, mezzo; Geraint Evans, baritone; London Philharmonic Orchestra, Wyn Morris(cond.).

• ANGEL 36380. LP. $4.79.
• ANGEL S 36380. SD. $5.79.

This recording contains the ten songs composed between about 1888 and 1896 and published in 1905—Revue und Erinnerungen, Lied des Verfolgten im Turm, Wer hat dieses Liebchen...—as well as the two later Wunderhorn settings Revelge and Der Tambours's selig composed about 1901 and published with the five Rückert songs as Die Sieben Lieder aus letzter Zeit. Unlike the two Vanguard recordings, both conducted by Prohaska, it does not include Urficht (which was incorporated in the Second Symphony).

The music itself is irresistible, particularly rich in irony and humor, but full too of pathos and of Mahler's exquisite and detailed observation of nature. About this new recording I have some reservations, but it is certainly the most exciting version of the songs available. The young Welsh conductor Wyn Morris divides his time between Europe and the United States, hardly misses a textural point, and his direction throughout is taut and crisp. One or two of my colleagues in England have criticized Morris's contribution as "wooden" or "too literal"; but it seems to me to have a rhythmic urgency which, to judge from piano rolls of Mahler's playing, is very like the composer's own. It is true that some of the woodwind solos lack finesse but, then, the London Philharmonic is not among the two or three best English orchestras, and it is to Morris's credit that the players cope as well as they do with Mahler's crucially exposed instrumental writing. It is also possible that a certain lack of pianissimos is due to the recording, which is impeccably clear but a bit hard and close.

Morris has had the excellent idea of splitting the four dialogue-type songs—Lied des Verfolgten im Turm, Der Schildwache Nachtlied, Traut im Unglück, and Verlorne Müh—between the two soloists, and this brings new clarity to the dramatic structure of the pieces. Janet Baker's singing is full of grace, poetry, and humor, though her voice sounds less opulent than Forrester's in the Vanguard stereo remake (Lorna Sydney in the older mono version was no contender). Humor again, as might be expected, is a strong point in Geraint Evans' performance, and he also does well in darker songs like the superbly dramatic Revolte. In comparison with Rehffus (Vanguard stereo) and Poell (Vanguard mono), he is sometimes overemphatic, and once or twice he is careless about intervals, but the former of these faults at least is the fault of a virtue, since he gives far more value to the meaning of the words than either of his rivals.

To sum up, this is an imaginative per-
featuring FINCO'S Exclusive Gold Corodizing

FINCO introduces 75 ohm FM Antennas
NOW AVAILABLE FOR 75 OHM COAX CABLE OR 300 OHM RIBBON

MORE GREAT NEWS!
If you already own a Finco FM Antenna, you can update it to a shielded coax system with Finco's new FM-STEREO KIT.

FINCO CX-FM-4G ANTENNA $33.20 list
FINCO FM-4G ANTENNA $24.90 list

Award Winning

ALL FINCO CX SERIES (75 OHM) ANTENNAS COME WITH A FREE INDOOR TUNER-MOUNTED MATCHING TRANSFORMER!

Discover the big sound difference a famous, award-winning Finco Antenna makes in FM reception from your tuner. You'll never hear a signal that's cleaner, clearer, purer. Installation is quick and easy. With Finco's 75 ohm model, simply attach the FREE indoor transformer behind your tuner and run a length of RG-59/U (Finco CX Series) coaxial cable to the antenna. Hook-up is complete. Regardless of your location, you bring in more stations — with exacting separation — free from multi-path reflections. Maximum forward gain means a substantially greater signal over the full 88 to 108 MC band. Install a superb FINCO FM Antenna soon... it's the one to look for when you want the very best in FM reception!

THE FINNEY COMPANY, 34 WEST INTERSTATE STREET, DEPT. HF-11, BEDFORD, OHIO
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NOVEMBER 1966
Try this on your record player.

If your turntable speed is off you won’t hear the recorded music at its original musical pitch. How much is “off”? NAB broadcast equipment Standards, to which all AR turntables must conform to pass factory inspection, allow no more than 0.3% inaccuracy—a maximum drift of one line every three seconds on the strobe card shown above. Pitch is kept accurate to within one-twentieth of a half tone.

Some record players have uncorrectable speed errors as high as 1.5%—strobe card drift of 5 lines every three seconds—creating a pitch error of a quarter of a half tone. It is as though the conductor directed his orchestra to tune its instruments higher or lower.

The 2-speed AR turntable meets NAB broadcast Standards in rumble, flutter, wow, and speed accuracy. The price is $78 including oiled walnut base, transparent dust cover, and center piece for 45-rpm records. In comparing prices be sure to count the cost of these accessories when, as is usually the case, you have to buy them separately.

Literature on AR turntables and speakers will be sent on request.

*Confirmed by many independent test reports. Four magazines chose the AR turntable for their top stereo systems from a field of competing units costing up to twice as much. We will be glad to send you their lists of selected components; you may also have, on specific request, a reprint of an article on how to check turntable characteristics at home.

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, INC., 24 THORNDIKE ST., CAMBRIDGE, MASS. 02141
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HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
formance of high quality which would have been still better with a little more polish and subtlety. If the dryness of the recording with Forrester and Rehfuss is a good alternative, but it cannot compete with the new issue in textural clarity and dramatic impact.

H.J.

MARTIN: Concerto for Seven Wind Instruments, Timpani, Percussion, and String Orchestra—See Varèse: Arcana.

MENDELSSOHN: Hebrides Overture, Op. 26
†Mussorgsky: Night on Bald Mountain
†Tchaikovsky: Romeo and Juliet, Fantasy Overture

Budapest Philharmonic Orchestra, Lamberto Gardelli, cond.
- QUALITON LPX 1234. LP. $5.98.
- QUALITON SLPX 1234. SD. $5.98.

Lamberto Gardelli, who has had much experience as a conductor of opera, brings a sense of drama to everything he leads here. Yet while his performances are almost seething with color and passionate involvement, everything is kept under control by a seemingly fastidious sense of balance and proportion. Of the three works contained on this disc, the Mendelssohn fares the best, it being most fittingly served by the dark, winery quality of the Budapest Philharmonic's string sections. Gardelli's tempos in this score are nicely chosen to take a middle ground between stagnation and undue haste. Romeo and Juliet, in contrast to some of the efficient, bloodless interpretations it has been receiving on disc of late, abounds with excitement. Sometimes Gardelli's demands, however, seem too much for the orchestra, which is hardly geared to the sort of virtuosic brilliance apparently expected: still and all, the director has them playing with an intensity that is, to say the least, stimulating. Least convincing in this program is the Mussorgsky, where Gardelli's vehemence sometimes prompts him to broaden tempos and inject phrases in an almost disjointed fashion. Again, one suspects that with a more brilliant ensemble the identical conductorial demands would produce far different results.

I, for one, eagerly await more from this intriguing maestro. Efficient conductors are a dime a dozen these days, but few of them take the bold chances that Gardelli does here. H.G.

MONTEVERDI: Madrigals—See Frescobaldi: Vocal Works and Harpsichord Solos.

MOZART: Symphony concertante for Oboe, Clarinet, Horn, Bassoon, and Orchestra, in E flat, K. Anh. 9; Sinfonia concertante for Violin, Viola, and Orchestra, in E flat, K. 364

Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, Karl Bohm, cond.
- DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON LPM 19156 A-LP. $5.79.
- DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON SLPM 139156A. SD. $5.79.

MOZART: Sinfonia concertante for Oboe, Clarinet, Horn, Bassoon, and Orchestra, in E flat, K. Anh. 9; Concerto for Horn and Orchestra, No. 3, in E flat, K. 447

Czech Philharmonic Orchestra, Vaclav Smetáček (in K. Anh. 9), Karel Ancerl (in K. 447), cond.
- CROSSROADS 22 16 0035. LP. $2.49.
- CROSSROADS 22 16 0036. SD. $2.49.

MOZART: Sinfonia concertante for Violin, Viola, and Orchestra, in E flat, K. 364; Duo for Violin and Viola, in B flat, K. 424

Czech Philharmonic Orchestra, Kurt Riedel, cond.
- CROSSROADS 22 16 0014. LP. $2.49.
- CROSSROADS 22 16 0015. SD. $2.49.

To begin with the masterpiece, the Double Concerto is well treated by both Deutsche Grammophon and Crossroads (in this case, originally Supraphon). The Berlin soloists—Thomas Brandis, violin; Gusto Capponi, viola—play very smoothly, with just enough vibrato, and Böhm gives them sensitive support. This is a spirited and poetic performance, free from exaggeration of any sort. The sound is first-class. In the Czech recording the soloists—Josef Suk, violin; Milan Skampa, viola—are highly skilled too. Indeed, Skampa's tone is darker, more truly violalike, than Capponi's. But the orchestra does not have quite the polish or the finesse of the Berliners. Both soloists are a bit too far forward, with the result that thematic fragments in the oboes are buried once or twice by decorative material in the solo strings. The violin tends to sound streaky in the high register. In the Duo, K. 424, however, this streakiness disappears, and there are no problems of balance.

In the Sinfonia concertante for wind quartet the Berlin Philharmonikers again turn in a topnotch performance. The orchestra sounds rather too large here, but Böhm has it singing beautifully. Each of the soloists plays impeccably, and they blend together very well. The tone of the oboist may sound thin and piercing to American ears, but that is the kind of tone many European orchestras seem to prefer. The Czech oboist on the Crossroads disc sounds very much like his German colleague. The sound on Crossroads, and indeed the performance in general, is somewhat coarser than on DGG. Smetáček takes the first movement more slowly than Böhm; it drags a little. There is more nuance in Böhm's Adagio. In the finale Smetáček seems too
fast at the beginning, and he follows the unusual, and probably unjustified, procedure of changing tempo markedly for each variation. In the Horn Concerto, however, the soloist, Morizlaw Steifel, plays cleanly, even crisply; he is on pitch throughout, and he even has a serviceable trill. In this work there is no weakness of orchestra or engineer, to inhibit enjoyment.

To sum up, then, the DGG performances of K. Anh. 9 and K. 364 seem to me to be among the best on records of these works. K. 364 fares better on Crossroads than its sister Sinfonia concertante. The Crossroads version of both the Horn Concerto and the Duo are excellent.

N.B.

MOZART: Symphony No. 40, in G minor, K. 550

†Schubert: Symphony No. 5, in B flat, D. 485

Moscow Chamber Orchestra, Rudolf Barshai, cond.
- ANGEL 36371. LP. $4.79.
- ANGEL S 36371. SD. $5.79.

Barshai has a novel approach to the main theme of the first movement of the G minor (unless what one hears is a result of a mechanical aberration). It will be remembered that the theme is played by the violins in octaves. Barshai lets us hear the lower octave, in the second violins, and keeps the firsts down so soft as to be inaudible. This happens each time the complete theme, or the first half of it, appears. Perhaps he does it to stress the dark mood of the work. If so, it is a miscalculation, it seems to me, because the actual effect—a startling one; my first thought was, have the tweeters cooked out?—is of a pale, anemic violin section, which suddenly comes to life later. Otherwise, this is a performance of considerable interest. The Andante moves along well. The Minuet is quaint and broad, but not slow. Here the powerful dissonances at the beginning of the second section could have received stronger stress. The finale has been played more spiritedly, but Barshai achieves drama here just the same.

The sharp, dynamic contrast noticeable in the performance of the Mozart is even more marked in the Schubert. Here p's are often so soft that there is nowhere left to go for pp. Similarly, f is often played ff, so that when a real fortissimo is called for there is no difference. The lyrical sections are nicely played, but the dramatic ones seem a bit overwrought.

N.B.


POULENC: Four Song Cycles

Chansons villageoises (Chanson du clair témis; Les Gars qui vont à la fête; C'est le joli printemps; Le Mendiand; Chanson de la fille triste; Le Retour du serv-

gent); Rapsodie négre (Prélude; Ronde; Honolulu; Pastourelle; Final); Le Bal masqué (Prémambule et Air de bravoure; Intermezzo; Malincolo; Boëtelle; La Dame aveugle; Final); Le Bestiaire (Le Dromadaire; La Chèvre du Thibet; La Sauterelle; Le Dauphin; L'Ecrivisse; L'Écureuil; L'Écarpe).

Jean-Christophe Benoit, baritone; Orchestre de la Société des Concerts du Conservatoire de Paris, Georges Prêtre, cond.
- ANGEL 36370. LP. $4.79.
- ANGEL S 36370. SD. $5.79.

The songs of Poulenc are finally receiving some comprehensive attention on records; a few months back we had the interesting Bernard Kraysen disc from Westminster (notable primarily for making available a solid performance of Tel jour, telle nuit), and now we have an all-Poulenc record from the Messrs. Benoit and Prêtre.

This collection includes a complete Le Bestiaire, with the orchestral accompaniment—one of Poulenc's most successful essays, for all its brevity, and in an excellent performance. The orchestral version does not seem to me really to add much, but neither does it stand in the way of the songs' points, as is sometimes the case. We also have what is really a curiosity, the Op. 1 Rapsodie légère, which is a little chamber orchestra suite with some pidgin-African nonsense for baritone. It's enjoyable in a sophomoric way. Benoit is most successful in deadpanning the lyrics of "Makoko Kangourou" ("Honoloulou, poti lomel," etc.—suspiciously like Babar's Song of the Elephants), but Prêtre is too determined to make a brilliant tour de force of the instrumental sections—the thing is overplayed, and overrecorded to boot.

Finally, we are given two of Poulenc's more important vocal works: the Chansons villageoises and Le Bal masqué. The former contains one of the composer's best work. The Chanson du clair témis can be passed over (there is nothing worse than a piece of music knocking itself out to be delightfully jaunty and witty), but Les Gars qui vont à la fête has an enjoyable swagger, and the next two songs, C'est le joli printemps et Le Mendiand, are, in their different ways (the former lazy-lyrical, the latter bitter and accusatory) close to being great pieces. The closing song too (Le Retour du serviteur) is an effective one, resembling some of those children's songs in which the most bloodcurdling happenings are related in the most cheerful, chatty fashion.

Le Bal masqué can be fun in a live performance. It was one of Poulenc's own favorites, and is unquestionably a highly polished, inventive piece of writing. But it is the side of Poulenc that I will leave to his more commercial idolators; there is genuine wit in Malincolo, but one easily grows tired of the toying and trifling, and in the long run the composition places itself as a faded period piece.

Benoit is a gifted, communicative singer. Continued on page 157

HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
HOW CAN YOU TELL A GOOD TAPE RECORDER WHEN YOU HEAR ONE?

A lot of Magnecord owners tell us they had to buy and use as many as four different tape instruments before they knew a good recorder/reproducer when they heard one. But we've got an easier and much less expensive way for you to learn what it takes to satisfy a tape recorder owner. Our new brochure waiting for you free at your Magnecord dealer's, tells you exactly what to look and listen for in a high fidelity tape instrument. Just follow the simple suggestions when you shop, and you'll be discerning the fine points of difference between tape recorder/reproducers like an expert in no time! . . . And you know what? The minute you do learn what it takes to tell a good tape recorder, we'll bet you take home a Magnecord!

NEW 8+ REELS A MAGNECORD EXCLUSIVE THAT INCREASES PLAYING TIME 50%!
NOTE: ASK YOUR DEALER ABOUT THE NEW EASY FINANCE PLAN FOR MAGNECORD EQUIPMENT.

Magnecord
DIVISION OF THE
TELEX CORPORATION
P.O. Box 11957 - Tulsa, Oklahoma 74133
MANUFACTURER OF TELEX HEADSETS AND OTHER FINE ACUSTIC DEVICES
I'm afraid only Grace Bumbry, of the Philips set, constitutes any threat to domestic tranquility. Even she does not make the kind of luscious, sensuous sound one might like to hear, but her sharply focused high mezzo has some exciting "go" in it, and she tears through the music with considerable authority and temperament. The thing I almost always miss in the playing and singing of this role is the hurt that must underlie the goddess' scorn. She is (among other things) the faithful mistress who enchains this confused fellow for a time, then is cast off the minute he begins to miss his favorite chair and his pet Schnauzer; she is supposed to represent the lure to sensual fulfillment without responsibility that is part of every man's emotional make-up, and beneath the anger and contempt we should sense the blow to her female pride—she should make us feel Tannhäuser's guilt at leaving her, as well as his guilt for being with her. It's missing here, but what Miss Bumbry does is well in line with the over-all atmosphere of the W soglia 1 performance, and at least it is sung well.

The only other Venus of bearable competence is Marianne Schech (Angel). The top of her voice still holds its freshness and beauty, and she improves as she gets into the scene. But the timbre of her voice is clearly more suited to that of a middle, and too much of her singing in the lower and middle reaches is jumbled and tremulous-sounding. A good artist, but not in the best voice or cast to advantage. From here, the descent is precipitous to the level maintained by Aga Joosten (DDG) and Margarete Bänner (Vox). They may both have sung well at former times and in other places, but the habit did not carry them through these recording sessions.

In defense of these goddesses, it may be said that no one could with any urgency plead for another song from any of these minstrel knights—which brings us to consideration of the tenors. Detailed examination of the work of August Seider (Vox) or Günther Treptow (DDG) would be pointless; in both cases, the only points at issue are whether or not they will sing through to the end, and whether or not we will stick it out with them. Treptow's case is particularly regrettable, since the basic metal and quality of what could have been a significant voice sometimes show through a technique that must have been acquired through lessons at progressivism's stronghold, while a well-modulated phrase, a ringing note, will slip through all the squeezing and straining. For that matter, there is not much to be said about the Tannhäuser of Hans Hopf (Angel). He, at least, has arrived at a method of production sufficiently functional to carry him through some years of singing the heavy Wagner parts in major theatres, though I hear nothing beautiful in his dark, chesty, beefy tone.

The singing is incessantly at one loudness and one color, and the phrasing betrays no hint of the lurking poetic impulse, the creeping musical instinct. At least it is strong enough to raise the eyebrows of the listener, and the top notes sometimes have a satisfying ring.

This leaves us with Wolfgang Windgassen (Philips), not in his best recorded form (far below that of his Götterdämmerung Siegfried) and sometimes quite precarious, but still the only interesting Tannhäuser on records. Let us admit the extreme difficulty of the role. The dramatic challenge, as I've already indicated, is a substantial one, and among the Heldentenor roles only Tristan and the younger Tannhäuser are demanding from a vocal standpoint. The tessitura of both finales—constant G, A flat, and A for long stretches—is terribly taxing, and at the end of the long evening the performer is expected to pull out all the stops for the Rome Narrative. The very opening pages are hard enough for any singer with a less than perfect technique; as Tannhäuser recalls the joys of earthly existence, he hovers for several pages on top notes which all but his most powerful tenors (Sawallisch's is the strongest) are unable to sustain. The top long phrases which he is hopefully controlling and coloring in an expressive way. This is of course the most problematic area of his voice—right on, above, and below the treble and when the technique is less than secure, the trouble will be constant from the beginning of the evening.

Windgassen has at least the understanding, the dramatic projection (live performance, remember) to rise to his best work in the third act. Here, his Narrative is full of intensity, bitterness, and fevered passion (his voice is well accustomed steadiness and lyric warmth, and the passages are a series of illustrated lectures on legato phrasing, dynamic control, simplicity and maturity of musical expression. It is difficult to imagine a more perfectly shaped "Als du in Liebeszange," and its unforgettable conclusion—"Blick ich umher," both based on an unsurpassed evenness of messa di voce. Curiously, the "O du mein hold Abendstern," is rather unsatisfactory—he breaks for breath at odd spots (I'm sure it is not generally realized how hard a piece of music this is to sing) and takes too much off the tone in an effort to keep it light. He accomplishes a beautiful mezzo-piano sweep over the E, on "Klosterkirche, Tauf der Erden," and the beauties of his singing elsewhere make one willing to forget even an indifferent Evening Star. By comparison, both Wächter and Fischer-Dieskau seem unnecessarily eager to make special points and effects; though Schlusnus is confident in the power of the musical line and in his ability to color and shape it subtly, the other two seem to feel that we won't pay attention unless they constantly tap us on the shoulder or nudge us in the ribs. Wächter is excellent so long as he is simply singing out—his "O du mein holder" comes closer than any of the others to a really firm line, and he is splendid in the final scene, and in his second act "Abendstern" ("Singspiel, Leitfaden," etc., p. 105). But the "Blick ich umher" is overstated, a rather desperate ode to spiritual love, the tone too barbed and the fermatas loaded down with vibrato, and there are points where we could care the case and beauty of his high baritone, the effect is not entirely sincere or simple.

Fischer-Dieskau also belabors the obvious, though in a somewhat different way. He has moments of great elo-
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NEW WESTMINSTER MULTIPLES
3-record sets priced for the budget-minded buyer.

SCHERCHEN/BEETHOVEN LAST SYMPHONIES (Nos. 7/8/9) Solos, chorus, Vienna State Opera Orch.
WM-1022/WMS-1022

BADURA-SKODA and SCHERCHEN/LATE BEETHOVEN PIANO CONCERTOS (Nos. 1/3/5) WM-1018/WMS-1018

RODZINSKI / TCHAIKOVSKY LAST SYMPHONIES (Nos. 4/5/6) Philharmonic Symphony Orch. of London.
WM-1020/WMS-1020

WEINRICH/BACH’s complete TRIO SONATAS and TRIOS for ORGAN WM-1014/WMS-1014

VALENTI/MASTERS OF THE HARP-SICHORD (Bach / Balbastre/Handel / Mattheson / Mozart / Pachelbel / Rameau/Scarlatti)
WM-1016/WMS-1016

SCHERCHEN / 16 GREAT OVERTURES (Adam/Auber/Beethoven/Boieldieu / Lalo / Maillart / Rossini / Thomas/Weber)
WM-1021/WMS-1021

SCHERCHEN/BACH CANTATAS (Nos. 76 / 84 / 198 / 210) Solos, chorus, Vienna State Opera Orch.
WM-1019/WMS-1019

LISZT: ANNEES DE PELERINAGE (1st complete recording—including 2nd year supplement) Far nadi, piano
WM-1023/WMS-1023

THE ALBENIudoku TRIO PIANO TRIOS from MOZART to MARTINU (also BEETHOVEN / BRAHMS / HAYDN / MENDELSSOHN)
WM-1015/WMS-1015

POUGNET-RIDDLE-PINI / BEETHOVEN COMPLETE STRING TRIOS WM-1017/WMS-1017

*These original MONOALURAL RECORDINGS ELECTRONICALLY RECHANNELLED for EXCITING STEREOHONIC SOUND.

NEW RECORDINGS
TWO BY CONTRALTO MAUREEN FORRESTER
“A model of everything good singing of any kind of music (and words) should be”—High Fidelity
PURCELL:SONGS (with tenor Alexander Young/harpischordist Martin Isepp/conducted by Brian Priestman.
XWN-19113/WST-17113

MAUREEN FORRESTER sings HANDEL ARIAS ("Xerxes"/"Rodelinda") XWN-19114/WST-17114

Westminster is both proud and sad to present the latest chapter in the SCHERCHEN LEGACY—the last recording by the famous conductor made shortly before his death.

SINFONIE CONCERTANTI by HAYDN and DANZI
XM-19000/WST-17010

NEW by the ALLEGRI STRING QUARTET—whose performances were described as “A Cultivated Pleasure”—Saturday Review.


BADURA-SKODA—Revised by the pianist from the original manuscript.

SCHUBERT: WANDERER FANTASIE and MOMENTS MUSICAUX XWN-11100/WST-17110

A new group ranging from the Baroque to Contemporary.

ZACHAU: TWO CANTATAS—Solos, chorus, Werner conducting.
XWN-19103/WST-17103

DELALANDE: SYMPHONIES FOR THE KING’S SUPPER—Paillard cond.
XWN-19104/WST-17104

TELEMANN: TWO MOTETS—Pianetina performing.
XWN-19105/WST-17105

VIVALDI: COMPLETE CELLO AND HARPSICHORD SONATAS—Tortelier/Veyron-Lacroix.
XWN-19112/WST-17112

MILHAUD conducts his SYMPHONY No. 3 (chorus/Cello and Concerto (2 pianos & orch.).
XWN-19010/WST-17101

NEW RELEASES—NEWLY REMASTERED WESTMINSTER COLLECTORS SERIES

"A project of genuine stature"—New York Times
BUXTEHUDE: ORGAN WORKS (The last of 7 volumes)/Alf Linder W-9340

SCARLATI: HARPSICHORD SONATAS—Volume 11
/Fernando Valenti W-9341

THREE ALBUMS OF STRING QUARTETS
BEETHOVEN: No. 12 (Op. 127) W-9073
BEETHOVEN: No. 4 (Op. 18, No. 4); MOZART: No. 23 (k.590) W-9074
MOZART: Nos. 16 & 17 “HUNTING” (k.428 & k.458) W-9075

Suggested list: $4.79 per disc, Mono or Stereo

NEW MUSIC GUILD RELEASES

Packaging of high calibre performances—at budget prices.

GREGORIAN CHANTS/CHORUS OF MONKS, Abbey of Encalcat, France
MG-137/MS-137

VESPER AND MATINS, Eastern Orthodox Church, Potorinsky Russian Choir.
MG-138/MS-138

MOZART: CONCERTI (Flute and Harp/Clarinet) Rampal, Laskine, Lancelot, Paillard cond.
MG-136/MS-136

PASQUINI: SONATAS FOR TWO ORGANS and for TWO HARPSICHORDS M. Alain, L. Tagliavini
MG-139/MS-139

VICTORIA: FOUR MOTETS and MISSA QUARTI TONI Cond. Deiss and Martorell
MG-143/MS-143

MESSIAEN: LITURGIES OF THE DIVINE PRESENCE Loriod, piano; Loriod, Onde Martenot; Chorus; Cond. Couraud.
MG-142/MS-142

BACH (Chorale Partita in C minor) and BOYVIN (Selections) performed by Pierrot on TWO GREAT SILBERMANN ORGANS (Marmoutier and Ebersmunster)
MG-140/MS-140

IBERT / JOLIVET / RIVIER: FLUTE CONCERTI Rampal, Cond. Froment and Jolivet.
MG-141/MS-141

Suggested list: $2.39 Mono or Stereo
sequence, as in his “Als du in kühnem Surge,” where he achieves lots of nuance but keeps the over-all line going at the same time. His unusual vocal control and his command of lovely piano effects are in evidence, and make the scene line moments But there is a habit of announcing dramatic points in an obvious way, as if he were hanging out a sign. An example is his very exaggerated way with “O Himmel, stärke jetzt ihr Herz für die Entsetzliche Himmelsleute” (pp. 284-85), which is not only an aside, but which is sung simultaneously with a line of Elisabeth’s, and then with the entry of her father Fritz von der Vogelweide to make the most reasonable effect from a large company’s normal complement of artists—there is no need to maintain a “Wagnerian wing”; in fact, the Metropolitan no longer does, and our other companies never have. Fortunately, this is not the case as ever since Tannhäuser (with its need for a true Heldentenor) does not. It is not performed more often than formerly, but it has managed to retain a hold in the repertory, as most of the other Wagner operas have.

Compositively, it represents an unquestionable advance over Tannhäuser—much more effective building of ensemble, richer and subtler instrumentation, more adventurous harmonic invention. The opera’s weaknesses are essentially dramatic ones: one might say, for instance, that the overlong and somewhat formulized choral exclamations over the Herald’s proclamations in Act II are relatively uninteresting music, but I think the point really is that it is a poor idea to have them go on and on this way; whether one calls this a musical miscalculation or a legitimate dramatic strategy, the two can’t be separated in opera anyway, least of all in Wagner.

More vital is the essential unbelievability of the two protagonists, which can verge on downright dislikability, if the performers are not very careful. This seems to be a recurrent nineteenth-century problem—we are constantly being told to cast our lot with the Good Guys, who turn out to be unbearable stuffy bores, and avoid the Bad Guys, who are at least recognizably human. In this case, the hero is all too easily represented as an overbearing prig, and the heroine as a vendor-head and horribly self-righteous young lady who becomes responsible for the moment she gets married—it is hard to avoid seconding Ortrud’s “Hat dieser Stolz ...”

These characters, and their actions, remain on an abstract, black-and-white, nondevelopmental level; yet the framework of the drama does not have the simplicity or the consistent stylization of pure fairy tale or myth—there is too strong a mixture of historical and “naturalistic” elements, so that one never knows for sure which theatrical premise is operative, and consequently one can’t quite believe in any.

It is still, of course, an exceptional opera, filled with wonderfully theatrical imagery, with strong, simple conflicts properly set forth, and with musical beauties that would insure Wagner’s greatness against the loss of everything else he ever wrote.

The fact that it is easier to cast than most of his other works does not mean that it is necessarily easier to cast really well, and though the opera’s popularity is reflected in a multiplicity of complete recordings (two deleted ones, in addition to those considered here), it cannot be said that a single one of them is consistently satisfying, let alone incandescent. The recently released RCA Victor version (LM 6710 or LSC 6710) is note-complete, even down to the invariably omitted follow-up section to the Grail Narrative (see HMF, September 1966, p. 83). The others are complete save for this section and for two excisions in the DGG recording, with the result that they share the virtue of giving us more of the score than we generally hear in the theatre.

Of the four readings given us on the currently available recordings. I’m a bit surprised to find that Josef Kibalbich’s (London 4502. mono only) is the one that seems to me to bring the most consistent life to the score. Kibalbich (whose work I know solely from recordings) has never struck me as more than a solid, dependable sort—and indeed this Lohengrin is not the kind that will keep one awake for nights afterward. But it has animation and consistent proportion, and there is nothing jarring to the style; we never stop short with the thought that we are not hearing Lohengrin, or perhaps even Wagner. The more lyrical, singing sections often have considerable beauty—the soaring violins at the end of the Elsa/Ortrud duet, for example (p. 155)—but the more dramatic pages have considerable impetus too: the Lohengrin/Telramund duet is a sound like slappy movie-serial stuff (in fact, it’s been used for just that purpose) has some real bite, and when the score says “feierlich” or “gewichtig,” we get a weight and thrust that are often lacking in the other readings.

Rudolf Kempe (Angel 3641 or S 3641), whom I have normally admired, turns in an uncharacteristically flat performance—it is extraordinary how often his conducting comes up lifeless and motionless, especially in the first act. We cannot even blame it on the tempos—it is a simple slackness and lack of urgency, as if the King and the assembled nobles were only exchanging courtesies; the accusation and trial have the air of a Congressional hearing on somebody's misuse of expense account funds. Although I have no inside dope on how the recording of this performance was made we can observe that the Kempe, which does emerge as one sensible piece, is taken live Bayreuth (1953) performances, and the Kempe, which one would not expect to

**Continued on page 145**

**Hi Fi Fidelity Magazine**
Here is another first from Viking — a three speed, solid state stereo recorder, with three-motor design for utmost reliability, priced under $250! Another example of Viking tradition that always guarantees you the finest equipment available in this price range. The Model 423 is made with the same careful attention to quality as other Viking models which set a standard of excellence for tape recorders.

88 Stereo Compact
The "final touch" for any stereo music system.
Less than $340.00

880 Stereo Portable
Includes detachable speakers, headphone output.
Less than $440.00

807 "Tape Turntable"
For playback only of all standard tapes through music systems.
Less than $125.00
Tape recorder manufacturers are beginning to pay particular attention to how machines look in addition to the way they sound. There's a slight, but noticeable trend toward getting out of the luggage business and into the manufacture of cabinets acceptable in the living room. For one thing, the tape recorder manufacturers are beginning to realize that the average machine does precious little traveling. For another, if the recorder is going to be used to its full potential it must look somewhat more inviting and less complex than a jet plane instrument panel. Styling suitable for the home is not the only trend. Some manufacturers are turning their attention to cartridge loading recorders for the home. In a few cases, it results in a smaller, less imposing instrument and a few are simple enough for any child to operate.

And, of course, tape is on wheels. The latest Detroit status accessory is the cartridge loading tape player fitting snuggly in or under the dash.

This permits you, for something around $100 — or slightly more — to cruise along America's turnpikes with the sound of your favorite music (mostly light at the moment) without the jarring interruption of radio commercials.

Operating the auto tape player may be somewhat easier than buying one. Most machines are designed for either four-track Fidelipac cartridges or eight-track Lear Jet or Ortronic cartridges. In addition, North American Phillips Co. (Norelco) has introduced its own concept of the cartridge. Basically, the Fidelipac, Lear Jet and Ortronic cartridges are self-rewind. Machines using them operate at 3 7/8 ips. Some progress has been made toward simplifying the buyer's problem with the introduction of playback units accepting both four (Fidelipac) and eight-track (Lear Jet) cartridges. Norelco’s cartridge is smaller, flatter and of reel-to-reel design. Recorders for the Norelco cartridge operate at 1 7/8 ips.

Video tape recording may soon be an important factor in the tape enthusiast’s thinking. In addition to the machines listed in this year’s Tape Recorder Guide, General Electric Co. plans to market a machine soon with prices starting at $550. There will be others too. Sony Corporation of America has shown a portable machine that will get video recording out of the living room and into the back yard, arena and picnic area.

Battery-operated audio tape machines have shown tremendous progress too. Reel size on at least one unit is a healthy 7 in. In addition, several stereo machines are available. Cartridge use is on the increase in battery portable design.

Now for this year's guide.

You'll probably notice that we've abandoned cps (cycles per second) in favor of the new symbol Hz, an abbreviation of the name of the nineteenth century physicist Heinrich Hertz, who contributed much to our knowledge of electromagnetic wave propagation. Hz instead of cps has been adopted internationally and is now used by the U.S. Government’s National Bureau of Standards and by the standards committee of the Institute of High Fidelity.

Since most home tape recorders have 7-in. reels, a noted reel size for AC machines only when it differs from 7 in. However, we've added a reel size category for battery portables. This should help you fit a machine more easily to your particular needs.

All information contained in this guide was supplied by manufacturers and distributors. We therefore cannot assume responsibility for inaccuracies. — MYRON A. MATZKIN

AC Operated Recorders

**AIWA TP-705**


**AIWA TP-1002**

Tape speeds — 1 7/8 and 3 3/4 ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Reel size — 5 in. Record — 4-track stereo. Playback — 4-track stereo. Frequency response — not available. Indicator — one meter. Weight — 10 1/2 lb. Other features — powered by four D-cells; or AC; one low level and one high level input per channel; external speaker outputs; and one built-in and one detachable speaker. Price — $109.95.

**AIWA TP-801**


**AIWA TP-719**

Tape speeds — 1 7/8, 3 3/4 and 7 1/2 ips, Heads — two, Motors — one. Reel size — 7 in. Record — 2-track mono. Playback — 2-track mono. Frequency response — not available. Indicator — meter. Weight — 16 lb. 9 oz. Other features — powered by eight D-cells, AC or 12 volt car battery; one low level and one high level input; external speaker output; and one built-in speaker. Price — $129.95.

**AMPEx 800 SERIES**

Tape speeds — 1 7/8, 3 3/4 and 7 1/2 ips, Heads — three. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback — full, 2 and 4-track mono and 2 and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 50-15,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 37 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp and one speaker output per channel; head phone output; and two speakers in split carrying case cover. Price — $299.95; in walnut cabinet, $399.95; deck with record and playback preamps only, $249.95.

**AMPEx 1100 SERIES**

Tape speeds — 1 7/8, 3 3/4 and 7 1/2 ips, Heads — three. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback — full, 2 and 4-track mono and 2 and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 50-15,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 37 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; one low level and one high level input per channel; automatic tape threading; automatic reverse playback; speakers are separate. Price — $499.95; in walnut cabinet, $479.95; deck with record and playback preamps only, $379.95.

**AMPEx 2100 SERIES**

Tape speeds — 1 7/8, 3 3/4 and 7 1/2 ips, Heads — four. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 30-18,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 37 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp and one speaker output per channel; record and playback in both directions; automatic threading; and separate speakers. Price — $549.95; in walnut cabinet, $579.95; deck with record and playback preamps only, $479.95.

**AMPEx 985**

Tape speeds — 1 7/8, 3 3/4 and 7 1/2 ips, Heads — three. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback — full, 2 and 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 50-15,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 68 lb. Other features — tape recorder and AM/FM multiplex tuner combined.

![Image of AMPEX 1100 Series](www.americanradiohistory.com)
Tape — 3½, 3⅛ and 7½ ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 50-15,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 18 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp and one speaker output per channel; and stereo headphone jack. Price — $199.95.

CHANNEL MASTER 6458
Tape speeds — 1¼, 3⅛ and 7½ ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 2-track mono. Playback — 2-track mono. Frequency response — 150-12,000 Hz. Indicators — magic eye. Weight — 17½ lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; one low level and one high level input per channel; stereo headphone output; automatic level control; monitoring and built-in speaker. Price — $159.95.

CHANNEL MASTER 6465
Tape speeds — 7/8, 3⅛ and 7½ ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono. Playback — 4-track mono. Frequency response — 150-10,000 Hz. Indicator — meter. Weight — 11.9 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; one low level and one high level input per channel; extension speaker output; automatic level control and one built-in speaker. Price — $119.95.

CIPHER II
Tape speeds — 3⅛ and 7½ ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 2-track mono. Playback — 2-track mono. Frequency response — 100-10,000 Hz. Indicator — meter. Weight — 17 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; one low level and one high level input per channel; monitor amplifiers; one low level and one high level input per channel; monitoring; sound-on-sound; automatic reverse and two built-in monitoring speakers. Price — $119.95.

CIPHER 77
Tape speeds — 1⅞, 3⅛ and 7½ ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 80-15,000 Hz. Indicators — two magic eyes. Weight — 27 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; two low level and two high level inputs per channel; one preamp and one external speaker output per channel; monitoring; on-off speaker switch; automatic stop; and two built-in speakers. Price — $149.95.

CHANNEL MASTER 6430
Tape speeds — 3⅛ and 7½ ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 50-15,000 Hz. Indicators — two magic eyes. Weight — 28 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp and one speaker output per channel; stereo headphone output; sound-with-sound; automatic shutoff; and two speakers in detachable carrying case covers. Price — $239.95.

CHANNEL MASTER 6431
Tape speeds — 3⅛ and 7½ ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 50-15,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 18 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp and one speaker output per channel; stereo headphone output; sound-with-sound; automatic shutoff; and two speakers in detachable carrying case covers. Price — $239.95.

CIPHER 98
Tape speeds — 3⅛, 3⅛ and 7⅞ ips. Heads — three. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 35-15,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 36.7 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; three low level inputs; preamp, external speaker outputs; automatic cutoff; speakers built into split carrying case cover. Price — $249.95.

CIPHER 300
Tape speeds — 1⅞, 3⅛ and 7½ ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 50-15,000 Hz. Indicator — meter. Weight — 38 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; two low level and two high level inputs per channel; preamp output; two built-in speakers. Price — $189.95.

COLUMBIA MASTERWORK MODEL M-800

CONCERTONE 803
Tape speeds — 3⅛ and 7½ ips. Heads — 3. Motors — three. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 30-18,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 47 lb. Other features — deck with recording and playback preamps only; one low level and one high level input per channel; monitoring; sound-on-sound; automatic reverse and two built-in monitoring speakers. Price — $519.95.

CONCERTONE 804A
Tape speeds — 3⅛ and 7½ ips. Heads — 3. Motors — three. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 30-18,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 47 lb. Other features — deck with recording and playback preamps only; one low level and one high level input per channel; monitoring; sound-on-sound; automatic reverse and two built-in monitoring speakers. Price — $519.95.

CONCERTONE 815
Tape speeds — 3⅛ and 7½ ips. Heads — 3. Motors — three. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 20-20,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 62 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; one low level and three high level inputs per channel; preamp headphone and extension speaker outputs; sound-on-sound; echo effects; monitoring; automatic reverse and two extension speakers. Price — $699.95.

CONCORD 220
With just a flip of a switch, the new Uher 8000E tape recorder offers you 4 track stereo, monaural recording and playback, 4 speeds, 4 heads, synchronous sound on sound, multiplay sound with sound, echo effects, exclusive built-in automatic slide synchronizer (Dia=pilot), optional sound activator, (whew) and a host of other fantastic features. (You'll also flip over its all new solid state circuitry.)

If the above isn't enough reason to switch to Uher, you should listen to its concert hall sound.

CONCORD 444
Tape speeds — 1¾, 3¼ and 7½ ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 50-15,000 Hz. Indicators — two neon lights. Weight — 30 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp and one external speaker output per channel; monitoring; sound-with-sound; Trans-A-Track; and one built-in speaker and one detachable carrying case cover. Price — Under $199.95.

CONCORD 700
Tape speeds — 1¾, 3¼ and 7½ ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 50-15,000 Hz. Indicator — one meter. Weight — 30 lb. Other features — one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp, one stereo headphone and one extension speaker output per channel; automatic shutoff; Trans-A-Track recording; and two detachable speakers. Price — Under $250.

CONCORD 776
Tape speeds — 1¾, 3¼ and 7½ ips. Heads — four. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 30-20,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 40 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp, one stereo headphone, and one external speaker output per channel; automatic reverse record and playback; automatic shutoff; Trans-A-Track; sound-with-sound; and two extension speakers in split carrying case cover. Price — Under $350. Model 727, two heads, no reverse record and playback, under $300.

CRAIG C516
Tape speed — 3½ ips. Heads — one. Motors — one. Record — 4-track stereo. Playback — 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 75-15,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 31 lb. Other features — wood base; uses Fidelipac cartridges; one high level and one low level input per channel; extension speaker outputs. Price — $279.95.

CRAIG 910
Tape speeds — 3¼ and 7½ ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 50-15,000 Hz. Indicator — meter. Weight — 26 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; one high level and one low level input per channel; external speaker; headphone outputs; sound-on-sound; and two built-in speakers. Price — $179.95.

CROWN SS701
Tape speeds — 3¼, 7½ and 15 ips. Heads — three. Motors — three. Record — full track mono. Playback — full track mono. Frequency response — 50-30,000 Hz. Indicator — meter. Weight — 42 lb. Other features — 10-in. reel size; deck with record and playback preamps only; one low level (50 or 250-ohm optional) and one high level (50 lb. bridging optional) input; preamp and headphone outputs; optional remote control. Price — $1,025.

CROWN SS724
Tape speeds — 1¾, 3¼ and 7½ ips. Heads — three. Motors — three. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 30-25,000 Hz. Indicator — two meters. Weight — 46 lb. Other features — 10-in. reel size; deck with record and playback preamps only; two low level (optional) and two high level inputs (optional 50 or 250-ohm balanced) and one optional on/off control; built-in mixer; plug-in circuit modules; front panel headphone outputs. Price — $1,240.

CROWN SS822
Tape speeds — 3¼, 7½ and 15 ips. Heads — three. Motors — three. Record — 2-track mono and 2-track stereo. Frequency response — 50-30,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 50 lb. Other features — 10-in. reel size; deck with record and playback preamps only; two low level and two high level inputs per channel; optional 50 or 250-ohm balanced microphone inputs on two or four inputs; plug-in circuit modules; optional remote control; built-in mixer; Optional — +180dB balanced output. Price — $1,440.

CROWN SS724
Tape speeds — 1¾, 3¼ and 7½ ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 50-30,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 50 lb. Other features — 10-in. reel size; deck with record and playback preamps only; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp output per channel; optional on/off remote control; one stereo headphone output per channel. Price — $975.

DELMONICO PTR-55A
Tape speeds — 3¼ and 7½ ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 50-12,000 Hz. Indicator — two meters. Weight — 38 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; one low level and one high level input per channel; one remote speaker output per channel; and two speakers in split carrying case covers. Price — $135.

EICO RP 100
Tape speeds — 3¼ and 7½ ips. Heads — three. Motors — three. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 25-18,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 48 lb. Other features — deck with preamps; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp and headphone output per channel; sound-on-sound. Price — in semi kit form, $299.95; wired, $450.

EMERSON SS533
Tape speeds — 15/16, 1¾, 3¼ and 7½ ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 35-18,000 Hz. Indicator — one meter (switched). Weight — not available. Other features — one low level and one high level input per channel; sound-on-sound; and two built-in speakers. Price — $139.95.

EMERSON MM516

EMERSON MM517

GELOSO G 4/10
Tape speeds — 15/16, 1¾ and 3¼ ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 2-track mono and 2-track stereo. Frequency response — 50-12,000 Hz. Indicator — meter. Weight — 13 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; one low level input; extension speaker output; remote control; voice-activated operation and one built-in speaker. Price — $269.95.

GELOSO G 540
Tape speed — 1¾ ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 2-track mono and 2-track mono. Frequency response — 80-8,000 Hz. Indicator — meter. Weight — 6 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; one low level and one high level input; preamp and external speaker outputs; remote control and one built-in speaker. Price — $149.95.

GRUNDIG TK 340
Tape speeds — 1¾, 3¼ and 7½ ips. Heads — three. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 40-18,000 Hz. Indicators — two magic eyes. Weight — 50 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; one low level and one high level input per channel; one remote speaker output per channel; and two speakers in split carrying case covers. Price — $119.95.
Meet the most imitated tape recorders in the world. See how Norelco sets the style, sound and innovations in tape recording.

**Compact Cassette**

*Carry-Corder® '150'.* Cassette loading cordless. Up to 90 minutes' high quality recording/playback per cassette. Capstan drive and constant speed motor. 80-10,000 cps. Comes with prerecorded tape cassette. Dynamic microphone. Fitted carrying case. Patch cord. 3 lbs.

**Reel-to-Reel**


*Continental '101'.* 2 track for up to 3 hours playing time. Cordless, uses 6 flashlight batteries. Tone control. 80-8,000 cps. Dynamic microphone. Tape guard. Record and battery life meter. 7 lbs.


*Continental '450'.* Stereo-mono/record-playback. 4 track. 60- and 90-minute compact cassette. Automatic pop-out cassette operation. Solid state. 2 satellite speakers in matching teak cabinets. Stereo record level control. Tone, balance and loudness controls. 60-10,000 cps. Public address system. Vu meter, digital counter. Speakers separate. 8 lbs. less speakers.

*Continental '350'.* Solid state compact cassette loading... 2 track, mono record/playback... up to 90 minutes playing time. Frequency response 60-10,000 cps. Electrodynamic omnidirectional microphone. Digital counter, vu meter. Automatic record control. Pause control. Sound deflector. Lustrous teakwood cabinet. 8½ lbs.

**The Norelco Group**

The Norelco Group is a line-up of professional quality tape recorders. From convenient compact cassette models to reel-to-reel models. Every kind, every price — and all with that famous Norelco quality. Membership within the group is the price of a Norelco recorder and the satisfaction you'll get from owning one.

Norelco®

North American Philips Company, Inc., High Fidelity Products Department, 100 East 42nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10017
Dynamic Recorders by TELEFUNKEN

the name for finer quality in tape recorders . . .

Magnetophon 204, designed for the professional. This full stereo tape recorder has two speeds, 40-18,000 frequency, mixing facility for studio effects, takes up to 7" reels and plays up to 12 hours. Plays in either vertical or horizontal position, with all controls conveniently up front. Handsome walnut cabinetry completes this TELEFUNKEN masterpiece.

. . . and truly portable portables!

Magnetophon 301, the new favorite. Fully transistorized compact portable, precision engineered. Only 7½ lbs. without batteries—3" x 10½" x 11½", with easy-access controls. 5" standard reels, 4 tracks, for up to 6 hours recording and playing. Speed 3½ ips. Radio, phono and mike inputs; X speaker, preamp, earphone outlets. Operates on flashlight, car or re-chargeable batteries or any electrical outlet with optional AC adaptor-battery charger. All purpose!

AMERICAN ELITE, INC.
48-50 34th St., Long Island City, N.Y. 11101
Telefunken Sales & Service Headquarters for over a decade

Proper Care: Key to Long Tape Life

Some tape recorder users may spend hours producing a tape yet casually toss the finished product, unprotected, into a desk drawer or closet. There the tape remains for weeks, months, years, gathering dust and dirt—pushed aside, partially unwound and mangled as various people poke around in the drawer or closet. Then suddenly one day the tape is played. The sound is an assault on the audience's ears.

High heat and low humidity are two of acetate based tape's worst enemies. The tape can become extremely brittle. Play it and watch it break in so many places that it will become unusable. If you suspect a tape has been subjected to such extreme temperature and humidity ranges, store the tape under proper conditions first. A dried out tape may recover by drawing moisture from the air—just as overly dried wood tends to do. However, one ounce of prevention is best. If you know that the temperature and humidity where the tape is stored vary greatly, use preventive methods. Store the tape in sealed metal cans.

Charles G. Westcott and Richard F. Dubbe, in their book “Tape Recorders, How They Work,” recommend loose spooling on reels for tapes that you plan to store for an extended period of time. Keeping the tape loose helps to prevent damage by constant changes in humidity which cause tape to contract and expand. Before using the tape, rewind it tightly through a recorder. With polyester base tapes, of course, you have fewer heat and humidity storage problems.

Print-through, another enemy of good tape sound, can occur during tape storage. Sound from one layer of tape “prints through” to the next, producing an echo effect or repeating of sound when you play the tape. In some cases you won't hear the print-through—particularly if you use only the amplifiers and speakers in your tape recorder to play the tape. You may hear it, however, if you hook your recorder to a high fidelity system, with its lower inherent noise level.

You can to a great extent eliminate the danger of print-through by using a polyester base tape which is less subject to print-through noises than the acetate base tapes. Raw tape manufacturers have also developed several low noise tapes that go a long way toward eliminating the problem. In addition, periodic playing of your tape, or simply winding them from one reel to another—helps to prevent excessive print-through buildup.

Add leader to both leading and trailing edges of recorded tape. This guards against loss of sound at the start and end of a tape because of accidental breaks.

Finally, don't use ordinary cellulose tape to splice sound tapes. The binding agent may bleed around the edges of the splice and eventually work into capstan, drive wheels and sound heads. Use regular sound splicing tape and either a splicing block or splicing machine. The cost is nominal and the savings high in valuable tape.

HEATHKIT MAGNERCORD AD-16

Tape speeds—3¾ and 7½ ips. Heads—three. Motors—three. Record—4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback—4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response—45-18,000 Hz. Indicators—two meters. Weight—35 lb. Other features—Kit version of the Magnercord 1020; deck with preamps only; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp and one headphone output per channel; sound on sound; sound with sound and echo effects. Price—$414.

KNIGHT K4450

Tape speeds—3¼ and 7½ ips. Heads—three. Motors—two. Record—4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response—50-18,000 Hz. Indicators—two meters. Weight—30 lb. Other features—deck, with record and playback preamps only; 2 high level and 2 low level inputs per channel; sound-on-sound; echo effects; mixing facilities; 6 function indicator lights. Price—$399.50. (Available with electronics section in kit form, Viking transport, KN-415, $249.95.)

KORTING TR 4000

Tape speeds—1½, 3¼ and 7½ ips. Heads—two. Motors—one. Record—4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback—4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response—30-20,000 Hz. Indicators—two magic eyes. Weight—33 lb. Other features—self-contained carrying case; one low level and one high level input per channel; one tape head, one preamp and one speaker output per channel; stereo headphone output; European-type radio input; echo effects; sound-on-sound; sound-with-sound; remote control provision; and two built-in speakers. Price—$399.95.

LA BELLE MAESTRO III

Tape speeds—3¼ and 7½ ips. Heads—one. Motors—one. Record—2-track mono. Playback—2-track mono. Frequency response—50-15,000 Hz. Indicators—two two neon lights (one for normal level, one for overload). Weight—28 lb. Other features—self contained carrying case; two high level inputs; preamp and external speaker outputs; slide projector sync; speaker built into carrying case cover. Price—$375.

LAFAYETTE RK-815

Tape speeds—1½, 3¼ and 7½ ips. Heads—two. Motors—one. Record—4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback—4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response—40-18,000 Hz. Indicators—two meters. Weight—35 lb. Other features—Kit version of the Lafayette 815; deck with preamps only; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp and one headphone output per channel; sound on sound; sound with sound and echo effects. Price—$414.
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Who would you put in the box?

"Dizzy"?

Shakespeare?

Beethoven?

Uncle Louie singing "Danny Boy"?

Build a world of your own on Scotch Magnetic Tape

Whatever your listening preference... "Scotch" Brand "Dynarange" Tape helps you create a new world of sound. Delivers true, clear, faithful reproduction across the entire sound range. Makes all music come clearer...cuts background noise...gives you fidelity you didn't know your recorder had.

Best of all, "Dynarange" is so sensitive it gives you the same full fidelity at a slow 3/4 speed that you ordinarily expect only at 7 1/2 ips. Lets you record twice the music per foot! The result? You use less tape...save 25% or more in costs! Lifetime silicone lubrication protects against head wear, assures smooth tape travel. Ask your dealer for a free "Scotch" Brand "Dynarange" Tape demonstration.

Magnetic Products Division

3M Company
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LAFAYETTE RK-820
Tape speeds — 1 7/8, 3 7/8 and 7 1/8 ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 40-18,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 15 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp output per channel; sound-with-sound; and sound-on-sound. Price — $109.95.

LAFAYETTE RK-830
Tape speeds — 1 7/8, 3 7/8 and 7 1/2 ips. Heads — three. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 40-18,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 15 lb. Other features — deck with record and playback preamps only; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp output per channel; sound-with-sound; and sound-on-sound. Price — $109.95.

LAFAYETTE RK-840
Tape speeds — 1 3/4, 3 5/8 and 7 7/8 ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 40-18,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 24 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; two low level and one high level input per channel; one external speaker output per channel; stereo headphone output; automatic shutoff; and two built-in speakers. Price — $169.95.

LAFAYETTE RK-860
Tape speeds — 1 7/8, 3 7/8 and 7 1/4 ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 30-22,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 26 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; two low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp and one speaker output per channel; sound-with-sound; sound-on-sound; automatic shutoff; and two built-in speakers. Price — $219.95.

LAFAYETTE RK-880
Tape speeds — 1 3/8, 3 1/2 and 7 1/8 ips. Heads — three. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 30-22,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 22 lb. Other features — deck with record and playback preamps only; two low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp output per channel; bias and equalization adjustments; monitoring; stereo headphone output; sound-with-sound; sound-on-sound; and automatic shutoff. Price — $249.95.

MAGNECORD 1020
Tape speeds — 3 3/4 and 7 1/2 ips. Heads — three. Motors — three. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback — full 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 45-18,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 35 lb. Other features — deck with record and playback preamps only; 8 1/2 in. reel size; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp and one headphone output per channel; automatic shutoff. Price — $570.

NORELCO 350

NORELCO 420
Tape speeds — 1 7/8, 3 7/8 and 7 1/8 ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 40-18,000 Hz. Indicator — one magic eye. Weight — 22 lb. Other features — teakwood cabinet; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp and one external speaker output per channel; stereo headphone output; and one built-in speaker. Price — $239.50.

NORELCO 445
Tape speeds — 1 7/8 ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 4-track stereo. Playback — 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 60-12,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 8.3 lb. Other features — uses Norelco cartridge; deck with record and playback preamps only; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp output per channel. Price — $130.

NORELCO 450
Tape speeds — 1 7/8 ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 4-track stereo. Playback — 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 60-12,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 8.3 lb. Other features — uses Norelco cartridge; deck with record and playback preamps only; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp output per channel. Price — $130.

OKI 222
Tape speeds — 3 3/4 and 7 1/2 ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono. Playback — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo (with external preamplifier and amplifier). Frequency response — 50-15,000 Hz. Indicator — meter. Weight — 15 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp and one tape head output per channel; sound-with-sound; one built-in speaker. Price — $190.

OKI 300
Tape speeds — 3 3/4 and 7 1/2 ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 30-22,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 18 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; one low level and one high level input; preamp, sound head, speaker and headphone outputs; and built-in speaker. Price — $149.95.
Now instant movies in sound start at $695.

The new Sony Videocorder deck (model CV-2000D) is both compact and versatile. It's also quite reasonably priced, $695.

It's just like current Sony Videocorder models, but without the built-in TV monitor. Using a separate monitor or TV set, you can tape selected TV programs off-the-air. Add the optional Sony TV camera and you can tape "live" action in sight and sound. Play back your tape, and you'll see instant movies in sound.

This new deck is small enough to fit on a bookshelf, as a part of your hi-fi component system. Light enough (only 44 lbs.) to take wherever you want it to perform. Adaptable enough to use with any TV monitor, small or large screen (the new Sony 8"-inch and 22"-inch receiver/monitors are perfect mates). It can be adapted to work with most home TV sets. Handsome too, in walnut-finish cabinet.

Looking for a Videocorder with its own built-in monitor? Then meet the rest of the Sony Videocorder family. TCV-2010 complete in its own carrying case, $995. The TCV-2020, handsome oil-finish walnut cabinet and with built-in timer to automatically tape TV programs while you're away, $1150. For taping "live" action, there is the Video Camera Ensemble VCK-2000 (camera, elevator tripod, microphone) at $350.

For an unforgettable demonstration visit your Sony Videocorder dealer today. For free 16-page booklet write:

SONY® Corp. of America, 47-37 Van Dam St., Long Island City, N.Y. 11101 Dept. H

*diagonal measurement. The Videocorder is not to be used to record copyrighted material. Sony and Videocorder are registered trademarks of the Sony Corp. All prices suggested list.
track stereo. Frequency response — 40-15,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 62 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp and one external speaker output per channel; sound-on-sound; sound-with-sound; two speakers built into split carrying case. Price — $219.95; Model 300D, deck with preamps only, $159.96.

OKI 333
Tape speeds — 3¾ and 7½ ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 20-22,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 22 lb. Other features — one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp and one external speaker output per channel; automatic self-shut-off; two speakers built into split carrying case. Price — Less than $289.95.

OKI 555
Tape speeds — 3¼ and 7½ ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 20-22,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 24½ lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp and one speaker output per channel; automatic self-shut-off; sound-on-sound; two speakers built into split carrying case. Price — $349.95.

PANASONIC RS-755
Tape speeds — 3¾ and 7½ ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 60-15,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 27½ lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp and one external speaker output per channel; sound-on-sound; sound-with-sound monitoring; and two separate speakers in hinged doors. Price — $279.95.

PANASONIC RS-780
Tape speeds — 1¾, 3¼ and 7½ ips. Heads — four. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 40-15,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 53½ lb. Other features — deck, with record and playback preamps only; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp output per channel; automatic self-shut-off; sound-on-sound; sound-with-sound; and echo effects. Price — $699.95.

PANASONIC RD-1000 S
Tape speeds — 3¾ and 7½ ips. Heads — four. Motors — three. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 25-20,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 55¼ lb. Other features — deck, with record and playback preamps only; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp output per channel; stereo headphone output; automatic reverse; sound-on-sound; sound-with-sound; and echo effects. Price — $699.95.

PANASONIC RQ-705

PANASONIC RS-770
Tape speeds — 3¾ and 7½ ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 60-15,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 30 lb. Other features — two level and two high level inputs per channel; one preamp and one external speaker output per channel; sound-on-sound; sound-with-sound. Price — $179.95.

PANASONIC VICTOR YHD 38
Tape speeds — 3¾ ips. Heads — one. Motors — one. Record — 8-track stereo. Frequency response — 50-10,000 Hz. Indicator — none. Weight — 22 lb. Other features — deck, with record and playback preamps only; uses 8-track cartridge; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp output per channel; and sound-with-sound. Price — $169.95.

PANASONIC VICTOR YHD 42
Tape speeds — 1¾ and 3½ ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 50-15,000 Hz. Indicator — one meter. Weight — 29 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; uses 4-track cartridge; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp and one speaker output per channel; built-in stereo headphone output; sound-with-sound; and two speakers in split covers. Price — $149.95.

PANASONIC VICTOR YHD 44
Tape speeds — 1¾, 3¼ and 7½ ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 50-15,000 Hz. Indicator — one meter. Weight — 32 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp output per channel; stereo headphone output; sound-with-sound; and two built-in speakers. Price — $199.95.

PANASONIC VICTOR YHD 47
Tape speeds — 1¾, 3¼ and 7½ ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 50-15,000 Hz. Indicator — one meter. Weight — 32 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp output per channel; stereo headphone output; sound-with-sound; and two speakers in split carrying case. Price — $299.95.

PANASONIC VICTOR MHG 75
Tape speeds — 1¾, 3¼ and 7½ ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 50-15,000 Hz. Indicator — one meter. Weight — 20 lb. Other features — deck, with record and playback preamps only; wood base; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp output per channel; and sound-with-sound. Price — $199.95.

PANASONIC VICTOR YHH 30
Tape speeds — 3¾ and 7½ ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 2-track mono. Playback — 2-track mono. Frequency response — 100-10,000 Hz. Indicator — meter. Weight — 17 lb. Other Features — self-contained carrying case; one low level and one high level output; pre-
amp, earphone and speaker outputs; automatic level control; and one built-in speaker. Price — $99.95.

**RCA VICTOR YHM 33**


**REVOX 6-36**

Tape speeds — 3/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads — three. Motors — three. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo (2-track optional). Playback — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo (2-track optional). Frequency response — 40,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 45 lb. Other features — deck with preamps and monitoring amplifier; two high level and one low level inputs per channel; one preamp output per channel; slide projector sync; hand and foot remote facilities; sound-on-sound; echo effects; one built-in monitoring speaker. Price — $500.

**ROBERTS 1630-8L**

Tape speeds — 1/4, 3/8 and 71/2 (15 optional) ips. Heads — three. Motors — one. Record — 4 and 8-track mono and 4 and 8-track stereo. Playback — 4 and 8-track mono and 4 and 8-track stereo. Frequency response — 40,000 Hz. Indicator — one meter (switched). Weight — 39 lb. Other features — 4-track reel to reel 8-track cartridge record and playback; self-contained carrying case; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp and one extension speaker output per channel; stereo headset output; automatic shutoff; remote control track selector on cartridge; and two built-in speakers. Price — $389.95.

**ROBERTS 1725-8L**

Tape speeds — 3/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo (also 8-track cartridge). Playback — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 40,18,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 33 lb. Other features — walnut case; combination reel-to-reel and cartridge machine; one low level and one high level input per channel; remote control; two built-in speakers. Price — $389.95. Model 1725, without cartridge facility, $229.95; model 1725 with detachable speakers, $299.95.

**ROBERTS 1700**


**ROBERTS 5000**

Tape speeds — 3/4 and 71/2 (15 optional) ips. Heads — four. Motors — three. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 25 to 22,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 70 lb. Other features — 10¼ in. reels; cross field head; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp, one external speaker output per channel; stereo headphone output; built-in mixer; and two built-in speakers. Price — $999.95.

**ROBERTS 7000RX**

Tape speeds — 1/4, 3/8 and 71/2 ips. Heads — three. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 30-20,000 Hz. Indicator — meter. Weight — 35 lb. Other features — self-contained carry case; one low level and one high level input; preamp output; built-in mixer, and one built-in speaker. Price — $799.95.

**ROBERTS 7700X**

Tape speeds — 1/4, 3/8 and 71/2 (15 optional) ips. Heads — three. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 40,20,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 49 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; cross field head; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp and one external speaker output per channel; DIN input/output jack; phono/plug input; sound-on-sound; sound-with-sound; auto shutoff and two built-in speakers. Price — $399.95.

**ROBERTS 838**


**ROBERTS 1620**


You know what a stereo tape recorder looks like. This one, you have to hear.

Ask your dealer for a trial spin on the Grundig TK 340. We call it the table-top "sound studio." It's a 4-track, 3-speed stereo sweetheart with a full professional bag of tricks: echo effects, sound-on-sound, sound-with-sound. It tapes live, off-the-air, from tape, discs, or (optional extra) telephone. It plays back with fabulous fidelity: 40 to 18,000 cps frequency response, 12 watts of audio power each channel. And it handles with professional versatility: full push-button controls, pause bar, monitor jack, automatic stop and dozens of other conveniences. But specs are specs...and hearing is believing. Next time you're doing the audio shops, listen to the Grundig TK 340. You'll get the picture.

**GRUNDIG**

GRUNDIG-TRIUMPH-ADLER SALES CORPORATION
355 Lexington Avenue, New York, New York 10017
WORLD FAMOUS IN RADIOS, TAPE RECORDER AND ADLER TYPEWRITERS
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SONY 104
Tape speeds — 1/2, 3/4 and 7/8 ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono. Play- back — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 50,10,000 Hz. Indicators — none. Weight — 32 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; one low level and one high level input per channel; headphone and external speaker output per channel; automatic shutoff; automatic recording level control; and one built-in speaker. Price — $139.50.

SONY 105
Tape speeds — 1/2, 3/4 and 7/8 ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono. Playback — 4-track mono. Frequency response — 50,12,000 Hz. Indicator — meter. Weight — 20 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; one low level and one high level input; headphone and external speaker outputs; automatic level control; automatic shutoff; and one built-in speaker. Price — $139.50.

SONY 200
Tape speeds — 3/4 and 7/8 ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 50,14,000 Hz. Indicators — two motors. Weight — 27 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp and one external speaker output per channel; stereo headphone output; sync strobe; sound-on-sound; and two speakers in split carrying case cover. Price — $199.50.

SONY 250 A
Tape speeds — 3/4 and 7/8 ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 50,15,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 15 1/2 lb. Other features — deck, with record and playback preamps only; one low level and one high level input per channel; walnut base; one preamp output per channel; and automatic shutoff. Price — less than $149.50.

SONY 260
Tape speeds — 3/4 and 7/8 ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 50,15,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 34 lb. Other features — one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp and one external speaker output per channel; and automatic shutoff. Price — less than $249.50.

SONY 350
Tape speeds — 3/4 and 7/8 ips. Heads — three. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 50,15,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 20 lb. Other features — deck, with record and playback preamps only; wood base; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp and one external speaker output per channel; and automatic shutoff. Price — $199.50.

SONY 530
Tape speeds — 3/4 and 7/8 ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 50,15,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 38 lb. Other features — one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp and one external speaker output per channel; sound-on-sound; two built-in speakers and two external speakers in split case covers. Price — $399.50.

SONY 660
Tape speeds — 3/4 and 7/8 ips. Heads — four. Motors — three. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback — 44-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 50,15,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 55 lb. Other features — one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp and one external speaker output per channel; stereo headphone output; sound-on-sound; automatic shutoff; and two built-in speakers and two external speakers in split case covers. Price — $575.

SYMPHONIC R1000
Tape speeds — 3/4 and 7/8 ips. Heads — three. Motors — three. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 30,22,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 67 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp and one speaker output per channel; stereo headphone output; automatic shutoff; and two speakers in split carrying case covers. Price — $549.95.

TANDBERG 12
Tape speeds — 1/8, 3/4 and 7/8 ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 40,16,000 Hz. Indicators — two magic eyes. Weight — 23 lb. Other features — one low level and two high level inputs per channel; one preamp and one external speaker output per channel; and two built-in speakers. Price — $498.

TANDBERG 64
Tape speeds — 1/8, 3/4 and 7/8 ips. Heads — three. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 50,15,000 Hz. Indicator — meter. Weight — 18 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; one low level and one high level input; stereo head output for external amplifier and external speaker output; and two built-in speakers. Price — $139.95.

SYMPHONIC R600
Tape speeds — 1/8, 3/4 and 7/8 ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 50,15,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 27 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; one switched input per channel for either low or high level operation; one external speaker output per channel; and two built-in speakers. Price — $199.95.

SYMPHONIC R800
Tape speeds — 1/8, 3/4 and 7/8 ips. Heads — two. Motors — three. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 50,15,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 32 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; one low level and one high level input per channel; one stereo preamp output; one external speaker output per channel; stereo headphone output; sound-on-sound; and two built-in speakers. Price — $259.95.
TELEFUNKEN MAGNETOPHON 200
Tape speeds - 3½ ips. Heads - two. Motors - one. Record - 2-track mono stereo. Playback - 2-track mono and 4-track mono and 4-track stereo (with external amplifier and speaker). Frequency response - 40-15,000 Hz. Indicator - meter (switchable). Weight - 21 lb. Other features - self-contained carrying case; two low level and one high level output per channel; one preamp, headphone output, one external speaker output and one built-in speaker. Price - $219.95.

TELEFUNKEN MAGNETOPHON 203
Tape speeds - 1½ and 3½ ips. Heads - two. Motors - one. Record - 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback - 4-track mono and 4-track stereo (with external amplifier and speaker). Frequency response - 40-15,000 Hz. Indicator - meter. Weight - 21 lb. Other features - self-contained carrying case; one low level and one high level output; external speaker and preamp outputs and built-in speaker with cutoff switch. Price - $149.95.

TELEFUNKEN MAGNETOPHON 204 U
Tape speeds - 3½ and 7½ ips. Heads - two. Motors - one. Record - 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback - 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response - 40-18,000 Hz. Indicators - two meters. Weight - 32 lb. Other features - two low level and one high level output per channel; one preamp, one external speaker and one headphone output per channel; sound-on-sound; sound-with-sound and two built-in speakers with cutoff switches. Price - $329.95.

UHER 6000

UHER 7000D
Tape speeds - 3¼ and 7½ ips. Heads - two. Motors - one. Record - 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response - 50-15,000 Hz. Indicators - two meters. Weight - 16 lb. Other features - self-contained carrying case; one low level and two high level inputs per channel; one preamp and one speaker output per channel; headphone output; two built-in speakers plus two extension speakers. Price - $230.

UHER 8000
Tape speeds - 15/16, ⅞, ¾ and 7½ ips. Heads - four. Motors - one. Record - 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response - 40-20,000 Hz. Indicators - two meters. Weight - 19 lb. Other features - self-contained carrying case; one low level and two high level inputs per channel; one preamp and one speaker output per channel; headphone output; slide sync; remote control; voice actuated recording; and two built-in speakers. Price - $420.

V-M 727

V-M 733

V-M 737
Tape speeds - 1/2, 3/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 2-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback — 2-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 50-15,000 Hz. Indicators — two neon lights. Weight — 30 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp and one external speaker output per channel; slide sync provision; stereo headphone output; sound-with-sound; and two speakers in split carrying case covers. Price — $339.95.

V-M 744
Tape speeds — 1/2, 3/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 50-15,000 Hz. Indicator — one meter. Weight — 31 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp and one external speaker output per channel; sound-with-sound; slide sync provision; and two speakers in split carrying case covers. Price — $259.95.

V-M 749
Tape speeds — 1/2, 3/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 50-15,000 Hz. Indicator — one meter. Weight — 31 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp and one external speaker output per channel; sound-with-sound; slide sync provision; and two speakers in split carrying case covers. Price — $259.95.

V-M 754
Tape speeds — 1/2, 3/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads — one. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 50-15,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 47 lb. Other features — walnut veneer case; built-in AM/FM stereo tuner; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp and one external speaker output per channel; headphone output; sound-with-sound; provision for adding slide sync; and two speakers in split covers. Price — $469.95.

WEBCOR 2702

WEBCOR 2703
Tape speeds — 1/4, 3/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads — one. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 50-15,000 Hz. Indicator — meter. Weight — 171/4 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp output per channel; one external speaker output; headphone output; sound-with-sound; automatic shutoff; and two built-in speakers. Price — $149.95.

WEBCOR 2721
Tape speeds — 3/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads — one. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 100-15,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 171/4 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp and one external speaker output per channel; automatic shutoff; and two built-in speakers. Price — $179.95.

WEBCOR 2722
Tape speeds — 1/4, 3/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads — one. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 80-15,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 221/2 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp and one external speaker output per channel; automatic shutoff; and two built-in speakers. Price — $199.95.

WEBCOR 2730
Tape speeds — 1/4, 3/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads — one. Motors — one. Record — 3-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 40-15,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 341/2 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp and one external speaker output per channel; sound-with-sound; automatic shutoff; and two speakers in split carrying case covers. Price — $249.95.

WEBCOR 2731
Tape speeds — 1/4, 3/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads — one. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 40-18,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 361/2 lb. Other features — self-contained carrying case; one low level and one high level input per channel; one external amplifier and one speaker output per channel; sound-with-sound; sound-on-sound; automatic shutoff; and two speakers in split carrying case covers. Price — $289.95.

WEBCOR 720
Tape speeds — 1/4 ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Record — 2-track mono and 2-track stereo. Playback — 2-track mono and 2-track stereo. Frequency response — 10-15,000 Hz. Indicators — two neon lights. Weight — 431/2 lb. Other features — uses 1/4 in. 2-track Scotch Brand cartridges; wood base; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp and one external speaker output per channel; automatic and delayed shutoff; monitoring; and two external speakers. Price — $459.95; Model 7100, with two built-in speakers, $399.95; Model 7000, deck with record and playback preamps only; $339.95.

WOLLENSAK 1500SS

WOLLENSAK 5750
Tape speeds — 1/4, 3/4 and 71/2 ips. Heads — one. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 40-17,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 281/2 lb. Other features — wood cabinet; one low level and one high level input per channel; one preamp and one extension speaker output per channel; stereo headphone output; monitoring; automatic shutoff; and two speakers in split covers. Price — $249.95. Model 5800, with provision for adding matching tuner, more elaborate speaker system, $299.95; Model 5740, $229.95; Model 5730, $199.95; Model 5720 (deck), $189.95; Model 5710 (mono), $159.95.

Video Tape Recorders
Home video tape offers more exciting possibilities than almost any of the electronic innovations of recent times. Video tape standards are few and far between as manufacturers seek to develop the best possible approach to home video recording. Machines are far more expensive than audio/tape recorders—and far more complicated. Right now, tapes made on a machine of one manufacturer cannot be replayed on a machine of another make. Here’s a rundown on machines currently available or available in the near future.

AKAI — This is the first fixed head machine promised for early delivery to the market. It is also the first to go into production using 1/4 in. tape traveling past the tape head at 18 ips. The unit has a maximum reel size of 10½ in. for 100 min. recording time.
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AMPEX 6275—Works with virtually any home TV set by simply hooking it up to the antenna terminal. There’s a matching camera—the AMPEX 6400—with positive, non-through-the-lens finder and single interchangeable lens mount. A mike can be plugged into the camera. The recorder itself employs 1-in. tape, and permits up to 60 min. at a recording speed of 9.5 in. per sec. recording with a 3,000 ft. reel. Price — $14.95.

CONCORD VTR 600—This unit is not intended strictly for home use—but rather for light industrial, audio visual, and educational applications. It uses 1/2-in. tape at a speed of 12 in. per sec. The machine may be attached to any standard TV set with a converter for playback. Maximum recording time is 40 min. with a 7 in. reel. Price — $1,150 for the recorder or $1,610 for recorder, TV monitor and camera.

SONY HOME VIDEOCORDER—Model 2010 is covered in leatherette and “portable” and Model TCV-2020 is in a walnut cabinet. It weights 66 lb. and offers 60 min. recording time on 1/2 in. tape at 7/16 ips (7 in. reel). The recording unit is an integral part of the recorder. However, existing TV sets can be used. A timing device can be preset for recording while you’re away from home. The VCK-2000 camera has a single, interchangeable lens mount and open sight viewer. Sony has shown, but is not currently marketing, a color version of their video recorder. Price — starts at $995 for the TCV-2010, without timer or monitor; camera, $350.

SONY PORTABLE VTR—One of the most exciting developments is this 9/2 lb. battery operated portable video recorder. So far, none are on the market, but Sony expects to make them available next year. Pictures recorded on the portable can be played back on the Sony console, since they are recorded in 1/2-in. tape at 7/16 ips using the same scanning system. The camera and the recorder are both battery powered. No price yet.

WOLLENSIN VTR-150—Again, a machine not designed for the home. It uses 1/2-in. tape and will record for one hour on a 1 7/8 in. Scotch Brand Helical scan video tape costs $39.95. for a 2,400-ft. reel. The machine weighs 50 lb. Price — $1,495 for the recorder or $2,995 for recorder, one reel of tape, vidicon camera monitor, mike, headset and accessory cords.

PANASONIC NV-8000—Using a tape speed of 12 ips, the Panasonic has a 7-in. maximum reel size for 40 min. of recording time. The recorder weighs about 54 lb. The TV monitor unit can be run off an accessory battery pack or car battery. The camera has a standard C-mount but no finder system. The monitor serves as the finder. Price — $1,110.

Battery Operated Portables

BUTOA MT 225
Tape speeds — 1 1/2, 3 1/4 and 7 1/2 ips. Heads — three. Motors — three. Reel size — 5 1/4 in. Record — 2-track mono. Playback — 2-track mono. Frequency response — 30-18,000 Hz. Indicator — meter. Weight — 10 lb. Other features — powered by eight V cells or two rechargeable dry batteries or three 6V 3U batteries, or AC with adapter; one low level and one high level input; preamp, external speaker and head- phone outputs; monitoring; automatic shutoff; and built-in speaker. Price — $320.

CHANNEL MASTER 6464
Tape speeds — 1 1/4 and 3 1/4 ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Reel size — 5 in. Record — 2-track mono. Playback — 2-track mono. Frequency response — 100-7,000 Hz. Indicator — meter. Weight — 9 1/2 lb. Other features — powered by six D-cells or AC; one low level and one high level input; earphone and extension speaker outputs; remote control; and built-in speaker. Price — $119.95.

CHANNEL MASTER 6545
Tape speeds — 1 1/2 and 3 1/4 ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Reel size — 3 1/4 in. Record — 2-track mono and 2-track stereo. Playback — 2-track mono and 2-track stereo. Frequency response — 150-7,000 Hz. Indicator — meter. Weight — 5 1/2 lb. Other features — powered by six C-cells or AC; one low level and one high level input per channel; headphone output; and built-in speaker. Price — $300.95.

COLUMBIA MASTERWORK MODEL M-807
Tape speeds — 1 1/2, 3 1/4 and 7 1/2 ips. Heads — four. Motors — one. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Reel size — 7 in. Frequency response — 100-10,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 241/2 lb. Other features — powered by 8 D-cells or AC; 2 low level and 2 high level inputs; external speaker and earphone outputs; 2 built-in speakers. Price — $129.95.

CONCERTONE 727
Tape speeds — 15/16, 1 1/4, 3 1/4 and 7 1/2 ips. Heads — three. Motors — one. Reel size — 5 in. Record — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback — 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response — 40-14,000 Hz. Indicators — two meters. Weight — 16 lb. Other features — powered by six D-cells or AC; one low level and one high level input per channel; provision for remote control mike; stereo headphone output; sound-with-sound and two built-in speakers. Price — $289.95.

CONCORD F-100
Tape speed — 1 1/2 ips. Heads — one. Motors — one. Reel size — 2-track cartridge similar to Norelco. Record — 2-track mono. Playback — 2-track mono. Frequency response — 50-10,000 Hz. Indicator — meter. Weight — 6 1/4 lb. Other features — powered by 7 1.4-volt mercury batteries, or AC or car battery with accessory adapters; low level input; preamplifier and external speaker outputs; remote control; built-in speaker. Price — $360.

DEJUR AMSCO SUPERCORDER C100

FI-CORD 202A
Tape speeds — 3 1/4 and 7 1/2 ips. Heads — two. Motors — one. Reel size — 2-track mono. Playback — 2-track mono. Frequency response — 50-12,000 Hz. Indicator — meter. Weight — 6 1/4 lb. Other features — powered by 7 1.4-volt mercury batteries, or AC or car battery with accessory adapters; low level input; preamplifier and external speaker outputs; remote control; built-in speaker. Price — $350.

GELOSO TR 711
**GRUNDIG**

TRK 6

| Tape speeds | 1 1/4 and 3 3/4 ips. Heads | two. Motors | one. Reel size | 4 5/16 in. Record | 2-track mono. Playback | 2-track mono. Frequency response | 100-10,000 Hz. Indicator | meter. Weight | 17 lb. Other features | powered by six D-cells; one high level input; external speaker, earphone outputs; remote control; built-in speaker. Price | $99.50. |

**MIDGETAPE 500M**

Tape speeds - 3 3/4 ips. Heads | one. Motors | one. Record | 2-track mono. Playback | 2-track mono. Frequency response | 100-10,000 Hz. Indicator | meter. Weight | 20 lb. Other features | powered by 12-D-cell batteries; one low level input; preamp and external speaker; remote control. Price | $399.50. Model 500MK, $330; Model 400, 1 1/4 ips, microphone input, earphone output, $269.50. |

**NAGRA III**

Tape speeds - 3 3/4, 7 1/4, and 15 ips. Heads | four. Motors | one. Reel size | 7 in. Record | full track mono. Playback | full track mono. Frequency response | 25-20,000 Hz. Indicators | three meters. Weight | 15 lb. Other features | powered by 12-D-cell batteries; one low level input; preamp; built-in remote control. Price | $1,250. |

**NORELCO 150**

Tape speed - 1 1/4 ips. Heads | two. Motors | one. Record | 2-track mono. Playback | 2-track mono. Frequency response | 100-10,000 Hz. Indicator | meter. Weight | 3 lb. Other features | powered by 5 C-cell batteries or AC with adapter; uses special Norelco tape cartridge loaded with 3/4 in. tape; low level input; preamp output; built-in speaker. Price | $50. |

**NORELCO 175**

Tape speeds - 1 1/4 ips. Heads | two. Motors | one. Record | 2-track mono. Playback | 2-track mono. Frequency response | 80-10,000 Hz. Indicator | meter. Weight | 4 1/2 lb. Other features | uses Norelco cartridge, powered by five D-cells; one low level and one high level input preamp output; built-in speaker. Price | $100. |

**NORELCO 1962**

Tape speeds - 1 1/4 ips. Heads | two. Motors | one. Record | 2-track mono. Playback | 2-track mono. Frequency response | 60-10,000 Hz. Indicator | meter. Weight | not available. Other features | combination AM/FM, short-wave radio and cartridge tape recorder using Norelco cartridge; one low level and one high level input; records from built-in radio; built-in speaker. Price | $299.50. |

**PANASONIC RO-152**

Tape speeds - 1 1/4 and 3 3/4 ips. Heads | two. Motors | one. Reel size | 5 in. Record | 2-track mono. Playback | 2-track mono. Frequency response | 100-7,000 Hz. Indicator | meter. Weight | 7 1/2 lb. Other features | powered by six D-cells or AC; two high level inputs; earphone output; remote control and built-in speaker. Price | $99.50. |

**ROBERTS 6000S**

Tape speeds - 15/16, 1 3/4, 3 3/4 and 7 1/2 ips. Heads | three. Motors | one. Record | 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response | 40-20,000 Hz. Indicator | meter. Weight | 11 lb. 2 oz. Other features | 6-volt rechargeable battery or AC with adapter; one low level and one high level input per channel; mono and stereo inputs; external speaker and headphones; cross-field head; built-in speaker; all transistor. Price | $359.50. Model 600MS, mono, 299.50. |

**SONY 800**

Tape speeds - 1 1/4, 3 3/4 and 7 1/2 ips. Heads | two. Motors | one. Reel size | 5 in. Record | 2-track mono. Playback | 2-track mono. Frequency response | 100-10,000 Hz. Indicator | meter. Weight | 13 lb. Other features | powered by 4-D-cell batteries or AC; one low level and one high level input; earphone output; automatic record level control; and built-in speaker. Price | $199.50. |

**SYMPHONIC R-300**

Tape speeds - 1 1/4, 3 3/4 and 7 1/2 ips. Heads | two. Motors | three. Reel size | 7 in. Record | 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Playback | 4-track mono and 4-track stereo. Frequency response | 50-15,000 Hz. Indicators | two meters. Weight | 25 lb. Other features | powered by eight D-cells or AC; one low level and one high level input per channel; one extension speaker output per channel; and two built-in speakers. Price | $219.50. |

**TANDBERG 11**

Tape speeds - 15/16, 1 3/4, 3 3/4 and 7 1/2 ips. Heads | two. Motors | one. Reel size | 7 in. Record | 2-track mono. Playback | 2-track mono. Frequency response | 40-16,000 Hz. Indicator | meter. Weight | 7 1/2 lb. Other features | powered by 10-D-cell batteries or AC with adapter; one low level, one high level and one radio input; preamp and headphone outputs; automatic recording level control (switch activated); remote control; provision for addition of light source for sync. Price | $598. |

**TELEFUNKEN MAGNETOPHONE 301**

Tape speeds - 3 3/4 ips. Heads | two. Motors | one. Record | 4-track mono. Playback | 4-track mono. Reel size | 5 in. Frequency response | 40-14,000 Hz. Indicator | meter. Weight | 7 lb. Other features | powered by 5 D-cells, rechargeable Dryfyl storage battery or AC with adapter/charger; two low levels and one high level input; external speaker and preamp outputs; car adapter available and built-in speaker with cutoff switch. Price | $169.50 (without mike); 2-track model 300, $139.50 (without mike). |

**TELMAR 201**

Tape speeds - 1 1/4 and 3 3/4 ips. Heads | two. Motors | one. Reel size | 5 in. Record | 2-track mono. Playback | 2-track mono. Frequency response | 100-8,000 Hz. Indicator | meter. Weight | 7 lb. Other features | powered by four penlight batteries; one low level and one high level input; headphone (or extension speaker) output; remote control; and built-in speaker. Price | $99.50. |

**UHER 4000L**

Tape speeds - 15/16, 1 3/4, 3 3/4 and 7 1/2 ips. Heads | two. Motors | one. Reel size | 5 in. Record | 2-track mono. Playback | 2-track mono. Frequency response | 100-10,000 Hz. Indicator | meter. Weight | 10 lb. Other features | powered by Dryfyl storage battery, five D-cells, AC, or 6 or 12 volt car battery with accessory power unit; two high level inputs; headphones; remote control; voice activated operation with Akustomat accessory; and built-in speaker. Price | $440. |

**V-M 760**

Tape speeds - 1 1/4 and 3 3/4 ips. Heads | one. Motors | one. Reel Size | 3 1/4 in. Record | 2-track mono. Playback | 2-track mono. Frequency response | 200-6,000 Hz. Indicator | meter. Weight | 5 lb. Other features | powered by rechargeable 10-volt nickel-cadmium battery; one low level and one high level input; external speaker (or earphone) output; remote control; and built-in speaker. Price | $129.50. |

**WEBCOR 2715**

Tape speeds - 1 1/4 and 3 3/4 ips. Heads | two. Motors | one. Reel size | 5 in. Record | 2-track mono. Playback | 2-track mono. Frequency response | 300-5,000 Hz. Indicator | meter. Weight | 15 lb. Other features | powered by five rechargeable batteries or six D-cells; two low levels and one high level input; voice operated recording; external speaker output; and built-in speaker. Price | $124.50. |

**WOLLENSAK 4100**

Tape speeds - 1 1/4 ips. Heads | two. Motors | one. Reel size | one hour cartridge. Record | 2-track mono. Playback | 2-track mono. Frequency response | 120-10,000 Hz. Indicator | meter. Weight | 3 lb. Other features | powered by five rechargeable batteries or six D-cells; two low levels and one high level input; external speaker output; remote control; and built-in speaker. Price | $99.50. |
RCA Victor's Solid State matched modules: MHT 60 Tuner/Amplifier, MHL 32 Studiomatic changer, XFK 22 Speaker system.

*the missing module in your home entertainment system...

RCA Victor's new tape deck.

The Module Mark I stereo reel-to-reel tape deck puts the finishing touch to the most sophisticated home entertainment system. The MHG 75 gives you all these features: • connects in minutes to any stereo system with proper tape jack • tape-saving 4-track, 3-speed operation (7½, 3¾ or 1⅞ ips) • 7" reels — up to 2400 feet • "Sound-plus-Sound" lets you add new sound to previously recorded tapes • pause switch • P. A. switch • tape usage counter • push-button controls • transport stops automatically when tape runs out • Danish-style cabinet in walnut veneers and selected hardwoods • two ceramic mikes, 7" reel of tape and take-up reel included. See your RCA Victor dealer now for the sound-est investment you can make in tape recorders, changers, speaker systems and tuner-amplifiers.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
The first “his ’n hers” tape recorder... new from WOLLENSAK!

**his:** This 84-inch wide Wollensak is every inch a man’s Tape Recorder. Four powerful matched speakers provide true stereo separation of sound. Solid-state components ensure dependability, instant response. Control Central groups all controls within a handspan. AM-FM stereo tuner and tape storage cabinet. More: twin VU meters, calibrated dials, finger-contoured powered push buttons, self-threading reels.

**hers:** This is fine furniture—warm and glowing. Fine walnut cabinetry. Speakers faced with textured fabric. Metal surfaces and trim in muted gold tones. Adds to the decor on wall or in bookcase. Matching walnut sliding doors. AM-FM stereo tuner and storage cabinet optional. Model 5800 shown, $299.95.* Model 5300 $279.95.*

*Fair trade prices where law allows:
fall to a lower level, bears all the earmarks of an overspiced studio recording—it just doesn't sound like a drama. Of course, execution is execution—either the onstage trumpets give us that special, burning sort of crescendo, or they don't, and that's that.

I analyzed Erich Leinsdorf's reading of the score in some detail in my review of the RCA Victor set earlier this fall. It has the advantage of brilliant orchestral playing, particularly from the brass, and of a frequency with which it reveals the clarity of texture and steadiness of rhythm. But again, it doesn't sound much like an opera, and in this case there is no reason to feel the conductor has been betrayed by the engineers. Leinsdorf seems very much to want a purely musical justification for everything played and sung, which is another way of saying that he often ignores or deliberately quashes the possibilities suggested by the theatrical situation. The most obvious examples, another manifestation of the Act I finale and Telramund's big outburst in the opening scene of Act II ("Durch dich musst ich verlieren," etc., pp. 118 ff.), both of which are held to an absolutely literal, even plodding, pace, as if the conductor regarded any suggestion of unconscious quickening or rubato as impure. He succeeds in expunging some of the more pointless traditional changes that find no basis in the score, but he expunges the more meaningful ones at the same time.

The over-Siegfried Eggen Jochum's reading may be in part ascribed to the relatively narrow range of the DGG monophonic sound (the set, 18084/88, is well over a decade old), for the climaxes sound monitored and underpowered, and that can cut the ground from under a performance rather badly. Jochum's musicianship is beyond question, and shows in his carefully shaped, sustained rendition of the Prelude and in the neatness of the ensembles. But there is nowhere near enough thrust or weight or punch—the introduction to Ortrud's "Entweih' die Götter," for example, raises nary a hackle, and we simply never become involved in the progress of the drama. This is also the least complete of the recorded Lohengrins—bits are excised from the Act II choruses, and all the material from Elsa's "Mir schwankt der Boden" (p. 316) to the sightseeing of the Swan (p. 329) in Act III is left out.

While none of the recorded Elsas offers what could legitimately be called a "great" interpretation (nothing in the Rethberg class, that is), two of them are distinguished by the guidance of the Eleanor Steber (London) and Elisabeth Grümmer (Angel). For all the beauties of the music, the role is a hard one to make something of. Not only is Elsa unremittingly weak, sickly, and gentle (qualities which she must project almost entirely through the music); one can almost suspect her of being not overly bright or sensitive—as with Desdemona, one is tempted to ask, "Why doesn't she just leave the fellow alone?" But of course it is this failure to let alone, simply to accept, that is the central subject of the drama, and it is extremely important that it be made to seem an entirely natural and understandable (if lamentable) part of Elsa's nature. She is not so pale and passive a person as she often appears—she takes on the aggressive role as the Bridal Chamber Scene proceeds, replies with some spirit to Ortrud's intrusion into the Act II procession, and has a quite exciting outburst of joy at the end of Act I.

The part is normally cast too lightly; neither dramatically nor vocally is this a true lyric role (as Eva is). The consequence is that the outburst of joy makes no effect because it cannot be heard through the ensemble; Ortrud simply wipes up the stage in Act II; Elsa's final anguish and misgiving does not seem real because no woman has been established; her fatal weakness (the subject of the drama) is ill-defined because everything about her is weak. If we are lucky, we normally get a nicely sung Dream Narrative and "Euch Lüften"; but I think the nature of much of the rest of the writing makes it clear that what is needed is not a light, floating voice, but a big, warm voice that is capable of lightness and a floating effect. I understand that Milanov sang the role in her early years, and (leaving aside matters of temperament and style) that kind of voice seems to me to have just the sort of timbre and technical structure required by the music.

Stieber comes the closest to the quality and weight I like in the part: she sings it most beautifully—far better than she did at her Metropolitan performances of a couple of seasons later. The voice does lack the final bit of punch and focus needed for a few of the top climaxes, but at least it's both buoyant and clarity; the sound of the more restrained passages, and of everything in the middle and upper-middle parts of her range, is of extraordinary loveliness. The phrasing is aristocratic, the musical impulse always fresh and live. Certainly the entire scene with Ortrud is most beautiful, and in the Bridal Chamber Scene she even rises to some fine climaxes, including a good top B.

Grümmer is not quite so fresh and secure as on the earlier Meistersinger recording—she has gained an international reputation only late in her career. Her voice sometimes loses its purity and form above the staff, particularly when she is pressing on it, and there are some precarious moments in the Bridal Chamber Scene. As always with this artist, however, there is the basic prettiness of voice and constant dramatic awareness to compensate for small failings. Very typical is the passage between the Herald's two summonses for a knightly defender: the plea to King Henry (p. 39) is nicely felt and projected, and the little prayer ("Du tragest zu ihm meine Klage," etc., p. 41) is touching and flowingly sung, right up to its penultimate phrase, "wie ick ihn seh," where the high A natural simply isn't quite there.

The other two Elsas are Lucine Amara (RCA Victor) and Anneliese Kupper (DGG). The former sings evenly and
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steadily with a sound that is much too light and bright for the part, with an insufficient bottom and an insistence of color that can verge on whininess. Kupper shows rather more dramatic sense, a good instinct for phrasing, and some pleasant sound in the piano passages; but the voice itself is somewhat unattractive whenever she tries to increase the volume. Good field, no hit.

The Ortruds also give us two up and two down—and they seem to go along with their Elsas in this respect. One thing Ortrud must certainly be is loud, and another is insinuating—the gifts of the sorceress back up her claims. But more than anything she must be deeply angry; the scornfulness and bitterness of the dis-inherited must be in everything she does and says. She is a woman who has stood with a losing cause (symbolically, her faith in the Norse deities) out of principle. She is sure she is right, and everyone else is sure she is wrong. That is a powerful motivation, especially when combined with a strong sense of self-interest, and this is a strong and not entirely unsympathetic character. It has been seventeen years since I saw Astrid Varnay perform the part, but I recall it as a most compelling presentation, on a level with her splendid Kundry. She was visually and vocally striking, looking like Vampira draped across the steps of the Met’s vintage Minster, and singing with that big, cutting voice, sometimes ungainly and harsh but always authoritative and intact. It is hard to describe her work in the London recording too: the long scene with Telramund is infused with a genuine nastiness and contemptuousness; the piano tones have considerable suggestiveness, while the curse cuts through with terrific force. Always, there is point to her phrasing and handling of the words, and the indefinable quality of “temperament” that keeps an artist’s work continuously alive.

Christa Ludwig (Angel) does not bring quite as personal a feeling to her Ortrud—we feel her more as a force than as a woman. But the voice has a fine, cold thrust, capped by an exciting top (really hair-raising in the "Entwedite Gott") and is somewhat more even and certain of intonation than Varnay’s. One does sense, though, that it does not have all the easy size of Varnay’s—the sound tends to grow a bit tremulous and hysterical when she press too far. Sometimes she is too innocently forthright a singer, and is somewhat more even and certain of intonation than Varnay’s. One does sense, though, that it does not have all the easy size of Varnay’s—the sound tends to grow a bit tremulous and hysterical when she press too far. Sometimes she is too innocently forthright a singer.

Rita Gorr (RCA Victor) ought to be the perfect Ortrud, with her huge, rock-solid mezzo: even the steeliness that often invades the tone can be a positive advantage in the part. But she is far below par on this recording, her singing is gusty and labored, and while she starts out well enough at the beginning of Act II, she barely negotiates the climaxes at the ends of Acts II and III, and then only by means of a series of unmusical whoops.

Helena Braun (DG), the wife of Ferdinand Frantz, is remembered as the soprano who once saved a Met performance by replacing an indisposed Brünnhilde at the last moment, though she was not even on the roster. The vocal equipment is all there, but it is all over the place, spread and unfocused; whatever special imagination her touching with the surface of her sound routine is betrayed by her vocal insecurity. An example of Margarete Klose’s Ortrud can be heard on Odeon 83381, where she offers the scene of the Telramund scene with Josef Metternich. Splendid singing of great authority, and an almost witchlike evasion of evil. Metternich too is first-rate, far superior to his later self.

Vocally, Lohengrin is a role which seems to contralateral itself. The internal evidence of the score indicates that it belongs to the specialized Heldentenor category created for most of the Wagnerean roles. The upper extreme is A natural, rather than the B natural or C of the "true tenor" parts; demands constant and varied exploitation of the area just around and above the "break"—F, F and G—which is precisely where problems abound for most singers. By and large, traditionalists do not enjoy the demands made by Wagner on the lower part of the voice; nor do they easily make their climactic effects where Wagner asks for them, but rather a full tone above.

It really does seem as if what is called for is a baritone who has learned to manipulate with extraordinary freedom and control at the upper extreme of his range, and whose voice has taken on a measure of the characteristic bright tenor ring. Lohengrin is not different from the other Heldentenor parts in this respect—only Stolzing and the two parts in Holländer approach the normal tenor compass and tessitura. But Lohengrin also demands singing which is lyric in style. Unfortunately, too many baritone-tenor metamorphoses are imperfect; many baritones learn to push their voices the extra tone up, but few come out of it with a really balanced, integrated technique, with the result that (1) their voices don’t last long, and 2) they try to sing a true lyric line, with the smoothness and dynamic control thereby implied, in the Heldentenor tessitura. Consequently, the heavy roles are most often sung by tenors, weighted voices at an insistent, desperate forte, while Lohengrin, which cannot be sung that way, is most often taken by a sort of overblown lyric tenor, whose voice is underweighted and overranged for the music. Since the character is not set forth in any individual way or developed in the course of the action, the failure to sing it with real beauty and expressivity cannot be made up in any great part. At the same time, the role can be "gotten away with" by a normal tenor, and so that is what we usually get.

Of the artists who assume the role on the current complete recordings, Sándor Konya (RCA Victor) seems to me to come closest to a complete representation. It is true that there are precarious moments vocally; I certainly don’t care for the white, thinned-out sound he uses for his mezza-voce effects, which seriously detracts from such passages as the "Nun sei bedankt..." parts of the Bridal Chamber Scene, and the opening of "In...
"You never heard it so good... until you've heard RCA Stereo 8!"
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frem Land": nor do I enjoy the open, blatty sound he sometimes falls into in the upper-middle part of his voice. But the basic quality of the voice is quite beautiful, the timbre as essentially right (about midway between what we usually call "lyric" and "dramatic"), the phrasing very knowledgeable and musical. There is some ring in the top tones, and some variety in the color. Kônya is, in my judgment, the best singer Schöhring we have had over the past fifteen years, and though I have heard him sing it more firmly and securely than he does here, his positive grasp on the role is obvious. Lorentz Fehenerger (DGG) is the owner of a heady, lyrical sort of tenor. It has not the bite or sheer dramatic presence that one looks for, but he handles it well, and makes good things out of many of the character passages, both his "Nun sei bedenkend" and his Abändel, for instance, benefit from a very pleasant voix mixte, and he obtains an unusual effect on several of his high entries (e.g., "Elsa, ich liebe dich," p. 64, or "Heil dir, Elst!"; p. 252) by commencing at a piano and then opening out.

Juss Thomas (Angel) has the vocal makings of a first-class Lohengrin. There is again some uncertainty in the vicinity of the break, but the beauty of his voice and the dryness of his phrasing cause him to secure on top are certainly welcome, and some of the piano phrases are lovely in sound. There is, however, little poetry, little color in his work. The phrases are apt to be so set that the words are treated clearly but in a flat, monotonous fashion. His "In frem Land" is the most secure and satisfying of any heard here, but even in these pages there is no sense of dramatic urgency or ecstatic vision; just solid, healthy vocalizing.

Despite my respect for Wolfgang Windgassen, I cannot say that I cotton to his singing of this role on the London/Bayreuth recording. The vocal quality is often a rare and pleasing thing, well intentioned, but the vocalism is tentative, with frequent uncertainty as to pitch, and no really sustained line where it counts most, as in "Atheness du nicht" or "In frem Land." Among the bits and pieces available to us from a happier era, mention should be made of the two Melchior versions of the Bridal Chamber Scene (the earlier on Asco with Emmy Bettendorf, the later with Kirsten Flagstad on RCA Victor LM 2619), and Max Hutter in "Gött'n" (Glyndebourne recording of the same scene, with Kate Heidersbach, on Odeon E 83394). The earlier Melchior version makes one cut (the middle section of "Hochstes Vertraun" normally cut in the gramophone versions, and sometimes in performance), but otherwise runs from "Das sisse Lied verhallt" through to the end of the scene, whereas the Victor/Flagstad performance ends with Lohengrin's "Weh, nun ist all unser Glück dahinter!" I know that many knowledgeable listeners feel that Melchior is somewhat misplaced in this music, but I cannot agree: his "Atheness du nicht" is a model of lyric expression, and so is his molding of such phrases as "An meiner Brust, du sisse Reine." It goes without saying that the more heroic portions of the scene, notably the "Hochstes Vertraun," are incomparably set forth. It is true that they don't quite ideally ask for a slightly lighter, leaner sound—provided its owner could sing the scene half as well as Melchior does. Lorenz comes close, phrasing with great sensitivity and singing with free, balanced tone—one of his finest recordings. He is, however, a specialist, and what pallid but understanding partner; unfortunately, the performance carries only up to the beginning of "Hochstes Vertraun.""
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a kind of rhythmic barking by way of compensation. The outburst near the end of Act II produces some raw, strained sound.

Hermann Uhde (London) has the dramatic grasp and projection necessary—certainly he does more to make the words meaningful (especially in his Act I narrative and accusation) than any of the others. Uhde’s tone in Act II does not sound unmanly, as it sometimes does with Fischer-Dieskau. But the voice itself is dry and insecure, firm on top only when he can set the phrases carefully; he even cracks on several occasions. If the techniques were equal to the perception, this would be a fine Telramund.

William Dooley (RCA Victor) offers singing that is open and full until he reaches the vicinity of F, where the tone suddenly loses resonance and focus. The consequence is that while the larger share of the singing is impressive, the climaxes are almost nowhere. Entirely competent, never firm, he never lost the verisimilitude he enjoys in this score. The consequence is that while the larger share of the singing is impressive, the climaxes are almost invariably compromised. The interpretation is straightforward and acceptable; nothing very inspiring.

Finally we have Ferdinand Frantz (DGG), in reasonably good vocal form—firm, reliable work, with some thrust and force. Entirely competent, never exciting.

Certainly the Fowler is another difficult role from the vocal standpoint, with a tessitura as consistently high as that of the Dutchman or Wotan, but with a darker color of voice asked for—and, again, the ability to alternate declamatory and cantabile phrases. The character is entirely public—never see him except in his official capacity—which means he can be a terrible bore unless the performer has great bearing and purpose. Jerome Hines (RCA Victor) fills the vocal requirements more completely than his competitors. Regrettably, the top does not have the freshness or steadiness now that it had a few years ago, but it is very much there and there is no question that the compass, color, and size of his voice meet the demands of the role. Although it is a true bass, it has a genuine singing quality in it. His grip on the language and on the dramatic possibilities is not unskilful, but at least the voice takes in the music.

Gottlob Frick is far from his best on the Angel recording. There are moments where he brings unworldy life and naturalness to the character (as in his questioning of Elisabeth in Act I), but his struggle with the high tessitura is undaunting and more than once unsuccessful. He does rise to a tolerably sung and very musical rendition of the Prayer. Beyond these two, we have Josef Greindl (London), another intelligent artist, but one whose limitations are by no means so evident as Frick’s, and whose basic sound is far less imposing; and Otto von Rohr (DGG), who finds the vocal demands high over his head. These are rough times for royalty.

As with the king, so with his court. The Herald, a part which has served the likes of a young Schlusnus, a young Warren, and which we might expect to call forth a Prey, a Wächter, a Fischer-Dieskau on recordings, is served by Hans Braun (twice), Otto Wiener, and Calvin Marsh. That’s an ascending order: Braun is muddy and dull (less so on the DGG version than on the London/Bayerleuth); Wiener (Angel) is wiry and quavery; Marsh (RCA Victor) is at least round and steady, though he tends to get puffy as he tries to make his smooth, light baritone sound darker and larger than it is.

**Tristan und Isolde**

WITH THE POSSIBLE EXCEPTION OF Siegfried, no Wagner opera has suffered so grievously from the Heldentenor short- age as Tristan und Isolde. A great Isolde may sell out the house, but she cannot by herself save a performance of the opera. Tristan dominates the third act as completely as Isolde does the first, and with material of even greater psychological complexity and even more sustained vocal demands. If, in Act I, the man toward whom Isolde directs all her wrath, all her passion in its many forms, turns out to be some grunting flyweight . . . if, in Act II, the coming together of the lovers is the meeting of an artist with a sacrificial lamb, the whole opera is out the window. **Tristan und Isolde** is not about love—it is about passion. (I refer readers to Denis de Rougemont’s Love in the Western World, which is in my opinion the most essential of the many essays on the meaning of the myth.) The essence of the passion is that it cannot be consummated; it exists only under impossible circumstances. If, at any point in the story, the lovers were set free to settle down and marry, the passion would of course disappear—it cannot exist without its forbidden, suppressed aspects. While it cannot be satisfied, it is nonetheless irresistible, as even Marke recognizes when he realizes its nature; it is therefore, by definition, destructive—an irresistible drive that can never achieve its goal can result only in death, which means that death is its true goal. The drinking of the potion, obviously, represents that point at which the passion is no longer sublimated, when the lovers recognize it for what it is and give themselves over to it. Up to this point, it has been necessary for them to disguise their passion in its aspect as hate—the only way in which it can be brought into line with the world of society, the day world.

But now the true nature of the passion overpowers them (the long moment of severe trembling which Wagner describes so carefully in both his music and his stage directions is the tremble of recognition—so that’s how it is!), the world of society and of day sinks into irrelevance, the boiling hate turns to all-consuming love. And Isolde think, they are drinking the death potion; and in truth they are—death is the only possible end of this passion. The Juchtherbar Trunk: what does it matter whether it is called love potion or death potion?—they turn out to be the actors of the potion, which has for some reason bothered so many, is, far from being at all in the nature of Deus ex machina, a perfect theatrical symbol for that moment of recognition and release. For that is the only period in which tremendous importance in Tristan is unarguable. What is important about it, though, is not its prominence (a simple big- guitar effect in early Verdi is just as prominent as anything in Tristan), but the particular way Wagner makes it. In this score, the orchestra’s role as accompanist is not eliminated or reduced, but disguised; what becomes apparent is the never-ending use of the orchestra as exponent of the psychological action. We observe the lovers and express their consciously felt attitudes and their intellectual articulations, the orchestra expresses everything that goes on at other levels. And just as the conscious feelings and intellectual sentiments proceed inevitably, if often indirectly, from subconscious patterns, so the voices proceed from the orchestral fabric of Tristan. What this means, however, is not that the orchestra assumes a dominant role in the opera, but that it stands in a somewhat different, more subtle relationship to them. The crucial thing is the juxtaposition of the elements, the simultaneous apprehension of what the voices are saying and what the orchestra is saying. On no account must the voices be submerged, or the words lost—they carry all the direct, denotative meanings of the drama. To say that the score is symbolically conceived and could stand on its own, alone, and unchanged, says nothing: it isn’t very accurate (there isn’t much specifically symphonic about the structure), and it ignores the potent truth that the result isn’t opera, isn’t even half a Tristan. You are much closer to the whole with only the voices minus the orchestra, awful as the thought is—then you at least have the stuff and sense of the drama, you have an opera, albeit unaccompanied. Proof of the pudding is that we are far better served, in listening to great singers recorded with indifferent conductors on 78s with a singer-weighted balance than in hearing mediocre singers under first-rate conductors on better-engineered LPs with orchestra-weighted balances.

Obviously, these comments have a direct bearing on our two complete recordings of this opera. Normally, I emphasize the sound question in these discographies, for I feel that great composers interested in individual interpretative achievements will listen through poor sound for the performance they want, and close their ears to even the finest sound if the performance is not the one they want. In this case, however, the
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London engineering philosophy is very much part and parcel of that company's Tristan (4506 or 1502), and while I suspect the general public prefers the Angel performance (3588, mono only) in any case, it is the disastrous balance of the London recording that for me, cripples the set almost beyond redemption. What I mean is that the company would record the opera differently—more in line with the really fine solutions it found for Siegfried and Götterdämmerung. One can with justice argue that the nature of Tristan's drama calls for a different engineering solution, but no really authoritative text can copy the hand of the Liebestod episode. The over-all effect of this long and crucial passage on the London recording is that of two tiny people in a vast space—precisely the reverse of the feeling of intimacy and identification with the lovers that is needed. There are other instances aplenty—more than once, Fritz Uhl simply disappears from mortal ken during the third-act ravings, and the piano singing of Nilsson in general seems to sound far away. It is hard to go along with a Tristan whose leading characters are only intermittently and equivocally present, and whose love duet constitutes a half-hour hole in the score.

David Hurwitz, I hope it will be kept in mind during the discussion of conductors and singers that follows, for such considerations are bound to affect one's judgment in many virtually subjective ways. With the Old Columbia set (Bayreuth 1924—whew what about the orchestra with a wonderful Kurwenal by Rudolf Böckelmann) under Karl Elmendorff long discontinued (except for snatches heard on potpourri collections), there are only two conductors to consider: Wilhelm Furtwängler (Angel) and Georg Solti (London). My own preference is unequivocally for Furtwängler, not out of any disrespect for Solti's work but because Furtwängler's way seems to me so much more in line with the opera itself. I believe that Tristan makes its strongest statement not through sharp, incisive, "dramatic" effects, but through the sustaining of a long, rich line that has as its culmination the Liebestod, which is transfigured and ecstatic, but also at peace—it is the end of the fever, the cure of the malady. This music should sink in. A comparison of the Prelude interpretations turns up some representative differences between the two conductors: Furtwängler moves towards slow tempos and very sustained, gradual building of climaxes; the orchestral tone is deep and organlike. The slow building that starts with the sforzandos (last bar on p. 6 of the Breitkopf orchestral score, or the fifth column of the EMI score—further references will be to the latter) is magnificently proportioned, with a wonderful poise and shine at the top of each of the ascending violin and viola runs; when it comes, the tremendous pent-up emotion (pp. 2 and 3) comes a bit too easily and quickly, so that it doesn't quite well up inside us as Furtwängler's does; the climax has ample force, but it is just not very beautiful. For me, the consequence is that when the music sinks down to the incomparably descriptive slow sway of the cello and contrabass, telling us that we are aboard ship off the coast of Cornwall, it isn't completely prepared for the beginning of the drama in a way that Solti has not.

These differences are fairly typical. Solti is at his best in the first act, where the day world is in the ascendant and the concise, strong, direct attacks of things are what matters. He has some wonderful moments as Isolde pours out her fury and scorn—her very first outburst, for example ("Nimmermehr!" etc., bottom of p. 7—listen to the crescendo/decrescendo bars in the brass and woodwind), or the "sehr feurig" on p. 37 ("Er schwir mit tausend Eißen"). In fact, all these big storms in the orchestra are good, he makes them seethe and boil; and so are the great climaxes the way Wagner himself brings us the reality of the ship and the sea—the lurching passage on pp. 19-20, for instance, where the grace-note figures in the low strings and the staccato statement of the Sailor's Song by the horns and the usual pounding of the waves have the picture of Brangäne making her way along the length of the ship, past the men working the ropes, towards Tristan and Kurwenal. But the savage attacks tend to grow tiresome, even where appropriate—the string vivace on p. 10 (Kurwenel's "Herr Tristan!") for instance, overstates itself; far more important is the beginning of the next scene a few bars later, which, interestingly, doesn't have the obsessiveness and portentousness it should carry.

All the incredibly lovely writing for woodwinds at the opening of Act II, punctuated by the hunting calls, misses the point in the London reading, though it as a whole places very well. One might ask: it doesn't work and undertake as it does for Furtwängler; throughout the episode, Solti seems more interested in clarity than in magic. Altogether, the reading loses force, rather than gaining it, as it proceeds—a good impression in much of the first act, but then an apparent lack of any place to go or any real statement to make, and of course the engineering sabotage in the Liebesnacht.

Furtwängler's proportions are somehow more natural, his handling of time is likely to remember from his first act (though the passages of rage are amply animated—hear pp. 8 and 9) are precisely the ones that seem to miss in Solti's: the "Mir erkoren," etc., pp. 15-16 (granted that Kirsten Flagstad is part of the difference), or the introduction to Scene 5, p. 67—the theme really burns, especially in its trumpet/trombone statement, and the fatal confrontation that is the main action of the scene is pressed in on us. Here the moment's atmosphere, in other words—things are kept in their proper relationships. The end of the act is thrilling.

Act II is where the contest gets out of hand. Everything that leads up to the quenching of the torch is brilliantly pointed and built by Furtwängler, and the music surges on into extraordinary excitement—the approach to the Flagstad (p. 132) and an almost unbelievable climax as the lovers meet (bottom of 132, the iii marking). The accompaniment to Brangäne's Watch is especially rich and lovely.

The sound of the violins and violas in the Act II prelude is an instance of Furtwängler's ability to elicit precisely the right color—a strong, arid sound. But the difference between the two readings is not, certainly, a technical one—Solti gets all the things that he wants from an orchestra, and has an orchestra that (like Furtwängler's Philharmonia) could give him about anything he might ask for. It is simply that, for me, Furtwängler asks for the right things, and Solti doesn't.

Both the recorded Isolde's (Flagstad on Angel, Nilsson on London) are great singers of monumental resource. Neither is an extraordinary actress with the voice, in the sense that Callas or (to bring it closer to home) Nilsson can be, but both have moments of penetration and insight, and Flagstad's interpretation is entirely mature and rounded. (We ought to keep in mind, just for the sake of fairness, that we are comparing the fully matured, twilight-of-career Flagstad with a Nilsson in mid-career—at the time of the recording not long established on the international scene, rather as if the Flagstad Isolde of 1937, not 1952, had been preserved.)

Virtually, they rather complement each other. Flagstad's is unquestionably the bigger, fuller sound, and by far the richer low register. Nilsson's is the leaner, more pointed quality, a bit lacking in character near the bottom but capping with incomparable clarity and focus—certainly the top B naturals on "mit ihr gab er es Preis!" and "Mir lacht das Abenteuer!" (pp. 42-43), and the Cs in the first portion of the love duet, cut through and soar in a way that Flagstad (yes, I know, but the Cs) do not, and the top of Nilsson's voice, in general, makes the greater impact of the two.

Interpretatively, Flagstad offers us the more complete picture. Perhaps the heartlessness is missing at one or two points in Act I—I would like it to show through more, for example, at Isolde's scornful repetition of Tristan's reply to Brangäne, ("Wie leckt er sich den Kiel zu König Markes Land,?)" (p. 29). But it is surprising how much of this comes over in a very specific way: the murderous intent of "Herr Morolds Tod zu rächen" (p. 34): the contempt of "Nun dien ich dir das Valseln!" (p. 39); the bodily desire, the "Ich freue mich den besten Knecht" (p. 78)—many such points show a fine dramatic grasp and projection.

But it is in Acts II and III that Flagstad's Isolde hits its true level, with a Lizst shout full of music, and a searing way of steering the voice that comes of a great musical instinct, complete vocal freedom, and a lifetime of accumulated experience; with great torrents of tone for the climaxes (almost
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CIRCLE 34 ON READER-SERVICE CARD
frightening as she rhapsodizes to Brangane about the power of love—"es werde Nacht, dass hell sie dorten leuchte," p. 127)—and finally with a Liebestod that, as a combination of vocal sound with an unerring sense of phrasing, is unexcelled in any other recording of Tristan. Nilsson sings without turns and portamento descending phrases, p. 297 ("Wonne klagend, etc.").

In an ordinary context it would be absurd to pick over Nilsson's Isolde, for it is a great piece of singing, and this is simply from below. Yet, if one must compare these two portraits, we must eventually find the difference between a truly great Isolde and one that is excitingly sung and interpretatively solid but stronger in the direction of high efficiency than of any real magic—at least that is my feeling. Nilsson tends to be best where Solti is best—where she is pouring it on in a simple, direct way; I have noted already the location of some of her best moments, and here, she leaves the dramatic impulse behind some of the more subtle passages—her recollection of how the wounded "Tantris" was healed, and of how Isolde recognized him as Morold's slayer (pp. 31-33) is very clean and affecting. But perhaps forth, least through a sensitively colored mezzo-voce ("mit Heilsatmen und Balsamsstofi," bottom of p. 31).

But most of the moments that call for introspection and quiet concentration go a bit flat with Nilsson. Her "Mir erkoren, mir verloren," etc. (pp. 15-16, a most important passage) has nowhere near the inwardness or sense of fatality that Flagstad captures; her confession of the effect of Tristan's gaze ("Er sah mir in die Augen," p. 34) is very beautiful but does not have the Flagstad warmth and tenderness.

More important is her relative failure with the whole last scene of the first act. She does not convey any sense of purpose, any point of view with it. This feeling of blandness begins with Isolde's instructions to Kurwenal ("Sollt' ich zur Zeit ihm geh'n," etc.). The sound becomes doleful, the complex dignity indicated by text and music. In the succeeding scene with Brangane we get no picture of Isolde's purpose (partly, I think, a vocal problem)—the low tessitura takes her out of her effective range, and the long scene with Tristan conveys little of Isolde's underlying feelings and motives. Certainly her second act contains much wonderful singing, all phrases in a perfectly intelligent, musical fashion, and some of the best "Wonne klagende" phrases of any version of Tristan (as on his opening lines in Act III) is a substitute for the right sort of equipment. When he can be distinctly heard, which is no great portion of the time, he sounds like a cheerful, likable adolescent.

Fortunately, good humors of the music for these two leading roles were put on record in the glory days of the Twenties and Thirties. In particular, we have considerable testimony to the Isoldes of Frida Leider and the younger Flagstad, and to the Tristan of Lauritz Melchior.

On Angel COLH 132 we are given Leider's Narrative and Curse (minus a cut on p. 176) and a love duet with Melchior. The Love Duet begins at the beginning but embraces two substantial cuts from the bottom of p. 141 to the top of p. 157, and from the middle of p. 169 to the top of p. 181, thus omitting everything involving Brangane. Melchior's "O Kriemha!" and "Wie sie selig," and Leider's Liebetod. The Leider Isolde, as recorded, is certainly a fine one but not quite the experience one might expect from the recollections of old-timers. That is not to say the characterizations I can well believe; for even on the records Leider gives us at many points a specific color, a sense of personal involvement, that is sometimes missing in the work of even very great singers. Her bitterness and contempt at "Nun dien ich dem Vasallen!" is powerful and memorable, and when she opens the curse ("Fluch dir, Verdienst!") she means it. On the other hand, the top B is more indicated than sung, since the early electrical recording did not convey much impression of a voice's sheer size and impact, she seems rather to work away at the music.

Leider and Melchior are magnificently throughout most of the love duet—gorgeously controlled phrasing, superbly graded dynamics, full, ringing tone from both, though, again, her top C and B are not quite the real thing. Neither his "Wonne klagende, sie selig" on the Angel disc is as fine as the ones he recorded later for Columbia (see below), and her Liebetod is, again, faintly disappointing—all at one fairly loud level, though recording limitations could well be at fault. It should be noted that although the justly respected Leo Blech and Albert Coates conduct the longer excerpts, the tempos are in several instances intolerably fast—the 78 side problem, no doubt.

The Flagstad/Melchior Liebesnacht, available on Victor LM 2618, is somewhat differently constituted. It begins at "O sink herzieder" (p. 163), which most of us think of as the "beginning of the love duet," minus a cut between p. 173 and 177, but otherwise proceeds through to the end of the duet. Flagstad herself sings Brangane's Watch, and Flagstad's lines on p. 180 ("Habet euch! etc." etc.) are simply omitted, as is Margin's last page, roughly fifty, and consequently the singing has not quite the clarity or handling case of the Leider version. But it is still altogether astonishing for the consistency of meaty ring and the smoothness and evenness of the phrasing. The sheer purity and beauty of Flagstad's singing are at their unique maximum here, and certainly there is no other effect on records quite like the way her voice bites down from the long-held A sharp to the climax ("Ein Depend wurz", p. 133). Along about the 150th hearing, one will notice that the climactic couple of phrases are musically a bit square and plonky, but it takes a powerful concentration to listen for that to the exclusion of these two singers.

Regrettably, one of the most desirable of all Tristan recordings has never been transferred to LP: the abridged third act, Columbia MM 557, with Flagstad/Herbert Janssen as Kurwenal, and the Colon Opera orchestra under Roberto Kinsky (except for a couple of sides under Leinsdorf). This is essentially the scene of Tristan's ravings—it ends with Tristan's death. There is only one cut along the way, most notably at the beginning (telecoping the sound of the piping and omitting the part of the Shepherd) and in the passage wherein Tristan recalls the sound of the "Wache" Water Wind, and again his mother and father; but the long scene is completely complete. I suppose that this excerpt cannot be expected to sell many records; in addition, the sound is not even what one might expect of wartime 78s, and the work
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the orchestra and conductor is never more than just decent. But for anyone who has never heard this passage sound like music (and for the past fifteen years, we have just suffered through it—
even that their good will is difficult for anyone who entertains a lingering doubt as to Melchior’s greatness as an interpreter, this album is a necessity. Both vocally and psychologically. Melchior is far beyond his competition, regardless of how frequently it is difficult to know what one would think of this music without his example. It goes without saying that the moments involving sheer vocal amplitude and security carry great excitement. Floyd Nemmers, for instance, or the moment where Tristan’s “Heut-acht,” hailing the approaching ship, breaks in on Kurwenal’s (p. 270). But the sheer beauty and line of his “Wie sie seh’” (better vocally, and far more sensitively sung) is essentially the same as an impression they leave, even if they are not representative of the day world, or Flagstad’s Isolde; they are not sung as Blanche Thebom (Angel) has the intelligence and subtlety, but the sound is listenable only when he is singing at a piano level, which he understandably does a great deal of the time. He is more successful in the very first line (“Hatet du’s wirklich? Wahnst du dass?”), but as the long monologue proceeds the dry, pinched quality of the tone, the distressing wobble, and the inaccuracy above the staff make themselves all too apparent. Arnold van Mill has a pleasant light bass which can at least be listened to with equanimity, but he gives us no picture at all of a mature king. Nor any hint that he has more than the most superficial understanding of the role; in addition, his voice is several shades too baritonal.

Both Melots (Edgar Evans for Angel, Ernst Kozuh for London) are entirely acceptable, though neither takes advantage of the opportunity for creation of a small character role; when one hears the weight and presence of Kozuh’s voice, one wonders why he and Uhl have not reversed roles. The two sailors at the masthead are also creditable, but London’s line of Peter Klein, still sounding fresh and warm at the time of this recording.

For some reason, the Vienna chorus sounds scrappy and not overly precise at the end of London’s Act I—the Philharmonia chorus on the Angel version is distinctly superior.

Mr. Osborne’s discussion of Die Meistersinger and Parsifal recordings will appear in a forthcoming issue.

something of a noble savage. Fischer-Dieskau cannot help sounding like a sophisticate, however much he aims for a quality of rudeness, and I can’t shake the feeling that his rippling mezza-voce, his wide expressive nuances, are of small use in this part.

Tom Krause (London) is rather more direct and honest in his treatment of the role, and indeed he sings it solidly. What he lacks is simplicity of understanding of the role, is good, not great; the phrasing is sound, not remarkable. The third act is sung through pretty much at one level and in one color, with the consequence that the figure doesn’t come alive for us.

Herbert Janssen (Angel) and Melchior on Columbia MM 550, is an unusually sympathetic Kurwenal—almost too sympathetic, for the voice is rather too soft-grained, too lacking in core, to fill out our ideal picture. But it was still a very lovely voice when the album was recorded, and he reaches a level of understanding (both musical and textual) that eludes his more recent colleagues. He is especially good in Kurwenal’s moment of intellectual satisfaction of the moment in Kriemhild (p. 50), “Wo lebte der Mann,” p. 50, is representative of her best opportunities—and in Act II she must sing the Watch, which relies on the ability to float tone in the upper-middle and high mezzos, and high tessitura (the part of Blanche Thebom (Angel) is perhaps a bit closer to this type than the darker, more dramatic one of Regina Resnik (London). It also has a greater purity and steadiness; her work reaches its best at the height of Act II, and in Brangine’s Watch. Thebom’s voice tends towards a spread. white quality, however, particularly on top, so that the dramatic outbursts are not well served, and she does not give any special direction or individuality to the role.

Resnik is an artist of more specific dramatic instincts and with bigger, fuller tone at both ends of the scale. On the whole, she seems to me more memorable than Thebom. Perhaps I enjoy the thickness of tone and the chunkiness of line that often invoke the lower-middle section of her voice.

Kurwenal calls for a dramatic baritone voice of great sturdiness; there should be a quality of fierceness about his singing, but he must be capable of expressing tenderness as well. The role lies too high for most Heldenerbariten voices—there is nothing of the bass-baritone about it. Joel Berglund’s voice sticks in my mind, but almost ideal for this music: a dark color, but command of the high notes; rocklike steadiness, but genuine legato and warmth too. Unfortunately, he recorded nothing of the part. As I have mentioned, Bückelmann’s Kurwenal, on the Bayreuth set available in the Columbia Encrâne series, was magnificently sung.

Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau (Angel) has moments of great expressivity, and of course he is always singing, almost always really singing. But the timbre is, honestly, too light and heavy, and I feel he misses the great simplicity of the part. It is of the essence of Kurwenal that he is utterly straightforward and guileless—he is
performer with a likable light baritone voice. In a song like Le Mendiant, one wishes him capable of some real power and thrust—the song comes through anyway, but one would like to hear it from a major voice. Nearly everything else, though, is well filled out by an obviously adaptable, stylish singer. The sound is a bit too much with us. Excellent notes, texts, and translations.

C.L.O.

PROKOFIEV: Quartet for Strings, No. 1, in B, Op. 50
†Shostakovich: Quartet for Strings, No. 3, in F, Op. 73

Smetana Quartet.
• CROSSROADS 22 16 0017. L.P. $2.49.
• • CROSSROADS 22 16 0018. SD. $2.49.

The jacket note quotes Prokofiev as saying that when he received the commission for his first quartet, from the Elizabeth Sprague Coolidge Foundation in 1930, he studied the quartets of Beethoven very closely and used them, to some degree, as a model. This observation brings into focus something I have always felt, in a scattered and unverbalized way: Prokofiev’s Opus 50 is a tribute to Beethoven’s Opus 59. Is it too fanciful to pursue this idea a little further and note that the three works of Opus 59 are known as Beethoven’s “Russian” quartets and that Russian themes appear in two of them?

At all events, one will have to go to Opus 59, No. 1, for an opening theme to a string quartet as bold, confident, and sure of its own identity as the one with which Prokofiev begins his Opus 50, and all the rest of the work is in keeping. The classicism involved here is no arch and charming put-on, as with a certain symphony by the same composer, but the real thing. This is one of the masterpieces of twentieth-century chamber music, and it is beautifully performed and recorded here.

The Shostakovich quartet on the same disc is, like all the music of that composer, strongly indebted to the music of his older colleague, but is far from classical in shape and direction. It is built, rather, like a picaresque novel—a long string of episodes, and episodes within episodes, covering every imaginable kind of mood and leaving the hearer a little exhausted with all the aural adventure he has experienced. This work too is beautifully done.

A.F.

RACHMANNINOFF: Symphony No. 2, in E minor, Op. 27

London Symphony Orchestra, André Previn, cond.
• RCA Victor LM 2899. L.P. $4.79.
• • RCA Victor LSC 2899. SD. $5.79.

The further André Previn moves from the theatricality of Shostakovich, the less interesting his performances become. In this Rachmaninoff symphony he misses the late-Romantic ardor of the climactic passages and his treatment of the quieter lyrical moments is quite slack. His inability to breathe life into the duller connective tissue of this long work only adds to an over-all beautifully recorded nullity. Of the current versions in Schwann, Steinberg’s (Command) displays a particular affinity for the music.

P.H.


SCHUBERT: Music for Piano Duet

Allegro in A minor, D. 947; Fantasy in F minor, D. 940; Marches caractéristiques (3), in C, D. 880, Marche militaire, No. 1, in D, D. 733; Rondeau in A, D. 951.

Paul Badura-Skoda and Jörg Demus, piano.
• Deutsche Grammophon LPM 19107. L.P. $5.79.
• • Deutsche Grammophon SLPM 139107. SD. $5.79.

Badura-Skoda and Demus have been playing these works together for years, and this, for example, their third recording of the great F minor Fantasy. I was fond of their second account (for Music Guild) but the current one is even finer. It has the kind of rhapsodic contrast which clearly spells out a greater sense of personal involvement on the part of the performers. At the big climaxes, the players are not afraid to intensify the drama by making a headlong accelerando. On the earlier disc (which, in turn, was more strongly profiled than its predecessor), one had the feeling of rhythm held tightly in check and of a certain reluctance to lapse from decorum. Every phase was delineated with a certain supercilious restraint, and every cross rhythm was exposed with an almost too deliberate thoroughness. Some of this chilling exactitude is lost in the new performance, partially by virtue of the greater abandon of the interpretation and partly from the more remote microphone placement which results in a more heroic sound with less wider dynamic contrasts. I like the Sturm-und-Drang sonorities (especially in the bass) of the instrument used here, a resplendent piano presumably of German origin. What with the editions by Brendel/Crochet (Vox), the Salkinds (Friends of Four Hand Music), and the two latter Badura-Skoda/Demus efforts, the F minor Fantasy is building up quite a backlog of superlative recorded versions.

The other items in this program are similarly well stated, although perhaps the three marches could have had a bit more rowdiness—the kind of saucy energy given them by the Salkinds, by Walter and Beatrice Klein (Turnabout), continued on page 160
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DIE WALKÜRE

Continued from page 94

eral large voices sound small and dis-
tag—compare the sound of Nilsson's lower notes on the two recordings and you will hear a startling improvement on the London set. It's plain that in some of the special effects, I part company with the London production team. Whether people are supposed to be in a rocky cleft or not, I do not want to hear Hans Hotter, or for that matter a Valkyrie, from an echo chamber. How can I understand their words nor distinguish the pitches they are singing, the device gets between me and the effect the music wants to make. I am not objecting to this sort of thing out of capriciousness—it seems to me the result of confused aesthetic reasoning. The point of any intelligent stage production is to persuade us of the emotional and psychological verity of a situation, not to trick us into believing that we are present in the real life experience of the characters. In fact, the closer we approach the reality of the thing becomes, for the obvious reason that while the characters and situations are true-to-life, they are not compatible with any literal representation of life. If we get any suggestion from a stage produc-
duction, for example, that we are really on a mountain top with a bunch of rather buxom females who drag corpses around on horses, and giggling and playing hopscotch from one crag to another, we can bring down the cur-
tain right there. People can do those things on a stage, in front of a set, pro-
vided they do them well and the set is a good one. But they sure as hell can't do them anywhere else. That realization is what underlies our acceptance of any stage convention, including that of folks walking around singing to one another. Stage designers are constantly making the same mistake: instead of using their medium to create a world of imagination quite inaccessible to stage producers and designers, they go and punk Annie Oakley on a real desert, Emilie de Beaucourt in a real island. Where-
upon it is to laugh.

That's the trouble with these effects—they are too successful, and there is nothing to replace the stage convention for us on a recording, except the sound of a stage performance. Hotter sounds as if he's visiting Ausable Chasm, and all the power of the music to build its own images in our imagination is out the window. I go on like this to explain why I mean, not to harp, for there are only two or three places of this sort on an otherwise brilliantly achieved recording. One of them, unfortunately, is Wotan striking the rock with his spear to summon Loge, clank, whonk. Gimme back that wrench, Jack.

To the cast, Birgit Nilsson does a wonderful job, easily eclipsing her own effort for Victor, which in turn was comparable only to the Brünnhilde of Flagstad, which is a course under perfect. (Though in truth it almost is, for Brünnhilde sings but little until the Todesverkündigung Scene, where Flag-
stad's interpretation begins.)

In the Vienna production, Nilsson does not project much of anything except
good sound until the final page or two of the Todesverkündigung; every-
ting to that point is bland and neutral and uninteresting. The improvement on the new recording, Line Damm, comes like her description of the approaching Fricka ("Heil wie die gold'n Geisel sie schwingt," etc., pp. 273-74) have far more life and interest, and the Act II scene with Wotan comes much closer to capturing a feeling of tenderness and devotion than it formerly did. The war cry is also better than it used to be, though still not completely solved—she ignores the slurs entirely, and has no trill; here Leider is incomparable, with a fresh, spinning sound and a true trill.

And of course, there are some things that were given to Flagstad (even in her sixties) that are not Nilsson's to command: the incredible shading of pp. 920-
22 ("Der dumme Mann!"
"Hei!"
"Herz (e-
weg)," etc.), with its drawing out of an apparently bottomless resource of tone; the calm, deep sound of the opening of the Todesverkündigung; the sheer power and fatness of the top A naturals at the climax of her plea to Wotan. But Nil-
son's is the complete one; and in some places the fresher and more spontaneous
sounding one. We are lucky that the new version finds her in excellent vocal health and with sharpened interpretative instinct, and recorded in such a way as to do full justice to her singing.

Our Sieglinde is Régine Crespin, whose large, lovely voice has at least one great advantage over most of the competition: it boasts a settled, full lower octave. She is the first recorded Sieglinde since Lotte Lehmann of whom one can make that statement, and it is important, particu-
larly in the first act. It seems to me that she has been recast to better ad-
vantage elsewhere; the top often sounds diffused and lacking in the sort of impact it makes in the house. And even apart from a nostalgic attachment to Lehmann as the Sieglinde we grew up with on records, it is true that she shaped "Den Männern Sinne" in a far tighter, more pointed way, and lent to many of the small moments a feminine urgency that seems to have been her secret alone. But Crespin sings it as well as anyone since, and is alive to the drama at every point; in fact she is magnificent as the guilt-
ridden, terror-stricken Sieglinde of Act II. For me, she is easily the choice over Victor's Gre Brouwenstijn, a solid artist, but one whose low notes are weak and whose interpretation is surprisingly cut-
driedly up late in Act II. Rysanek, of the Electrola set, has some good mo-
moments when she can let her voice out on top briefly in Acts II and III, but
sings really wretchedly in the first act, with a jumbled, unsteady sound that negates her musical and dramatic inten-
tions. Flagstad, on the Knappertsbusch Act I, is too sluggish and tame for my taste—we imagine her having a motherly soliloquy for Siegmund. Marianne Sceich does a lovely job with Sieglinde's famous "Wie wird meine Herrin" role, like a good violinist playing the viola part. The interpretation is well considered, but only moderately imagin-
ative—compare the work of Klose as a sopranos on the argument that old Odeon set, and in a voice that has a deeper, fuller quality than Ludwig's. Gorr, of the Victor set, is rather literal and bland in the first half of the scene, but does well with the second half, and in its brighter higher register for more basic vocal sound. Under Frutwangler we have Klose again, still crafty and telling as an artist, but somewhat frayed of voice.

The Wotan is Hotter, not merely as a gesture to a rightly respected veteran artist, but because he is still the choice interpreter of the role. He has recorded it in the gloaming of a career noted for almost every excellence save those of sheer vocal steadiness and evenness. A comparison of his singing here with his own 1937 self is a saddening one, and when we listen to the warm, steady, full Farewell of Schorr, we realize what we are missing in Hotter's work. The heady, spread quality and the persistent tremulous-
ness have now invaded the entire upper octave of his voice, except when he sings at a very low dynamic level; we are hearing a great artist under vocal duress.

But a great artist he remains. The Wotan of George London (Victor) is sturdy and intelligent, with some really impressive moments in Act III. But noth-
ing in his interpretation can touch the convincing rendering of "Vater, warum hast du mich verlassen?" in Act II. Hotter's "Nimm den Eid," the sudden realization of the inevitability, even the desirability, of "das Ende!" (with a dar-
ingly long fermata over the rest between phrases). His long narrative to Brünn-
hilde, the greatest challenge of the part, lies mostly in an area where his voice will still do his bidding, and he fixes us with it—we hang on every word, follow every transition, from the almost de-
licately soft whisper of the opening right through "So nimmt meinen Segen, Nie-
lingen Solun!" For all the vocal difficult-
ties, one certainly cannot imagine any other contemporary baritone as the Wo-
tan of this recording, and can only adm-
ire an artist who can summon the abysmal hopelessness and self-loathing of Act II, and the boundless anger of Act III, and the overflowing love of the Farewell, with a voice that can bare surfaces mount to such heights.

Among Siegmunds, one must set aside Melchior before a sensible discussion can begin. This is primarily true of Act I,

HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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where he is safely above all others in almost every bar. The Todesverkündigung is not so successful—he just sings through it in a straightforward way, and does not make a really interesting effect until his defiance of Brünnhilde near the end of the scene. And as it happens, the Todesverkündigung is where Vickers' Siegmund (Victor) comes into its own, with a quiet, calm, firm reading that is enormously impressive.

London's Siegmund is James King, the latest in the series of dramatic tenors from this side of the Atlantic who have come to prominence on the other side (Lord knows, they have little opportunity to sing Wagner here). The voice is solid, ringed, and secure—close to being a great one, in fact. The style and phrasing are entirely correct. But that is about all that can be said. One is grateful to be spared the strain and the sort of desperate, pained sound most often heard in this music: on the other hand, one listens in vain for any individual insight, any special musical or poetic feeling, any real conviction or communicative urgency. His singing has all the negative virtues of avoiding the customary Heldentenor evils but, at least at the moment, it is not a Siegmund to which we will return in search of emotional excitement or revelation. Vickers, for all that he outsang himself more than once, letting the bottom fall out of the music in the name of subtlety, is the more interesting of the two.

Gottlob Frick is the Hunding, not quite up to Frennie's list or (vocally) to his old recorded self on the Furtwängler set, but still excellent in the role, and far more characteristic than Victor's David Ward, who is vocally competent, but such a gentle-sounding, hospitable sort of a dinner host that it's hard to see what Sieglinde's complaining about.

The Valkyries are an excellent ensemble (though Victor's group is first-rate too), and this time Solti has not felt the need to double the voices where that is not called for in the score. I hope it is clear from the foregoing that while reservations can of course be made, especially on a comparative basis, and especially when historic excerpts are used for the comparison, this is a Walküre without a single really weak element, as fine as one can imagine being put together today, and a fitting second evening in Decca/London's Ring cycle.

WAGNER: Die Walküre

Birgit Nilsson (s), Brünnhilde: Régine Crespin (s), Sieglinde: Helga Derensch (s), Ortlinde: Berit Lindholm (s), Helmwige: Vera Schlösser (s), Gerhilde: Marilyn Tyler (s), Grimgerde: Christa Ludwig (ms), Frick: Vera Little (c), Siegrune: Brigitte Fassbinder (c), Waltraute: Claudia Hellmann (c), Rosweisse: Helen Watts (c), Schwertleite: James King (t), Siegmund: Hans Hotten (h), Wotan: Gottlob Frick (bs), Hunding: Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, Georg Solti, cond.
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RECORDS IN REVIEW
Continued from page 157

or by Artur and K. U. Schnabel (Odeon), for example. But in any case, this is a fine release.
H.G.

SCHUMBERT: Quintet for Piano and Strings, in A, D. 667 ("Trout"); Nocturne for Violin, Cello, and Piano, in E flat, D. 897

Christoph Eschenbach, piano; Georg Höntzgel, contrabass (in D. 667); members of the Koeckert Quartet.
* DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON LPEM 16488. LP. $5.79.
* DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON SLPFM 136488. SD. $5.79.

SCHUBERT: Quintet for Piano and Strings, in A, D. 667 ("Trout");*Quartet for Strings, No. 12, in C minor, D. 703 ("Quartettsatz")

Jan Panenka, piano (in D. 667); Francisek Poila, contrabass (in D. 667); members of the Smetana Quartet.
* CROSSROADS 22 16 0029. LP. $2.49.
* CROSSROADS 22 16 0030. SD. $2.49.

The new DGG version of Schubert's most popular chamber work would seem to have just about all the prerequisites for a superlative recorded edition—and, in fact, that is precisely what we are given here. Eschenbach, a 25-year-old pianist who won first prize in the Concerts Clara Haskil, displays a remarkably pure, fleet keyboard approach; and he receives equally light-footed, but always warm-hearted, collaboration from the knowing Koeckert performers. Höntzgel, who plays his lugubrious bass obbligato with such discretion and loving sympathy, now, incidentally, joins our own Julius Levine in the distinction of having participated in no fewer than three recorded performances of this familiar work. In basic style this new Eschenbach-Koeckert reading might be classed with the recently reissued Ney/Strub account (for Electrola) and, though its tempos are far less contrived, with the Curzon/Vienna Octet version (for London). In all these readings the accent is on limpidity and delicacy rather than on biting wit (Peter Serkin/Alexander Schneider and friends for Vanguard) or sweeping motoric drama (Schnabel/Pro Arte for Angel COL 144).

Panenka and his associates from the Smetana Quartet play with as much expertise and tonal beauty, but their overtalicated way with the score is, to my way of thinking, imnicul to its lyrical fragance. A five pianist is in short supply, and efficiency usually is allowed to take the place of charm. Still, though short of the highest standards, the new Crossroads is by no means a bad performance (indeed, it rather resembles the first—and more cleanly played—of the two Budapest/Horszowski recordings). At the $2.49 price it is decidedly fair value.

As fillers, the Crossroads disc offers the Smetana Quartet's version of the superb Quartettsatz, which was promised years ago on the old Arista version of Tond und das Mäülchen ("Death and the Girl," as that company translated it) but which failed to materialize until now. The Czech group plays with a massive boldness that is certainly in order for this turbulent little masterpiece. DGG's bonus is somewhat more unusual, offering what is in reality a Triosatz, renamed Notturno only upon its publication years after Schubert's death. A late work, the piece bears a striking resemblance to the extenuated-melodey format heard in the slow movements of the posthumous B flat Piano Sonata, D. 960 and the glorious Cello Quintet, D. 956. Eschenbach, Koeckert, and Merz permit the gorgeous little piece to transform the heavens in a noble performance.

Both records are superbly recorded, though the pellicid DGG sonics again command the lead.
H.G.


SCHUMANN: Spanisches Liederlied, Op. 74
†Schubert: Drei Chorwerke, Op. 112; Miriam's Siegesgesang

Margit László, soprano, József Réti, tenor, Zsolt Bende, baritone, István Antal, piano (in the Spanisches Liederlied); Gabriella Deyi, soprano (in the Siegesgesang); Hungarian Radio Chorus, Zoltán Vásársly, cond. (in the Drei Chorwerke).
* QUALITON LPX 1236. LP. $5.98
* QUALITON LPX 1236. SD. $5.98

The Spanisches Liederlied is the first of two Schumann cycles based upon German translations of Spanish texts, and insofar as I know this is the first time it has been recorded. (The later companion work, Spanisches Liebeslieder, available briefly on Columbia MS 6461 in a beautiful rendering by a vocal quartet with pianists Gold and Fizdale.) The work is a lovely one, full of ardor and soaring lyricism. It makes one realize anew what a wealth of literature lies fallow in the vocal chamber music category, so beloved of nineteenth-century romantic composers but now nearly forgotten. One could say the same of the Schubert, although none of these composers can be counted among that master's very finest accomplishments.

Hungary—celebrated for its goulash, its strudel, its gypsy string players—is clearly adding fine choruses to its list of specialties. This should be no surprise with such fine-grained musicians as Kodály and Vásárslyi to train groups to their high standards. A beautiful, limpid vocal quality is present here, along with a certain tanginess which seems particucly prevalent in Hungarian music making, whether by voices or instruments.

Another notable feature of this disc is the judicious stereophony, the first example from Qualiton to reach me in a Hungarian pressing. H.G.
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What's New and Exciting at LYRICHORD?

SESSIONS: Sonata for Piano, No. 2
—See Carter: Sonata for Piano, 1945-46.

SHOSTAKOVICH: Quartet for Strings, No. 3, in F, Op. 73—See

SMETANA: Má Vlast
Czech Philharmonic Orchestra, Karel Ančerl, cond.

For a feature review of this recording, see page 94.

STANITZ, CARL: Quartets for Winds and Strings: Op. 4: No. 3, in D; Op. 6, in A; Op. 8: No. 1, in D; No. 3, in F
Jean-Pierre Rampal, flute (in Op. 4, No. 3 and Op. 8, No. 1); Jacques Lancelot, clarinet (in Op. 4, No. 6); Pierre Pierlot, oboe (in Op. 8, No. 3); Gilbert Courrier, horn (in Op. 8, Nos. 1 and 3); Trio à Cordes Français.

Nonesuch H 1125. LP. $2.50.

If anyone happens to be looking for a minority cause to take up, I suggest that of recognition for Carl Stanitz as a composer of chamber music. As a symphonist and concerto writer he needs no publicity; as the creator of quartets that are skillful, inventive, and often quite original in their musical narrative, he could use a little public relations work. That, essentially, is the service performed by this record. The lively selection of variously scored pieces demonstrates that no matter how prominently the top instrument may occasionally ride upon the um-pah-pahs, Stanitz always kept one ear on the lower voices, and let them have their say frequently; in Op. 8, No. 1 he even goes so far as to treat flute, horn, and violin each as a concertante instrument in its own right, assembling in the process three little concertos-in-a-nutshell. He never begins to reach the emotional levels of Mozart, but in his own league he is good company.

The present performances capture his spirit very well, particularly in regard to the emphasis on lower parts. The only weak link is the clarinetist, who is quite "white" in tone (forgivable) and stiffish instead of yielding in a movement marked "Romance" (unforgivable).

S.F.

STRAUSS, RICHARD: Don Quixote, Op. 35
Pierre Fournier, cello; Giusto Capponi, viola; Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, Herbert von Karajan, cond.

DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON LPM 19155. LP. $5.79.

DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON SLP 139155. SD. $5.79.

This is a baffling record. Karajan’s di-
These Chicago Symphony Orchestra, cramping Martin: lease that fact the will its ly delectable been acoustical ambience.

ers are have and collaboration an incandescent sound magnificently glowing in this this register of the strings. It is exuberant, poetic, sometimes crass, often beautiful, and almost always deeply original. The Concerto for Seven Winds by the 76-year-old Swiss-born Frank Martin, who now lives in Holland, is a far more classical, disciplined, combined work. It does not aim for the heights scaled by the Varèse: it is concerned instead with civilized discourse and polished wit.


New Philharmonia Orchestra, Leopold Stokowski, cond.

- LONDON PM 50008. LP. $4.79.
- LONDON SPC 21008. SD. $5.79.

Apparently each new advance in recording techniques acts for this ageless conductor like a draught from the fountain of eternal youth. While Stokowski's first collaboration with Phase-4 engineer Arthur Lilley (the Scherencadile of a year and a half or so ago) may have been an uneven if certainly dazzling success, the present one is well-nigh ideal. The superbly glowing sonorities Stokowski elicits from the New Philharmonia players are captured with all the articulacy of detail for which Phase-4 sonics long have been famous, but which only lately has been enhanced by a genuinely warm acoustical ambience. If there ever has been a sure, and fully worthy, symphonic candidate for best-sellerdom—universally delectable for its musical magnetism, its magnificently regal performance, and its incandescent sound—this is it! Only experienced discophiles and balletomane will be aware that the selections here represent merely an arbitrary skimming of the surface of the full-length scores. But that fact stands no more chance of cramping the success of the present release than it did Stokowski's earlier Sleeping Beauty and Swan Lake highlights—the RCA Victor 1948 78s and 1954 and 1935 LPs which also were pace-setters of technical progress. R.D.D.

VARESE: Arcana Martín: Concerto for Seven Wind Instruments, Timpani, Percussion, and String Orchestra

Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Jean Martinon, cond.

- RCA Victor LM 2914. LP. $4.79.
- RCA Victor LSC 2914. SD. $5.79.

These two fine works make an arresting contrast. Arcana ("Arcana") is, glancingly inspired by a passage in Paracelsus about the stars but essentially abstract in its elaboration, is a big, triumphant, thrusting orchestral piece full of intrinsically detailed percussion writing, vehement brass outbursts, fantastical woodwind figurations, and gnomic utterances in the high registers of the strings. It is exuberant, poetic, sometimes crass, often beautiful, and almost always deeply original. The Concerto for Seven Winds by the 76-year-old Swiss-born Frank Martin, who now lives in Holland, is a far more classical, disciplined, combined work. It does not aim for the heights scaled by the Varèse: it is concerned instead with civilized discourse and polished wit.
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ELECTRONIC POP MUSIC OF THE FUTURE
Created by PERREY-KINGSLEY

THE ELECTRONIC SOUND FROM WAY OUT!

The first “pop” recording embodying a synthesis of far-out electronic sounds, electronic instruments and muscle concrete with “live” musical elements.

HEAR IT TO BELIEVE IT!

Unidentified Flying Object
The Little Man from Mars - Cosmic Ballad
Swan's Splashdown — Countdown at 6
Barndoor in Orbit — Spooks in Space
Girl from Venus — Electronic Can-Can
Jungle Blues from Jupiter
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ideal. Where Marton rushes one or two passages in the first movement, Ansermet preserves a firmer pulse. In the second movement Ansermet observes the metronome marking and keeps the music flowing beautifully; Marton is appreciably slower, and though he realizes more of the mystery, he misses the elegance. He does better in the last movement, partly because his woodwind soloists are more agile than their Swiss counterparts, but the timpani solo in this movement is much more incisive in the London version.

Which brings me to the recording. Once again, RCA's Dynagroove emaculates the impact of both works. Bass lines hardly ever tell as they should, and the contrast with London's wonderfully lucid timpani and string basses is disheartening. RCA's recorded balance too is artificial. This may be excusable in the Martin, but for the more homely genius Varèse a better blend should have been sought. Fine music, then, and two worthy performances, but I wish RCA would overhaul its technique. B.J.

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Hodie (A Christmas Cantata)

Janet Baker, mezzo; Richard Lewis, tenor; John Shirley-Quirk, baritone; Philip Ledger, organ; Bach Choir; Choristers of Westminster Abbey; London Symphony Orchestra, David Willocheko, cond.  
- ANGEL 36297. L.P. $4.79.
- ANGEL S 36297. SD. $5.79.

Hodie, first performed in 1954, is not one of Vaughan Williams' masterpieces, but it is a beautiful work, and this recording is welcome. The text includes passages from the Bible, the Book of Common Prayer, and the Vespers for Christmas Day, and a selection of poems ranging from Baliett's Sweet was the song the Virgin sang through Drummond, Herbert, Milton, and Coverdale to Hardy and the composer's wife Ursula Wood. The setting comprises a variety of choral and solo numbers, linked by six very simple and touching passages of narration for a few boy sopranos with organ accompaniment. The finest movements, perhaps, are the baritone solo setting of Hardy's The Oxen and the jubilant peroration to words from Miltion's Hymn on the Morning of Christ's Nativity. The latter shares some of its material, as well as its percussion-spangled scoring, with the Finale of Vaughan Williams' Eighth Symphony.

Willcocks directs a delightful performance, and the spirit of the work is admirably captured. The choral parts, which are more difficult than they sound, are brought off with complete conviction, and the London Symphony Orchestra is in impeccable form. Philip Ledger provides clear and related organ playing, and the three vocal soloists are the best I have heard in the world. It's surprising to find Janet Baker singing the soprano part—one or two of her high notes are a trifle thin—and equally surprising to find John Shirley-Quirk bifiting out the last phrase of his George Herbert song with bizbee disregard for the decrescendo sign, but these are small flaws in highly accomplished and sympathetic performances. The recording is so good that I scarcely notice it. B.J.

VERDI: Rigoletto
Margit László (s), Gilda; Eva Elek (ms), Giovanna and a Page; Eva Gambos (ms), Countess Ceprano; Zsuzsa Barlay (c), Maddalena; Róbert Ilosfalvy (t), Duke; Arpad Kishegyi (t), Borsa; Gyorgy Melis (b), Rigoletto; László Pálöz (b), Marullo; József Bódy (bs), Sparafucile; Zsolt Bende (bs), Monterone; Tibor Nádas (bs), Count Ceprano; László Molnar (bs), a Herald; Chorus and Orchestra of the Hungarian State Opera House, Lamberto Gardelli, cond.  
- QUALITON LPX 1231/33. Three LP. $14.94.
- QUALITON SLPX 1231/33. Three SD. $17.94.

This album instructively resolves two questions:
1) What are the current operatic standards in Budapest? (A: Not bad at all.)
2) How does Rigoletto sound in Hungarian? (A: Awful.)

For the affirmative answer to question one we have the poised and incisive leadership of Lamberto Gardelli to thank. The performance is so well integrated that the young Italian conductor (a frequent guest at the Hungarian State Opera since 1960) must have been given an unlimited amount of rehearsal time with his forces. If only some of the more stellar recordings had such an elegant ensemble spirit! The orchestra plays extremely well; and although the principal singers are hardly the most seductive-sounding group of vocalists, they give a pleasing account of the music and project a considerable amount of drama.

Still, the soft contours and peculiar speech patterns of the Hungarian language vitiate much of the fine work and we are left with a Rigoletto of rather limited appeal. A note on the artists is given in English, but the libretto (as well as what appears to be an interesting essay on thematic relationships among the opera's hit tunes) is in Hungarian only. P.G.D.

WAGNER: Die Walküre


For a feature review of this recording, see page 93.

High Fidelity Magazine
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ACOUSTICAL MANUFACTURING CO. LTD.
HUNTINGDON, ENGLAND.
THE RUSSIANS (and Italians) ARE COMING

The first Russian salvo may be expected by February of next year when Capitol Records introduces Melodiya / Angel—a new label which will henceforth control U.S. distribution of the entire Russian classical recording output, and, more important, all recorded performances by Russian musicians whatever their source. After months of negotiations, Melodiya/Angel became official last August when Alan W. Livingston, Capitol's president, announced the signing of a three-year contract with the Soviet Union, giving the American company "exclusive first rights to manufacture, license, and distribute in the United States and the western hemisphere all recordings by Russian artists." Discs presently in the catalogue featuring Russian musicians are not affected by the contract and may still be circulated. But barring litigation from other classical labels, the future clearly belongs to Capitol.

This is the first time that the Russian government has turned its "Peoples' Artists" over to one American company lock, stock, and barrel. In past years, performances from the U.S.S.R. have reached us in a variety of guises, ranging from the shadiest of fly-by-night operations to the full official glory of the Bolshoi Boris Godunov on Columbia Records. And ever since Russian musicians became regular visitors at European and American music centers during the 1950s, individual agreements between Western companies and artists have been a relatively common practice. Gilch, for instance, has made records for RCA Victor, Angel, and Columbia, while Oistrakh has been even more ubiquitous, appearing on DGG, Columbia, Angel, London, RCA, Decca, Philips, and a host of smaller labels. Presumably this is all a thing of the past, now that the U.S.S.R. has gone over to total Capitalism.

Mezhdunarodnaya Kniga (generally simplified hereabouts to MK—the Soviet agency which handles all Russian recording operations) will supply Capitol with the tapes, and at least sixty releases are expected during the first two years of the agreement. According to Mr. Livingston, who spent several days in Moscow last year confirming the deal, there is a growing interest in high fidelity and stereophonic techniques in Russia and that country's latest efforts compare favorably with Western sonic standards. Melodiya/Angel will therefore be releasing discs in both mono and stereo and at the regular $4.79/$5.79 tariff.

Titles being considered for the label's February debut include Shostakovich's opera Katerina Izmailova with Galina Vishnevskaya and Kiril Kondrashin as conductor; the same composer's Ninth Symphony coupled with Mussorgsky's Pictures at an Exhibition, The Death of Stepan Razin, Kondrashin once again in charge; Oistrakh's interpretations of the Sibelius and Khachaturian Violin Concertos; and a rather mysterious item entitled Naughty Ditties by the young (1932) composer Rodion Shchedrin.

The Italian invasion is already in progress—Everest Records will now be pressing and distributing the Cetra catalogue (which runs to some ninety complete operas) and thirty-six titles have just reappeared in Schwann. Cetra was one of the first labels to arrive in LP's early days and the company has built up a large collection of opera recordings, once made available here through the enterprise of Dario Soria (now of RCA Victor). Capitol took over the line very briefly in the late Fifties, but for the past several years the albums have had only a spotty circulation as imports.

In addition to presenting a generous selection of Italy's finest singers, Everest's first dip into the Cetra reservoir will offer a few operas otherwise unavailable—Donizetti's Daughter of the Regiment, Rossini's William Tell, Cimarosa's Il Matrimonio segreto, Cilea's L'Arlesiana, and Verdi's La Battaglia di Legnano. Most of the performances originate in his old radio Italiana tapes circa 1950 (Fulstaff with Taddei; La Bohème with Carderí, Tagliavini, Taddei, and Siepi; Simon Boccanegra with Stella, Bergonzi, and Silveri); although a few are of more recent vintage (Aida with Curtis-Verna and Corelli; Melistofele with Pobbe, Tagliavini, and Neri) while others are of almost historical status (Norma with Cigna and Signani; Mascagni's L'Amico Fritz conducted by the composer). "All operas will be enchanged (sic) for stereo," says a press release from Everest; the sets will not be provided with libretti and the price per disc will be $5.95.

---
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THE MUSICAL HERITAGE SOCIETY...offers you this superb recording of the GOLDEN BAROQUE AGE

For only $1.00

ANTONIO VIVALDI (1678-1741)

Concerto for 2 Lutes & Str. Orch. in D Maj.
Concerto for Gtr. & Str. Orch. in D Maj.
Concerto for 2 Obos, 2 Cls & Orch. in C Maj.

The Austrian Transienter Orchestra of Vienna
Eder SEIPENBUSCH, Conductor

MHS 588 — Available in MONO or STEREO, please specify
ASK FOR A FREE 24-PAGE CATALOG OF OVER 150 FINE BAROQUE RECORDINGS

The MUSICAL HERITAGE SOCIETY, Inc. 1911 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 10023

Please send me the 12" Long Playing Record MHS 588. Within ten days after receipt I'll remit $1.00 as payment in full or return the record. It is understood I am absolutely under no obligation on my part, otherwise, please specify: MONO STEREO
Mail FREE Catalog

NAME
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HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
ROBERT HELPS: "New Music for the Piano"


Robert Helps, piano.
• ** RCA Victor LM 7042. Two LP. $9.58.**
• ** RCA Victor LSC 7042. Two SD. $11.58.**

The idea here is to provide a cross section of contemporary American piano music in a collection of no fewer than twenty-four different compositions. The idea is laudable. Its execution leaves a great deal to be desired.

These pieces are all very short, ranging from Samuel Adler's Capriccio at 1:10 to Norman Cazden's Sonata at 7:10, with most of them running scarcely more than three minutes long. They are beautifully played—Helps is a first-rate pianist—and they are extremely well recorded, but the general impression of the set is of an effort to make a case for quality with a quantitative razzle-dazzle. It doesn't work. There is also a rather obvious, continuous contrast between the clearly tonal composers (Kennan, Gideon, Kraft, Berkowitz, Pisk, Gould, Fine, Cazden, Brunswick, Alexander) and the uncompromisingly atonal (Berger, Babbitt, Weber, Powell, Perle, Helps, Kim), as if that were all that mattered. Some other issues do, to be sure, manifest themselves, but they are not very important issues: a kind of neo-Debussysm in Ingolf Dahl and a decided neo-Percy-Graingerism in Ernst Bacon; Peggy Glanville-Hicks' piece might well be called Pavane for a Pen- tive Pupill. Musical ideas more recent than the twelve-tone row are ignored. The collection is not nearly so "new" as its title would indicate.

All these pieces have been published in a single volume bearing the same title as the recording, and the whole project...
is involved in some unexplained way with the activities of the Abby Whiteside Foundation, which is devoted to spreading the principles of the celebrated piano teacher of that name. Miss Whiteside and her ideas are given the last page of the pretentious pamphlet accompanying the records (the work of one of the composers included, Joseph Protakoff), but otherwise we are provided only with the most superficial biographical facts about each composer—not a word about his music except, in perhaps two-thirds of the cases, the dates of composition.

A.F.

VICTOR MAUREL and MAURICE RENAUD: Vocal Recital


Victor Maurel, baritone [from G&T and Fonotipia originals, 1903-07]: Maurice Renaud, baritone [from G&T originals, 1901-02].

• Rococo 5242. LP. $5.95.

Fair warning: this record is probably for collectors only. The original recordings are incububal and very noisy; and it takes a determined ear to make out, much of the time, what is going on in the way of singing. But if you have trained yourself to listen to such early productions (the best noise-filter is the human mind), you will find much that is rewarding.

Victor Maurel (1848-1923) was the great actor of the nineteenth century. You may judge his stature from the fact that Verdi expressly wrote for him the roles of Iago, Falstaff, and (in the revised version) Simon Boccanegra. Unfortunately, at the time when Maurel recorded he was old (indeed, somewhat older vocally than you’d expect from his chronological age) and the phonograph was very young. Also unfortunately, among his few records he performed a high percentage of trash. (In fact, between Maurel and Renaud, it’s doubtful if any disc by major singers has presented quite so many of the insipid fourth-rate composers of the late nineteenth century. Guy D’Hardelot, Augusta Holmès, Camille Erlanger, Isidora de Lara... In company like this, Tosti and Hahn seem like giants.)

The current Maurel recital offers nine of the thirteen numbers which the singer chose to record, including all his too few operatic excerpts. The voice has lost much of its tone and encounters frequent difficulty with breathing and phrasing. But Maurel does retain, notably in the narrative of Cassio’s dream, his renowned ability to characterize through vocal coloration. There are evidences of taste and style and elegance even in the most boring songs; and the Tosti is an unexpectedly delightful gem, reminiscent of the most gracious and graceful light recordings by Vanni-Marcoux and Lucien Fugère.

And then there remains one of the absolutely great recordings: “Quand’ero pazzo” as sung by its creator. Maurel performs this with a studio audience (in 1907!), whose applause incites him to an encore and then to a second encore, this time in French. And every time it has a bounce, a lift that I have heard in no other reading, and that seems (once you have heard it) obviously exactly the way that Verdi must have meant it to sound. This performance is itself un miracolo vago, leggero.

Maurice Renaud (1862-1933) was a noble and characteristically French high baritone who was a major star of the Opéra, the Manhattan, the Metropolitan, and other important houses. While collectors are familiar with his elegant later recordings, these very earliest Renauds are almost completely unknown. If they prove, by and large, less satisfactory than the later efforts, it is because of the recording and the limitations of the 10-in. disc, which causes cuts and hurried pas-
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sages. Renaud's voice and technique are in splendid shape. There are style and bite in the excerpts from the Berlioz Faust (which Renaud sings as a high baritone, without the bass options); the voice is precisely what Massenet had in mind for Le Roi de Lahore; and the Favorita aria is a notable example of bel canto.

Renaud's artistry is hard put to it to make much of the songs. Though it's interesting that both he and Maurel offer De Lara's Rondel de l'adieu, a comparison of their interpretations is not especially fruitful. It is like comparing two great chefs on the basis of their skill in making peanut-butter sandwiches.

ANTHONY BOUCHER

MUSIC FOR BRASS


Brass ensemble, Gabriel Masson, cond.
• NONESUCH H 1111. LP. $2.50.
• NONESUCH H 71111. SD. $2.50.


London Gabrieli Brass Ensemble.
• NONESUCH H 1118. LP. $2.50.
• NONESUCH H 71118. SD. $2.50.

These two discs offer a wealth of delightful music. Some of it was originally written for voices, and the pieces that were conceived instrumentally were written not for the modern brass instruments used here but for their less powerful predecessors. No matter—the composers concerned would have been the last to object to the use of whatever forces were to hand, and the total effect of both records is very agreeable.

To my English ear, the London ensemble (in "Royal Brass Music," H 1118 or H 71118) produces a rounder, more attractive tone than the Paris one ("Renaissance Music for Brass," H 1111 or H 71111). To offset this, however, the presence of a tuba in the London group seems inappropriate; furthermore, the French performances are more appropriately straightforward—particularly on Side 2 of the British-made record dynamic nuances and phrasing occasionally tend towards the mannered. If you want only one of the two discs, I would therefore recommend the French set. Both issues are well recorded, but both would benefit from quieter surfaces.


Soloists: Okay Charole; Royal P.D.Q. Bach Festival Orchestra, Jorge Mester, cond.
• VANGUARD VR $ 9223. LP. $4.79.
• VANGUARD VSD 79223. SD. $5.79.

This is really scraping the barrel. No doubt I'm a pompous, humorless fellow, but I've had enough of jokes about G strings and the like. The satirical aim of these mock-baroque compositions totally lacks the precision without which satire becomes a bore. Even when there is a good idea, like the reference to the "Hal- leujuah Chorus" in the last number of The Seasonings, it is neither developed nor sustained. All the fun, both verbal and musical, is monumentally predictable. We could much better do with a recording of the latest rediscovery from The Baroque Beatles Book, the Cantata The Singular Experience of Miss Anne Duffield, which made so deep an impression at Philharmonic Hall last May. What is Elektra going to do about it?

B.J.
Six ways to go stereo, Sony-style...
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BARTOK: Concertos for Piano and Orchestra: No. 2; No. 3

Geza Anda, piano; Berlin Radio Symphony Orchestra. Ferenc Fricsay, cond.
- DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON DGG 8111

53 min. $7.95.

This companion reel to the same artists' fine 1965 taping of Bartók's First Concerto and early Rhapsody for Piano and Orchestra should be even more widely appealing than the earlier program. If the acerbic, clattery Second is likely to be best appreciated by connoisseurs of twentieth-century music in general and of Bartók in particular, even listeners of far more conservative tastes cannot fail to be impressed by the tremendous dynamic energy generated or by the mysterious other-world evocations of the Adagio movement. But it is the more profound and richly eloquent Third that transcends all specialized appeals and speaks with heart-wrenching directness to everyone. In the present well-processed transfer (a tape debut for this as for the other works mentioned), the 1961 or earlier recording remains effectively powerful and bright where the details and tonal qualities of Anda's masterly playing are concerned; the orchestra generally sounds less vivid and lucid, although there are some hauntingly beautiful moments here too, such as those provided by the angelically floating strings in the extraordinary Adagio religioso slow movement.

However, technical criticism is beside the main point here: which is that this superb musical realization of Bartók's finest genius belongs in every home library. Don't be misled into thinking that the unhappiness of the composer's last expatriate and poverty-haunted year is reflected in this music. On the contrary, there is a wealth of hopefulness, and not least a vivace section of the finale which is one of the most frolic-some romps in all so-called serious music.


Juilliard Quartet.
- Epic ESC 849. 33 1/3-ips, triple-play. Approx. 131 min. $11.95.


Amadeus Quartet.
- DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON DGG 8537.

Two reels: approx. 70 and 82 min. $19.95.

While the Juilliards just miss winning first-tape honors with Beethoven's 'Middle' Quartets (included, along with Op. 95, in the recent Vol. 2 of the Amadeus/DGG series), they warrant a special award for what are exceptionally individual as well as electrifyingly high-tensioned and extraverted readings. This is an "unbuttoned" Beethoven indeed— one that well may shock orthodox chamber music listeners, especially those most at home in the genteelly romantic Viennese (or dare I say Biedermeier?) tradition. Such listeners will, of course, find the more conventional Amadeus performances far less disturbing. But for anyone who welcomes such a shock, there is glorious excitement here, both in the Juilliard Quartet's drivingly energetic playing itself and in Epic's realistically close, ultravivid, and amazingly "big" recording. The unusually wide dynamic range of the engineering and the unusually high modulation level of the excellently processed taping combine to make this release one of the most impressive examples to date of slow-speed tape technology.

In comparison the warmer, more luminous, not quite as close DGG recording seems less striking; the otherwise excellent Ampex tape processing is marred (in my review copy at least) by some intrusion of reverse-channel spillover on Side "C": and the Amadeus ensemble's playing is inadequate—even by conventional, "romantic" standards—to convey the full passion and profundity of the fabulous "Last" Quartets. Compare, for example, the present often "surgy" performance of Op. 131 with the far more satisfactory Fine Arts Concerto of March 1963. Unfortunately, though, that is the only one of these four masterpieces otherwise available on tape. Nevertheless, this Amadeus Vol. 3 warrants some special citation as the final installment in Deutsche Grammophon's complete Beethoven Quartet tappings, begun with last year's Vol. 1 (DGR 8531, $21.95) and continued in the recent Vol. 2 (DGG 8536, $19.95), two reels each.

DEBUSSY: La Mer; Khamma; Rhapsody for Clarinet and Orchestra

Robert Gugholz, clarinet; Orchestre de la Suisse Romande, Ernest Ansermet, cond.
- LONDON L.C.I. 80178. 50 min. $7.95.

I once wrote (July 1960) of an earlier Ansermet Mer that "there are perhaps more dramatic versions available, but none more plasticly contoured, vi-brantly nuanced, and radiantly luminous." Here the conductor seems in even more relaxed yet sure control, the orches-tra playing even more shimmering, and the stereo sonics even purer and more natural. For sheerly magical musical impressionism this taping sets a new standard not likely to be easily or soon matched. And the reel's overside has
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special interest in offering two pieces probably unfamiliar even to Debussy specialists. The Clarinet Rhapsody is a graceful, curiously balletic piece, deftly if not especially poetically played here by Gugholz, while the obscure Khannma ballet of 1912, in which Debussy lost interest and left to be completed by Charles Koechlin, is at least proof of the composer's own critical acumen in recognizing when his creative sparks were setting nothing on fire.

HAYDN: Quartets for Strings, Op. 33 (complete)

Weller Quartet.
- LONDON LCH 80179. Two reels: approx. 72 and 36 min. $12.95.

On my part it's no hyperbole to hail this release as the finest all-round achievement to date in chamber music taping. Furthermore, it marks the reel debuts of both of Haydn's delectable Op. 33 Quartets and of the Weller ensemble. Four young Viennese musicians of whom are sons of Viennese musicians. Yet this set's third claim to importance will be the vital factor for many tape fanatics—its extraordinary sonic magic. Not only Walter Weller's first-violin part but all the others are played with a combination of angelic sweetness and roguish verve. Then, unlike many overrealistically close stereo recordings of small ensembles, the engineering here establishes a natural chamber perspective with no essential loss of brilliance or lucidity. And the Ampex tape processing is ideally quiet-surfaced and preecho-free.

MOZART: Quartets for Piano and Strings: No. 1, in G minor, K. 478; No. 2, in E flat, K. 493

Peter Serkin, piano; Alexander Schneider, violin; Michael Tree, viola; David Soyer, cello.
- VANGUARD VTC 1714. 53 min. $7.95.

MOZART: Quartets for Strings: in C, K. 515; in G minor, K. 516; in D, K. 593; in E flat, K. 614

William Primrose, viola; Griller String Quartet.
- VANGUARD EVERYMAN CLASSICS VEA 1917. 3¼ ips, double-play. Approx. 110 min. $8.95.

The two Mozart piano quartets, if less famous and less profound than the incomparable string quartets, are so engaging in themselves and so zestfully and gracefully played here that they cannot fail to be relished by even listener willing to investigate them. To be sure, some veteran collectors may grumble that there is no challenge to the memorable mono disc versions of the past which starred Schnabel, Szell, and Curzon in the pianist's role. And possibly Serkin and his Maribor colleagues aren't quite as assured and subtle here as in their acclaimed taping of Schubert's Trout Quintet last August. But such complaints presume the loftiest interpretative standards; and technically, there can be no adverse criticism at all of the attractively open stereo recording or the quiet-surfaced, preecho-free tape processing.

No Mozartean will need reminding that the four best-known string quintets rank among the very finest of his creations, and no record collectors will recall that when these Primrose-Griller performances first appeared in American disc editions in 1960 they were generally praised both for their readings (of K. 515 and K. 614 in particular) and stereo sonics. Now, however, I find, to my surprise, that the playing here often seems overromantic and grimly earnest, while the still vivid sound is sometimes just a bit boxy in quality. Possibly I was prejudiced by first encountering a defective review copy (in which there were various dubbin-system speed—and hence intonation—uncertainties at the beginning of Side 1). In any case I suspect that most listeners to unflawed tape recordings will be so enraptured musically that they will be unaware of any minor interpretative and tonal-quality weaknesses.

YEHUDI MENUHIN, "Two String Orchestra Programs"

Bath Festival Orchestra, Michael Tippett, cond., Yehudi Menuhin, cond.
- ANGEL Y 2'S 3690. 3¾ ips, double-play. Approx. 110 min. $11.98.

The only possible complaint about the program here would have to do with a surfeit of materials—too much and in some cases too difficult for most listeners to absorb at one sitting. On the first side are the eclectic Variations on a Theme of Frank Bridge, Op. 10, which first won fame for Benjamin Britten, the more recent Michael Tippett Fantasia concertante on a Theme of Corelli (conducted by the composer), and the exhilarating Corelli Concerto grosso in F, Op. 6, No. 2, from which the Tippett work's theme was drawn. It's all fine stuff, magnificently played and recorded.

But brace yourself! The second side is calculated to separate the (tougher-eared) men from the (tender-eared) boys. It proceeds remorselessly from Stravinsky's restlessly busy Concerto in D of 1947 . . . through Hindemith's mostly grim Five Schulwerk Pieces, Op. 44, No. 40, of 1927 . . . to the more familiar Bartók Divertimento of 1940. The latter is the only one of all these pieces to have been taped before (even better, miraculouse dictul, by Barshai and the Moscow Chamber Orchestra for London, July 1963). In view of the nature of this music, descriptive and historical annotations should properly have been provided. Their omission, though, is the only serious deficiency of this otherwise admirable reel.

Continued on page 174
Some plain talk from Kodak about tape:

**Uninterrupted listening pleasure... and the answer to a searching question**

Recording a pop tune or even the whole top ten isn't much of a problem with standard sound tapes. But people always want more - like getting a whole Wagnerian opus on a single reel. Actually, the problem of long playing time involves two variables: how fast you run the tape, and how much tape length you get on a reel. The latter variable is a function of reel size and tape thickness. The following chart will give you an idea of running times with different lengths of tape:

![Tape Running Time Chart](chart.png)

Some like it slow. Taking it slow is the obvious way to get longer playing time. Half the speed and you double the time it takes for the tape to run. This works very well up to a point. As a matter of fact, it is the historical trend — from 15 ips to 7 1/2 ips to 3 1/2 ips and so on. But as you cut the speed, and thereby compress the recording, you make the microscopic perfection in the tape more and more important. Furthermore, at slow speeds the increased dependence upon short wavelength information and the concurrently reduced flux-carrying capacity of the tape makes head and equipment design more difficult. But even though improved quality slow-play tape recordings are strongly dependent upon improved equipment, you are still ahead with the built-in quality of KODAK Tapes — high output tape Type 34A, with its output and noise advantages, or low-print tape Type 31A.

Some like it thin. The other avenue is to go to a thinner tape... one that packs more length on the reel. This too is an appealing idea — one that explains the proliferation of double and triple play tapes. So what's the catch? Well, for one thing, very thin tapes require careful habits on the part of the home recordist. Your recording/playback heads should be in good shape, as thin tape is more liable to physical distortion and breakage. Make sure that your recording equipment is in top shape so that it produces smooth starts and stops. You can help with a smooth start by turning the reels away from one another (gently, please) so as to take up any slack in the tape which may have occurred during threading. Also, forget the fast-rewind knob — store tapes "as played." Fast rewind can set up a lot of tension and often cause erratic winding. All this can result in "stretched" or "fluted" tapes. In a nutshell, treat thin tapes with loving care. When you record, be careful not to overload on input (if you have a VU meter, keep the needle slightly below the record level you would normally use for regular tape). Last but not least, make sure you get your tape from a reliable maker — like Kodak. It takes a lot of extra care in winding, slitting and over-all handling to come up with a superior triple-play tape like Kodak's famed Type 12P. Because of its highly efficient oxide, Type 12P gives you a signal-to-noise ratio better by close to 6 dB compared to the other leading triple-play tape. Add to this the advantage of back printing (so you always know what type of tape you’re using — even when it’s in the wrong box), and a dynamically balanced reel that reduces the stress and strain on a thin tape, and you can see why KODAK 12P Tape is becoming so popular.

KODAK Tapes — professional types and the long-playing variety — are available at most electronic, camera, and department stores. If you've had trouble finding them at your favorite store, Kodak would like to help. Simply tell us where you'd like to buy KODAK Tape, and we'll see what we can do about having these stores stock it. In the meantime, we'll rush you the names of nearby Kodak dealers where you'll be sure to find KODAK Tape; also, a very informative booklet "Some Plain Talk from Kodak about Sound Recording Tape." Just fill out the coupon below.

---

Eastman Kodak Company
Department 940
Rochester, N.Y. 14650

Gentlemen: I would like to be able to get KODAK Sound Recording Tape at the following stores:
1) Camera store
2) Department store
3) Electronic supply store

Please send names of nearby outlets and my free copy of "Some Plain Talk from Kodak about Sound Recording Tape."

Name _____________________________
Address _____________________________
City & State ______________________ Zip ______

---

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester, N.Y.

November 1966
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My stubborn prejudice against "children's music"—way that best completely overcome by my comparable prejudice for anything Danny Kaye does, but at least the battle is held to a draw. This latest release in Decca's series of celebrated show and film scores features Frank Loesser's music with its well-remembered Wonderful Copenhagen and an unjustly forgotten but lovely Anywhere I Wander. Adjoined are the ever popular Tubby the Tuba, a sequel devoted to Tubby's circus adventures, and a couple of Sylvia Fine arrangements which give better scope than anything else here to the soloist's lingual virtuosity. The circa 1952 recording, now discretely "enhanced for stereophonic," is a mitte faded where the orchestral sonics are concerned, but it does very well indeed by Kaye's voice.

"Bless This House." Mormon Tabernacle Choir; Philadelphia Orchestra; Richard P. Condie, Eugene Ormandy, cond. Columbia MQ 785, 43 min., $7.95.

This latest in a best-selling series provides no surprises. Expectedly emotional and inflated are the orchestrallly accompanied "classics": excerpts from Handel's Messiah and Brahms's German Requiem, Bach's Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring," a vocal adaptation of Handel's "Largo," and — unblushingly — Malotte's Lord's Prayer. Expectedly devotional, amateurish, and unintelligible are the organ-accompanied title piece, Fauré's The Palms, Bizet's Agus Dei, Franck's Paisis Angelicus, etc., in which they are wisely provided, and the big-sound, cathedral-reverberant stereo recording is, as always in this series, mightily impressive.

"Holiday in Athens." Chorus and Orchestra, Marcello Minerbi, cond. Warner Brothers WSTX 1632, 33-1/2ips., 34 min., $5.95.

This is a program of Greek "Sirtaki" dance pieces mostly composed or arranged, as well as conducted, by an Italian who won European fame with his hit recording of the prototype music for the film Zorba the Greek. The dance form comprises slow and fast (often accelerating) sections; the little orchestra features the twangy tonal qualities of the bouzoukia and kindred guitar- and mandolinlike instruments first made popular outside Greece in Never on Sunday. Appropriately, two of the best pieces here, The Voyage and Young Men of Anatolia, were written by that score's composer, Marcello Minerbi. Not all the Minerbi pieces are as good as Hadjidakis' and his own Feast at Delphi and The Girls of Athens; but over-all the program has lively musical as well as novel sonic charms. And the markedly stereoscopic recording, made by the Italian Durum Company's engineers, deals ably with the steep wavefronts of the omnipresent plucked-string transients.

"Jazz Dialogue." Modern Jazz Quartet and the All-Star Jazz Band. Atlantic ALX 1939, 33-1/2ips., 34 min., $5.95. This tape provides a flawless transfer of exceptionally bright, well-spaced-out stereo recordings as well as a batch of some of the the most unerring performances the MJQ and its pianist-leader John Lewis, in particular, have ever given us. I'd quibble only about the title, which is something of a misnomer since the mostly brass and reed band set itself up to do any real dialogue with the quartet but serves mostly to provide sonorous, restlessly varied rhythmic backgrounds to the imaginative solos by Lewis and costarred vibraphart Milt Jackson—and occasionally by bassist Percy Heath and drummer Connie Kay too. Most of the musical materials are familiar from earlier MJQ recordings, but they have been newly arranged and reaminted—with outstanding originality in the odd Animal Dance and Prohaska's bluesy Intima, with superb melodic and atmospheric appeal in One Never Knows and Django.


As in her first two recorded programs (only one of which was transferred to tape, February 1965), Miss Sainte-Marie tirelessly tears the razor-edged dividing lines between interpretative beauty and ugliness, pathos and bathos, effective originality and idiosyncratic mannerisms. It's hardly surprising that such daring fails as often as it succeeds, or that the failures are abysmal ones. Most disc reviewers have concentrated on the failures here, yet there are other moments—such as Waly Waly, Men of the Fields, Poor Man's Daughter, Sometimes I Get to Thinkin', and Winter Boy—when there is genuine magic. I like too the effective yet restrained use of what the soloist calls her "mouthbow," but which undoubtedly is what is more commonly known as a jews'-(or jaw's) harp.


If you've been assuming that Jerry Herman's music for Mame is a carbon of that for Hello, Dolly!, or simply a vehicle for the stage personality of Angela Lansbury—suspend disbelief long enough to give this reel version a whirl! The best turning point here, Young I Feel, We Need a Little Christmas, and Open a New Window—are rousing ones; Miss Lansbury is not only a versatile comedienne but a very attractive (and in If He Walked Into My Life) a formidable Jane Craig. Even the ballad, She Belongs brings both wry humor and pathos to Gooch's Song. Add a skillful supporting cast, a lusty chorus and big orchestra, exceptionally bright and solid high-level stereo recording, and first-rate tape processing—and what more can you reasonably ask for?
3 motors, 4 heads

TEAC R-1000 and R-1100 models are professional quality stereo tape recorders with automatic reverse system.

3 motors make them professional type recorders. 4 heads and automatic reverse make long playing possible.

These models are the ultimate in quality stereo performance. They give you professional quality for home listening enjoyment.

Other features include stereo echo effects, safety switch for preventing accidental erasings, mic-line mixing, simultaneous playback and recording on separate tracks and automatic shut-off.

TEAC R-1000

TEAC R-1100

This is similar to the R-1000 model with the addition of built-in amplifiers and Hi-Fi loudspeakers to provide a compact and complete stereo reproduction system.

TEAC CORPORATION
Musashino, Tokyo, Japan

Sole Agent: Intercontinental Seaway Products Co. 5400 East 96th St. • P.O. Box 4436 • Cleveland, Ohio 44125. Phone: (216) 475-2600
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"A man that has a taste of musick, painting or architecture," wrote Joseph Addison in 1711, "is like one that has another sense when compared with such as have no relish of those arts."

That's no less true in the 20th Century than it was in the 18th.

But when it comes to "musick" what's new is this: readers tell us that only HIGH FIDELITY/MUSICAL AMERICA Edition of all magazines published today, seems adequate to review authoritatively the new recordings as well as important "live" concerts and operas throughout the world.

If you have a taste for classical music, this is the edition you should see regularly.

There's a handy subscription card on this page for that edition as well as the regular edition of HIGH FIDELITY.
You call it tiny.
We call it progress!

This is the new E-V 1177. An FM stereo tuner and 50 watt stereo amplifier. All in one neat package.

Don't let its calm exterior fool you. The inside is packed with action. Solid-state circuitry born of our lengthy experience in aerospace electronics. Nothing wasted. Every ounce contributes to superb sound reproduction.

You can tackle the biggest musical sounds on record with the 1177. It's more than equal to the challenge.

When teamed with a pair of famed Electro-Voice speakers, you've achieved a matched high fidelity system of rare excellence. And the E-V approach to high fidelity design makes installation easy and operation effortless.

Oh. One other thing about the E-V 1177. The price. It's right in line with the size. Small. Just $280.00, including the walnut-paneled case. See your E-V dealer for a demonstration. Or write for our complete high fidelity catalog. It's big!

ELECTRO-VOICE, INC., Dept. 1164H, 619 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan 49107
Sherwood S-8800 140-watt FM ALL-SILICON Receiver
$359.50
$368.50 in walnut leatherette case
$387.50 in hand-rubbed walnut cabinet

3-YEAR WARRANTY

Sherwood Electronics Laboratories, Inc., 4300 North California Avenue, Chicago, III. 60618. Write Dept. H11
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Now, look at the new Sherwood specs!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>V-Vacuum Tube</th>
<th>S-ALL-SILICON Transistor</th>
<th>Power (HF) 2 channels 4 ohms Watts</th>
<th>FM Sensitivity Microvolts</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Dollars Per Watt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sherwood S-8800</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>$359.50</td>
<td>$2.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altec 711A</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>378.00</td>
<td>3.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bogen RT8000</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>319.95</td>
<td>4.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyna FM-3, PAS-3 &amp; S-70</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>404.85</td>
<td>4.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fisher 700T</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>498.50</td>
<td>4.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fisher 440T</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>329.95</td>
<td>4.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harman-Kardon SR-900B</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>449.00</td>
<td>4.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McIntosh 1500</td>
<td>V&amp;T</td>
<td></td>
<td>85</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>499.00</td>
<td>5.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marantz 8B, 7T, &amp; 10B</td>
<td>V&amp;T</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>75*</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1340.00</td>
<td>17.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott 348</td>
<td>V&amp;T</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>479.95</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott 342</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>299.95</td>
<td>4.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

References "T" or "V &T" above may include some silicon transistors.
Figures above are manufacturers published specifications except (*) which are published test findings.